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This is an UNOFFICIAL supplement to the SLA
Industries game. It IS NOT a Nightfall Games
product.

SLA Industries created by Dave Allsop.

All Copyrights and IP rights relating to SLA
Industries belong to Nightfall Games.
This is not an official Nightfall product, and it's
production should not be interpreted as a challenge
to those copyrights and IP rights to SLA Industries.
Please help further the development of SLA
Industries by supporting Nightfall Games and by
buying all official material available from them.

This supplement was written by:  Max Bantleman,
Roy MacRonald, Tim Dedopolous, John Dodd,
James Fullerton, Ed Hanley, Greg Martin, Rob
Wood.

***

Honour Above All

One of the last surviving relics of an elder time, the
Shaktar remain loyal to SLA Industries.
They are guardians of the oldest mysteries, travellers
in the void, pioneers in journeying among the stars.
Their Honour Code lifts them, binds them, rules their
life and their worlds. Honour in the World of
Progress must be jealously guarded, fought for,
nurtured: but above all it must not be betrayed.

The Shaktar Sourcebook brings to light hitherto
hidden secrets and depths to the Shaktar and their
culture: their religious beliefs, laws, customs and
ceremonies.
Revealed are new combat techniques, weapons and
equipment, designed for and inspired by the Shaktar
race.
Deep Space is explored, showing the bleak terror
within the black nothingness of space, Hard Void,
EbbDark; the remnant technologies and races from
the all embracing destruction of the Conflict Wars,
data archaeology, legacy systems, species forgotten
or thought of as extinct.
Within the pages of the Shaktar Sourcebook, you'll
find some of the answers you seek regarding the
Shaktar race.
But be careful what you look for…. you may find it.

***

The rain falls, drowning, smothering, yet not
cleansing.

The crouched figure toys aimlessly with the bloody
entrails spilling from the ripped and broken corpse
laying at it’s feet. Patterns in the sand, crimson
symbols soon washed away, made senseless by the
driving rain.
“Here among the stars, on worlds flung far from the
gaze of that bloated corpse, riddled with gnawing
maggots lost in their own madness of drudgery… out
here… did you think I could not reach? That these
blood skinned lizards could escape the blackened
claw of my hatred?
You sit content amid the charnel house of the dead
world you created. Watching as the shadows you
made chew away at the flesh of the lie you grew.
Am I to be content to watch too?”
Laughing, the lonely figure shifts, looking up to the
skies, then smiling, “Honour? I spit blood in the face
of your lizards and their pathetic, twisted, broken
understanding of what you have done to honour.”
The storm rages. The rain falls. The killer stands and
casually drops the broken sword at the feet of it’s
victim. Without looking back, the destroyer stalks in
to the darkness.

***

Blood Honour

All material is licensed to Inter-Com © 903 SD. Eye
4 Inter-Com, a fully licensed subsidiary of Third
Eye. Frank Weiss reports on the slaying of a Shaktar
on the streets of Mort. ‘Nothing to see there’ you
say? Read on.

A Shaktar lies dead on the streets of Mort, old news
maybe, but this Shaktar was killed by the Contract
Killer J’Qp, a Shaktar from the same clan as the
victim. There are reasons, there always are, but it
may be worth looking at this killing a little more
closely. Before we brush this off as just another CK
kill, another two minutes security camera footage on
a Third Eye bulletin, before we turn away, muttering
something about just being Shaktar doing what they
do; killing things. Before we blind ourselves to
what’s going on around us, let’s take a bit of a closer
look shall we?
The victim, K’tn Th’tpt, was killed outside the
Nettwerk Fashion store in Uptown at 11:50, he was
apparently laying in wait for one of the stores
customers, Blitzer and MAC Knife in hand, when he
was confronted and killed by J’Qp.
K’tn had only been on Mort for three days, arriving
unannounced from Kn’nth on a mission of
vengeance and terror. He was not an Operative, he
was not a SLA Employee, he was simply an outraged
citizen. The Cunder clan, to which both Shaktar
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belonged, alerted J’Qp who tracked and killed K’tn,
in what was by all accounts, a long drawn out bloody
battle. Passers by, making their way to the Club
Tempo, were treated to a masterly display of blades
and martial arts, before witnessing the killing blow
from J’Qp which beheaded his foe. J’Qp was taken
to the Abbey Infirmary to have three Blitzer bullets
removed, along with stitches to numerous cuts. This
was no push over for the CK.
In the three days K’tn had been on Mort, he had
conducted a one man campaign of murder driven by
a sense of outrage, against the employees of CC
Animation, the subsidiary of Third Eye responsible
for the production of Captain Contract. Six
employees lay dead, four maimed and mentally
scarred for life. All apparently driven by K’tn’s
hatred of the portrayal of Shaktar as ‘side kicks’,
reinforced by the character of Shl’llr in the CC
series. Something in K’tn had snapped. He could no
longer tolerate the way he thought we saw his noble
race.
Have we managed to learn so little of our Shaktar
brethren that we could still be surprised by K’tn’s
actions, or by J’Qp? Have we forgotten that J’Qp
himself was responsible for the slaying of two Third
Eye executives who publicly denounced Shl’llr as
“nothing more than a lizard with a sword”?
If we are to be surprised, it should be by our ongoing
ignorance of the Shaktar, their beliefs and their
Honour Code, which binds them and forces them to
uphold their sense of duty, even if it means laying
their life down, even if it means killing a Clan
brother, even if it means defending the honour of a
cartoon character.
If we have a lot to learn, we’d better start learning it.
The World of Progress gets more dangerous every
day. The boundaries between the mundane and the
horrific are being eroded every day by the likes of
DarkNight and a thousand other subversive
organisations bent on the destruction of SLA
Industries. The battle fields are no longer flung out
across the Galaxy on distant War Worlds, no longer
confined to regions of lower Downtown where the
most twisted, misshapen beasts fight to engulf our
civilisation every day. The battle fields are getting
closer to home. And if we want the Shaktar as our
allies, we must remember that they bring their
allegiance with a price. We must learn to understand
their demands upon us, as well as to continue making
our demands of them.

The Shaktar Race

Of all the non-human races, it is likely that the
Shaktar have the most in common with the humans:
but they are still the most misunderstood. They do

not have any of the psychic abilities that are open to
the Ebon races but closed to the humans, they are a
completely natural people, unlike the various
Stormer creations of Karma and their keen sense of
family loyalty and friendship is far more like the
human outlook than the Wraith Raider's survivalist
existence.
Despite these similarities, most of the other races
tend to think of Shaktar as brutish, savage aliens with
a strange and complex code that they live by. To the
average citizen of Mort, the Shaktar is a fearsome
being that takes offence at the slightest comment and
revels in the violence that seems to surround them.
Kn'nth is a world with a deep and complex religious
culture, the Shaktar were the first of the races of the
time before the Conflict Wars to venture into the
cold reaches of space and some of the most brilliant
scientists in the World of Progress are Shaktar, but
what is the race remembered for? They are
remembered for spawning Shl'llr, the loyal but
unlucky sidekick of Captain Contract and for Deth,
the doorman of The Pit, a glorified bouncer!
How can such a civilised and complex race be
branded as savage and barbaric? The reasons are
many and complicated but there is one main problem
the Shaktar have to overcome - their looks. The dark
red, leathery skin of the Shaktar, along with their
relatively large size and impressive muscle toning
makes them an imposing sight at the best of times
and when you take into consideration the fact that
most Shaktar seen on Mort are operatives and carry
deadly weapons and wear bulky armour, it is quite
understandable that the other races are in awe, if not
simple fear, of the Shaktarian people.
The standard human reaction to anything they fear or
do not understand is violence but that would not be
quite appropriate in the case of Shaktar. Instead, the
humans have come up with their own way of dealing
with the ‘reptilian warriors’ and this consists of
belittling them in a hundred small ways. The
entertainment channels of the vid are full of images
of Shaktar but always in a subordinate position to
humans, Captain Contract and Shl'llr being the prime
example of this but not the only one. The fearsome
Shaktar is normally portrayed as an effective
bodyguard or back-up to the human operative and it
is virtually unknown to see the Shaktar in a leading
or commanding role.
It has become so ingrained into the humans of Mort
that the Shaktar will always obey orders, no matter
what the situation, that they are often considered to
be little more than willing slaves or unthinking
drudges. The Sixth of the Shaktarian Codes of
Honour, Loyalty: "Obey anyone you accept as a
superior," has been taken completely the wrong way
by many humans and now they expect the Shaktar to
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obey orders without question. This is something that
most Shaktar are simply not willing to accept and it
has led to many conflicts and even deaths.
The media is to blame for many of the
misunderstandings concerning the Shaktar and the
Shaktar as a race do little to help the media gain a
truer perspective of their people and culture. The
Shaktarian people take very little interest in the day
to day images that are beamed out through the vids
into everyone's home. The common Shaktarian view
of the media is that it is a very useful tool and can be
of great help in keeping up to date on the news and
happenings of the Universe, but the other races pay
far too much attention to the fictional side of it.
Many of the elder Shaktar feel that the vid is a
pleasure to be taken in moderation and that too much
of it can be a dangerous thing.
This is not to say that the Shaktar do not value
entertainment or fiction, it is just that they try to keep
it very separate from their day to day lives. To a
Shaktar, a finely sung ballad or a exhilarating story
or painting can be as beautiful and valuable as a
finely crafted sword or a suit of personalised
Dogeybone armour but it should not be allowed to
dominate their lives. Entertainment and literature is
something that should be kept for the quiet,
contemplative moments in their lives, the times when
they are not concerned with the more vital aspects of
existence
This denial of the media has led to a media denial of
the Shaktar and, mostly subconsciously, the Shaktar
have always been portrayed in a demeaning light.
With the human addiction to the images on the vid
screen, it was unavoidable that this media image of
the Shaktar would be the one that the humans came
to believe and to relate to and now it is universally
accepted that a Shaktar will always do as they are
told and will never be in a dominant or commanding
position.
Many non-Shaktar find it very difficult to understand
or even be able to see the differing expressions on a
Shaktar face. The reptilian make-up and harsh,
leathery skin of the people makes it very difficult for
the small facial expressions to be seen and this has
led to the Shaktar being viewed as an unemotional or
inscrutable people. This is just blatantly untrue.
To another Shaktar or a person very familiar with the
race, it is a simple matter to distinguish the different
expressions shown. A smile is completely different
from a snarl and contempt could never be confused
with fear. For those people not familiar with the
Shaktarian people, it is extremely difficult to make
out what a Shaktar is thinking through the expression
on their face.
Their lipless mouths always seem to be drawn back
in a ferocious grimace and their single coloured eyes

do not seem capable of showing any emotion at all.
To the humans, who are used to being able to judge a
person's feelings from the look on their face, this can
be very disconcerting.  It has given rise to the view
of Shaktar as a coldly violent people but nothing
could be further from the truth.
The Shaktar are a very emotional people and tend to
let their feelings show to anyone who knows how to
read the signs. If a Shaktar is unhappy with a
situation, they will let this be known and equally, if
they are pleased this will be common knowledge to
everyone around them. It is not uncommon for a
Shaktar to cry tears of pure joy at an especially
poignant love song or for them to work themselves
into a fury when the vid shows more images of Dark
Night treachery. The Shaktarian people see nothing
wrong with letting their emotions and feelings be
known and, for them, there is no shame in crying.
Unfortunately, the majority of the races only see the
cold, emotionless image of the Shaktar and they
think of them as being uncaring or callous. Once
more, the Shaktarian elders have done little to
discourage this view of their people and, over the
decades, this view of the Shaktar is the only one that
is accepted.
Human history and myth is cluttered with images of
Demons, Devils and Dragons and, unfortunately for
the Shaktar, their looks seem to match the common
image of these mythological creatures. When the
Shaktar first made contact with the humans they
were met with fear and an almost hysterical
suspicion. This has obviously mellowed over the
centuries but the racial memories of the humans still
give them a cause to mistrust the Shaktar. Many of
the more unstable religious cults of Mort preach that
the Shaktar are the messengers of the Devil and will
turn against the human people when the time is right.
It is only a tiny minority that believe this sort of
racist nonsense but the minority is a very vocal one
and humans have a tendency to listen to those that
shout the loudest.
This kind of prejudice is virtually unknown amongst
the more educated races, but amongst the less
advanced planets and even in the deeper sectors of
Downtown in Mort, the image of a Shaktar can strike
fear into the hearts of humans. SLA Industries and
the Shaktarian Elders are doing their best to crush
this ridiculous image but the rumours and myths
remain. While there are still uneducated humans,
there will be tales of Shaktar being Demons and
monsters.
While the Shaktarian race is still thought of as either
monsters or subordinates, there will be friction
amongst the different species but this is something
that the people of the World of Progress will just
have to come to terms with. Every living being is, to
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some extent, ‘specist’ and this will not change in the
foreseeable future.
As hard as SLA Industries tries, there will always be
conflict and dissention between the various races and
the best that can be hoped for is that the mistrust and
misunderstandings are kept to a minimum. The
media has allowed the sharing of cultures and
viewpoints but unfortunately in the case of the
Shaktar, the media and vid programmers still have a
lot to learn.

Shaktarian Appearance

Although the common viewpoint of non-Shaktar is
that all Shaktar look alike this is far from the truth.
To a Shaktar, each individual is as distinctive as one
human is to another but there are larger differences
which even the non observant humans should be able
to notice.
The first difference is in skin tone. All Shaktar have
a red, scaly skin but the colour varies greatly,
depending on which part of Kn'nth their ancestors
came from. In the far north of the planet, the red skin
was pale and light, almost a pinkish colour. It is seen
as a great insult to a Shaktar to call their skin pink,
and duel have been fought for much less.
The closer to the equator that the Shaktar came from
the darker their skin colour is and for those whose
ancestors lived in the deepest jungles of Kn'nth the
skin is so dark that it is close to black. The Eighth
Moon Pirates all have skin of this colour.
The varying Clans do not all have skin colours of the
same pigment and this is because the Clans are based
on an almost Zodiacal system rather than a
geographical one.
After the skin, the most noticeable feature of any
Shaktar is their tail. In some individuals this
appendage can grow to twice the height of the
Shaktar while in others it is barely half their height.
Again this is a geographical thing, with the longer
tails belonging to the Shaktar who's ancestors came
from the higher climbs of the jagged mountains of
Kn'nth. All the tails are heavily scaled but very
flexible although they are not prehensile and can not
be used to grasp in any way.
SLA Industries has had much problems coming up
with armour to fit the type of Shaktar with the longer
tail but it is possible to do. In most cases, Shaktarian
armour has the tailpieces powered by the same sort
of system that the arms and legs use and the Shaktar
can treat the tail as they normally would. The tail
armour is supple enough so that the Shaktar is not
impeded in any way by the loss of what is essentially
a form of balance for them.
In times of great stress, a Shaktar's tail will tend to
twitch and move without any conscious thought from

the Shaktar. If they concentrate on this action they
can easily prevent it and it is seen as an
embarrassment to have the tail moving in this
fashion when speaking to an elder or superior.
The last obviously distinctive feature of the
Shaktarian race is the horns that they have. Some,
like Deth, the doorman of The Pit on Mort, have a
single horn growing from their foreheads. Others
have twin horns sprouting from either side of their
head while some have four horns, two growing
upwards and above the head and two more growing
downwards, curving forwards and to the side of their
face. These horns can curve upwards or downwards,
backwards of forwards and some even curve back in
on themselves. It is a current fashion amongst the
younger Shaktar to decorate these horns with rings
and studs and some have even gone so far as to have
metal bands implanted into the horn so that they will
be strengthened as well as improving their looks.
Female Shaktar most commonly have twin horns
growing up and backwards from their foreheads.
These horns tend to be longer and thinner than the
males although this is not true in every case.
The mouths of the Shaktar are as varied and
distinctive as their horns are. Many have small, twin
tusks at the sides of their mouths and these tusks can
curve up or downwards. Some have single or even
twin tusks below their mouths that jut forward from
their chins, although this is quite rare.
There is no distinctive look to any of the Clans and
this is because the Clans are made up of individuals
from all across Kn'nth and not from any one
particular geographic area. When you were born is
far more important to the Shaktar than where you
were born.

Shaktarian Braids

It is well known that a Shaktar warrior will don the
'Braid of Oaths' if they believe that they have
specific task to undertake, and this task often
concerns the safety of their companions or friends. It
is also known that the Shaktar will occasionally give
out the 'Braid of Friendship' to a non-Shaktar who
had proved their loyalty, honour and worth. What is
less well known is that these Braids come in a large
variety of styles and to a person who knows how to
read them, they are a clear indication of what sort of
task the Shaktar is undertaking or why the person
was given the Braid of Friendship.
The Braids, or scarf consists of seven strips of thin,
silken material. This material is made from the fibres
of the leaves of the Fl'dn'th tree, a rare plant that
grows only in the jungles of Kn'nth. The tree grows
to heights of over 40 metres in a period of about 200
standard years and all attempts to transplant the tree
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to other planets has failed. Karma have attempted to
create a duplicate of the fibre that the scarves are
made out of and were successful but the Shaktar
refused to accept the substitutes and preferred the
extra cost of having their Braids made from the
original leaf fibres.
The seven thin strips that make up the Braid are each
just under 2 metres long and come in the colours of
red, blue, yellow, green, orange, black and white.
Each Shaktar will be given these Braids as part of
there coming of age ceremony. After the Exalted
Challenge, when the young Shaktar has faced and
defeated the Shahantian bull, they will be presented
with the scarves as part of the long and deeply
moving ceremony.

There are a multitude of different ways to entwine
and knot the scarves and each method of braiding
them means a different thing to the Shaktar. The
seven coloured braids each stand for a different
aspect of the Code of Honour.

Red - Honour - Br'vr'th
Blue  - Family - Gn'dy
Yellow - Friends - Tr'mnd
Green  - Truth - Zff'rn
Orange - Faith  - Pl'ttck
Black  - Loyalty - Rnm'ttd
White  - Purity  - Jtr'th'dr

The tying of these braids is a skill that all Shaktar are
taught during their childhood and it is as easy for
them to read the braids as it is to read the written
language. Outsiders can learn to read and tie the
braids but it is a rare thing for any non-Shaktar to
know. The skill, known as Brn'dth, teaches both how
to read and how to tie the knots.
The Braid of Friendship shows Tr'mnd in a
prominent place and the main colour on show is
yellow. All the other scarves will, of course, be
entwined into the braid but it is the Scarf of Friends
that takes pride of place in the display. This is one of
the most blatant and obvious braids since it has, after
all, been created to give to non-Shaktar.
A Shaktar that undertakes an oath to, for instance,
allow his friend to escape while he holds back the
advancing forces of a Thresher Unit will don a scarf
that is dominated by the colours of red and yellow,
Br'vr'th and Tr'mnd, Honour and Friends. This would
show that the Shaktar intends to aid his friends and
uphold his honour as a warrior. If the Shaktar
intended to defend a member of his family at all
costs, the Braid would be dominated by three
scarves, Br'vr'th, Gn'dy and Rnm'ttd, red, blue and
black.

If the same Shaktar was about to start a religious
ceremony to atone for an act that they believed had
shamed them the Braid would consist mostly of
orange and white, the colours for Faith and Purity.
The combinations of these scarves are virtually
limitless but it is quite easy for a skilled observer to
understand at least the basics of what is meant by
them.
Any Shaktar that creates the Braid of Friendship and
then gives it to their friend will have to purchase a
new set of scarves for themselves. Likewise, if the
scarves were lost or destroyed for any reason new
ones would have to be obtained as soon as possible.
If possible the Shaktar would prefer to travel back to
their Homeworld to receive the scarves and have
them purified in the correct religious ceremonies but
this is not always practical. There are a few shops in
Mort that cater for Shaktarian items of this sort and it
is possible to purchase a new set of scarves from
them. It is also possible to buy the Karma version of
these scarves for a considerably lower price but there
are very few Shaktar who would be willing to accept
these substitutes.
Any Shaktar that dons the Braids is vowing that they
will complete a task or die in the attempt. There are
times when neither of these options happens and then
the Shaktar is in a very difficult situation. In the
event that a Shaktar fails to carry out the task that
they took upon themselves and are still in a fit state
to act, the standard action is to seek out a Priest and
explain the situation to them. The Shaktarian Priest
will then set a penance for the failed Shaktar to fulfil,
thus allowing the Shaktar to prove themselves
worthy. While on this task, the Shaktar will have to
wear the Braid of Penance, a complex weave of all
the scarves and all the colours.
Those Shaktarian Priests on Mort normally have a
good, working relationship with the BPN halls and it
is likely that the failed Shaktar will have to complete
a task that is suitable for SLA Industries, quite often
a Black BPN. While wearing the Braid of Penance,
the Shaktar is not allowed to communicate with any
other Shaktar unless this communication is a part of
the penance that they have been set. Some of the
more religious Shaktar, especially those who belong
to the Griedaja Tribe and follow the Path of the Fifth
Moon, will take this lack of communication to
extremes and will refuse to talk to anyone until their
task is completed.
Once the task appointed to the Shaktar by the Priest
is completed, the quester is allowed to remove the
Braid of Penance and their failure will not be
mentioned again. It is the height of bad manners for
one Shaktar to remind another of a failed oath that
has been atoned for and duels to the death have been
fought over lesser matters.
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Games System Stuff

Brn’dth

This skill allows the character to be able to read and
tie the various Braids of the Shaktar. It is a skill that
all Shaktar receive free at Rank 2 and that can be
taught to operatives during their stay in Meny. At
lower levels, the skill allows the character to
understand the basic meanings of the scarf and to tie
the simple Braids, such as Friendship or other simple
oaths. At higher levels the reading character will
understand the subtle intonations intended behind the
various weaves and colours of the scarf.

Shaktarian Braids - Price to buy on Mort - 500
Credits per set.
Karma Braids - Price to buy on Mort - 65 credits per
set.

Shaktarian Calendar on Mort

On the Shaktarian Homeworld of Kn'nth, the year is
divided into seven, roughly equal months, one for
each of the Clans, and many of the Shaktar who have
left the Homeworld try to keep a precise track of
which 'month' it is.
Each Shaktarian lunar month lasts for about 60 days
but unfortunately for calendar makers it is not a
precisely equal amount for each month.

The First Moon - The Shahantian Crescent - 68 days
The Second Moon - Codex of Fortune - 65 days
The Third Moon - Shroud of Judgement - 57 days
The Fourth Moon - Shintash Gaze - 59 days
The Fifth Moon - Griedaja of Honour - 59 days
The Sixth Moon - Rodash the Mother - 55 days
The Seventh Moon - The Bond of Truth - 60 days

While each Clan's Moon is in dominance it is
considered to be a time of good fortune and
prosperity for that Clan and this has been carried on
by the Shaktar that have gone off world. On Mort,
very close check is kept on the Shaktarian calendar
and it is a simple matter for any Shaktar to purchase
a calendar that denotes the Moons of Kn'nth and
what times they are in dominance:

05/01/900 to 05/03/900  - Fourth Moon - Shintash
Gaze
06/03/900 to 04/05/900  - Fifth Moon  - Griedaja of
Honour
05/05/900 to 29/06/900  - Sixth Moon  - Rodash the
Mother

30/06/900 to 30/08/900  - Seventh Moon - The Bond
of Truth
31/08/901 to 14/11/900  - First Moon  - The
Shahantian Crescent
15/11/901 to 19/01/901  - Second Moon - Codex of
Fortune
20/01/901 to 18/03/901  - Third Moon  - Shroud of
Judgement
19/03/901 to 17/05/901  - Fourth Moon - Shintash
Gaze
18/05/901 to 16/07/901  - Fifth Moon  - Griedaja of
Honour
17/07/901 to 10/09/901  - Sixth Moon  - Rodash the
Mother
11/09/901 to 10/11/901  - Seventh Moon - The Bond
of Truth

A great festival is held every time a new Clan comes
into Dominance and on every world that the Shaktar
have travelled to there are always extravagant parties
when the month changes In the past, Shaktarian
politics were dominated by which Clan was
dominant at any time but that was found to be a very
unstable way of governing a people. Now, which
month it is makes very little difference to the day to
day life of a Shaktar, apart from priests and the very
religious of course.
Some of the more superstitious Shaktar will refuse to
do make any major decision or start any major tasks
when it is not their Clan's month but these sort of
Shaktar are a dying breed. Most Shaktar now pay
little attention to the lunar months except when the
are on Kn'nth and this is seen as a cause for great
concern by many of the Clan Elders and Shaktarian
leaders.
In the past, when the lunar months were strictly
adhered to, no one Clan could ever dominate the
others because as soon as their month was up, they
would have to step down and hand power over to the
next Clan in line. Now, it is quite possible for one
Clan to control virtually all Shaktarian interests and
this is seen as a possible stagnation for the
Shaktarian people.
Many of the Clan councils are trying to instil the old
virtues into the new generation of Shaktar but it is a
hard task. It is always difficult to interest the young
in old ways and styles when the future seems so
much more interesting. For the sake of the
Shaktarian way of life, it is hoped that this disregard
for the lunar monthly cycle will be overruled by the
Clan Councils This blatant disregard for the old
traditions is seen by some as the start of the end for
the Shaktar.

The Caste System
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"Yes, I would like to be a Warrior, wouldn't
everyone? But not like the ones that we have in our
Clan just now. They are arrogant and they boss you
about and I don't like them much. If I was a Warrior
I would be good to farmers and I would help them
out if they needed it and I wouldn't drive a dune
buggy across their fields so that they lost two months
work.
I do admire the Warriors but it would be different if I
was one. I would give money if I saw a beggar and I
would be willing to pay the proper rates to buy a
farmer's crop."

Hds'sn, Shaktar Farmer of Kn'nth.

The Shaktarian people have always used a very strict
Caste system on Kn'nth and when they started to
populate other worlds this system came with them.
There are seven different Castes within the
Shaktarian system and these start with Warrior at the
top, followed by the Priests, the Tutors, the Carers,
the Craftsmen, the Merchants, the Farmers and the
Labourers at the bottom.
Each Caste keeps themselves very separate from the
other Castes and most will refuse to have much to do
with the lower Castes. The exceptions to these are
the Priests and the Carers who tend to every Caste.

The Warrior Caste

The dominant organisation with Shaktarian society is
the Warrior Caste and it is to this group that every
Shaktar hopes to eventually belong. The vast
majority of Shaktarian SLA operatives belong to the
Warrior Castes of the Clans and it is almost unheard
of for a member of one of the other Castes to bear
arms as a profession.
The Warriors are the head of society and they have
the final say in every policy but it is the Priests that
the Warriors usually ask for advise on any situation.
They do not bow to the Priests but they know that
the Priests have the advice of the gods and it is easier
for them to see the correct path.
Traditionally, it is only the Warrior Caste that are
allowed to wield swords. This does not make much
difference in modern society but it did greatly affect
the other Castes in the past. There is nothing to say
that the other Castes can not use other weapons and
with the invention and evolution of guns few would
choose to carry a sword when they could use a much
more effective weapon.
It is only the Warrior Caste who have to take the
Exalted Challenge and face the Shahantian bull and
many of the Warriors believe it is this test that
separates them from the majority of the other
Shaktar. There is no greater test of courage than to

face the enraged bull with only the ceremonial
dagger and your own skill. The Warriors jealously
guard the secrets of the Exalted Challenge and they
do not let any non-Warrior see the ceremony.
It is believed that a Warrior has to have more than
just martial skills and they are expected to be skilled
in other ways. A finely painted picture or well sung
song can bring as much praise to a Warrior as can a
well executed sword blow or a perfect bulls-eye on
the shooting range. Haiku is one of the most well
respected arts that a Warrior can master and some of
the most beautiful and memorable poetry of
Shaktarian history has been created by warriors who
have had a bloody and ferocious past.
The Warriors of every Clan will look down upon any
of the other Castes because they are secure in their
knowledge that they have risen as high as it is
possible to get on the Great Wheel. It is considered
very bad manners for the Warriors to be anything but
impeccably polite and correct to those who belong to
a lower Caste but the natural arrogance of the
Warriors has a tendency to show through.
Surprisingly, the Warrior Caste have embraced
modern technology far more easily than most of the
other Castes. The Warriors are strong believers in the
old traditions and ceremonies but they also believe in
anything than can increase their skills and strengths.
This has led to them devising new weapons and
armour and welcoming the advancement of SLA
Industries with open arms. The Warrior Caste might
believe in the old ways but they are not going to
reject the modern ones.

The Priest Caste

The Priests of the Shaktarian religions have more
political power than any of the other Castes and it is
likely that they have the greatest control over which
way the Shaktarian people will develop. The Priests
take second place to the Warriors but they still
usually manage to get the Warrior Caste to agree to
their demands.
It is the duty of the Priests to watch over and control
all of the traditional ceremonies and they are the
ones who interpret the wishes of the gods and pass
these on to the people. The Priest Caste have moved
out to every world that the Shaktar have colonised
and they can now be found on most of the planets in
the World of Progress.  There are at least a couple of
Temples to each Shaktarian god on Mort now and
the Priest population of the city is slowly but steadily
growing.
The Priest Caste is by far the most traditional and old
fashioned of the Castes. They believe in the old ways
and styles of life and they do not like the way that
life has advanced and progressed and left them
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behind. If the Priests had their way the Shaktar
would all return to Kn'nth, live a holy, simple life
and follow the teachings of the gods. This is not very
likely to happen so that Priests have had to adapt and
make the best of the situation.
Many of the Priests are now adapting the old
teachings of the gods so that they fit in with modern
ways. They are rewriting the holy books so that the
use of modern technology is acceptable as long as
the Shaktar still follow the old traditions when ever
they can. This is not exactly what the Priests want
but they know it is the best compromise that they are
likely to get.
The Priest Caste have more dealings with the other
Castes than most do. Every Shaktar, no matter what
Caste they are from, will have at least some dealings
with Priests in their lives. This gives the Priests a lot
of influence within society and it is mostly them that
make all the day to day decisions.

The Tutor Caste

The Caste of Tutors includes scientists and
researchers as well and teachers and tutors. It is this
Caste that are constantly working to advance the
Shaktarian people and it is this Caste that has the
most difficulty with the Priest Caste. The two groups
are working for completely different goals and this
often brings them into conflict.
There is a great deal of rivalry between the Tutor
Castes of the different Clans and they are constantly
trying to outdo one another. The Frytish Tutor
Caste's greatest claim to fame were the Ion Drive
ships that first opened the Universe to exploration
while the Griedaja Tutor Caste claim that their
creation of the Hotline bullets are a much more
influential and recent invention.
Tutors are very highly thought of in Shaktarian
society, far more so than any of the other races
within the World of Progress and the Warrior Caste
are very proud of the Tutors of their Clan and will
take any steps necessary to defend them and their
honour. Each Clan is inordinately proud of their
Tutors and their inventions and will constantly try to
press them to greater and greater heights.

The Carer Caste

This Caste is made up of all the medical professions,
doctors, nurses, surgeons, psychiatrists,
psychologists, physiotherapist, chiropodists, dentists
and the Shaktar who care for the young within the
crèches.
This Caste has the duty of the care for the very
young and the very elderly and their task is one of
the most important ones within Shaktarian society.

The Shaktar are basically a warrior race and it is
vitally important for them to have a constant supply
of new troops to fill the gaps in the ranks. This
means that the care of the young is vitally important
to the survival and continuation of the race and it has
to be taken very seriously.
The care of the elderly and infirm is just as important
because the Shaktar have a great respect for their
families and especially the elders of the families.
Generally the elderly members will be cared for
within the family unit but if this is not possible they
are given over to homes run by the Carer Caste and
they expect them to be treated with the utmost
respect and honour.
Shaktarian doctors and surgeons are quite possibly
the best in the World of Progress. With no Ebb
abilities to help them, the Shaktar have had to find
other ways to deal with the grievous wounds that
were caused in battle and the surgeons' skill grew to
deal with this. The vast number of healing drugs that
SLA Industries brought with them made the Carer
Caste's job much easier but they have still retained
all of their skills and many of Mort's top surgeons
are from the Carer Caste of the Shaktarian people.

The Craftsman Caste

The Craftsman Caste covers most kinds of skilled
labour but also the artists, musician, sculptors,
playwrights, poets, etc. of the Shaktarian people. The
artistic members of the Caste receive more honour
than the likes of carpenters, architects, electricians,
astronauts and plumbers do.
It is the goal of each member of the Craftsman Caste
to create a work of such beauty or power that when
they are judged after their death they will be allowed
to move up through the Great Wheel and the works
of talented artists are respected for the master pieces
that they are.
The Shaktarian people have a great love of the arts of
all kinds and this is reflected in the way that they
treat the artists. A truly talented artists can have
almost as much standing as a Priest or skilled
Warrior and they often live in large estates with vast
incomes. Certain artists, especially actors and
actresses make tours of the Word Of Progress so that
their creations and skill can be shown, live, to as
many Shaktar as possible. They believe that showing
a truly good play, musical, recital or painting through
the vid or media belittles it, subtracts from its value
and they would much rather go to the trouble of
arranging a tour for the piece.
Many of the Shaktar living in Mort spend many
happy evenings in Jfd'll Kn'nth, The Gallery of
Kn'nth, where the greatest shows and displays are
put on. The gallery is open to non Shaktar but it is
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quite rare for any of them to going. Shaktarian music
and plays are a taste that needs to be developed.

The Merchant Caste

The actions of this Caste are quite self explanatory.
They were the traders who moved goods around first
Kn'nth, then the other worlds that the Shaktar
colonised, such as Rg'th'hhg and Gdfrt and then
finally through the entire World of Progress.
All shopkeepers, stall owners, controllers of
merchant fleets and heads of vast companies come
into this Caste and it is not one that is given any
particular respect. It is looked down upon by the
higher Castes because the merchants do not produce
anything and are not advancing the society in any
way and it is looked down on by the lower Castes
because the merchants often try to get the best
possible deal and this is usually at the expense of the
Farmers and Labourers.
The Merchant Caste themselves believe that they do
a necessary job and they are much maligned by
people who do not understand the importance of
their duties. Without the Merchant Caste knowledge,
as well as goods, would never have been spread
across Kn'nth but this is not thought of when a
person has to pay a high price for goods.

The Farmer Caste

This Caste consists mostly of the Shaktar who tend
the soil and grow the necessary food for the entire
Shaktarian race but it also includes fishermen,
animal herders and the scientists and technicians
who produce the synthetic materials that are taking
the place of so much of the natural food.
It is one of the lowest Castes and although it is
vitally important to the survival of the Shaktarian
people it is not something that anyone particularly
wants to do. There is no honour or glory in tending a
field and very little in working the winch that hauls
huge nets full of fish onto a gigantic factory ship.
Few of this Caste are ever on any worlds other than
Kn'nth and the other colonised planets. It is very rare
for a member of the Farmer Caste to have to ever
venture to Mort or any of the other planets in the
World of Progress for any reason.
This Caste does not usually include the people who
own the fields that are farmed. The owners often
belong to the Warrior or Priest, or occasionally
Merchant Caste and it is the Shaktar who do the real
work that belong to the Farmer Caste.

The Labourer Caste

The lowest of the Castes is that of Labourer. This
Caste is made of the vast majority of Shaktarian
people who do all the necessary jobs that keep the
race ticking over. Factory workers, shop assistants,
ditch diggers, plumber's mates, assembly line
workers, and the thousands of other jobs that make
up the society are all considered to be in Labourer
Caste.
All of the other Castes, even that of the Farmer, look
down upon this Caste and it is believed that only
people who can not do anything better with their
lives are members of it. It is pointless to try to
explain to most Shaktar, especially those of the
Warrior caste, that the Labourer Caste is vital to
Shaktarian Society. They know this but do not
choose to admit to it.

The Casteless

There are always some Shaktar that do not fall into
any of these categories. Beggars, for instance,
thieves and robbers, those that have been
dishonoured and exiled from their Clan, children
who were born at the wrong time and were not
adopted by any of the other Clans. All these people
live outside the Caste system and outside Clan
society.
Anyone who does not belong to one of the Castes is
considered to be a non-person with no rights. They
are not protected by the law and they are receive no
state benefits, no pensions, no schooling, none of the
things that are available to most Shaktar. These non-
people are not allowed to carry any kind of weapon
and it is a crime punishable by death if they are seen
to carry a blade of any kind.
Life is extremely hard for the Casteless and many of
them turn to crime simply to survive. There are other
ways of surviving, becoming a SLA operative for
one and doing anything that would remove you from
any of the Homeworlds.
The best known example of a Casteless person who
made it good has got to be Kfl'ttn. A Shaktarian
Warrior who was cast from his Clan for an alleged
act of cowardice, Kfl'ttn managed to make his way to
Mort through signing on as a worker on one of the
less reputable Ion Drive ships. Upon reaching Mort
he applied for and was accepted into Meny and he
passed through the Death Squad training package
with great ease.
Kfl'ttn now makes a name for himself on Mort by
hunting down and destroying War Criminals and his
exploits have been televised on a thousand worlds.
The Griedaja Clan, who Kfl'ttn originally belonged
to prefer to pretend that he simply does not exist but
members of the Gart Clan take great delight in
reminding the Griedaja of him at every opportunity.
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"The Caste system can work so well but people do
slip through the net, people like me. I am not bitter
about the Griedaja Clan and their choice to expel me
but I must admit I do feel pleasure when I hear of
their discomfort over my actions.
It is petty and I should be better than this but can you
really blame me. I will pay for my actions on the
next Turn of The Great Wheel, but for the moment, I
am going to enjoy what I have."

Kfl'ttn, SCL 8 Death Squad operative based on Mort.

Shaktarian Ceremonies

On the Shaktarian Homeworld of Kn'nth and to a
lesser extent on the other planets that Shaktar have
colonised, such as Nr'vnth, Bf'dnt and Qrs'tnt the
society is dominated by religion and tradition. The
Shaktar are a very religious people and they still
follow ideas and traditions that are very outdated to
the human way of thinking. This does not mean that
the Shaktar are an old-fashioned or uncivilised
people, it simply means that they keep the old
traditions while progressing and advancing.
The Shaktar are the people who first created the Ion
Drive ships that were the only way to travel through
space without the need of the Ebb Foldships. The
Shaktar are the people who developed the Hot Line
ammunition and the Jolt Gloves as a way of
combating the defensive capabilities of Power
Armour. The Shaktar are the people who have
elevated the theatrical arts to a true art form again.
The Shaktar are the people are at the fore-front of
many of the technological advances that are
happening throughout the World of Progress. The
Shaktar are also the people that worship gods and
have a culture that is dominated by tradition and
ceremonies.
The seven Shaktarian Clans have very separate and
different ceremonies but they are all closely related.
Each Clan follow the seven basic ceremonies of
Birth, Coming of Age, the Exalted Challenge,
Marriage, Cleansing, Dominance and Death. In
addition to these main ceremonies, each Clan also
has ceremonies that are private to that Clan and are
not ever shown to outsiders or non-Shaktar.
Each of the seven large ceremonies is ancient and
used by Shaktar throughout the World of Progress.
There are a few Shaktar who have completely
forsaken the old ways and now ignore these
ceremonies but they are very rare and are ostracised
by Shaktarian society.

The Ceremony of Birth – G’br’dth

The Shaktar have always been a war-like people.
First they fought amongst themselves, the different
Clans vying for supremacy and after that they
progressed to the state where they could leave Kn'nth
and bring the holy battle to the other races of the
Universe. In the Conflict Wars, the Shaktar were one
of the fiercest and most dangerous foes that anyone
could be unfortunate enough to stand against. Now,
the Shaktar have joined SLA Industries and fight for
Mr Slayer as well as their gods. This fight often
sends them up against the might of Thresher or Dark
Night and many Shaktar strive to be accepted as
operatives.
This warlike attitude has always been a cause of
much death amongst the Shaktar and the only way to
repopulate the race is through birth. Thus, birth is a
very important part of the Shaktarian way of life and
there is always a great celebration when a new
Shaktar enters the world. The Shaktar feel that it is
vitally important to continually bring new warriors
into the fight and the care and upbringing of the
children is of utmost importance.
The Shaktarian people have a twin gestation period,
when the egg is developing within the female and
then, after the laying of the egg, while the child is
developing with is leathery home. The first period
last for approximately four standard months and then
the female gives birth to the egg. During those four
months, the female's abdomen swells greatly and she
is extremely weak and vulnerable. The aggressive
nature of the female Shaktar rebels against the forced
inactivity that they have to go through while the egg
develops and the mother can become extremely bad
tempered and violent. In very rare cases, the female
can develop two eggs at once but cases of twins such
as these occur only 1 time in every 100,000 or so and
are seen as symbols of great good luck.
The egg itself appears to be made of dozens of
leathery plates over a soft and pliable skin. The
plates and skin are a lighter red colour than most
Shaktar are but this darkens as the egg develops. As
it grows the plates will stretch apart and more and
more of the skin will be on show. Once the egg is
laid, they are normally placed in large crèches and
cared for by a staff that are dedicated to the safety
and well being of the eggs. This allows the parents to
go about their business and prepare for the raising of
a family. For the next six months, the child will
develop within the egg, slowly absorbing the
goodness and nutrition from within the egg and
growing into the smaller version of the parents that
will emerge from the egg.
For about three days before the egg hatches, it will
tremble and shake. This is taken as a sign to call the
parents back to the creche and gives ample
opportunity for the parents to arrange to be present
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for the birth. Instead of the egg breaking and
hatching, it becomes a vital part of the outer skin of
the child. When the young Shaktar emerges from the
egg the plates that covered the internal skin of the
egg become the natural armour plating of the
Shaktar. They form the shoulder and back plates as
well as the ones that cover the arms and legs of the
young warrior. These plates are still soft and pliable
at this stage but they will harden within 24 hours and
will form the basis of the Shaktar natural defences
for the rest of their lives.
The Shaktar that emerges from the egg will be a
smaller version of their parents and has to be cared
until they reach the Coming of Age ceremony that
happens when the child has reached 14 standard
years. When the child is born it will be taken to a
Priest as soon as is possible so that the Ceremony of
Birth can be performed. G'br'dth must take place
within one day of the child being born and any child
that misses out on the ceremony can not take part in
any of the other ceremonies that are so much a part
of Shaktarian life.
Once the child is given to the Priest, it will be
baptised in the blood of its parents and in the name
of the Clan that it is born into. The Priest will call for
the child's god to watch over it and the parents will
then give the child its youth name. This name will
stay with the child until they reach the Coming of
Age Ceremony when they must choose a new name.
The names chosen by the parents are usually
traditional ones from within the Clan and more often
family names that have been handed down through
the generations.
Once the child has been named and baptised by the
Priest, it and its parents will be presented to the local
Clan Elder. The Elder will then have to view the
child and give their permission for the child to join
the Tribe. There have been a very few rare occasions
when this permission has been denied, usually due to
some crime or shame of the parents, but it is very
rare indeed for this to happen at this late stage.
After being accepted into the Clan by the Elder, the
parents must carry the child through the streets of
their home town or city. Both male and female
parents take it in turn to do this if they are both
present, but it is quite acceptable for either the
mother or father to be the only ones present if the
other parent has to be absent for any reason. At the
end of this march, the family will return to their
home whereas many of their close relatives as
possible will be present. The relatives will then give
gifts to the parents, to thank them for increasing the
size and strength of the Clan and to help them with
the expense and hardship of bringing up the child.
Nothing is given to the child at this stage because it

has done nothing to deserve any gifts, it has not
shown its worth in any way.
A feast will then take place and the family will be
joined by close friends and neighbours and this
generally lasts for the rest of the day. At the end of
the feast, the visitors will leave and the new family
will have their first chance to be truly alone. It is
only now that the child will be allowed its first food.
This food takes the form of the same food as its
parents eat but it has to be chewed by the parents
first so that the child can digest it. Both the mother
and the father will do this before the child can be
allowed to use any of the many different baby foods
that are available. This sharing of food shows that
the child is completely dependent on its parents and
will have a debt that can never be repaid.
Only after everything has been done in the traditional
way can the family get back to its normal way of life.
The child will grow and develop over the next 14
years and during that time it will be dependent on its
family for everything. This Debt of Life is something
that is drummed into the Shaktar throughout their
early lives and it forms the basis of the strong family
and Clan ties that dominate Shaktarian society.

"I owe my parent everything. Without them I would
never have been and I can never hope to repay a debt
such as that one. I do what I do now as that my
family will be proud and I will bring honour to my
Clan, but that is as nothing compared to what they
did for me. When I was weak they protected me and
when I was ill the cared for me. They gave me
everything, my education, my strength, my pride!
I live for the day when I can repay the family by
bringing another warrior into the Clan. Until the day
that I have a child I have not fully proved my worth,
my potential. Only when my child is held in my arms
in front of the Priest will I be truly complete"

Mr'tt, SCL 8A Operative on Mort.

The Ceremony of coming of Age – Sr’tdn Th’kll

Up to and including the age of fourteen standard
years any Shaktar, either male of female, is
considered a child and has no real rights within their
society. They are entirely dependent upon their
parents and must go along with whatever their
parents decide for them. They will have a youth
name that was chosen for them by their parents and
are expected to show great respect to their elders.
During this period the child will have had a basic
education and will have been taught much of the
histories of the Shaktarian people.
Once they finally reach their fifteenth standard year,
the child will be put forward to stand in the
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Ceremony of Coming of Age, Sr'tnd Th'kll. This is
the first of the Traditional ceremonies that the child
will be able to take an active part in and is one of the
most important. It is this ceremony that will set the
young Shaktar path through life and they must think
long and hard before they take part in it.
At the beginning of the ceremony, the child will be
sent in front of a Clan Priest and they must then
recite the history and deeds of the Clan and then the
history and deeds of their own family. This recital
usually takes the form of a long poem or ballad and
the child is expected to learn it by heart. Once they
have completed this long and complex recital, they
must list what they have learned in their studies and
what their goals and aims are. After this has been
completed successfully, the child will tell the Priest
which of the many Castes they wish to join.
A Caste is a section within the Shaktarian society
that is similar to a job or profession but is so much
more. Joining a Caste will set your way of life, the
people you can associate with and your social
ranking. The different casts that are available are
those of Farmer, Merchant, Tutor, Priest, Carer,
Craftsman, Labourer and of course Warrior.
Each Caste keeps themselves very separate from the
other Castes and the people who belong to a certain
Caste will only associate with others of the same
Caste. This segregation is not adhered to as strictly
as it was in the past but many Shaktar, and especially
those who still live on Kn'nth follow this form of
separation. it is still unusual for a Shaktar to form
any kind of bond or relationship with a person who
belongs to a different Caste.
Traditionally, the young Shaktar would join the
Caste that their parents belonged to but in recent
years it is becoming more and more common for the
youth to enter a Caste other than the family one. This
is frowned upon by most of the Clan Elders but they
cannot stand in the way of progress.
There is a distinct pecking order within the Caste
with the Warriors being at the top and the Labourers
at the bottom. Below the Warrior comes the Priest
and just below that is the Tutor. Next comes the
Carer, the Craftsman, the Merchant and the Farmer.
Most of the Castes are self explanatory but the Carer
is slightly less than clear. All of the medical
professions fall within the Carer cast, as do the
Shaktar given over to the care of the eggs within the
creches. Tutors include scientists as well as teachers,
both of which are professions that are far more
respected in Shaktarian society than in human.
Once the youth has name the Caste they wish to join
and given the reasons for it they are sent to a private
chamber where they must meditate on what they
hope to achieve in life and how they intend to repay
their parents and Clan for the gifts that have been

given to them. This period of meditation lasts for 48
hours and during this period they are allowed
nothing to either eat or drink. At the end of the
meditation, a junior Priest will bring in bread and
water for the young Shaktar and will then lead them
to a hall where one of the Clan Elders weights for
them.
This Elder will then inform the youth which Caste
they have been placed in and will ask what name
they wish to be known as. The child will tell the
Elder their chosen name, usually ones which are
suitable to the Caste which they now belong to and
the Shaktar that leaves the room is considered to be
an adult with the full privileges and responsibilities
of an adult.
There are times when the youth is not accepted into
the Caste which they hoped to belong to and there is
no recourse against the decision of the Clan Elder.
Normally, it is an open secret as to which Caste the
young Shaktar will be allowed access to so it is very
uncommon for a child to enter a Caste that they are
not prepared for.
If the child is placed into a Caste that their parents do
not belong to they will have to leave home and find
lodging with another member of their own Caste.
Most Clan Elders belong to the Warrior Caste and it
is to this Caste that the vast majority of young
Shaktar would like to belong. Once they have
completed the ceremony of Coming of Age the
young Shaktar often leave home to start their training
within their chosen profession and Caste. This is
especially true for Shaktar who have been accepted
into the Warrior Caste as they begin their martial
training almost immediately.

"Yes, I would have liked to belong to the Warrior
Caste but both my parents were Tutors and that is
where the Clan Elder thought that I would be most
suitable. Looking back now I see that he is right, I
have brought much more honour to my Clan through
the development of the FEN Farjacket than I ever
could have as a Warrior.
The choosing of the caste can be a difficult time for
the young Shaktar but it is a vital part of our culture.
Chaos would ensue if Farmers were allowed to speak
to a Warrior as an equal or if Tutors were as lowly as
the Labourers. Perhaps in the next Turn of the Wheel
I will be reborn into the Warrior Caste, that is
something that I would be most honoured by."

Fr,msst, Shaktar Research Scientist working for FEN
on Mort.

The Exalted Challenge – Mrnd Vtt’d
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Unlike the other six major ceremonies this one is
open only to a certain part of the Shaktarian society -
the Warrior Caste. After the young Shaktar has been
accepted into the Warrior caste but before they can
be proclaimed as a true member of that Caste, they
have to face the Shahantian bull in the grand
ceremony that is known as the Exalted Challenge.
Any time up to twenty-one years after joining the
Warrior Caste, the Shaktar can announce that they
are ready to take the Challenge and their Elders must
allow them access to the ceremony. No Warrior that
wishes to take the test can be denied it although
many of the more young and inexperienced Warriors
have been advised to wait until they are more
experienced.
The Exalted Challenge is only ever watched by
members of the Warrior and Priests Castes or, on
very rare occasions, close friends of the Shaktar who
is about to take the Challenge. It takes place on a
large, sand-filled arena that is surrounded by a high
wall. Rising up from this wall, much like an
amphitheatre are rows and rows of seats that are
filled by the peers of the Shaktar who is to face the
bull. While the Challenge is taking place, any
watcher has to be completely silent but once the test
is completed the viewers are free to cheer or lament,
whichever is most appropriate.
For the seven day period leading up to the Exalted
Challenge, the Shaktarian Warrior will go through a
series of exercises and meditations that are designed
to clear the mind and purge any impurities from the
body.  Much of this time is taken up with prayer and
self contemplation and it is not unknown for the
Shaktar who comes out to face the bull to have a
very different attitude to the one who first prepared
for the test.
During the week of preparation the Shaktar is not
allowed to talk to anyone other than their tutors from
within the Caste or to a Priest of their Clan. They are
not allowed access to any weapons at all and they are
expected to create a poem or song that is known as
the Mrnd V'ttr'dth which translates loosely into the
Exalted Song of Life. This creation must be about
the Shaktar's dreams and hopes and where they think
they are on the Great Wheel. The poem or song will
be read out to the watching crowd before the Shaktar
faces the bull and it will be burned to ashes after the
battle whether the Shaktar survives or not.
Once this has been done, the Elder of the Warrior
Caste of the area will give the young Shaktar the
sacrificial dagger, known as the Tyd'frn. This dagger
is made of finest steel and has a blade that is less
than 40 centimetres long but is razor sharp. It is the
only weapon that the Shaktar is allowed to use in
their fight against the Shahantian bull. The Shaktar
will then don the Braid of Oaths, with the red and

orange scarves of Honour and Faith being most
prominent and the bull will be released into the
arena.
The Shahantian bull is a fearsome creature with an
attitude as aggressive as its appearance. Standing as
much as 3 metres tall at the shoulder, the bull has a
thick, leathery hide, three sets of sharp horns jutting
from its large head and a weight of more than three
tons. The beast is not particularly agile but it has a
surprising turn of speed and its thick skin can turn
aside all but the strongest of dagger thrusts.
When the bull is released into the arena the Shaktar
that faces it knows that only one of them will be able
to leave the arena alive. If the Shaktar attempts to
leave the arena they will be forced back in by the
watching crowd and their family will know great
shame for the cowardice of their child. This kind of
thing is a very rare event in the Exalted Challenge,
but it has been known to happen.
The Shaktar has to fight and kill the Shahantian bull
with only the sacrificial dagger and their own skills
and wits. A full 30% of those who enter the arena do
not leave it again and a further 1 in 5 of those who
do survive are too badly wounded to ever fight again.
This is a very harsh and dangerous Ceremony but it
is not one that any Shaktarian Warrior would be
willing to give up. This ceremony is the perfect
example of Shaktarian traditions and it holds a
mirror up to the entire Shaktarian way of life.
If the young Shaktar does manage to kill the bull,
they are allowed to take the smallest of the three sets
of horns and keep them as a trophy and a symbol that
they are a true Warrior. Many of the Warrior Caste
have these horns made into a helmet that they can
wear on special occasions or when they are engaged
on a vitally important task. In times past, it was
believed that the Warrior would gain the strength and
courage of the bull from wearing their horns and
although such superstitions are no longer widely
believed, the horns are still regarded as a lucky
symbol.
After the battle, the surviving Shaktar will be
cheered and applauded by the crowd and on most
occasions the Shaktar's friends and peers will wait
for them to leave the arena and then carry them
through the streets on their shoulders. The after-
battle celebration is often a wild and boisterous
affair, sometimes lasting for the entire day and night.
For many of the Warrior caste this is the last chance
to really let themselves go before they assume the
responsibilities of full Warrior. The young male and
female Shaktar do everything they can to enjoy
themselves and this is one of the few times that the
Elders will allow the younger generation to run wild.
After the celebrations have finished the Shaktar will
prepare themselves for whatever task they have set
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for themselves. This usually consists of leaving the
Homeworlds to go and work for SLA Industries.
Now, the only way for a Warrior to truly express
themselves is to join SLA and become an Operative.
Being an operative is seen as reaching the heights of
the Warrior Caste and that is the true dream of every
young Shaktar.

"Describe my Exalted Challenge? It was a very
personal experience and I do not know you well
enough to wish to answer a question like that. I think
it best if you took that camera and left, very
quickly…."

Gr'ddt, SCL 9B Shaktar Operative on Mort.

The Ceremony of Marriage – Dtd’kllr

Within Shaktarian society an individual is free to
marry as soon as they have passed through the
ceremony of Coming of Age at fifteen. Usually
through, most Shaktar tend to wait until they have
settled into the chosen career and it is normally not
until their late twenties that thoughts of marriage
enter their heads.
It is very common for most Shaktarian marriages to
have more than two people in it and until very
recently it was only the males that were allowed to
have more than one partner. This was very useful in
that one of the wives would stay at home and rear the
children of the entire household while the other
Shaktar got on with their lives but times changed and
the female Shaktar grew more and more unhappy
with this situation.
In the Standard Year 275, the Lord Shahanti ruled
that the time had come when females should be
allowed more than one partner as well, thus bringing
them into line with the males. Many of the Elders
were incensed by this decree and the entire Shaktar
race was in an uproar for years. Eventually, it was
accepted that females should have the same rights as
males and the ruling held.
This has led to many problems and much confusion
within households with multiple partners having
other partners. Which should be the major
household, should for instance, three husbands and
four wives all live under the same roof, what should
be done? To deal with this problem the Lord
Shahanti made another ruling, this one stating that
only the eldest partner in a marriage should be
allowed to take another partner. It made no
difference whether it was the male or female partner,
as long as they were the eldest one. The major
problem with this is that no Shaktar is allowed to
take a second partner who is older than they are. It is
not an ideal solution but it does work, barely. This

seems to have become acceptable to most Shaktar
and seems to have been accepted reasonably well
although there are some of the more traditional
people who still think that only males should be
allowed to have multiple partners.
Most Shaktarian households have either one male
and more than one female in it or one female and
more than one male. It makes no difference which
marriage came first, they all have equal rights and
equal obligations to the household. Divorce is
virtually unheard of within the Shaktar race and, in
the very rare event that it is applied for, it has to be
approved of by one of the Elders of the Clan and
they are extremely unwilling to do this, no matter
what the circumstances.
Dtd'kllr, the Marriage ceremony itself is a small,
quiet affair that takes place in front of only the Priest
and both Shaktar's parents, if they are still alive. If
any of the parents are no longer living or unable to
attend the ceremony for any reason, they have to be
replaced by an Elder of the Clan.
In the ceremony, which always takes place in one of
the Clan Temples, both couples wear the scarves of
Family, Faith and Loyalty, red. orange and black, in
the most prominent positions within the Braid of
Oaths. Both partners swear to protect and defend the
other and then the Priest will make a small cut on
their left, usually non-weapon, forearms. The blood
that wells up from these cuts must be dropped into a
holy chalice and then offered up to the god of the
Clan. This is to show that the marrying couple are
willing to sacrifice everything for their god and their
Clan.
Once this small ceremony has taken place and has
been witnessed the couple are then considered to be
bonded for life. They will leave the Temple and go
to their home where friends and family will have
prepared a party to celebrate their marriage. There is
no giving of gifts, mainly because this would be
considered an insult to the couple, a sign that they
were not capable of providing for themselves. This
celebration will continue until the early evening and
then the couple will be left to themselves.
It is not possible to have more than two people take
the Marriage ceremony at any one time and even
considering such a thing is a repugnant thought to
most Shaktar. It is considered good manners for any
other partners that either of the Shaktar might have
to leave the house on the couple first night but after
that things return to normal and the entire household
must get used to the new member.
It is very, very rare for a member of one Caste to
even consider marrying a member of another one and
they would have to receive the Clan Elders
permission to do this. For members of one Clan to
marry into another Clan is slightly more common but
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is a more difficult affair to organise. If people from
differing Clans wish to marry, the youngest partner
has to renounce all their ties to their Clan and be
accepted into the elder partners Clan. It used to be
that the female had to join the new Clan but this
tradition was overturned at the same time as the
traditions on number of partners. As usual, many of
the Clan Elders were against this change but the
Lord Shahanti over ruled them.
Although the actual Ceremony of Marriage itself is
quite a simple thing, the emotions and feelings that
lie behind it are anything but simple. For a Shaktar to
be willing to marry, they must be prepared to share
every part of their lives with their prospective partner
and be willing to go to any lengths to protect them.
When a Shaktar marries, they cease to think of
themselves as a single person and start thinking as a
member of a household, as one part of the whole.
Very few of the Warrior Caste are willing to marry
until they have proved themselves and done
everything that they want to do with their lives. This
is why so few of the Shaktar operatives on Mort are
married. It is virtually unheard of for a Shaktar to
marry and then carry on endangering themselves in
the way that operatives have to. No matter how
willing they are to risk their own lives for the greater
good of SLA Industries, they would not want to
leave their partners on their own, to be forced to fend
for themselves.

"The ceremony was simple but beautiful. The pain as
the knife cut the flesh of my arm was an exquisite
torture, a sign of what was to come. My husband
means everything to me but he causes me so much
pain and heartache. Every time he goes out of my
sight I worry for him, every time I have to leave him
alone I fear for him. He would not deliberately cause
me pain but he does so just because I love him so
much.
We have discussed the idea of my taking another
husband but that is something that neither of us want
at the moment. I do not want to have to share my
love, I want to concentrate it all on Rff,tkn. Perhaps
someday I will want another partner but I am very,
very happy as I am just now.
I love him, what more is there to say?"

Brd'tgg, Shaktar  Musician living on Kn'nth.

The Ceremony of Cleansing – Wnd’trpp Nd’gk

Despite their less than subtle appearance, the Shaktar
are a very emotional people and these emotions
come across in many, many ways. The cry easily,
become very attached to their partners, form
incredibly strong bonds with their children, love the

theatrical and musical arts and can hold a grudge for
an incredibly long time.
All these emotions mean that any Shaktar that feels
that they have failed in any way or somehow brought
shame to themselves, their family or Clan will suffer
great mental turmoil from the mere thought of this
failure. To cope with this the Shaktar of old devised
and refined Wnd'trpp Nd'gk, the Ceremony of
Cleansing. This ceremony is basically a way for
atoning for old failures or mishaps and a way of
cleaning the slate, allowing the Shaktar to continue
with a clean conscience.
This does not mean that a Shaktar can take any
action, no matter how immoral or illegal and then
expect to be forgiven for it. The Shaktar has to be
truly sorry for what they did and they must have a
good explanation for their actions. As often as not,
the Shaktar that attempts the Ceremony of Cleansing
is granted no forgiveness for their actions and they
are forced to leave the Clan in shame.
The different acts that require the Shaktar to go
through the Ceremony of Cleansing are as varied as
the differing opinions amongst the individual
Shaktar. What might be an unforgivable sin for one
Shaktar might be a necessity of everyday life to
another. For instance, Hr,ndt a female operative
based on Mort is attached to the Blue Moon squad, a
group that does a lot of undercover work amongst
the corporates of Central. During her work Hr,ndt is
often forced to lie to others, even people who could
be classified as her superiors. She feels no need to go
through the Ceremony of Cleansing to atone for
these acts because she is required to lie so that she
can fulfil her duties to SLA Industries. Hr,ndt firmly
believes that her lies are quite acceptable because she
is seeking the greater truth.
On the other hand, Dr'n'yt a reporter for one of the
larger newspaper on Kn'nth, unwitting writes a story
that about one of the Elders of the Council of the
Shahantian Clan that turns out to be untrue. After
apologising to the Council member and making a
public apology through the paper, Dr'n'yt feels
forced to go through the Ceremony of Cleansing. He
did not intentionally lie and it was not his aim to
bring shame to the Council member but both of these
actions came to pass and Dr'n'yt felt that the blame
lay fairly on his shoulders.
The Ceremony itself is a long and complex process
and not one that is undertaken lightly. Firstly, the
Shaktar must journey to the Clan temple in the town
that they were born in. Only the Priests of this
Temple can perform the ceremony for the Shaktar
and no substitutes will be accepted. Once the Shaktar
has reached their birthplace they have to fast for
seven days and spend this time in prayer and
contemplation.
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During this seven day period the Shaktar will take
many steam baths and will scrub their skin with a
harsh soap made from the bark of the Fdyth tree.
This soap is actually a mild irritant and will cause a
slight itching where-ever it touches This itching does
not start out as much of an annoyance but by the end
of the sixth day it can be a personal hell for the
unfortunate Shaktar. Only on the last day of the fast
is the Shaktar allowed to bathe in cold, fresh water
that will rinse the soap from their skin. After
washing the soap for their body, the fasting Shaktar
must dress in a pure white, linen robe and is then
presented to the highest ranking Priest of their Clan
that is in the Temple.
The Shaktar must describe the deed that they wish to
atone for and must explain why they performed the
deed. Once this is done the Shaktar is escorted back
to the chamber that they have occupied for the last
seven days and then spend the next seven hours in
deep prayer. After this time they will be brought
back to the Priest and will be told what the Priest has
decided for them.
If the Priest has decided that there will be no
Cleansing allowed for the sinning Shaktar they will
be stripped of their Braids of Oaths and, in the case
of the Warrior Caste, the horns of the Shahanti bull
and exiled from the Clan. An exiled Shaktar has no
rights and is considered to be lower than the beasts
of the field. No-one is allowed to help or even talk to
the Shaktar and many people who have been shamed
in such a fashion will take their own lives rather than
face a life of misery.  The family of a Shaktar that
has been exiled are considered to be tainted by the
shame and they often go through lesser version of
the Ceremony of Cleansing to clear their names.
If the Priest decides that the Shaktar should be
forgiven for their actions they will announce a task
that the offending Shaktar has to perform before they
are Cleansed. These penance’s are often tasks for the
Temple or for the Shaktar's Clan and there are
always large donations required to be given to the
Temple. The task will suit the offending Shaktar
skills and abilities and it will never be something that
is entirely impossible although it is likely to be very
time consuming or difficult. There is not time limit
for the completion of the task but the Shaktar cannot
be Cleansed until the task is successfully finished.
Once the task is completed successfully and the
Shaktar has returned to the Priest who gave them the
task, the shame that the Shaktar felt they were
carrying has been Cleansed and it will never be
mentioned again.
There is another ceremony that is connected to the
Ceremony of Cleansing and this is the Ritual of
Forgiveness. Often, when a Shaktar has committed
an act that offends another person they will require

forgiveness from them before they can be Cleansed.
The offended party will be called to the Temple, at
the expense of the sinning Shaktar, and will be asked
if they forgive. It is traditional that all offences will
be forgiven in this fashion and any Shaktar that was
not willing to forgive and forget will have to explain
their reasons to the Priests. Very few people wish to
offend the Priesthood.
This Ritual of Forgiveness can also be used to end
feuds and grudges between individuals, families or in
very rare cases entire Clans. In the case of families
or Clans, it is the leader of the unit that has to got
through Ceremony of Cleansing and then the Ritual
of Forgiveness. Any task or even exile that is handed
out to the Shaktar that performs the Ceremony has to
be undertaken by the entire Clan or family. It is a
very rare event for any group larger than a small
family to attempt the Ceremony of Cleansing. If the
results went against them it could be disastrous.
Once the Ceremony is completed any grudges or
feuds are considered to be things of the past and they
may never be mentioned again.

"I have presided at many Ceremonies of Cleansing
and it saddens me at how they are becoming more
and more common. In my youth very few would be
willing to risk the wrath of the gods by offending
them but it seems that our people are forgetting the
gods, forgetting the old ways. Many of them see the
Ceremony as nothing more than a way of instant
forgiveness so that they may go and do the same
thing again. This is not so!
Anytime that you stand in front of a Priest you are
presenting yourself to your god and you may rest
assured that your actions in this life will be
considered in your next Turn of the Wheel.
Forgiveness in this life will make your task all the
harder in the next one."

Hds'llr, Shaktar Priest of the Shahantian Clan based
on Mort.

The Ceremony of Dominance – Dtr’pjll

Of all the major Shaktarian Ceremonies, Dtr'pjll, the
Ceremony of Dominance is the one that has changed
the most over the years. In the past, the Shaktarian
society was arranged so that no one group would
have dominance over all the others and which ever
Clan had their moon in ascendance at the time would
be the ones to make the decisions and control the
power. Every sixty days or so the ruling Clan would
change and there would be a traditional handing over
ritual where power and authority was transferred
from one Clan to another. This was the Ceremony of
Dominance.
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As the Shaktar advanced and progressed this style of
ruling was simply no longer practical. The
Shahantian Clan became more and more powerful
and they became the accepted power within
Shaktarian society. With world wide
communications happening virtually instantly and
Universal communications taking only slightly
longer it was not feasible to a have a race of beings
that had no stable government. After decades of
discussions and debates the Ceremony of Dominance
was disbanded and the Shahantian Clan controlled
the Shaktar.
Despite what the Council of Elders might have
decided, the vast majority of the Shaktarian people
were not prepared to simply give up one of their
main Ceremonies. Shaktar have a great pride in their
Clans and they were not willing to let this pride slip
away. No matter that there was no official handing
over of power, the Shaktarian people continued there
version of the Ceremony of Dominance which was
little more than a massive street party.
Every sixty days or so the Shaktarian moons change
and it is the time of the next Clan in line. When this
happens there are great celebrations amongst the
Shaktar of that Clan and feasts, musical festivals,
plays and the like are performed by the members of
that Clan. There might be no change in the political
power but there is a belief that whichever Clan is in
Dominance has more than their fare share of good
fortune during that time. It is a period for that Clan to
give birth, to marry, to perform any act that they
believe needs the blessing of their god.
The females of the Clan are only permitted to give
birth during the period of Dominance, otherwise the
child would not belong to their Clan and would have
to be given to the Dominant Clan for adoption. The
Shaktar celebrate their birthdays during this period
and they give thanks for the prosperity that their
gods has gifted to them and the first day of the new
Clans Dominance is little more than an excuse for a
vast party.
On Kn'nth, where the Shaktar can actually see the
changing of the moons, the festivities are intense and
normally follow the traditional styles. Haiku, shows
of art, new plays being opened and elaborate meals
are common. During the evening vast quantities of
Pr'tnt, the alcoholic drink that is brewed from Cncht
are consumed by most of the adult population.
During the day most of the celebrations are refined
and polite but at night things tend to get a bit more
boisterous and adventurous. It is not uncommon for
discussion to turn into squabbles, to escalate into
arguments to change into full scale fights. Behaviour
like this is frowned upon by the Elders but they let
much pass during the ceremonies of Dominance that
would not be permitted at other times.

On the various world that have been colonised by the
Shaktar race and on any world where Shaktar can be
found, there will be celebrations during the time of
the Ceremony of Dominance. They are generally less
traditional than the parties on Kn'nth and can be even
more boisterous and extremely confusing for non-
Shaktar. It can be very difficult for any alien to
understand why the normally subdued and quiet
Shaktar suddenly has a day when they party to the
best of their abilities and then, for the next couple of
months, the Shaktar is more confident, outgoing and
forthright.
On Mort the Shaktarian level of the Pit, Myrhdrs, is
dedicated to the Ceremony of Dominance whenever
it occurs. The decorations are changed to honour
which ever Clan it is that is in Dominance, special
food is laid on and music and plays either created by
or honouring the Dominant Clan are shown. One of
the greatest honours for an non-Shaktar on Mort is to
be invited into Myrhdrs by a Shaktar of the
Dominant Clan on the night of the Ceremony of
Dominance. Few non-Shaktar will ever understand
the true value of this honour but it is immediately
known by Shaktar. A guest who is in Myrhdrs during
the Ceremony is considered to be an honourary
member of the Dominant Clan.
A Shaktar who belongs to the Clan that is in
Dominance tends to think of themselves as more
lucky or more important during this period.
Operatives will apply for more dangerous BPNs,
artists will try to create great works, scientists will
spend long hours studying and developing their
projects, farmers will take risks with new crops that
they would normally avoid, the examples are
endless.
When the Clan leaves Dominance the change can be
abrupt. One day the Shaktar is confident and easy
going and the next they are withdrawn and woeful.
Other than on Kn'nth there is no obvious reason for
this change and non-Shaktar take this behaviour to
be just another example of the complexities and
twists of Shaktarian nature.

"Yes, I was in The Pit on the night of the Ceremony
of Dominance. No, I did not go to the celebrations. I
was on duty, that was why! No, you can't bring that
camera in here."

Deth, Doorman of The Pit, Mort.

The Ceremony of Death – Wntr’lfft

Shaktar have a considerably longer life span than
humans, it is not unknown for a Shaktar to survive
until past their 190th year, but death is a very
common part of their lives. They are a warrior
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people and violent death has always been part of
their heritage and traditions. Whether the death is
from natural causes or not, the Shaktar will,
whenever possible, perform Wntr'lfft the Ceremony
of Death, to ease the deceased into their next Turn on
the Wheel.
To a Shaktar, death is not a final ending, it is merely
the interruption of a long, long journey. All the Clans
believe that when they die they will be reincarnated
to continue on the Great Wheel. After the ceremony
of Death, the belief is that the deceased will be
brought in front of their god and then a list of their
actions will be read out. Every act, no matter how
small will be considered and if the good and noble
acts outweigh the cowardly or selfish acts the
Shaktar will be reborn into a better station or Caste.
If, on the other hand, the evil acts outweigh the good,
the Shaktar will be reborn into a lower Caste or
perhaps even a lower life-form.
While the Shaktar were confined to Kn'nth there was
no doubt in anybody’s minds that this was the true
way of things but now the race has spread through
the World of Progress and they have been
bombarded by many other opinions and thoughts
about the Afterlife. The more recent generations of
Shaktar do not all automatically believe in
reincarnation and re-birth, some do not believe in the
Great Wheel at all and there are a few who are
denying the existence of their gods. The Elders of the
Clans view this change with great, great sorrow and
they mourn for the passing of their culture.
Still, the vast majority of the Shaktarian people still
follow the old ways and traditions and they still
practise the Ceremony of Death. When a Shaktar
dies their family will try to return the body to their
place of birth. This is not always possible but it is
what is tried for. When the body is brought home it
will be laid out with the braid of Oaths and their
favoured possessions and the Ceremony can begin.
Firstly, there is a recital of the deeds and actions of
the Shaktar's Clan. This is normally done by the
Eldest member of the family but occasionally it will
be done by one of the Clan Priests. After this there is
a recital of the deeds and actions of the Shaktar's
family. Again this is the duty of the Eldest member
of the family but it can be performed by a Priest if
necessary. After these comes a description of the
Shaktar's own personal deeds and the goals that they
have achieved. Whenever possible this will be done
by the Shaktar partner or, if the deceased was not
married, it will be done by one of their parents. If no-
one is available to do these recitals the task can be
performed by a Clan Priest.
At the end of these recitals, it is the turn of the close
friends and family of the Shaktar to stand and give a
speech about the deceased. This speech should

include all their greatest feats and their best qualities.
It is considered a great honour for a non--Shaktar to
be asked to speak at Wntr'lfft but this is becoming
more and more common as the different races mingle
and interact within the World of Progress.
When the speeches are finally over the Clan Priest
will plead with their god to look favourably upon the
deceased and grant them a good return to the Great
Wheel. The family and close friends will then offer
up donations and sacrifices to the Temple, not to try
and bribe the god but to show how much they valued
their fallen companion. At the end of the sacrifices
the body of the deceased will be put into a Holy
Flame that burns in every Shaktarian Temple and
will be cremated, along with their favoured
possessions, often weapons and armour.
It is common practice for the mourners to place
poems and ballads written on paper onto the body of
the deceased just as they are put into the Holy Flame.
This is to give the deceased something to read while
they are patiently waiting for their god to see them.
The greater the number and skill of these writings,
the happier the deceased will be.
There is no great mourning for the deceased after the
Ceremony of Death as the Shaktar believe that it is
only a matter of time before the deceased is reborn
into the world. The family will often create a book of
the deceased's deeds and place it within the family
home, a memorial to the deceased. In some of the
larger families entire libraries are filled with the
Books of the Dead as they are known.
The more important the standing of the deceased
Shaktar, the more mourners there will be at the
Ceremony of Death. At the cremation of important
members of state or famous operatives it has been
known for the recitals to go on for many days. This
is viewed very favourably by the Priests and the Clan
Elders as it is seen to bring honour onto the Clan.
The actions and lifestyle of the individual are
reflected in the number of people that come to the
ceremony to see them on their way into the Great
Wheel.
If it is not possible for the body to be returned to
their home a ceremony will take place in the closest
Clan Temple. It is done in exactly the same way but
there are generally fewer people at it and the
deceased's chances of being born into a higher
position on the Wheel are reduced.
If there is no body to return the ceremony will take
place in their birth place regardless, and the
deceased's possessions will be cremated in their
place. Again, this greatly reduces the deceased's
chances of being born into a better position on the
Great Wheel but it is thought that the gods will
understand as long as the deceased died honourably.
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After the cremation of the body and the deceased's
possessions, the ashes will be scattered over a place
specified by the deceased in their will. If there was
no will or the individual did not specify where the
ashes should be scattered it will be up to the Eldest
member of the family to decide what should be done
with them. No remains of the deceased are ever kept,
this would be like stealing from them as they would
miss what was taken when they return to the Great
Wheel. The only memorial to deceased Shaktar are
the Books of the Dead and it is considered very bad
luck to build statues or any other lasting monument
to the deceased, What they did in the past should be
remembered in the hearts and minds of their friends
and family, not degraded to gaudy memorials.

"I was at the funeral of Dgr'thhk on Kn'nth and I
think it was the most moving experience of my life.
The Shaktar recited everything in Killan, just
because I was there and I was the one who had
dragged Dgr'thhk's body away from the Cannibals. It
went on for hours and I learned so much about my
old friend, things he had done but never told me
about. Then it was my turn. I tried to speak, to tell
everyone about what a great guy he had been and
how much he had done for me but I couldn't. My
throat seized up and I just couldn't stop the tears. I
broke down in front of everyone.
I thought that the Shaktar would be offended by this
but they weren't. Most of them were crying too and
Dgr'thhk's mother came up to me and she said that I
had done her son a great honour, She said that I had
shown just how much he meant to me by my tears
but I had to speak so that the gods would know of his
actions. She was very kind but I could see that she
was as upset, as I was.
So, I stood there in front of these dozens of Shaktar
and every one of them was looking across at me. I
thought I would be nervous but I wasn't. I could see
the tears running down their faces and I think that
was the first time I realised just how emotional they
are. They grieved for my friend and they grieved for
my pain.
When it was over his mother came up to me and she
gave me a book of pressed flowers that Dgr'thhk has
collected when he was a kid. She said that I should
have them in memory of him. She also said that I
should consider myself a member of the family and
that was what choked me up the most. Dgr'thhk had
given me the Braids of Friendship a long time ago
and his mother took that to the next stage. I loved her
son and she knew that and I love her for the honour
that she has done me.
I might look like an Ebon but there are times when I
wish that I had been born a Shaktar. I even changed
my name in honour of my new family and some day,

when I die, I want to be cremated on Kn'nth. I want
to be with my family."

Drt'thhk, (Previously Ember) Ebon Operative based
on Mort.

Shaktarian Equality

Throughout most of Shaktarian history, the females
of the race took a subordinate role to the males. This
was not quite as true in the Clans of Rodash and
Shintash but even within the Clans with a female
god, it was the males who took the leading roles in
virtually every situation.
This all changed when, in the standard year 275 the
High Lord Shahanti passed a law stating that females
could have more than one partner. This took them
into line with their male counterparts and was the
start of female equality for the Shaktarian people.
Now, more than 600 standard years later, the Shaktar
have sexual equality in virtually every facet of their
lives. Males can not actually give birth, but since the
Shaktar young spend the majority of their gestation
period within a hard egg outside of the womb, even
this does not detract from the equality of the two
sexes too greatly. When the egg is in the creche and
being cared for, just as many of the Carer Caste are
male and so the egg is almost as much the child of
the male as it is the female.
There tends to be slightly fewer female Warriors
than there does male but this number is growing
more and more equal all the time. It has been found
that the female Shaktar is more violent and
aggressive than the male and thus, despite the fact
that the males are stronger and faster, the female is
just as good as Warrior as the male is. Most of the
Tutor Caste believe that the aggression level of the
females comes from the time when it was their task
to defend the egg against all attackers or intruders.
Whatever the reason, it is a known fact that the
female Shaktar are considerably more aggressive
than the males are.
The Priest Caste of the Shaktar are the ones who
have the greatest problems with females being
regarded as equals and despite the huge amount of
time that has passed, there are still some Priests who
say that the women should not be treated with the
same respect as the males are. Thankfully these
people are a small minority and they are growing
less and less with every generation.

Insanity and the Insane

As with all the races of the World of Progress, the
occasional Shaktar will show signs of the mental
unbalance that is known as insanity. These
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unfortunate individuals are given over to the Carer
Caste to be looked after but they are treated with a
special kind or respect and reverence that is unique
amongst the different races.
The Priests of the Shaktar have always said that the
gods make their will known through them but even
they are willing to admit that, a certain times, the
gods will choose to speak to their people through a
different medium and that medium is the insane.
It is commonly believed that the words of the insane
are the direct messages of the gods and it is only
through the failings of the Shaktarian listeners that
they cannot be understood properly. Everything that
the Shaktar that have been pronounced insane say is
recorded and studied by both the Carers and the
Priests in the hope that it can be translated into a
meaningful form that can then be understood.
As time has gone on, this belief has held strong
amongst the majority of the Shaktar and they still
record the ramblings of the insane in the hope that
they can gain an insight into what the gods have
planned for the world. Some of the more famous and
well known quotes are listed below and Shaktarian
theologists and psychiatrists have pondered over
them for generations.

"I saw the birds leave the trees and fly into the sky.
They blotted out the sun and winter fell upon the
land. From that winter nothing survived and
eventually even the birds fell and died"

The common translation of this is that one day
Kn'nth will be invaded from the sky and the people
will be attacked by nuclear weapons. These weapons
will cause a nuclear winter which will destroy all life
on the planet.

"The sandman walks amongst us but you are too
blind to see. Fear the sandman for he is bitter and he
follows the path of the Eight."

This is believed to be an advance warning of the
coming of the Eighth Moon Pirates. The sandman is
believed to be Doktetcomast, That Which is Not
Seen.

"The white and the black stand together and they
shall never be told apart. With one comes the other
and without the one the other will die."

This is thought to be a premonition of the arrival of
SLA Industries where the remaining races will all
work together and be dependent on each other.

"The eyes burn into me, fear the eyes and that which
stands behind them."

The burning eyes is thought to be a reference to the
Ebon abilities and this is taken as a message to be
wary of the Ebon races.

"Water flows across the land but it is black, black
water. It's value is beyond measure but there is a
price to pay for it's use."

This prophecy is believed to date back to the time
when natural oil was first discovered in large
quantities on Kn'nth. It proved very beneficial to the
Shaktar but it's over use came close to destroying the
entire planet.

Shaktar View of LAD

There can be no doubt in anyone's mind that when
Karma perfected the Life After Death (LAD)
treatment that the World of Progress benefited
greatly from it. Unfortunately there have been minor
considerations that no one paid much attention to
until recently. The case that received the most Media
coverage was Jenkins Vs Jenkins.
Lisa Jenkins, an operatives within the Essfor Squad
was unfortunate enough to die during a firefight with
Props working for the Soft Company of Barry's
Burgers. Being a woman of great foresight, Lisa had
invested in LAD but was unfortunately a little short
of funds so she was kept in cold storage until the rest
of her squad could come up with the necessary
credit. This process took a number of months and
during that time Ian Jenkins, Lisa's husband,
considered his wife to be dead and remarried.
When the Essfor Squad finally managed to gather
enough cash to have Lisa returned to them the
unlucky operative went home only to find her
husband with another woman. The lawyers have
been kept very busy on this one and, at the moment,
the Law is still quite vague on the subject.
The Shaktar race have an even greater problem with
LAD but Karma, in their infinite wisdom have
suggested a possible solution. Shaktarian society is
based around the cycle of the moons that orbit their
Homeworld and great care is taken as to when any
new child will be born into the Clan. Shaktar parents
make very careful use of birth control and are always
extremely aware of the gestation period and when
any potential new addition will be brought into the
world. If the female conceives at the wrong time, the
child will not be born when the Clan Moon is at its
height and the child will have to be given up for
adoption by one of the other Clans.
At first glance this does not seem to have a great
affect on the Life After Death procedure but the
Shaktar believe that when they die they have finished
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their journey and that they have gone on to a new
beginning. Any Shaktar that is killed and then
brought back through the LAD process is considered
to have no standing within their community, no
value and no history. The "new born" Shaktar will
have to fight the Shahantian bull again before they
are even considered an adult and this in itself can
lead to great problems.
Many Shaktar, after being revived by LAD, go to
great lengths to prove their worth and will take on
the most dangerous of BPN's just so that they can
regain their lost status as quickly as possible. In
itself, this can be seriously psychologically
damaging to the Shaktar but what can be a hundred
times worse is the time that they were brought out of
the healing process. If a Shaktar is revived at a time
when their Clan Moon is not in domination, they are
considered to now belong to which ever Clan has the
dominant Moon.
For instance, if Tn't'rth is killed on the 1st of June
902 and is brought back on the 8th of that month he
will be considered to have been born into the Frytish
Tribe, the followers of the Second Moon because, on
the Homeworld, it is that Moon that is in ascendance.
Unfortunately Tn't'rth was originally a member of
the Rodash Tribe, the followers of the Sixth Moon
and he now has to make huge readjustment to his
life.
There have been numerous reports of Shaktarian
ritual suicides after unfortunate timing with LAD
and even for those who do manage to come to terms
with their new situation there is always considerable
amounts of mental scarring and possible psychiatric
problems.
Karma and the LAD technicians recognised this
problem and have come up with a solution that
seems to be acceptable to most Shaktar. When the
Shaktar takes out their initial LAD contract they can
include a clause that states that they shall only be
brought back at a certain point in the year. This is
invariable the time when their Clan Moon is the
dominant one on the Homeworld of Kn'nth. LAD
will keep the deceased Shaktar in a state of
cryogenic suspension until the time is correct and
then they will bring them back so they are born into
the correct Clan.
This is quite an expensive business, especially if the
Shaktar was unlucky enough to need the LAD
treatment just after his Moon has slipped from
dominance. The price is set by the length of time that
the Shaktar may need to stay within the suspension
process and it is set at 10 credits per day. Since it is
possible for the Shaktar to be forced to remain in
suspension for close to 400 days, it is best for the
prospective LAD client to have a bare minimum of
5,000 credits in their account. Karma realise that this

is a hefty price to pay but what price can be put onto
piece of mind.
Any Shaktarian operative who wishes to make use of
this service should mention it to the LAD executives
before they sign the contract.
Note: Karma cannot be held responsible for the time
of rebirth if the Shaktarian client runs out of funds
within their account while under cryogenic
suspension.

"It is true, originally I was born into the Shahantian
Clan but now I am a loyal follower of Griedaja. It
was difficult for me at first but if that is what the
Gods wish for me then I must go along with their
desires.
"I died but Griedaja took me back. It was his will
that I live and the Karma technicians are followers of
his will as much as I am. Now I strive to be the best
that I can be, to honour Griedaja in every form and to
bring glory to his name. He chose me to follow in his
shadow and I will be worthy of this honour!"

Mn'lrr, SCL 6A Shaktar Operative.

Quotes from the Shaktarian people

"I wholly approve of the use of drugs, but not the
likes of Ultra Violence or Rush. True Warriors
should not need to lose control of themselves in
battle. We are not savages who are filled with blood
lust, we are a noble people with a honourable history
of valiant warfare. What honour is there in the fight
if you are not in control of your actions, what honour
is there in allowing the drugs to be the victor, not
you? Combat drugs have their place within the
World of Progress and they are a very valuable
addition to the arsenal of SLA Industries but I would
not use them myself. If others wish to do so, then
that is up to them but I feel that they would lower my
place in the Great Wheel."

Sw'lft, SCL 10A Operative (Deceased).

"I have been to Dante and I have fought against
Thresher and they are a noble enemy. A warrior
gains standing by the power of their foes and I have
gained much in the fight. There is no honour in
battling the weak or the foolish, there is no honour in
the killing of those who are no challenge to you. I
have been to Dante and I wish to go back. Perhaps I
will die on that blood soaked planet someday but I
prey to Griedaja that I will be surrounded by the
fallen bodies of my enemies when that time comes."

Mask, ex-operative now War Veteran. Last known
location Cannibal Sector Three.
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"Yes, I did once consider having Karma put implants
into my body but before I did I went and asked a
Priest about it. The Priest did not think that it was a
good idea so I changed my mind. She said that when
it comes time to take my position on the next Turn of
the Wheel, the gods would be confused by these
alien objects within my body, they would not know
what to do with them or where to put them. I'm not
too sure about the gods but I'm not about to go up
against the will of the Priests. It's a pity though, I
could really do with an extra edge next time I go into
Downtown."

Ytr Pplr, SCL 9A Operative.

"I have the Nuke Tendon Implants and having them
put in was the best thing that I ever did. They
improve my skills as a Warrior and that is what all
Shaktar should strive for. The Priests do not approve
of this, but the Priests are old fashioned and belong
to a dead and gone age. Now I am saving for the
time when I can afford LAD, it should be soon. The
gods created Karma in the same way that they
created me. Why create something that they did not
want to be used?"

Ptr'f, SCL 8A Operative.

"Ebons are strange creatures but they have much
power. When my people first saw the Ebon race they
thought that they were demons and monsters, evil
creatures from our oldest legends. We were told that
the Ebons thought of us in exactly the same way.
Life is strange! The have their position in the Great
Wheel and we have ours. I will never understand the
Ebons but they are valuable allies and proven
friends. The gods created them so who am I to
judge?"

Sh'trv, Priest of the Rodash Clan on Mort.

"The weapons of the old days were all well and good
in their time but they are of very little practical use
now. What good would even the most finely crafted
sword be against the likes of Digger or a Thresher
Powersuit. Times have changed and so have the
weapons so why should the Shaktar not change with
them? I am sure that there in no lack of honour in
using the finest weapons available to defeat my foes.
That is what the weapons are there for!"

Nvd'kn, SCL 4C Operative.

"I am an artist first and foremost and a Warrior
second.  Gart knows that deep within my soul the

light burns brightly and reflected in that light are the
colours of my paintings. When I joined SLA
Industries they trained me to be a Warrior, to deal
death to my enemies but they also trained me to
appreciate fine art. In Meny I spent much of my
spare time in the art classes and I feel that they are
my spiritual homes. My spare time is taken up with
the creation of works of art and I look forward to the
time when I am good enough to put on a show of my
work. I know that it will happen someday because I
have full confidence in my skills and abilities. Gart
looks down upon my creations and he smiles."

Zrd'lk, SCL 8 Operative.

"A Frother once staggered across the grounds of a
temple dedicated to Shintash. I am a follower of
Shahantian but I saw it as my duty to the gods to
protect their honour. There was no one of the
Shintash Clan around and the Frother could not be
allowed to go unpunished. I had to seek forgiveness
from the Priest of the temple afterwards because I
had to go onto holy ground of Shintash to chastise
this human and I had not been given permission. The
Priest forgave me and I believe that the Frother will
be allowed out of the hospital soon."

Pdn Llrt, SCL 10A Operative.

"All life is a test and the way that we perform in this
test sets the way that we shall begin the next test.
This may not seem to be very fair to you or me, but it
is the way that the gods want it to be."

Hgr'cv, SCL 9B Operative.

"I play chess and I greatly enjoy the game. It mimics
the skills that you need to survive as an operative.
Forward planning, the ability to read your opponent,
when to seize the opportunity and when to force your
opponent into making a mistake. Chess is one of the
greatest gifts given to our people by SLA Industries."

Wll'dn, SCL 8C Operative.

"I have heard the people of Mort sneer at the Caste
system of the Shaktarian people. It is outdated and
old fashioned they say, a relic of a bygone time. This
annoys me, not that they think it an old way of life
but the fact that they are such hypocrites. All of Mort
uses the Caste system, with Mr Slayer and his people
at the top, the operatives next and then the Shivers.
Below them are the employed civilians and then the
lowest of the low, the unemployed citizens.
Downtown is a festering pit that we would not put
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any of our Caste into yet you call us barbaric. Look
to yourself before you criticise others."

Tg Lr'dnr, Priest of the Gart Clan.

"No, there are no Eighth Moon Pirates, there is no
Eighth Moon and there has never been an Eighth
Clan! If you ask me these questions again I will be
forced to hurt you so I suggest that you go away,
now!"

Deth, doorman of The Pit.

"My wife is also a member of the Warrior Caste of
Clan Cunder but her second husband is a member of
the Tutor Caste. This caused me some problems to
start with, sharing the woman I love with a lowly
Tutor but I can deal with it. If my wife feels that the
Tutor is worthy of her love I can at least respect him.
It is not easy but what is when women are
concerned?"

Yrq P'rr, SCL 7A Operative.

"My honour is not a way of life, it is life. Without
my honour I would be nothing. Only the gods can
tell if my actions are worthy or not but I strive to be
the best that I can be. I will not do anything to bring
shame on myself or my Clan and I will not allow
others to do this. I am an ambassador for my people
and ambassadors have obligations and duties that can
never be ignored. My major obligation is to hunt
down and destroy those who would besmirch the
name of the Shaktarian people. This is the task that
the gods have given me and it is one that I do to the
best of my abilities."

Jm'kl, SCL 6C Operative, specialises in bringing in
Shaktarian Serial Killers and War Criminals.

Shaktarian Religion

Of all the surviving races in the World of Progress
there is no doubt that the Shaktar are by far the most
traditional and ceremonial. These traditions have
been handed down through the generations and come
from the time when the Shaktar believe that the gods
walked Kn'nth.
Many ages ago the gods, led by Shahantian left
Kn'nth and took the form of the seven moons that
can now be seen to orbit the planet. Almost every
aspect of Shaktarian culture revolved around the
gods and the moons and this still holds true to the
present day. The gods and more directly the Priest
have a vast control over what happens to the
Shaktarian people and, especially on the home world

of Kn'nth, few Shaktar will do anything without the
blessings of a Priest.
There are seven distinct Clans on Kn'nth and each
one of these follows a different moon. All the
Shaktar will worship all the gods but they will
dedicate themselves to one in particular and they will
see themselves as followers of that god. The largest
and most powerful Clan are the Shahantian and they
dominate the Shaktarian people.
Because of the lunar nature of the Shaktarian
religions everything has taken on an almost zodiacal
cycle. Each of the moons takes the dominant position
in the sky and is most easily visible for roughly 60
days. During these sixty days the position of the
moon slowly slides away from the ascendancy and
the next moon in the cycle will be the most obvious.
This has led to the Clans believing that the time
when their god is in ascendancy is a Holy time for
them, a time of prosperity and good fortune. This has
been taken to such a length that members of one
Clan will only allows children to be born into the
Clan when the moon and therefore the god is in
Dominance.
A couple belonging to the Clan of Shintash, for
instance worship the god of the fourth moon and will
only allow their child to be born when their moon is
in Dominance. The Shaktarian length of pregnancy is
ten standard months and this translates into
approximately five Shaktarian lunar cycles. The
female will only allow herself to become pregnant at
five cycles before Shintash comes into Dominance
so that her child will be born into the correct Clan.
This is not to say that Shaktar have any kind of
stinted sexual relationships, they just believe very,
very strongly in birth control.
To belong to a Clan you have to be born when their
moon is in Dominance. It is possible to be adopted
into a Clan in later life but this is a rare and
complicated procedure that few Shaktar are willing
to go through. If the female belonging to the
Shintash Clan had become pregnant at the wrong
time and her child had clawed its way out of the egg
when Shintash was not in Dominance it would not
belong to the same Clan as its mother. The mother
would not be able to care for the child and it would
have to be put up for adoption into the Clan who
were in Dominance at the time of its birth. This is
not a common occurrence but it does happen,
especially amongst the young Shaktar and being
adopted into a Clan is no cause for shame. The
shame lies with the parents and they no longer have
any form of connection with the child. It is extremely
rare for an adopted Shaktar to even know who its
biological parents were.
The seven gods have had an effect in other ways in
the Shaktarian lifestyle. The number seven has come
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to be a holy one and virtually everything in
Shaktarian society comes in sevens or multiples of
seven. This has little effect on Kn'nth and other
Homeworlds where the Shaktar ensure that the
number seven is in everything but, in places like
Mort and other planets where Shaktar live but do not
control, it can be a problem. Few people are willing
to revolve their lives around the Shaktar's religious
beliefs and the Shaktar have had to learn to deal with
other cycles and systems. This was originally very
difficult for the Shaktar to come to terms with but,
over the centuries, they have realised that each of the
races follow different paths and it would be unfair to
try to force others to use seven in everything.
The seven moons are each connected with one of the
seven Shaktarian gods and each one represents a
different aspect of their religion.

The First Moon - The Shahantian Crescent -
Shahantian - Purity
The Second Moon - The Codex of Fortune - Frytish -
Faith
The Third Moon - The Shroud of Judgement -
Cunder - Loyalty
The Fourth Moon - Shintash Gaze - Shintash -
Friends
The Fifth Moon - Griedaja of Honour - Griedaja -
Honour
The Sixth Moon - Rodash the Mother - Rodash -
Family
The Seventh Moon - The Bond of Truth - Gart -
Truth

Each Clan worships all the gods but they try to
emulate the teachings of the god that is special to
their tribe and they will try to live their lives in a
fashion that their god would approve of.

The First Moon – The Shahantian Crescent

“In a time forgotten, Shahantian, the first god, lived
with us in the caves and mountains of our land. One
day a god of great power came to Shahantian and
told him of the destruction of his people if he did not
submit to the god and do his bidding. Shahantian
took up his great blade and bound it to his arm lest it
might fall in battle. The two gods fought on every
mountain, plain and valley of Kn'nth until they came
to the place of ice where the cold kills even the
strongest beast. Mighty blows were struck shattering
one of Shahantian's horns into many pieces. The two
gods faced each other, both weary of the battle and
neither having the strength to continue. They looked
down on the world and when they saw what
devastation they had caused both felt sorrow.
Shahantian took the shattered pieces of his horn and

scattered it to the wind. Where each splinter fell a
huge bull grew from the dirt. These would help to
feed and clothe Shahantian's people. The two gods
sat in the place of ice for seven years, where they
talked of the futility of fighting each other as one
could not better the other. Once the seven years had
passed the gods stood and waked through the world
looking at all creatures (creation). They stood and
faced each other, embraced and went up (soared)
into the night sky where they took on the shape of
two moons. Shahantian the red and Griedaja the
blue. Here they could watch over the people, rule as
one and leave them in peace, not fear of warring
gods.”

Translated from 'Thy'f Dkrt Swlqjcn' (The Book of
All)

The bright red moon of Shahantian is the largest of
the seven visible moons and it is always easily seen
at nights. Indeed, there are many days in the
Shaktarian year when Shahantian can be clearly seen
in the light of day. None of the visible moons of
Kn'nth can sustain any life but the entire Shaktarian
people believe that all life on Kn'nth sprang from
Shahantian and it is through the sacrifice of his horn
that the people survived through the harsh times of
the last Ice Age.
The god Shahantian was always seen as a great
warrior and the people of his Clan value the skills of
the warrior highest of all. They believe that mastery
of the martial arts is the purest way to worship their
god and many of the Clan have left the home world
of Kn'nth to become operatives within the World of
Progress.
Shahantian, also known as the Pure One, was the
first of the Shaktarian gods to walk the lands of
Kn'nth and it was through him that first the other
gods and then the plants and animals and finally the
Shaktar themselves were born. Shahantian was born
in the centre of a volcano in the Srn'ppf mountain
range and when the volcano erupted he was thrown
through the sky of Kn'nth and landed on the top of
Bds'ty Ntd (Mount Purity). Sitting atop his lofty
home, Shahantian looked across the wild and harsh
planet of Kn'nth and saw the potential that it held in
its young earth. Picking up seven stones, he carefully
shaped them with his hands until they looked like
eggs. He then lifted these eggs to his lips and
breathed life into each one of them. Six of the eggs
immediately turned white and pulsed with life but
the seventh turned into a black, foreboding mass that
twitched and writhed.
Shahantian took the first six eggs and threw them
with all his might, one after the other. They each
soared away over the horizon and cracked open
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where they landed. The six other gods sprang from
these eggs, fully grown and started to created the
plants and animals of Kn'nth. Shahantian was very
pleased with the progress of his children and smiled
as the world changed around him. It went from a
barren land of snow and ice to a green and vibrant
planet, bustling with life and energy.
Seeing that his children were doing well, Shahantian
turned his attention back to the black egg. Lifting it
in his two hands he could feel a heart beat deep
within the egg but it was faint and weak. The egg
itself was black and absorbed the light that fell upon
it, leaving Shahantian's hands rimmed with frost. As
the Pure One looked down upon his creation he
knew sorrow for the first time. The egg was flawed
and it had to be destroyed. Tears of sorrow fell from
his eyes and landed on the surface of the egg where
they were immediately absorbed into the skin.
Shahantian walked back to the volcano where he had
been born and sorrowfully climbed to the edge of the
crater. With tears in his eyes and a darkness of
sorrow in his heart he lifted the egg above his head
and cried out to the sky above him.

"I name my failure Doktetcomast, That Which Is Not
Seen, let it be my only mistake!"

With this he threw the black egg into the heart of the
volcano and was about to turn away when he felt a
rumble travel through him. The volcano was spewing
out dark smoke and suddenly it erupted. Lava and
fire flooded over the land and the egg that had been
thrown into the volcano flew into the sky and
vanished, never to be seen again.
Calling all the other gods to him, Shahantian
immediately set to cleaning the lava away and
returning it to the volcano. He told the other gods of
the egg and of what had happened but he said that it
should never be mentioned again.

"From this day forward," said the Pure One. "Seven
shall be the Holy number. Let there be seven in
everything to show the joy of the seven gods but
never let there be eight for that is my sorrow!"

For seven times seven times seven years, Shahantian
walked Kn'nth in great joy, taking pleasure in the
sight of all the pants and animals that his children
had created. In the distance he could hear his
children squabbling and fighting but he paid it no
heed. Finally Shahantian felt a sorrow growing
within him and he recognised it for what it was,
loneliness. He searched through Kn'nth for his
children and when he did find them he was shocked
by the change. They had grown up and grown apart,

these were not his children for they were gods in
their own right and the gods can not be children.
Shahantian turned away from the other gods in even
greater sorrow and walked the length and breadth of
Kn'nth looking for someone to share his joy and
happiness. The Pure One found no-one, so in his
great wisdom, he decided to create some new
children. These children would be more numerous
than his last ones but they would not be gods.
Stooping, he picked up a handful of gravel from the
bed of a sparkling stream and cast it across Kn'nth.
Where ever this gravel landed an egg sprang up from
the soil and seven hours later the eggs hatched into
creatures that looked like Shahantian. The god
rejoiced in these creations and he gathered them to
him.
In a voice that shook the mountains he cried out,
"These are my children and I name them the
Shaktar!"
For seven times seven times seven years the children
of Shahantian grew and prospered. They spread
across Kn'nth and gained mastery of all the other
creatures and plants. Shahantian was greatly pleased
with his children and he called the other gods to him
so he could show these children to them.
But the other gods were not pleased. "What about
us?" they said. "Where are our children?"
And the gods struck out against Shahantian and
demanded that they be allowed children and this was
the start of the wars of the gods.
For seven times seven times seven years the gods
fought. First they all fought against Shahantian and
then they fought amongst themselves. In this time
the war spread to the Shaktar and they learned to
value the sword and the bow and the skills of the
warrior.
One by one, Shahantian defeated the other gods and
cast them into the night sky where they became the
moons that surround Kn'nth until only Shahantian
and the first of his children, Griedaja, remained. The
two remaining gods battled long and hard until they
saw what they had done and made their peace.
Shahantian realised that he had been selfish, he had
not wanted to share his new children and he knew
now that he had been wrong. With tears in his eyes
he offered each of the gods a share of his children
and he told the Shaktar to follow the god that they
saw in their own hearts. The Shaktar heard their god
and with great sorrow they left him and went to visit
each of the gods in turn. From moon to moon they
travelled and at each moon some of the Shaktar
stayed behind.
Finally the remaining Shaktar returned to Shahantian
and he was overjoyed to see that he had the largest
share of his children, they wanted to be with him.
Each of the gods spoke to their Shaktar and they told
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them what should be done and how the Shaktar
should live their lives. The Shaktar listened to their
new gods and they learned and when they had
learned enough the gods returned them to Kn'nth.
The Shaktar divided into seven different Clans and
they made war upon each other. For seven times
seven years this went on until Shahantian came down
from the sky again and spoke to his children.
"The time for war amongst each other is over," said
the Pure One. "My children, you must now join
together and fight a common foe. The time will come
when you reach out and see what lies beyond the sky
and it is for this time that you have been trained. You
live the way of the warrior but you must follow the
teachings of the Priests for they will tell you the will
of the gods.
"Now it is time for my children to claim their
rightful place. I give them great honour and you will
give them the respect that they deserve!"
Saying this, Shahantian raised his children up in his
hands and held them high in the air. These children
grew in stature and might, more than any of the other
Clans and when Shahantian lowered them to Kn'nth
again they were the rulers of the land and the leaders
of all the Shaktar.
Shahantian smiled at this and tears of joy ran down
his face. One of these tears landed on the greatest of
his children and that Shaktar was the High Lord
Shahanti. The tear marked him out as the greatest
and wisest of his people and the tear showed that
High Lord Shahanti should lead for all time.
Shahantian, the Pure One, saw that his children were
ready to stand on their own, that they had grown
enough to lead themselves. He flew to the sky again
and took his place with the other gods and it is there
that Shahantian and the gods wait. One day, when
they are needed most, they will return to Kn'nth to
lead their children again.
The Shahantian Clan is the largest and most
powerful of all the Clans of the Shaktar and the High
Lord Shahanti is the ruler of all Shaktar. High Lord
Shahanti is the leader of the Shahantian Clan but
more importantly he is the leader of the Council of
Lords and he is, without a doubt the most influential
and powerful Shaktar alive.
Away from the Homeworld of Kn'nth, the
Shahantian domination of the Shaktar lessens
slightly although it is still obvious, even on Mort,
that the Shahantian Clan are at the top of the pecking
order. By tradition, members of the other Clans have
to give way to a Shahantian on the road and must
allow them first choice in everything. This sort of
attitude has been dropping away greatly in the last
hundred years or so and now the Shahantian
dominance is only truly evident on Kn'nth

The members of the Shahantian Clan often follow
the old combat styles and their favoured weapon is
the Tk'Cys, the Fist Scythe. Many members of this
Clan disdain the use of guns or missile weapons of
any kind because killing an opponent from a distance
is not the mark of a true warrior.
Fdr'ppn, Subtle Strength, is a form of Martial Arts
that is practised exclusively within the Shahantian
Clan and teaching it to an outsider is punishable by
expulsion. Fdr'ppn involves closing with your
opponent and then using bare hands to strike at vital
nerve points and gradually wear your enemy down
until they are helpless.
Many of the greatest warriors of the Shahantian Clan
have left Kn'nth for Mort and are now operatives on
the Capital planet of the World Of Progress. A
member of the Shahantian Clan will always strive to
be the perfect example of whatever it is that they do.
They will never be happy being second best to
anyone and generally do not take orders very well
unless the order comes from someone that the
Shaktar respects as a better.
During the Exalted Challenge, the test that all
members of the Warrior Caste must sit there will
always be a member of the Shahantian Clan present
to ensure that fair play takes place. Many of the other
Clans see this as a none too subtle insult but, since
the keepers of the Shahanti bull are always members
of the Shahantian Clan, there is very little that
Warriors from the other Clans can do about it. If they
wish access to the bull, they must allow the
Shahantians to witness the Exalted Challenge.

Games System Stuff

Fdr’ppn (DEX) - A skill similar to the Martial Arts
skill. Every successful strike with this skill means
that the opponent takes 1 wound but no damage. The
attacking Shaktar is striking at nerves and joints and
slowing their opponent down. There is no kind of
Strength bonus associated with this skill and the
opponent will suffer no blood loss from the wounds.
Note: This skill does not work on an opponent who
has armour with a PV value of 6 or higher and is
useless on Stormers whose physical make up is
simply too tough to be affect by Fdr'ppn.
Note:A starting Shaktar character of the Shahantian
Clan can choose to take this skill instead of Unarmed
Combat as a Base Skill.

The Second Moon – The Codex of Fortune

“When the egg of Frytish fell to Kn'nth it landed on
the shore of the great lake of Dran. Breaking free
from his confines, Frytish stepped out from the crater
that his arrival had made and into the lake where he
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let the cool waters flow over him and around him.
He smiled as he saw the patterns made by the icy
water and the god knew that he had found his
element. He created the fish and sea creatures of
Kn'nth and watched with great pleasure as they
glided through the waters of the lake. From that day
on, Frytish watches the water and those who travel
on it.”

Translated from ''Thy’f Dkrt Swlqjcn ' (The Book of
All)

Frytish is the Shaktarian god who watches over
travellers and specifically those who travel by sea
and in more modern times, through space. Members
of all the Clans who intend to undertake a journey of
any real length will make offerings to Frytish or
consult with a Priest of the god.
The second moon is called the Codex of Fortune
because of the random element of any journey and
the ever changing pattern of the oceans and lakes
which will always be the chosen home of Frytish.
Frytish had spent many, many years just sitting,
watching the lakes of his home when he heard
Shahantian call for him to attend. It was with great
sorrow that Frytish left the lake to answer the call of
his father but he knew his duty and he had to attend.
With a heavy heart, the god cast one last glance at
the circular patterns that floated across the icy water
and he stood up and walked towards Shahantian.
For seven days and seven nights he walked and in
that time Frytish took a great interest in all that he
saw. The birds that flew across the sky fascinated
him and he stopped many times to watch the
complex weave of patterns that the flocks of birds
made in the evening sky. He walked along the side
of streams and rivers so that he could watch the sleek
and beautiful fish as they darted and swam through
their ever changing home. He saw the animals of the
forest run from his approach and he wondered what
it would be like to travel as they did, sleeping in a
new home very night.
The ever changing patterns of Kn'nth fascinated the
young god and he strived to make some sense out of
them as he journeyed to meet Shahantian. He first
thought that there must be some kind of system to
the way the winds blew, some sort of order in the
paths that the rivers cut through the land. But,
eventually he realised that there was not. There was
no order, no set way, there was just random chance
and luck.
The thought of life being run by luck was not a
pleasant one for the god and he pondered what to do
as he walked. Should he try to impose an order on
the way of life, should he demand that everything
follow a set pattern? And what should that pattern

be? All through the night he strove to come up with
answers but it was not until the light of dawn crept
over the land that he realised that he had nearly made
a bad mistake.
He should not be thinking of fighting the chaos of
existence, he should welcomes it as a chance to
prove himself. Every day was a fresh challenge,
different from the last and he would take what ever
came along and make the best of it. The birds did not
try to change the currents of the air and the fish did
not try to swim against the pattern of the water so
why should he?
With a much lighter heart Frytish continued his long
journey to meet his father and he again viewed the
world of Kn'nth in a happy and joyful fashion. Soon
the journey was over and Frytish stood with the other
gods before Shahantian. The Pure One was showing
off his new creations and boasting of their value and
worth and Frytish saw immediately that the Shaktar
should be shared amongst all the gods and not just
kept for one.
"But Shahantian," he said. "Why may I not have my
share of these beings? Everything on Kn'nth is
shared equally amongst us and now you want
something just for yourself."
Shahantian heard these words and he grew angered
by them. Striking at Frytish he said that he would
never share the Shaktar. Frytish was forced to defend
himself and he was greatly hurt in the battle that
ensued. Nursing his wounds, Frytish fled from the
fight but he swore that he would be avenged.
Frytish returned to his lake and here he grew strong
again. He could hear the sounds of battle drifting
across the continents of Kn'nth and he knew that his
brothers and sisters would be fighting against
Shahantian. Frytish was very tempted to join the
fight but he knew that the time was not yet right and
he waited. For many years he waited and in that time
he studied the randomness of the air and the water
and he knew what he should do.
Finally the day came when Shahantian came close
the lake of Frytish and the younger god rose up and
commanded the water and the air to obey him.
Waves rose from the lake and winds swept down
from a cloudless sky and Shahantian was dismayed
by the attack. He lashed out with his great sword but
there was no foe to fight, no flesh to cut.
Frytish grew gleeful and in his joy he became
careless. As he commanded the water and the winds
he stepped too close to Shahantian and the elder god
caught Frytish with a mighty blow from his sword.
Frytish collapsed in the waters of his lake and much
blood flowed from him, staining the lake and
marking it as a holy place.
Shahantian came to Frytish and bound his wound
before casting him into the night sky where Frytish
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took the shape of the second moon. From his new
home Frytish looked out across the galaxy and saw
the chaotic pattern of the stars. He studied the vast
distances and swore that one day he would send the
Shaktar across that distance and he would know what
lay beyond his sight.
Eventually the day came when Shahantian allowed
the other gods to command the Shaktar and the
Shaktar that came to Frytish were explorers and
travellers, beings who had no fear of the unknown,
creatures who were not afraid to face new
challenges.
Frytish took these beings to his heart and he gave
them commands so that they could live in a way that
was pleasing to him.
"Be not afraid to travel," he commanded. "Be not
afraid of the unknown and be not afraid to ask for
my aid. You are my beloved people and I will give
you my good fortune whenever I can. Do not rely on
my luck for I am a capricious creature and I make no
promises. But be prepared for whatever fortune may
send you!"
With this he sent his Shaktar back to Kn'nth and they
went about his business. They explored every part of
the land and the sea and they sent thanks and made
offerings to Frytish whenever they discovered
something new. They would thank him for the good
fortune that they had and accept the bad fortune that
came their way with stoicism.
It was the followers of Frytish who were always at
the forefront of anything new and they always will
be the luckiest and the most fortunate of the Chosen
People
The great Ion Drive ships of the Shaktarian people
were created and piloted mostly by members of the
Frytish Clan and most of the sailors of Kn'nth belong
to this Clan. The Frytish have slightly fewer
Warriors than most of the other Clans but the
Warriors who do come from this Clan are brave and
fearless opponents. They do not fear to try anything
new and are always at the forefront of any new
techniques or equipment that has been devised.
Lake Dran, the traditional home of Frytish has
become a very Holy place for the members of the
Frytish Clan. The waters of the lake have a reddish
tinge to them that the Clan say is the remains of the
blood that spilled from their god during the times of
the wars. There are those people who say that the
colour comes from the dark red rocks that make up
much of the bed of the lake but the devout followers
of Frytish simply point out that these rocks are the
very ones that soaked up most of their god's blood
and that it is slowly being released back into the
water.
The Shaktar of Clan Frytish who leave Kn'nth to join
SLA Industries often become scouts and make use of

their natural aptitude towards exploration. Finding
anything that they have not seen before is always a
great thrill for the typical Clan member and there can
be few things as exhilarating as leading your
companions forward to a situation where you will
have to rely on your wits and skills to survive.
Many of the Frytish Clan gamble, some quite
heavily. They seldom go so far as to risk their
honour through bad debts but they are often willing
to gamble huge amounts on totally random factors.
Many of the other Clans frown upon this, seeing it as
frivolous and wasteful but the Frytish say that it adds
an edge to life that the others are missing.
Members of the Frytish Clan work alongside the
scientists of Dark Lament with the continuing
developments of the great Foldships and this Clan
have taken to space exploration as no other people
have. It is a major disappointment to the Frytish Clan
that they cannot pilot the Foldships for themselves
but the scientists of the Tutor Caste of this Clan are
trying to devise a way to make it possible. As yet
there has been little success but they believe that it is
just a matter of time before their god shows them the
correct way to go.

Games System Stuff

Shaktar starting characters from the Frytish Clan
have the Base Skill of Unarmed Combat at Rank 1
instead of Rank 2 but they gain Navigation (Know)
at Rank 1.

The Third Moon – The Shroud of Judgement

“And so it was that Cunder, the second of
Shahantian's children, was born from the egg of life
and stood to take his place upon the Great Wheel.
Cunder strode across Kn'nth eager to meet his
brothers and sisters and when he did meet them he
was greatly pleased. To each one of the new gods he
made a vow and that vow was - "Loyalty I will give
to you, a true companion I will be but do not forsake
me for you must prove yourself loyal to me!" With
this he left his brothers and sisters and ran across the
icy plains of Kn'nth, revelling in his new life and
freedom. But Cunder did not forget his vow and he
did not forget his duties. He would watch his
brothers and sisters and he would judge if they were
upholding their side of the vow for Cunder was a
harsh and unforgiving god. In the time that has
passed Cunder has changed not at all. Still he gives
his loyalty but still he only gives it to those who are
worthy and he watches over everyone, judging their
worth and judging their loyalty to him.”
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Translated from 'Thy’f Dkrt Swlqjcn' (The Book of
All)

The followers of the third moon, the worshippers of
Cunder value loyalty above all the other virtues but it
is not blind loyalty. It is loyalty given only to those
who are judged worthy of it and the Cunder Clan are
very careful about who is or is not worthy.
The Shroud of Judgement itself is a Holy relic that is
kept at the main Cunder Temple in Sh'yn, the capital
city of Kn'nth. It is believed that the Shroud is part of
the original garments that Cunder wore when he was
born from the egg and it is forbidden for anyone to
touch or even come within 1 metre of the Shroud.
All that is left of the Shroud now is half a square
metre of very ancient cloth of a dark red weave. The
Shroud forms the basis of the all the large
ceremonies of the Cunder clan and it would be
disastrous if the material was ever to be lost. Every
time that the moon of Cunder comes into Dominance
there is a large competition where the greatest
warriors of the Cunder Clan come together and vie
for the honour of being chosen to act as guards for
the Shroud. There are forty-nine guards for the
Shroud at all times and the honour and standing
associated with being chosen as a guard is immense.
The competition to choose the guards consists of
feats of strength and agility, ritual combats to first
blood and also the reading of works of art and
showing of pictures. It is believed that the Shroud
guards that are chosen must be as talented in other
arts and skill as they are in the martial arts.
The Cunder Clan is made up quite evenly of all the
Castes and they all believe that they are the Judges of
their fellow Shaktar. This can lead to members of
this Clan having a slightly "Holier than thou" attitude
but that is rare. Most of the Cunder Clan are far too
aware of being watched by their god to try and place
themselves above anyone else.
And so it was that Cunder accepted his position in
the night sky of Kn'nth and he was happy with it for
it allowed him to watch over all of creation. He came
to be grateful to Shahantian for casting him from
Kn'nth and he thanked the eldest of the gods. Time
passed and Cunder was given Shaktar of his own to
care for and nurture and when his people returned to
Kn'nth he watched over them and tried to teach them
the true values of the Shaktarian people.
Days turned into months which turned into years
which grew into centuries and still Cunder watched
over all of Kn'nth but paid special attention to his
most devoted people. For more time than is possible
to remember he was happy with his Clan and he
grew more and more proud of their achievements.
The Cunder Clan followed the teachings of their god

and they watched and they judged and they gave
their loyalty to those that were worthy.
When Shahantian raised the High Lord Shahanti
above all other the Cunder Clan came to view him
and when they had finished viewing as one they
dropped to one knee and pledged their loyalty to him
for they saw that he was indeed a worthy ruler. High
above Kn'nth Cunder smiled at this for he saw that it
was the true way and that his people had acted well.
Time means nothing to a god and Cunder continued
his ever keen vigil over Kn'nth without rest. He
watched the birds in the sky and the fish in the sea,
he watched the creatures of the forest and the beasts
of the field but most of all he watched the Shaktarian
people and more than anything else he watched his
own Clan. Cunder had taught his people to judge all
others before giving loyalty but he had also taught
them to judge themselves more harshly than any
others and his people did do this. For many, many
years they were true to his teachings and Cunder was
happy with them.
But one day Cunder looked down upon his chosen
people and he was not happy. He looked down upon
Kn'nth and he saw that people of his own Clan were
proving disloyal not only to him but to the Shaktar
race as a whole. The Leader of the Cunder Clan, the
Grand Judge, was telling his people to leave the old
ways and to follow a new leadership, his leadership.
Cunder was greatly angered by this but he waited
and watched, he wanted to believe that this own
people would know better.
For seven times seven years the Grand Judge
preached his tale of lies to the people and slowly
they came to believe him. The Cunder Clan rose up
and said that they would not follow the way of the
High Lord Shahanti any more, they said that
Shahanti was not worthy of his position. They said
that they had judged the High Lord and that he had
been found wanting.
Cunder's fury rose as he watched as that was going
on and he went to speak to his fellow gods. He asked
them for advise because he did value their opinions
and he listened when they said that it was wrong for
the gods to interfere with what happened on Kn'nth.
He wanted to go down to the land and to strike down
the Grand Judge but he knew that his fellow gods
were right, that he should not interfere and that the
Shaktar must be allowed to live their own lives
without fear of the gods walking amongst them.
For seven times seven years the Cunder Clan fought
against the other Clans because the other Clans were
outraged by the heresy spoken by the Grand Judge.
The Cunder Clan fared badly in these fights but still
they battled on because they had given their loyalty
to the Grand Judge and it was their duty to follow
him.
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Finally the Cunder Clan was brought to its knees and
they could no longer fight. The Elders of the Clan
had been defeated in battle and waited in chains in
the prisons of the other Clans and now only the
Grand Judge and his most devoted followers still
wore arms against the other Clans. The High Lord
Shahanti himself came to the Grand Judge and
although neither of them were in the first bloom of
youth they agreed to settle their differences in one
final battle, a battle fought only between the two of
them.
The Grand Judge lifted his D'gl'ss staff and marched
out to face the High Lord Shahanti in front of the
Temple. The High Lord wore a Tk'Cys on either arm
and the two opponents both judged themselves to be
equally armed. Bowing to each other they stepped
forward and the battle was joined.
For seven times seven hours the two opponents
fought and neither one could defeat the other.
Mighty blows were struck and both Shaktar were
grievously wounded but neither one was willing to
give up the battle against the other. From the sky
both Cunder and Shahantian looked down and
watched with great interest. All the gods watched the
fight and it seemed that all Kn'nth held its breath
watching the outcome of this final conflict.
Eventually, the Grand Judge rose his D'gl'ss staff and
brought it down towards the High Lord Shahanti.
Shahanti blocked the fearsome blow with his Tk'Cys
and there was an evil sound as the shaft of the Grand
Judge's staff broke in two.  The two halves dropped
from he Grand Judges's hand and he fell to his knees
in front of the High Lord, awaiting his fate.
The High Lord Shahanti looked into the sky and he
saw the gods looking down upon him. With tears in
his eyes, Cunder nodded his head only once and the
High Lord delivered the killing blow. The head of
the Grand Judge fell from his shoulders and silence
reined across the world of Kn'nth.
In a voice that carried across the entire Universe, the
High Lord Shahanti spoke. "The battle is over," he
cried. "Let it be known that the Cunder Clan are to
be forgiven but they may never raise arms against
the Shahantian Clan for as long as the gods look
upon us."
The rejoicing was great and the new Grand Judge
went to the High Lord and he swore his loyalty and
the entire loyalty of his Clan to the ruler of the
Shaktarian people. Cunder saw this from his lofty
home and he was happy again. Turning to
Shahantian, Cunder said that his people would
pledge eternal friendship to the Shahantian Clan and
they would never again raise a blade against them.
For seven times seven times seven years the Cunder
Clan were weak and small but with the aid of the
Shahantian Clan they grew strong again and now

they stand as strong as they ever were. In all that
time no member of the Cunder Clan has ever raised a
blade against a member of the Shahantian Clan and
the Grand Judge is and always will be the High
Lord's strongest and most able supporter.
The Cunder Clan have long been strong allies of the
Shahantian Clan and this has not changed. The most
high ranking members of the Shahantian Clan often
take members of the Cunder Clan as advisers
because the impartiality of the Cunder Clan is
legendary.
The Warrior Caste of the Cunder clan often take the
D'gl'ss staff as their chosen weapon and this has been
advanced and improved as the years go by so it is
still a very potent weapon even against opponents
protected by powered armour.
It should be noted that few members of the Cunder
Clan make very good leaders. This is not to say that
they are not competent but they can take a great deal
of time considering any questions and it is often a
lengthy process, waiting for a decision from any
member of the Cunder Clan. The final decision is
more often than not the correct one but the situation
is often over by the time that the decision has been
made. This is not an acceptable virtue in the best of
leaders.
The members of the Cunder Clan who enter the
World of Progress as operatives seldom make great
names for themselves through the media because
they tend to work quietly and effectively, rather than
showily. The obvious exception to this rule is Krt'lln,
one of the best known operatives on the Contract
Circuit. Krt'lln specialises in tracking down and
taking out Serial Killer and she has a very impressive
record. She has slain more people with her D'gl'ss
staff than she cares to count but there is a sad rumour
that she intends to retire soon and return to Kn'nth to
live the rest of her life in peace and harmony. Many
of her fans find this hard to believe but Krt'lln has
neither denied on confirmed these rumours as yet.

Games System Stuff

D’Gl’ss Staff - The D'gl'ss staff is a shaft of
originally wood, but it is now made of steel, that is
slightly over two meters long. The shaft of the staff
is often carved with many intricate icons or symbols
signifying the worship of Cunder but it can be
created in virtually any form, for an extra price.
Twisting the staff causes blades to spring from either
end of the staff and these blades are made from a
combination of ceramic laminate and carbon fibre,
very similar to the MAC Knife. The D'gl'ss staff is
manufactured only by Wrt't Frr'd, a Shaktarian
company but this company now has a manufacturing
plant on Mort.
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Using the D'gl'ss staff requires a weapon skill all of
its own and it is very rare to find anyone but a
Shaktar with this skill

D’Gl’ss Staff (PHYS). DMG - 4; PEN - 2; AD - 2;
WEIGHT - 3kg
COST - 300 credits, extra 100 credits if specific
carvings on shaft are required

Note - The D'Gl'ss staff requires two hands to use
properly. It can be used to stab single handed but this
is at -4 to hit.

The Fourth Moon – Shintash Gaze

“Shintash was the first of the female gods to be born
and when she opened her eyes she saw that she had
come to rest on the top of a great mountain. From
here she could see across the entire length of Kn'nth
and she watched as her brothers and sister climbed
from their eggs and moved about the world. Shintash
did not immediately move for she gained much
pleasure from viewing her family. When she did
walk from the mountain she kept to the high places
so that she could better view the world about her.
She never ventured below the mountain unless she
had to. The day came when she fought against
Shahantian for the Shaktarian people and of all the
gods this action hurt her the most. She saw what was
being done to the land and to the people and to her
fellow gods and she grieved. When the battle was
over and she had been defeated Shintash swore that
she would never fight again. The pain was not worth
the victory.”

Translated from 'Thy’f Dkrt Swlqjcn' (The Book of
All)

The Clan of Shintash have the considerably smaller
numbers of Warriors than any of the other Clans but
the warriors that do exists are fearsome and
indomitable foes. To compensate for their lack of
Warriors, the Shintash Clan have a higher percentage
of the Craftsman Caste than any of the other Clans
and the artists and poets of this Clan are the most
skilful of all.
The followers of Shintash try to accept everyone for
themselves and not to be judgmental. This is not
always easy or even possible and there are limits
which the Shintash Clan will not allow themselves to
be pushed past. They will not accept any insult
towards their god or their Clan, they will not allow
anyone to belittle someone weaker than themselves
and the concept of bullying in any form can bring a

devout member of the Shintash Clan to a fury in
seconds.
The Shintash can know the value of friendship and
they make friends outside their own Clan more easily
than any of the other Shaktar. The Shintash Clan are
the first to welcome new people and try new
concepts brought in from outsiders. When Mr Slayer
approached Kn'nth it was the High Queen of the
Shintash Clan who listened to him and introduced
him to the others Lords. In general, the Shintash
Clan are more easy going than most of their cousins
but this is not to say that they are weak. They may
dislike violence but they still see it as a necessity and
when it cannot be avoided they will perform to the
utmost of their abilities.
Shintash sat atop her mountain and thought about the
new creatures that Shahantian had brought into the
world. She looked across Kn'nth, at the icy plains
and the tangled , dense jungles. She looked at the fast
flowing rivers and the turbulent oceans and she
wondered where these new creatures could possibly
live and grow.
Long she pondered this question and the answer
came to her as she looked at her own home on the
mountain. She would take these new children into
her very own home and she would make a city for
them, a home the like of which Kn'nth had never
before seen. No sooner had she had this thought than
Shintash went into action and she laboured mightily.
For seven times seven months she worked and
planned and dug and built and when she had finished
she looked at what she had created. High in the
mountain stood a fabulous city of strong stone. It
was carved from the very mountain itself and looked
as though it had always been there, as though it
belonged there.
Shintash smiled when she saw what a great work she
had created and she said, "I will call this Sh'yn, First
Home. All of Shahantian's children will be welcome
in here and it will be a place of friendship and joy!"
Shahantian heard Shintash call this out and he came
to her to see what was happening. When he saw what
she had created he smiled in pride at his daughter's
work but he came to her and he told her that the gods
had to leave Kn'nth, that it was the time of the
Shaktar and they had to be allowed to live and grow
on their own.
For seven days and seven nights Shintash and
Shahantian spoke and in the end, Shintash had to
agree with the Eldest god. Now was the time for the
Shaktar and now was the time for the gods to enter
the sky.
So it was that Shintash willingly went into the night
sky of Kn'nth and she willingly took the form of the
Fourth moon. From here she could smile down upon
her children and watch them as they grew and
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played. When it was time for the Shaktar to choose
their gods the ones who stayed with Shintash were
less warlike than their brethren and they valued the
peaceful arts more. Shintash approved of this but she
said that the warrior would always be needed and
that even the most peaceful of people would need
defenders.
So saying she chose a group of the largest and
strongest of the Shaktar and said that these people
would be the Blades of Shintash and they would
defend her people and their homes. Shintash then
pointed out Sh'yn to her new children and said,
"Look my children, look upon your new home and
rejoice. This city I give into your care but it is not
yours alone. You must share it with all the Shaktar
and you must create new homes for them to live in as
they prosper and grow. This will be your task and
your duty on the Great Wheel."
The Clan of Shintash heard her words and they were
greatly pleased because they would enjoy caring for
their fellow Shaktar. The Blades of Shintash also
heard her words but they did not rejoice for they did
not like what their god had chosen for them.  They
would do the task that she had set them but they
would never revel in the bloodshed and violence as
so many of the other Shaktar did. The Blades vowed
that they would only battle when they had to but
when they did fight it would be to the death. It was
the Blades' duty to defend the entire Shaktarian
people and this they would do to the best of their
abilities.
Shintash returned her Chosen People to Kn'nth and
she watched as they moved to Sh'yn and enlarged it
so that all the Shaktarian people would live there.
She watched as the Clan of Shintash moved across
Kn'nth making new homes and new cities for the
people and she watched with great sorrow whenever
the Blades of Shintash had to fight to defend the
Shaktarian people.
The Clan of Shintash would forever be the friends of
the entire Shaktarian nation but they would also be
their defenders and they know that their god watches
them from the night sky and they know that she is
proud of them.
The Shintash Clan are the defenders and creators of
the Shaktarian cities of Kn'nth and they take this task
very seriously. Where ever there are Shaktar living
there will be members of the Shintash Clan there to
ensure that the buildings meet with the demands of
the god and that they are constructed in the
traditional fashions.
Whenever the Shaktar colonised a new planet the
Shintash Clan would always be amongst the first
explorers, usually just behind the Frytish Clan so that
they could construct the necessary homes and
Temples in the correct style. These homes are always

open to anyone and the Shintash Clan will always try
to make every Clan welcome in their cities.
The Blades of Shintash are an elite faction of the
Shintash Warrior Caste and it is their duty to act as
defenders to the Shaktarian people as a whole and
the leaders of the Shaktar in particular. Each Clan
Elder has a personal bodyguard of seven times seven
Blades of Shintash and these warriors will always be
ready and able to defend their charge.
When Mr Slayer first came to Kn'nth he was
honoured with seven Blades of Shintash to act as his
protectors and almost immediately this number was
increased to seven times seven. Mr Slayer still has
seven times seven Blades of Shintash to act as his
personal bodyguard and they are outside the normal
organisation of SLA Industries and are loyal only to
Mr Slayer and the High Queen of the Shintash Clan.
The Blades of Shintash only ever use the Nr'ttn, a
form of powered blade that curves gently. They will
never use guns or any other ranged weapons, not
even bows but they are still considered to be some of
the finest warriors of the Shaktarian people.
Occasionally, one of the Blades will be sent to a
planet other than Kn'nth on a specific task or mission
from their High Queen and it is expected that any
other Shaktar that they come across will aid them in
their task.
Few members of the Shintash Clan are in the
Warrior Caste and even fewer of these join SLA
Industries as operatives. Those that do join often try
to emulate the actions of the Blades of Shintash and
will fight in the same style, using the same weapons.
Every Shaktarian city is constructed in the same
fashion as Sh'yn and the Shintash Clan are always
there to ensure that everything is made properly. The
Shintash are a smaller Clan than most of the others
but they are well thought of and respected. The skill
and determination of the Blades of Shintash can be
denied by no-one and every leader who has been
given the gift of a bodyguard of these warriors is
indebted to the High Queen and the entire Shintash
Clan.

Games System Stuff

Nr’ttn - A one handed, sword-like weapon with a
blade of 1.4 metres length. The blunt back of the
blade is straight while the cutting edge curves
slightly. This is the traditional weapon of all the
Warrior caste of the Shintash Clan and especially the
Blades of Shintash. The Power pack has a life span
of 5000 hours and drives the blade to oscillate at an
extremely high frequency.

Nr'ttn DMG - 5; PEN - 3; AD - 2; WEIGHT - 2.2
Kg; COST – 120 Credits
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The Blades of Shintash - These warriors who have
been sent to protect Mr Slayer are completely outside
SLA Industries and feel no loyalty to the company.
Their only loyalties lie first with the High Queen and
secondly with Mr Slayer himself.
All forty-nine of them are equipped with Powercell
Armour and Nr'ttn blades and twenty-five of them
will be on duty at any one time. Mr Slayer normally
only takes the Blades with him if he is having
dealing with the Shaktarian people and at other times
he leaves them to defend his home and office.

The Fifth Moon – Griedja of honour

“As Griedaja emerged from the egg he looked
around him and he was not happy with what he saw.
Everywhere there was chaos and anarchy and no
where was there order. Frowning he looked down at
the shards of the egg and an idea came to him. He
took the broken pieces of the egg and placed them on
his arms and his legs and his shoulders and these
bonded with his skin and formed a strong armour. He
then strode to the mountain and reached deep within
it and withdrew a solid bar of iron. With a few quick
strikes he beat this iron into a blade and then
sharpened the blade on the armour of his arms. The
sword that he created was clean and pure and sharp
and Griedaja was happy with the blade. "As is this
sword," said he, "So shall I be! I will be strong and I
will be pure and I will never bend from the path of
duty. This sword is as my honour, rigid and
inflexible."
He lifted the sword above his head and caused
lightning to arc down from the sky. The lightning hit
the blade and turned it from the dull iron into shining
steel and it was absorbed into the sword. Griedaja
lowered the sword and looked upon his reflection in
the blade and he was pleased. The sword would be
his way of life and the way of life for all his people.”

Translated from 'Thy’f Dkrt Swlqjcn' (The Book of
All)

The Clan of Griedaja are the followers of the old
ways, the most traditional of all the Shaktarian Clans
and they value the way of the Warrior above all other
things. The sword is a Holy item to all the Griedaja
Clan and every member of their Warrior Caste will
be skilled in its use in some form.
Within the Griedaja Clan the Castes other than
Warrior and Priest are looked down upon and are
considered to be lesser people. This has been the
traditional way of things and it has been carried on
even to this modern era. Many of the Clan believe
that if you are not a Warrior or a Priest of Griedaja

you are nothing and should have no rights or say in
anything, This attitude is frowned upon by the other
Clans, especially the Shintash Clan but traditionally,
each Clan is free to make their own policies and act
as they will within their ranks. Many times, the High
Queen of the Shintash has spoken to the Lord
Valiant of the Griedaja about his treatment of the
lower Castes and each time she has been sent away
with a polite but firm request to mind her own
business.
Griedaja came when Shahantian called and he
looked down upon the beings that Shahantian called
the Shaktar. He looked down at them and looked into
their future and he saw that these beings would one
day rule Kn'nth and he knew that they had to be
taught the correct path or they would stumble and
fall.
Griedaja listened to the words that Shahantian was
saying and he grew wary and unhappy. The eldest
god wanted to keep the creatures for himself and
prevent the other gods form helping them to grow
and develop. Griedaja knew that this could not be
allowed and he spoke out, determined to make
Shahantian listen to him.
"These creatures should be shared amongst us all,"
he said. "Each one of us has something to teach them
and it is unfair of you to keep them to yourself
alone."
Shahantian grew angry and he started to shout and
threaten the other gods. These actions enraged
Griedaja and he drew his great sword that was
named Mll'n'rt and he struck out at the god. The
blow flew truly and Shahantian staggered backwards
and all the gods started to fight and shout. The
Shaktar fled from the gods fearing for their lives and
the fight of the gods went on.
Eventually all the gods other than Griedaja and
Shahantian gave up the fight and left to plan and plot
on their own. The two weary gods battled on and on
but neither could best the other and they finally
agreed to end the battle and Griedaja left to plan how
to free the Shaktar from the domination of
Shahantian. He walked across the high mountains
but could think of no plan, he walked through the
deep jungles but could think of no plan and he
walked across the vast, empty plains but could think
of no plan. Finally he returned to where he had been
born from the Egg of Life and still he could think of
no plan.
Griedaja knew that Shahantian was as strong as he
was and as wise as he was so how could he hope to
defeat the elder god. He could perhaps go to the
other gods and ask for their aid but that would not be
the right way, it would not be honourable to involve
others in what was his fight. For seven times seven
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weeks he pondered this question and he finally came
upon the answer.
He was Griedaja, he had formed the armour that
adorned him, he had forged the sword Mll'n'rt. Why
should he fear to face Shahantian, why should he not
go forth and demand that the Elder god give up his
selfish keeping of the Shaktarian people. Thinking
this, Griedaja strode away from his home and went
to find and defeat the elder god.
After many days and many adventures Griedaja
found Shahantian in the icy plains of the north and
they fought for many, many days. Finally, when it
was obvious that neither could hope to strike down
the other they joined together and went to look at he
Shaktarian people. Griedaja and Shahantian saw that
the Shaktar did not belong to any god but they did
belong to themselves and they agreed to let the
creatures live their own lives.
Griedaja cast himself into the night sky and took the
form of a moon and Shahantian lifted the Shaktar up
and told them to choose which god they would
follow. The Shaktar that came to Griedaja were the
greatest of the people, the most noble warriors and
the most devout Priests and Griedaja was happy.
He smiled upon them and taught them how to follow
the path of honour. He told them that he would speak
to them through the Priests and that all of his people
should listen to and follow the words of the Priests.
Griedaja said that the true Shaktarian way was never
to bend or submit, always to follow the straight path
and to stand aside for no-one. He taught his people
how to make copies of the great sword Mll'n'rt and
how to improve on the natural armour that they were
born with.
Griedaja took the Warrior Caste of his people and
elevated them far above all others. The Shaktar of
the Griedaja Clan looked up at the Warriors and
knew deep in their hearts that through the path of the
warrior was the truest way to honour their god.
The Griedaja Clan have changed little over the
centuries and they still hold fast to the same beliefs
that they had long before the Conflict Wars and the
arrival of SLA Industries. They believe that a true
warrior should never bend to the will of others or
step aside from the path that they know to be the
correct one. They believe that the sword is a holy
weapon and all other weapons should only be used
on foes that are less than honourable. They believe
that the Priests are there to be obeyed only as long as
they themselves follow the path of the Warrior. They
believe that the High Lord Shahantian should only be
obeyed as long as he does nothing to dull the honour
of the Shaktarian people.
Honour is a concept that is vitally important to every
member of the Griedaja Clan, no matter what their
Caste of position in life. They believe that your

position in the Great Wheel is determined by how
honourably you lived in your last life and they will
do nothing to endanger their position on the Wheel
in the next life.
Most of the warrior Caste of the Griedaja Clan are
skilled in the use of the M'n'rt, a single edged, short,
straight sword. The M'n'rt has been adapted by the
technicians of SLA Industries into a powered
weapon and this is the weapon that most Griedaja
Clan operatives use. These operatives will disdain
the use of guns or any other form of weapon unless
they are fighting a foe that they consider to have no
honour, Carrien for instance or any creature with no
real intelligence.
The Griedaja that leave Kn'nth or any of the other
Homeworlds and travel to planets where they are
likely to encounter non-Shaktar tend to have a very
difficult time adapting to this new environment.
They stick to the old, traditional ways that even most
other Shaktar have given up and many of these ways
have no place in modern life.
For instance, the Griedaja Ceremony of honouring a
foe before they meet in combat, Jkk'lln as it is called
in the Shaktarian tongue. This involves bowing
deeply before your opponent and then showing him
the weapon that you will be using to fight him. The
Griedaja Shaktar will then turn slowly in place so
that their opponent can see that they do not have any
hidden weapons and so that they can gauge the worth
of the armour that the Shaktar is wearing. This is an
opportunity for an easy kill that few opponent can
pass up and it has led the demise of many new
Griedaja Shaktar operatives.
The members of the Griedaja Clan are slowly
coming to terms with the new ways of the Universe
but they are not happy with it and would like a return
to the traditional values. The Warrior Caste that do
manage to adapt to the new style can become
excellent operatives who are deadly in hand to hand
combat but these are quite few and far between.
Standing or 'Face' is everything to the members of
the Griedaja Clan and if they feel they have been
insulted by someone or belittled in any way they will
not rest until this slight has been sorted. Feuds and
duels are common amongst the Clan and it is said
that a Griedaja Clan member's greatest foe is his
brother. This is true in that they are constantly trying
to prove themselves better than the other members of
the Clan. This is usually in the martial arts but is
taken to all aspects of life. The number of partners,
the quality of the dwelling place, the skill of the
artist, every thing is judged against the other
members of the Clan.
Rivalry is a way of life for the Griedaja Clan and
they are constantly trying to better themselves and
trying to prove themselves worthy.
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Games System Stuff

M’n’rt - The traditional sword modelled on the
weapon that the god Griedaja is said to carry. This
sword has been taken and adapted by Dynamic
Precision Blades and is now available in the form of
the DPB M'n'rt. It has a power pack with a full 5000
hour life expectancy and the oscillating blade can cut
through armour and steel as easily as flesh and bone.

M'n'rt - DMG - 3; PEN - 5; AD - 3; WEIGHT -
1.7kg; COST – 120 credits.

The Sixth Moon – Rodash the Mother

“Rodash looked down upon the Shaktar that
Shahantian had created and she felt a great joy as
they grew and multiplied. From her vantage point in
the night sky of Kn'nth she saw them steadily grow
in numbers and she sent her blessings down upon the
birth of every new child. Rodash smiled when she
saw the young ones grow old and she smiled when
they were reborn again and again and again. The
Great Wheel is something that only Rodash can see
to its full extent and only Rodash knows what waits
for the chosen ones who pass the final test.”

Translated from 'Thy’f Dkrt Swlqjcn' (The Book of
All)

The god Rodash is known as The Mother and she
looks down over all aspects of the Shaktarian family
life. Her followers are probably the most farsighted
of the Shaktarian people and they are intensely loyal
to their families and their Clan. Much of the Warrior
Caste of the Rodash Clan is made up of females and
the elite unit of the Caste are entirely female and are
called the Sister Warriors. It is the job of the Sister
Warriors to protect the Grandmother, the head of the
entire Rodash Clan and they do this with great joy
and determination.
Members of the Rodash Clan seldom travel far from
Kn'nth and the cities of their forefathers. They tend
to stay where their Clan have been for many
generations and they like the security of knowing the
people around them. Few of the Clan take readily to
outsiders, but when they do accept an outsider into
their midst the visitor is treated as one of their own
and will be respected and guarded as would any
other member of the Clan.
The Rodash Clan were the first of the Shaktarian
Clans to embrace the idea of equality between the
male and females and now much of the Clan is
dominated by females. They do not view the males
as lesser creatures but they know that the females are

the ones who are responsible for the continuation of
the Shaktarian people and need to be protected and
cared for.
Rodash soared through the night sky high above
Kn'nth and she looked down upon her Chosen
People. Seven times seven times seven years had
passed since the Shaktar came to her and they had
followed her ways and grown and prospered as she
knew they would but Rodash was troubled. She
knew that a great evil was rushing towards her
children but there was little that she could do to help
them.
She sent word to her High Priestess, the
Grandmother, through her dreams and the
Grandmother was greatly troubled. She left her
Temple, left her flock and went high into the
mountains on her own. When she got to the summit
of the highest peak the Grandmother prayed and
meditated and tried to reach her god.
For seven days and seven nights the Grandmother
stayed on that peak and, when Rodash finally
believed that she was ready, she received a vision.
The Grandmother was deeply troubled by what she
saw and she returned to her Temple and told the
children of Rodash what she had seen.
"I have seen death and destruction for many of our
people," she said. "I have seen a great plague coming
and it is the young ones that the plague will strike
down first. The children who shelter in the eggs will
be the greatest hurt but all will suffer. We must
prepare for this and we must warn all the people."
With this she sent her people out into Kn'nth and
they brought news of the great plague that was
coming. At first few people believed them but
finally, through great determination the Rodash Clan
did convince all the Shaktar race.
"But what should we do?" cried all the people of the
Shaktarian world in dismay.
The children of Rodash returned to the Grandmother
and waited to be told what to do. They sat at her feet
while she prayed and they prayed with her.
Rodash heard the prayers of her Chosen People and
she was glad that so many of them turned to her for
aid. Rodash knew that there was nothing to be done
to avoid the plague but it could be lessened by
washing the eggs in a liquid brewed from the
Swr'pplr plant. This plant grows only in the heart of
the deepest swamps in the deepest jungles of Kn'nth
and Rodash gave this knowledge to the
Grandmother.
The Grandmother was dismayed at the thought of so
much death amongst her children but she knew that
she had to do something. Dragging herself from her
despair she told her Clan of the Swr'pplr plant and of
where it grew and she told them to spread the word
amongst the Shaktarian people. She told her children
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to be fast for the plague was rushing forward and
nothing could be done to hold it back.
And so it was. Shaktar from all over Kn'nth started
searching for and farming the plant Swr'pplr. There
were many deaths for the plant grew only where the
wildest of beasts roamed and the wild animals were
not appreciative of the Shaktar coming into their
realm.
Seven years passed and the people of Kn'nth grew to
doubt the Clan of Rodash and their tales of the
plague. But the Grandmother went to the High Lord
Shahanti and she convinced him that the plague was
indeed coming and that they had to keep collecting
the Swr'pplr plant. Shahanti was doubtful but he did
as he was asked for he trusted in the Grandmother.
Seven more years passed and all but the Rodash Clan
were beginning to doubt the voice of the
Grandmother and then the children started to die.
The eggs would wither and become brittle and
thousands died in the first few months. Young
children would grow weak and start to cough and
with the cough came the blood and then they would
die.
Great was the lamentation and the people of Kn'nth
wept with sorrow but the Grandmother came
amongst them again and said to prevent the plague
they had to wash the eggs with the solution brewed
from the Swr'pplr plant every day. The people did as
they were bid and less and less children died.
For seven years the plague roamed around Kn'nth
but everywhere it was met with prayers to the gods
and the brew of the Swr'pplr plant and finally the
plague was no more. For a further seven years the
Shaktar continued to care for their eggs with the
plant and to watch for any return of the plague but
they were finally convinced that it was gone.
All the people of Kn'nth offered great prayers of
thanks to Rodash and she was greatly pleased. Not
by the prayers but simply that she had managed to
save so many of her children. High Lord Shahanti
called the Grandmother to him and he went down on
one knee in front of her and begged for her
forgiveness for his doubting her. Smiling, the
Grandmother took the High Lord's hand and raised
him to his feet.
"There is nothing to forgive," said she. "I am glad
that we saved so many of the children but I grieve
for the ones we could not save"
And the High Lord Shahanti said to all the people of
Kn'nth that they owed a great debt to the
Grandmother and to the Rodash Clan that could
never be repaid. From this day forward the children
of Rodash would be treated with due respect and
honour from all the Clans or they would have to
answer to the Shahantians.

The grandmother just smiled and took her leave of
High Lord Shahanti and went to her Temple where
she prayed to Rodash and offered thanks for the lives
of the children.
Many of the main jobs within the Rodash Clan are
performed by women but not all of them. It is
unusual for a male Shaktar to rise to prominence
with the Clan structure but not unheard of. Any male
that does reach position of power is treated as an
equal by the other Elders of the Clan but they can
receive some gentle teasing from the Elders of the
other Clans.
The Sister Warriors are made of seven times seven
times seven female Shaktarian Warriors and their
only task in life is to ensure the safety of the
Grandmother. Upon entering into the Sister
Warriors, each member goes through a small
operation that sterilises them so that they can never
have children. This is done so that they will never
have the distraction of child-birth while they should
be protecting the Grandmother. Despite the fact that
they can never have children of their own, the Sister
Warriors often take great care of the children of the
Grandmother and they treat them like their own kin.
The Warrior Caste of the Clan of Rodash holds more
females than any of the other Warrior Castes but
these females are the match of the males in the
martial arts. Some of the other Clans, especially the
Clan of Griedaja look down on female Warriors but
there can be no doubt of their skills and any insults
to them are met in the field of combat often with
deadly results.
Those members of the Carer Caste within the Rodash
Clan are given more respect and honour than they
normally receive in the other Clans. Pregnant
mothers are treated with the utmost respect and it is
regarded as a symbol of good fortune to touch a
pregnant mothers belly. Many Warriors, before they
expect to go into combat, will seek out a pregnant
Shaktar just so they can feel the unborn child within
her.
The Sister Warriors are forbidden from ever
marrying but all the other members of the Rodash
Clan are urged to marry as soon as possible. Giving
birth is seen as the greatest way of honouring the god
Rodash and the Rodash Clan is second only to the
Shahantians in size.
The Tutor Caste of the Rodash Clan have devised a
kind of armour that gives their Warriors great
protection while still being light enough for them to
move easily in. This was deemed necessary because
despite their equality, the female Shaktar are not
quite as strong as the males and the Warrior caste of
the Rodash Clan has very many females in it. They
took the armour to SLA Industries and it is now
being manufactured in great numbers although as yet
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it is only available to Shaktarian operatives. The
armour, Grl'trt, is now available in most planets of
the World of Progress.

Games System Stuff

Grl’Trt - This armour is made up of many thin
interlocking plates of a highly compressed ceramic
material. It is light and flexible but gives good
protection to the wearer and does not hinder them in
any way.
ID Locations
PV Head Torso Arms Legs
7    12 25 18    20

Cost Black Market
900 c 20,000 U

The Seventh Moon – The Bond of Truth

"And what of you Gart?" asked Shahantian. "Would
you steal my children away from me as well?"
Gart pondered this question long and hard and he
knew that he had to answer it truly for there was no
other way. The path of lies led to chaos and mistrust
and that would be the doom of Kn'nth.
"I would not steal," he replied. "But yes, I would
have you share the children with all the gods. It is the
only way to go."
Shahantian was greatly angered by this reply and he
took Gart and he cast him far above Kn'nth and as he
flew through the air Gart changed form and became
the seventh moon. As Gart found his place in the
heavens he saw a dark and evil object floating in the
sky and in his curiosity he called it to him.
When the object got close, Gart saw that it was an
Egg of Life but a dark and twisted one, surely that
object that Shahantian had spoken off so many years
ago. As he studied it the Egg cracked open and
formed another, smaller moon and from the egg
stepped the god Doktetcomast. Gart could sense the
evil in the god and he knew that he must never tell
the other gods of what had happened. This would be
a secret that he bore for all eternity.
Exerting all of his mighty will, Gart forced the moon
of Doktetcomast to stay behind him so that it would
be hidden from Kn'nth. The eighth god is the truth
that Gart hides and it is his greatest shame.”

Translated from 'Thy’f Dkrt Swlqjcn' (The Book of
All)

The seventh moon is called the Bond of truth and the
Clan of Gart try to follow this Bond to the best of
their abilities. The followers of Gart will attempt to
be honest and stick to the truth where ever they can

and they believe that each lie that they tell lessons
their chance of regaining a good position on the
Great Wheel. This might seem like a very simplistic
view of life but they consider lies to include
exaggerations, half-truths, false advertising and a
million other things. One lie inevitably leads to
another and that is the path to anarchy.
Members of the Warrior Caste of the Gart Clan tend
to be gruff and straight forward individuals with an
open way of dealing with life. If they do not like you
or what you are doing they will let you know and if
you continue to annoy them or act in a way that they
think is not fitting they will take action to halt things.
The other Castes have similar viewpoints but it is the
Warriors that it is most noticeable in.
The Priests have a very high standing within the Gart
Clan and the head of the entire Clan is the High
priest, known as the Oracle. The Priests control
much of the day to day running of the Clan and they
have a very strict control over the Warrior Caste. The
Warrior Caste is not considered to be inferior to the
Priest Caste but they generally leave the decisions
and policy making to the Priesthood.
The time of great Storms came to Kn'nth and all the
gods joined together to decide what should be done.
The high winds and driving snow showered over the
newly created plants and animals and drove them far
from the plain and into the hearts of the jungles of
the world.
The gods grieved for the pain of the animals but
what could they do? If they intervened now, the
animals would forever be dependent upon the gods
and they did not want this. The animals had been
created to be free, to live a life of wildness. The gods
considered what they should do but could come to no
conclusions.
"Drive the storms away," said one.
"Shelter the animals and the plants from the worst of
the weather," said another.
"No," said Gart the TruthSpeaker. "We must not do
this, we must let them alone to live or die as they see
fit!"
But the other gods all said no, they had invested too
much time and effort into the animals and plants of
Kn'nth to sit back and let them die. The storms were
no challenge to the powers of the gods so why not
simply hold back the storms and let the creatures of
Kn'nth enjoy the warmth and sunlight.
"We must not do this," said Gart.
But again he was ignored and Shahantian and the
other gods joined together in power and strove to
protect the world from the evils of the storm. The
storm was mighty and the gods were tired from their
creation of the plants and animals and it was an
evenly matched battle. For seven days and seven
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nights the six gods strove to master the storm but it
seemed as if they must lose.
"Gart," cried Shahantian. "Come and aid us in our
fight. The storm grows stronger and we grow
weaker."
Sorrow filled Gart's heart and he desperately wanted
to add his might to the battle but he knew that it was
the wrong thing to do and his sense of duty
prevented him from helping.
"I can not," he said and he turned and walked away
from his fellow gods, leaving them to face the wrath
of the storm alone.
Great was the disappointment of the gods and deep
was there sorrow but they turned their faces from
Gart and faced into the storm.
For seven more days and seven more nights the six
gods fought to keep the storm at bay but one by one
they dropped away, exhausted until only Griedaja
was left. He shouted fierce cries and challenges and
battled against the elements but in the end, even the
mighty Griedaja was defeated.
Gart watched all this and he felt great sorrow for the
pain of the gods and even more sorrow for the pain
of the animals but he knew that this was the way that
it had to be. He knew that the animals and the plants
of Kn'nth had to be left alone to live or die through
their own actions.
The storm raged for seven times seven years and
many were the creatures of Kn'nth that died. For
every two creatures that died one survived and that
one grew stronger than ever and it was more able to
prosper than ever. Gart watched this with joy and he
knew that he had been right, the creatures of Kn'nth
had to be free to make their own destiny.
Finally the storm died away and the animals returned
for the jungles and the plants burst into bloom again
and all was well with Kn'nth. Gart journeyed to find
the other gods to make sure that they were well but
he was greeted with sullen hostility by all of the
gods.
Upon his reaching of Shahantian he asked the eldest
god why everyone was hostile towards him.
"You were right about the storm," said Shahantian.
"But you should have still aided us in the fight. You
should have stood beside your brethren!"
"But it was wrong," cried Gart, dismayed. "The
storm had to be allowed to win so that the plants and
animals would grow stronger."
While Gart had talked to Shahantian the god
Griedaja had walked up to them. Neither of the
talking gods had noticed him but Gart was spun
round when Griedaja pulled him by the shoulder.
"I challenge!" shouted Griedaja.
"On what grounds?" asked Gart.
"You abandoned your fellow gods when you should
have come to our aid. This is grounds enough"

Gart did not want to fight Griedaja but he had been
challenged and he could not back down. As they
prepared for the battle all the other gods came to
watch and Gart could see that they all sided with
Griedaja.
The battle began and for many long hours neither
god could make an impression on the other. Gart
could see the truth of every move that Griedaja
prepared to make and could easily counter it and
Griedaja was too great a warrior to allow any of
Gart's attacks to strike.
For seven times seven hours the battle went on and
Griedaja became more and more enraged with each
passing minute. Finally Shahantian called a halt to
the fight. Gart welcomed this end to the pointless
battle but Griedaja was not happy.
"The challenge is a draw," said Shahantian, "and
Gart is exonerated for not joining us in the battle
with the storm. Never let it be mentioned again,"
Despite the words, Gart could see that Shahantian,
and indeed none of the gods, were happy with the
result. Griedaja swore vengeance on Gart and the
enmity between the two gods has been known for all
time.
Gart left the gods and walked alone, pondering their
actions. He had made the right choice, and they all
knew that he had been proven right but still they
disapproved of what he had done. Gart was puzzled
by this but he knew that he had done the right thing.
No matter how hard or narrow a path it might be he
would always walk the way of the Truth.
The Gart Clan and the Griedaja Clan have a rivalry
and dislike that has gone on since the beginning of
recorded time. This dislike often breaks out into
open conflict and there have been many times when
the High Lord Shahanti has been forced to step in to
prevent the two groups from slaughtering each other.
The followers of the Bond of Truth believe in open
speech and an open heart. They dislike keeping
secrets of any kind and will try to avoid being forced
into telling a lie if it is at all possible. This leads to
them being unpopular in many situations and the
Gart Clan often find themselves being shunned by
others. Because of this the Gart Clan are a very close
Clan and they will be more comfortable in their own
company than with any outsiders.
All the members of the Gart Clan find it relatively
easy to tell when they are being lied to. They spend
so much time trying to find out the truth behinds the
surface that it is a simple matter for them to
recognise if someone is trying to deceive them. This
is not to say that all Gart Clan Shaktar will instantly
be able to tell if they are being lied to but they are
better are reading people through their actions and
the expressions on their faces than most other
Shaktar are.
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It should not be thought that the followers of Gart are
naive or stupid. They knew that the Universe is not
as simple and honest a place as they would like it to
be and they try to make the best out of what they
have. If the situation demands that the Gart Shaktar
lies they will do so but they will have to atone for
their actions later on.
Few of the Warrior Caste of the Gart Clan have gone
out into the World of Progress as operatives, it is
simply too complex and uncertain a place for them to
feel comfortable in. Those that do go out and
especially those that go to Mort spend much of their
time alone and aloof from their companions. It is
very hard to find the deep truths in a place like Mort
so the Gart Clan operative will stick to the surface
truths and ensure that they never deviate from them.

Games System Stuff

All operatives of the Gart Clan receive the
Interrogation skill at Rank 1. This is because they are
very good at telling when a person is lying to them
or not and it is easier to find the truth of the matter
this way.

The Eight Moon – That Which is Not Seen

“Doktetcomast opened his eyes for the first time and
he saw in front of him the moon body of Gart.
Doktetcomast was a new god but a god he was and
he had all the powers of a god and he knew all that
had gone before and all that would come to pass.
Doktetcomast thought of the future and his people's
place in it and he smiled. Casting his vision down
upon Kn'nth he saw the people who would be his
Chosen Ones in the days to come and he sent them
dreams and in those dreams he told them to hide in
the deepest jungles, away from the other Shaktar.
"Wait for me, my children," he said. "The time will
come for us to meet but it will not be for many,
many years. But fear not for I will not abandon you
and I will watch over you and you will be the
greatest of the Shaktar. You will follow no laws but
mine and you will follow no leader but me and I will
speak to you through my Priests."
The Shaktar that he spoke to fell to their knees in
fear but their hearts were black and evil and the
words that were whispered inside their heads were
tempting.
"We hear and obey," they cried and they left their
homes under cover of the night and fled away from
their families.
Doktetcomast smiled and was happy with his work.
He knew that one day his people would come to visit
him and when they did the Universe would be
shaken.”

Translated from 'Thy’f Dkrt Swlqjcn' (The Book of
All)

Most of the Shaktar of Kn'nth refuse to even admit
that there is an Eighth Clan but the fact of the matter
is that there is and always has been an Eighth Clan,
the Clan of Doktetcomast, the God Who Is Not Seen.
In a time before the keeping of records there was a
great split in the ranks of the Shaktar and the Eighth
Clan were banished from the others and sent to live
in the depths of the jungles of Kn'nth. The Clan
passed from memory and everyone thought that they
had died out and it was only when technology came
to such a level that all of Kn'nth was explored and
documented that the Clan were rediscovered.
The Clan worshipped Doktetcomast, the god that had
been flung into the volcano by Shahantian and they
were opposed to the standard Shaktarian way of life.
When they were first found again the High Lord
Shahanti himself went to them and asked them to
rejoin civilisation. He thought that they would jump
at the chance but they refused, saying that their god
had a task for them and the time was not yet right.
High Lord Shahanti returned to Sh'yn and he ordered
that all mention of the Eight Clan and of
Doktetcomast be struck from the records and never
should they be mentioned again.
Centuries passed and the Eighth Clan were again
forgotten about. Technology advanced and the
scientists of the Tutor Caste created the Ion Drive
ships that gave the Shaktar access to the stars and
this is when the moon of Doktetcomast was found to
exist, hidden behind the Seventh Moon, the Bond of
Truth. The moon was the smallest of the satellites
that orbited Kn'nth and it was the only one that was
capable of supporting life of any kind. This
discovery rocked the Shaktarian nation and they
were even more astounded when the Eighth Clan
came from their jungle homes and demanded that
they be given Ion Drive ships so that they could seek
audience with their god.
The High Lord Shahanti ordered that the Eighth Clan
be given what they desired and he told the High
Priest of the Eighth Clan to go to his god and never
to return to Kn'nth. The High Priest said nothing in
return but simply smiled and boarded the Ion Drive
ship. The Clan of Doktetcomast left Kn'nth to be
with their god and again, the High Lord Shahanti
said that all mention of them should be struck from
the record and that they should never, never be
mentioned again.
Centuries passed, the Conflict Wars came and went
and the Shaktar joined SLA Industries and no
mention was made of the Eighth Moon or its
inhabitants. Now only the highest ranking Shaktar
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know of the existence of the Eighth Moon and they
will not admit that it exists. It is the duty of the
Oracle of the Clan of Gart to ensure that no mention
of the people of Doktetcomast is ever made and that
is the greatest lie of the Clan of the Bond of Truth.
Doktetcomast watched the great ships as they drew
closer and closer to his lunar body and he felt their
gentle caress as they landed upon him and his
Chosen People walked out. He watched in silence as
the High Priest looked across the barren landscape
and he listened to the conversations of his clan.
They spoke of the harshness of the moon, of the little
plant growth and the few animals and they felt
sorrow and fear. It was then that he chose to speak to
the high Priest and it was in a voice that only the
High Priest could hear.
"Fear not," said Doktetcomast. "For you are my
Chosen People, my Clan and I will care for you and
guide you."
The High priest fell to the ground and pressed his
forehead against the cold soil of the moon and he
cried out, "I hear you, Oh Lord. Tell me of your plan
for your people!"
"You will lead my people," said Doktetcomast. "You
will lead them through the Universe and you will
take whatever you desire for you are the Chosen
people and no one can stand against you. You will
follow no laws other than your own and you will
have no ruler other than your god and I will watch
over you. The ships of space have been created for
you to use and the galaxy is open for you to roam
through but remember that this is your home, this
moon is where you belong. And remember, always
remember that the people who shunned you and
ridiculed you are the Shaktar that dwell on the
surface of the planet that lies below you! Never
forget who your greatest enemy is!"
The High Priest listened to his god and the words
fuelled the anger that lay in his heart. He felt a hatred
for the Shaktarian people and he spread this hatred
amongst the others of the Clan. The Clan of
Doktetcomast knew that they were the true Chosen
People and that their destiny lay in the stars and not
in the mud of Kn'nth. And so it began.
The Eighth Moon Shaktar returned to the Ion Drive
ships and left Kn'nth far behind as they travelled out
into the unsuspecting Universe. Centuries passed and
the Eighth Moon Clan grew in strength and stature as
they explored and conquered the Universe and then
came the Conflict Wars.
The people of Doktetcomast took no sides in the war
but would fight where ever the rewards were greatest
and they gathered the spoils of war with them. When
the Wars ended and SLA Industries dominated the
World of Progress, the Eighth Moon Pirates, as they

had come to be known, returned to the moon of
Doktetcomast and planned what they should do next.
The High Priest looked over his people and he saw
that they were strong but not strong enough to stand
against the entire might of SLA Industries. He called
all of the Eighth Clan to him and he raised his voice
to speak to them.
"My children and the followers of Doktetcomast," he
said. "I have listened to the voice of our god and he
has told me what to say. We are the greatest of all
people but even we can not win in a direct fight
against SLA Industries. Doktetcomast commands
that you do not battle against this company but
instead you use it, you feed off it and you grow
strong on what it leaves behind. Take to your ships
and travel around the World of Progress and take
whatever you can. Pirates they have named you so
pirates you will be, pirates and scavengers."
The Clan of Doktetcomast cheered greatly when they
heard the commands of the High Priest for they were
a evil, vicious people and they revelled in the
bloodshed of their piracy.
"The Ion Drive ships will be your homes," continued
the High Priest. "But never forget this land, never
forget the land of your god. The Priesthood will
remain on this moon and it is to here that you will
return with the bounty of your journeys. Remember
children, take what you can and live on the edge. No
one is your friend and no one can be trusted. You
have no friends but you have one true enemy. The
Shaktar of Kn'nth deny you and your rights so you
must strike back at them. Go forward my children
and spill blood for the greater glory of
Doktetcomast!"
The cheers of the Eighth Moon Pirates echoed across
the barren moon and they ran for their ships and took
to the sky, eagre to do the bidding of their god. The
High Priest smiled as he heard the voice of his god in
his head.
"You have done well," said Doktetcomast. "I am
happy with you and happy with all my children. The
gods and the Universe shunned me. Now let them
live in fear of my children!"
The Eighth Moon Pirates are an offshoot of the
Shaktarian people with a completely different
viewpoint and way of life. They do not believe in the
Great Wheel and they have no Caste system. The
only ranks within the Pirates are Priest and Pirate.
Most of the Pirates spend their lives travelling
through the Universe, mostly at the edge of the
World of Progress taking whatever they can either
through force or through duplicity. Occasionally a
Pirate will leave this way of life and will join SLA
Industries to become an operative but this is
incredibly rare.
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No Shaktar will willingly associate with an Eighth
Moon Pirate and few are even willing to admit to
their existence. In turn, the Pirates hate their brethren
and will take any opportunity to cause them pain or
hardship.
The Pirates try to dress and act in ways that will be
threatening to others and they enjoy scaring the
people that they come across. The Ion Drive ships
that the Pirates use are the remnants of the first
Shaktarian ships and they are poor imitations of the
Fold Ships that are now widely available through the
World of Progress. These ships cannot fold space
and travel from one planet to another can take years
in some of the more extreme cases.
It has to be remembered that few Shaktar will ever
admit that the Pirates even exist and they will do
anything that is possible to ensure that no one else
knows of their existence. The Pirates are starting to
become more common on Mort and the other planets
in the World of Progress and this is a lasting shame
to the entire Shaktarian people.

Games System Stuff

Any Eighth Moon Pirate starting character
automatically receives the disadvantage of Major
Enemy at Rank 10 and will receive the 50 extra
points that comes with it. This enemy is the entire
Shaktarian people and any GM that allows Eight
Moon Pirates in their game should remember this
disadvantage.

Shaktarian Temples

Each of the seven gods of the Shaktarian people have
their own design of temples but they all follow a
very similar basic pattern. Each Clan believes that
they have the true form of temple and each one will
try to make their temples more ornate and
spectacular than those of the other Clans. The Priest
Caste of each Clan have the duties of caring for the
temples but the temples are open to everyone within
the Clan. Any one from outside that Clan wishes to
enter the temple for any reason needs to get specific
permission from the serving Priests before they can
enter the temple. This includes non-Shaktar as well
as Shaktar from other Clans.
Each Clan has constructed their temples on every
world that has been colonised by the Shaktar and
there are now Shaktarian temples on many of the
planets within the World of Progress. Mort has at
least a dozen temples of each Clan, scattered through
the city and they are becoming more and more
popular as the Shaktar population continues to grow.
Desecration of a Shaktarian temple is a crime
punishable by expulsion from the Clan in the case of

members of the temple's Clan and death for members
of other Clans or non-Shaktar. This is a crime that
will enrage virtually every Shaktar and wars have
been fought for lesser reasons. In the distant past,
before the time of SLA Industries and just before the
start of the Conflict Wars, a Shaktarian temple of the
planet of Dantith was destroyed by the race that was
once know as the Jendor. The entire Shaktarian
people turned on the Jendor and this desecration was
one of the major factors behind the start of the
Conflict Wars.
There has been no official statement from SLA
Industries about the Shaktarian Temples but they
have given permission for these temples to be built
on SLA owned property. The temples are considered
to be Shaktarian property and the laws and the
traditions of the Shaktar people hold sway in the
grounds. This is not to say that SLA laws can be
flouted but the ways of the Shaktar take priority.
The temples are constructed in a very pagoda like
fashion with high, steeply slanting roofs and over
hanging eaves. No Shaktarian temple will ever have
more than one floor but they often have deep cellars
and basement. The space within the roofs are kept
empty and only have a basic bed roll and sleeping
area within them. This is traditionally kept like this
in case the god of the temple wishes to come down
and visit. In all Shaktarian history there are no
recorded cases of the gods ever making use of this
facility but the Priests believe that there is no harm in
being polite.
Upon first entering the temple, the visitor will find
themselves in a large, open room, full of statues and
paintings depicting the chosen god. At the far end of
the room will be a slightly raised dais where the
visitor can go to prey and commune with their gods.
Somewhere within the temple there will always be a
fire burning and this fire is never allowed to go. The
Holy Flame is there to commemorate the volcano
that Shahantian was born from and it is considered a
desecration of the temple if the flame does go out.
The Priests of the temples will always dress in the
traditional Shaktarian style of long, flowing robes
and wooden sandals. The Priest will always wear
these when they are within the temple but they are
free to dress as they wish when they are not within
the boundary of the temple grounds.
It is traditional for a Shaktar who wishes the gods to
smile upon a certain endeavour to go to the temple
and make a donation after a period of prayer and self
contemplation. This donation depends entirely on
what task they are about to undertake but it is never
anything as crass as money. The donations can be
works of art, poetry that the Shaktar has created,
food, weapons, anything. The greater the beauty of
the offering, the more pleased the gods will be. Real
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value is not much of a consideration in these cases,
but the looks and beauty of the item is highly
important.
The temple will always stand in its own grounds and
these grounds will always be filled with gravel that is
kept smooth and clean. The larger and more
important temples use gravel that has been taken
from Kn'nth but this is not vitally important. A team
of workers are employed to keep the gravel grounds
in perfect condition and they work throughout the
day, sweeping and raking and cleaning.
Many of the temples have large wind-chimes
hanging from the roofs of the buildings and the
music that is created is very soothing and reassuring
to most Shaktar. Indeed, many Shaktar have either
similar wind chimes themselves or music slugs of the
wind chimes that they play at times of stress.

Shaktarian History

The Shaktarian year on Kn'nth is made up of seven
Lunar Months, each one corresponding to the moon
and god which is in Dominance at the time. These
months come to a total of 423 days in the year. Each
day on Kn'nth last for the equivalent of 27 standard
hours, although few Shaktar have any problems
adjusting to the shorter days when they move to
Mort.
This means that a year on Kn'nth equals just slightly
more than 1.3 Mort standard years. All the dates
given below are for Kn'nth time.

Before
The Time when the gods walked Kn'nth. Shahantian
and the other gods have refused to give the Priests
exact numbers and dates for this time an it is not
exactly known for how long the gods walked before
Shahantian created the Shaktarian people.

Separation
This is the time when Doktetcomast, That Which is
Not Seen, chose his people from the Shaktar and told
them to move to the deepest jungles. The Eighth
Moon Clan left the history of the Shaktarian race at
this point and did not return for many generations.

Year 1 The Choosing
This is the time when Shahantian lifted the
Shaktarian people to the sky and allowed them to
choose which god they wished to follow. This is
when the Clans were first formed and the Shaktar
people began the true worship of the gods.
Shahantian lifted the first High Lord Shahanti above
the rest of his children.

Year 412 The Plague

A great Plague swept through the land and it was
only the swift actions of the Rodash Clan that saved
the Shaktarian people from complete destruction.

Year 646
Steel first created and used in the making of weapons
by the Griedaja Clan. Griedaja Clan use these new,
better weapons to fight the Gart Clan who are still
using iron blades.

Year 653
All Clans discover how to make and use steel.
Griedaja Clan loose the vast advantage that they had.

Year 1025
Cunder Clan rise up against the Shahantian Clan and
civil war spreads through Kn'nth.

Year 1074
Civil war ends and Cunder Clan brought close to
destruction. High Lord Shahanti allows the Clan time
to re-grow and strengthen again.

Year 1873
Gun powder first discovered by the Tutor Caste of
the Shahantian Clan. This is immediately used to
create weapons.

Year 1923
Gun Powder used to create fire works and
entertainment for the first time.

Year 2132
Electricity used and channelled for the first time by
the Tutor Caste of the Shintash Clan.

Year 2881
Griedaja Clan and Gart Clan declare war on each
other. Once again Kn'nth is rocked by civil war.

Year 2883
High Lord Shahanti steps in and orders the Griedaja
Clan and the Gart Clan to make peace. At first they
refuse but the High Lord threatens to bring his
armies into the fight and finally the two warring
Clans come to an uncomfortable and unsteady peace.

Year 3509
Eighth Moon Clan first discovered to be living in the
deep jungles of Kn'nth. High Lord Shahanti asks
them to rejoin society but they refuse.

Year 3802
Shahantian Clan put satellites into space. Priest
Castes of every Clan protest against this and they say
that it is an invasion of the privacy of the gods. High
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Lord Shahanti says that if the gods are not happy, let
them strike him down. Priests are forced to back
down and allow the continuation of the space
program.

Year 3885
The Tutor Caste of the Frytish Clan unveil the first
of the Ion Drive Ships.

Year 3887
The Moon of Doktetcomast is discovered by the
pilots of the Ion Drive ships. Priest Caste thrown into
confusion and many riots and rebellions sweep
Kn'nth.

Year 3888
The Clan of the Eighth Moon leave their jungle
homes and demand use of the Ion Drive Ships. The
High Lord Shahanti agrees and banishes the Clan
from Kn'nth

Year 3964
Gdfrt planet colonised. This is the first planet to be
colonised by the Shaktarian people.

Year 4064
Shaktarian space explorers come across the planet of
Mardoss. Race of humanoid creatures called the
Jendor found on this planet. Jendor are only slightly
less advanced than the Shaktar. Diplomatic relations
start.

Year 4071
Shaktar teach Jendor to create and pilot Ion Drive
ships. Jendor start to colonise the stars.

Year 4092
Relations break down between Jendor and Shaktar as
they fight over the right to colonise the planet of
Dantith.

Year 4103
Sardinney people discovered, a simian race. More
and more races discovered in the Universe and many
of them are beginning to develop space travel.
Shaktar and Jendor advise these races on the
construction of the Ion Drive ships.

Year 4180
Land slips hit the city of Sh'yn and topple many of
the buildings. Priest Caste say that it is a sign of the
anger of the gods. Tutor Caste say that it is the plates
of Kn'nth grinding against one another.

Year 4230

Open warfare declared between Shaktar and Jendor.
This battle spreads throughout the Universe and
many, many races and creatures become involved.
This is the start of the Conflict Wars.

Year 4900
The coming of Mr Slayer and SLA Industries to the
Conflict Wars. The High Lord Shahanti sees the
power of Mr Slayer and forbids his people from
acting against him.

Year 4907
The Joining - The Shaktarian people join SLA
Industries. High Lord Shahanti swears a Vow of
friendship to Mr Slayer and gives him the Braids of
Friendship as a token of this vow.

Year 5119
High Lord Shahanti passes a law stating that females
are now allowed to have more than one husband.
Previously, only male Shaktar could have more than
one partner. This is greeted with much repugnance
by most male Shaktar but the law carries.

Year 5591
Present date. 903 Standard Date.

The Great Wheel

"Now I am a warrior of the Shahantian Clan. It is a
good thing to be, the best thing that it is possible to
be while still on the Wheel, and I must strive to
maintain this position. The gods watch what I do and
when I die I will be judged by my actions. If I am
found wanting I will be returned to the Wheel in a
lower Caste or possibly even in a lower Clan. If my
actions have been abominable I might be returned to
the Wheel as a lower life form, such as an animal or
even an insect. This will not happen to me.
If I have performed to the satisfaction of the gods I
will be reborn as a Warrior of my Clan again and this
is what I am hoping for. I know that I am not yet
ready to move onto the next stage, to leave the
Wheel. It is every Shaktar' dream to be chosen by
their god, to leave the Wheel and be brought up to
stand beside their god for all eternity. Only the
greatest of our people manage that and it is
something that is likely to happen only a few times
in any generation. It does of course happen to
Warriors of the Shahantian Clan more often than to
any other Caste or Clan.
The Priest say that the gods only choose those who
have followed the old, traditional ways but I am not
so sure. If we have to evolve and move with the
times surely the gods will understand and they will
develop as well. There is nothing in the Book of All
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about guns but surely Shahantian would not have
allowed the creation of the 10-10 Shotgun if he did
not want it used by his people. The traditions say that
the blade is the weapon of the true Warrior but the
books are old and if Shahantian had had a Power
Reaper I believe that he would have used it and
blessed it.”

Gr'dn, SCL 9B Operative within the Smiling, Happy
People squad.

One of the major aspects of all facets of Shaktarian
religion is their belief in reincarnation and rebirth.
The Priests say that when you die, you will be
brought in front of the gods and your actions will be
judged by all the gods. They will know every act that
you have every performed and they will be balanced
out, good against evil, brave against cowardly,
honour against duplicity. If the scales are tipped in
the favour of the approved acts, the Shaktar in
question will be reborn to a higher position on the
Wheel but if the acts are not approved of by the gods
the Shaktar's next position on the Wheel will place
them in a lower Caste. The Priests believe that in
extreme cases it is possible for the Shaktar to be
reborn as an animal or in the worst possible cases as
an insect.
On the other hand, it is possible for a Shaktar to
advance to such a stage that they are ready to leave
the Great Wheel and go and stand beside their god.
This religious elevation is an extremely rare
occurrence and the Priests announce that it has
happened only one or twice in every generation.
When an individual has lived such a flawless life that
there have be no wrong deeds to weigh them down
the gods will reach a hand down to them while they
are being judged and draw them away from Kn'nth
and up into the night sky.
These fortunate individuals play the role of
messengers of the gods and will perform any actions
or tasks that the gods require done. This is the
greatest honour that can befall a Shaktar and it is
something that the entire race aim for. Every High
Lord Shahanti is brought up to stand beside
Shahantian when they pass on and this is the only
person that is guaranteed of leaving the Great Wheel
to go on to the next stage of existence.
With the advancement of technology and the new
modern ways of the Universe it is becoming harder
and harder to keep to the traditional ways. One of the
major principles behind the Warrior Caste of every
Clan was that the blade was the only honourable
weapon and that no true Warrior should use any
other kind of weapon. In the World of Progress today
that is just not feasible and many Shaktar have
turned from the old ways to embrace modern times.

The Priests of the various Clans have seen that this is
a problem and they have decided to compromise.
They believe that there is nothing wrong with
making use of new technology but the old ways must
be adhered to when ever possible. This new principle
makes it perfectly acceptable for a Shaktar to use the
best equipment and technology that is available to
them in day to day life without fearing for their
position on the Great Wheel. But if, for instance, that
Shaktar is required to take part in a duel, it would
have to be done in the old ways with the traditional
weapons or their place on the Wheel would be in
jeopardy.
The Priest of the Shaktarian religions have always
tried to slow down progress and keep the Shaktarian
people in the traditional style but this has just not
been possible. The Shaktar are a very technically
advanced and evolved race and no matter what the
Priests say they will keep advancing. The Shaktar
have created some of the most useful technology in
the World of Progress, many of the weapons that are
now commonly available were first devised by
Shaktar, for instance. The Powerful Ion Drive ships
that first allowed the exploration of the Universe
where the brain child of scientists from the Frytish
Clan of the Shaktar. No matter how people think of
them and what their appearance may suggest, the
Shaktar are a very evolved and advanced race, far
more so than their human counterparts.
This advancement has dismayed the Priests but they
have had to come up with ways to deal with it and
now, Shaktarian religion evolves and advances at the
same pace that the Shaktar do. Thy'f Dkrt Swlqjcn,
the Shaktarian religious Book Of All is being
constantly updated by the Shaktarian High Priests of
all the Clans as time goes on and the Shaktar feel
that here is no dishonour in this. The gods walked
Kn'nth in a time long, long ago and the words that
they spoke then have little meaning in today's
society. If any of the gods were unhappy with the
way things were being done surely they would do
something about it through their Priests, but nothing
is being done so the gods must be happy. This is the
compromise that has kept the Shaktarian religion
alive and healthy when the religions of so many of
the other races have died away.

Life on K'n'nth

"Kn'nth, the Homeworld of the Shaktar race. One of
the most mysterious planets in the World of
Progress. So many contradictions, so much history,
yet so much is hidden."

Malice, SCL 5B Necanthrope, Octagon squad, Mort,
600 SD.
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"Coming out of fold space into the Kn'nth system,
the first thing that you notice is the darkness. There
are very few 'neighbouring' stars and the light from
the systems sun seems to struggles to reach Kn'nth.
The planet itself looks like a schoolboys atlas map,
with piercing blue oceans and clearly marked green,
brown and white bands on the planets surface. It
looks unreal, the stuff of legends, rather than the
Homeworld of one of the only two alien races to
survive the Conflict Wars. So innocent looking, so
clean, yet somehow so hostile. The eight moons of
Kn'nth dominate the sector, with the Shahantian and
the Frytish moons being especially bright. The orbits
of the moons makes it hard to plot an approach to
Kn'nth from fold space, as if they are protecting the
planet from visitors, warning off intruders."

Ben Fisher, Third Eye News, 'A Guide to the
Universe', 889 SD.

The Shaktar Homeworld of Kn'nth lies within the
third sector of the Kh’bk system, it is classed by
SLA Industries as a resource world and has protected
status, no Foldships may enter or leave the sector
without clearance from Head Office. As a resource
world, Kn'nth is spared the ravages of corporate
development and is left largely to it's own devices as
far as government and development is concerned.
SLA Industries has been in control of  Kn'nth since
the end of the Conflict Wars, and allows it a great
deal of independence. Kn'nth is one of the few
planets in the World of Progress that does not really
need the protection SLA offers from DarkNight or
Thresher. Kn'nth has it's own defence force, made up
entirely of Shaktar, and they possess a fleet capable
of patrolling the whole of the Kh’bk system.
The 'resource' that SLA draws from Kn'nth are the
Shaktar themselves, the planet has a Three P's
Contract under which they are obliged to supply 0.03
of their population to SLA Industries for training as
Operatives. Most of these are used to make up the
systems defence force, though some do go on from
Meny to Warworlds and some on to Mort.

Kn’nth Planetary Stats.
Time taken to orbit the Sun of Kn'nth (in Mort
years): 0.82
Average orbital velocity in miles / kilometres
second: 21.7 / 35
Time taken to rotate on axis (in Mort time): 26hrs
17mins
Tilt of axis perpendicular of orbital plane: 27 degrees
Average distance from Sun in Astronomical Units:
2.64
Average surface temperature in C: +20 degrees

Density relative to water: 4.2
Escape velocity in miles / kilometres second: 7.2 /
11.4
Number of known moons: 8

"I don't like folding into Kh’bk, too much paperwork
for a start. Have you ever tried getting a clearance
form out of Head Office, never mind having it
processed. It took us three weeks on the last jump. I
will be the first to bear witness to the fact that
Shaktar are good employers, they pay well and they
abide by the letter of the contract. But this does not
stop them treating you with suspicion, even hostility,
when you mention you are jumping into their
system. There is a strong flow of the Ebb through
Kh’bk. I do not know where it comes from, I would
be interested in finding the source. Maybe one day."

Rise, SCL 4B Ebon Operative, Foldship Navigator.

Kn'nth measures 17,500 miles (28,157 kilometres)
pole to pole and 18,000 miles (28,962 kilometres)
around the equator. 37% of the planets surface is
covered with oceans, 11% of the total fresh water on
Kn'nth is locked within the two poles. Only from
space can you fully appreciate the strange layout of
the land masses of the planet.
The whole planet is split in two by a continent that
wraps itself around the central region, straddling the
equator. This primary continent varies in width from
18,503 kilometres to just 320km. The central region
of this continent is densely forested and tropical,
storms regularly blanket the equator, short but fierce,
they pour vast amounts of rain into the region. Most
of the equatorial region is only a few hundred meters
above sea level.
Either side of the equatorial region is a wide 'band' of
hilly, grass lands that stretch for over 3000
kilometres. These steppes regions are bordered by
massive rolling plains to the north, and barren desert
terrain to the south. These regions vary in depth from
1800 to 2300 kilometres wide, they rise gradually
becoming the foothills of the great mountain ranges
that hem the continent to the north and south. The
mountain ranges have many plateau's and valleys,
each range being between 1200 and 1600 kilometres
wide.
The north sea stretches for 2000 kilometres, dotted
with a few small islands, until it reaches the northern
ice lands, which go on for a further 1200 kilometres
to the north pole.
The islands in the Northern seas are all small and lye
hundreds of kilometres apart, each is usually only
inhabited by one family from a single clan. The two
islands of Sh'n'Hjk and Qwk'lhn are three hundred
kilometres apart and illustrate the differences in the
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islands development. Sh'n'Hjk is roughly circular,
being eighty kilometres from Northern to Southern
shore, it has a volcanic shell at it's centre, which is
still smouldering though it has not erupted for over
six hundred years. The island has been settled by the
J'kr family from the Rodash tribe. They number
some two hundred, though their numbers dwindle
with each generation. The J'kr family choose mated
mainly from the Shaktar of the island of Qwk'lhn,
the marriages are arranged by the elders and
approved by he priests of both clans. The main
source of income for the J'kr family comes from
fishing. Their trawlers run the seas around the island
as well as travelling further North towards the colder
waters of the Sea of D'shan.
The island of Qwk'lhn is crescent shaped, being sixty
kilometres long and forty kilometres from it's
Northern to Southern shore at it's widest point. The
Ss'nqwc family have lived on the island for as long
as records have been kept. They are a prosperous
family, having many connections with other Frytish
tribes further to the South, on the central continent.
Their allegiance to the Frytish tribe means they have
trading contacts throughout the Northern Seas, their
main produce being farmed N'dqwj, the poisonous
bloom usually found in the Southern mountain
ranges.
The marriages between the two families of  the J'kr
and the Ss'nqwc are lavish, much celebrated affairs,
which are often televised as Channel Seven specials.
South of the central continent, the sea is much
warmer, and is filled with small groups of islands.
The south sea is 1800 kilometres wide, and remains
unfrozen right up to the edge of the southern ice cap,
which is only 800 kilometres across.
The islands of the Southern seas are seldom
inhabited, and if they are they are normally used by
corporations as luxury residences or holiday centres.
All of the inhabited islands have private security, and
those used by SLA Industries are usually guarded by
Operatives.
From off world Kn'nth looks like a man made world,
with neat bands of terrain ordered to form a well laid
out land mass, with equally well planned oceans and
lakes.
Shaktar belief dictates that the world was shaped by
the Gods during the God Wars, and that Shahantian
placed all things in their proper place before he took
to the skies as the first moon. The fact that all
Shaktar Homeworlds conform (roughly) to the same
planetary layout gives weight to their belief that
Shahantian, and the other Gods, are at work in the
World of Progress, watching over them and forming
other planets for their needs.

"Terraforming? I tell you, that scares even me. I
don't know how, or what goes on, and I don't want to
know. All I do know is that Mr. Slayer himself
selects suitable planets, and that somewhere along
the line Intruder is involved. The Foldship
Navigators that pilot the ships taking the necessary
equipment to the planet, never speak, many carry the
scars of encounters with Intruder. I have even heard
tell that Mr. Slayer actually leaves Mort to witness
the 'birth' of every planet. The time scale? I tell you,
that is the scariest part. From selection to
colonisation, the process has been completed in
seven years! But I have probably said too much
already. And anyway, if the Shaktar want to believe
their more recent Homeworlds are chosen by their
Gods, who are we to tell them differently, maybe
they are. I mean, maybe Mr. Slayer is a god. This is
not being recorded is it......"

Extract cut from interview with Dr. Hu'san Chung,
from the 'This Is Progress' series, broadcast on Mort,
893 SD.

The coldest, and probably the most inhospitable
regions of Kn'nth are the two poles (unless you are a
Wraith Raider), where temperatures can drop to as
low as -1270F (-880C). Both the North and the South
polar regions are high in altitude, adding to the
freezing effect of the katabatic winds that sweep
their surface. Both areas are permanently covered
with frost, though the Northern region is made
completely from ice, while the Southern pole rests
on a minor continental land mass. Nothing can grow
at either pole, and the few animals that do spend the
majority of their lives there, are voracious carnivores
or cruising fish that feed on microscopic food in the
surrounding oceans. The waters surrounding both
poles is a rich source of fish, though fleets that do
venture too close to the ice flows are prone to
collision with the massive ice bergs that are
constantly tearing themselves free from both ice
shelves. The atmosphere over both poles causes the
phenomenon of dancing lights in the sky, which are
known to the Shaktar as Shahk'tkn, or Shahantian
Anger, for it is said the god is angry at the Shaktar
for not accepting the challenges of the two regions in
inhabiting them. In the past, their have been elements
of the Shintash tribe that have lived in the tundra
region of the Southern pole. But there have been no
Shaktar on either continent for many generations
now.
Ancient Shaktar legends tell of a tribe disappearing
into the Northern region just after the God Wars,
they were said to have worshipped Nyalsk, one of
the lesser gods defeated by Shahantian before he
ascended to the heavens. The people of Nyalsk
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would not accept the will of Shahantian, and were
banished from the face of Kn'nth, they have not been
seen or heard from in over three thousand years and
have passed into legend, some doubting if they ever
lived at all.
Recently there has been a massive increase in the use
of the two polar regions, both for tourism and sport.
In the North, Shaktar visit temple resorts where they
can rest and concentrate on reflective themes, such
as their history and the many teachings of the gods,
as handed down in the Dkrt Swlqjcn (Book of All).
Visitors to these centres are accompanied by priests,
it is usual for a whole family to go together, both to
strengthen their ties and to plan out the families
future. The Southern pole has seen the appearance of
hunting lodges, these are used as bases for
expeditions in to the icy wastes, where Shaktar can
be taken to hunt the ferocious Darn Fkz. There are a
few permanent settlements on the Southern region,
mainly for the breeding of Darn Fkz, and the
monitoring of fishing fleets and their prey. Airborne
travel is impossible in either of the two polar regions
for 95% of the time. The winters are long, dark and
cold, the summers are short and pale, bringing little
relief from the cold.
Visiting Wraith Raiders head straight for the
Southern ice cap, where they feel almost at home.
Permits for the hunting of the Darn Fkz are granted
automatically to Wraith Raiders, at a cost of 100c,
but have to be applied for by Shaktar, who pay 30 c
for their issue.

"I was there in the winter of 894 SD. Delightful. The
temperature hit -800C, with winds gusting up to
160kmh. Blizzard conditions. Exhilarating. I took off
my coolant suite for the first time in seven months
and breathed. Ice beneath my feet, wind in my face,
sprinting and dodging the pockets of turbulence,
FEN 400 loaded, one shot. I feel alive. I knew that I
had to catch the Darn Fkz before he made the ice
flows, over moving ice he could have dropped in to
the water any time. I kept out of his scent, but
somehow he knew I was there. What a beast. As I
turned and crested a rise, there he was! Turning, to
roll on my right shoulder, I hit ice, still rolling I
fired. Headshot. Neat, clean, dead. If I'd of missed?
Why would I do that?"

My'lng, SCL 8B Wraith Raider, recorded in a bar on
Mort, 900 SD.

"We landed in copters, about 50 clicks from the ice
edge, still in the tundra really. Then by four track
onto the ice shelf, took us two days to reach the ice
flows. We had to walk from there, no radios,
nothing. When I saw the masts of the hunting lodge,

I thought I was ready to drop from the cold. Six
buildings, low and square, each with it's own set of
aerials, generators were underground. They had
everything. It was just like being back on Mort, in
some Uptown drinking den. After the first two days,
we actually went out hunting, didn't see anything
though. I didn't really know what I was looking for.
They say the Darn Fkz are tougher than Carrien.
On the third day I spotted one, must have been four
metres tall, lumbering along on all fours, looked like
a huge bear. Then I used my scope, got a close up of
it's head. I nearly shit myself. The face was like a
Carriens alright, only it had kind of human eyes. It
looked right at me, I swear it. Then it got on to two
feet and ran! Would've given a Wraith Raider a hard
time I can tell you. I popped off a couple of shots,
more to please my guide than in any real hope of
hitting it. Spent the last two days in the lodge doing
some serious partying. Can't say I'm sorry I never
bagged me a monster. I can still see them eyes."

Herman Friy, SCL 9 Human Operative, vacation on
Kn'nth, 900 SD.

Hemming in both edges of the great central continent
are two vast mountain ranges, both consisting of
spectacular mountain terrain extending well over
1000km in depth. The heights of some of the tallest
peaks are truly staggering, as is the scale of the
plateau's and valleys that wind their way through the
ranges. The highest peak in the Northern range is
Undjcn, or Holy Mountain, which sits in the middle
of the steep sided Swl-Zn range. Undjcn rises to
20km above sea level. To the knowledge of all on
Kn'nth, it has never been climbed, and ascension to
the summit is forbidden. The peak of Undjcn is said
to be the 'stepping off' point for Shahantian as he
ascended to the heavens to take his place as the first
moon. The flight path over Undjcn is closed to
'civilian' and foreign traffic. While the Northern
ranges are very steep and barren, allowing almost
nothing to grow on their slopes, the Southern ranges
tend to be more gentle, and although they are no less
spectacular in their height, they seem to be somehow
less threatening. Situated on the lower slopes of the
Southern ranges are some of the biggest cities on
Kn'nth, lying as they do on productive soils, and
sitting atop huge pools of natural resources. There
are hundreds of smaller Shaktar communities dotted
across the Southern range, each having it's own
distinct customs and family blood lines, Shaktar
from these areas tend to be very traditional and staid
in their ways, those that do join SLA Industries from
these areas, often develop deep psychoses and
phobias spawned from the chaos of their new world.
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The largest industrial and agricultural sites are
situated in the Southern hemisphere, dotted along
what has become known as the SLA Trail. After the
Seventh Wave assaults of 140 SD, Slayer was ready
to punish the Shaktar by changing the status of their
Three P's contract, from that of a Resource World to
that of an Industrial World. He sent in the surveyors
from SLA Industries Head Office to identify the
planets resources and to pinpoint the best place to
build the great industrial complexes that
characterised an Industrial World. Intruder stepped
in to save the Shaktar race and the SLA Industries
teams left Kn'nth. Slayer sold the results of the
surveys back to the Shaktar. As the SLA Industries
survey teams had access to equipment far superior to
that available to the Shaktar, and as they were not
just looking for the usual minerals and oils, they had
discovered materials the Shaktar did not even know
was on Kn'nth. The elders of the tribes resisted SLA
Industries attempts to sell them equipment as well as
information, all industrial complexes were to be
developed by existing Shaktar corporations.
The largest of the complexes along the SLA Trail
measure well over 10km sq., many incorporate
worker housing. All of the sites have their own
corporate security, many of whom are off world
mercenaries, the notorious Black Hands even employ
Stormers. Each of the industrial zones produces a
varying amount of pollution and waste, depending
upon what product they are manufacturing. The
chemical plants churn out vast amounts of toxic
waste, mostly liquid, with spent fuel rods and burnt
off minerals mixed in. All waste from all of these
plants is buried deep beneath Kn'nth in holding
mines, these mines are sunk up to three kilometres
below ground and some have tunnel complexes
spreading for many miles. The SLA Industries
Department of the Environment monitor the waste
mines, they are quick to shut down any corporation
that breeches the strict 'waste protocol' imposed on
Kn'nth. As every industrial centre is monitored by
the Department of the Environment, there is a small
SLA corporate building area within each complex,
based here are all SLA personnel for the area, they
have diplomatic status and may not be apprehended
by the local authorities. There is much tension
between local and SLA enforcement agencies, they
very rarely co-operate and sometimes actually hinder
each other.
The SLA Trail is the highest earner of foreign
currency, and has the largest share of the off world
market. Most of the SLA Trail lies within the
boundaries of the Shahantian tribe, though they pay
most of what they earn to the many ruling councils
of the various tribes on whose lands the complexes
actually lye.

The five main industrial plants are; Ghqw'hn, Rh'nn,
Zskn, Dt'kst and Rwh'n. Each of these five covers the
area of a large town and is singularly owned by one
family or corporation.
From the outer rim of the Southern range, the ground
slopes downwards to the central equatorial plain. The
region to the south of the equator is breaks from
barren desert, bordering the Southern mountains, to
rolling grasslands, which continue right up to the
edge of the equatorial forest.
The desert is not blazing hot, but still and lifeless,
with no winds and no rain. The temperature at night
drops to near freezing, in the day it becomes humid,
with a dry heat that can break the toughest warrior
within hours. At it's widest point, the desert region
stretches for 2,300km North to South, it wraps round
the equatorial region like a lower belt, separating the
forest from the mountains. The desert is bare and
devoid of any real settlement, a few towns and
villages dot the landscape, with herds of Sh'Hysh
being the only animals to be seen. Many families and
tribes use the Southern desert as a training ground,
with groups of warriors being housed in huge
barracks. The largest training camp, at Qc'twn,
houses some six thousand warriors in training and is
run by the Tg'hnk family of the Cunder Blood. The
desert is used as an open firing and testing range for
each of the training grounds, SLA Industries
sometimes use the deserts for field trials on some of
their more secret projects.

"I learnt my trade at Qc'twn, taught by the finest
warriors of the Cunder Blood. It was hard. Very
hard. I do not remember sleeping much, though I do
recall we had a lot to eat. Many died at Qc'twn, all
were honoured, though some of those that did die
would not have lasted two days here. There are no
distractions at Qc'twn, save for the odd explosion
from the deep desert. Nothing to take your mind off
the training. Brutal? No. I would say 'calculated'. My
sons will attend Qc'twn and I will be proud."

Rhc'khn, SCL 9C Operative Nail Pop squad, Mort,
901 SD.

"Sweeping down from the slopes of the Southern
range out onto the deserts of Dahj, now there's a
flight you want to take! See for goddamn miles, no
hills, no trees, just broken rocky ground and the
horizon. I was skimming so low the dust came up to
get me. Then, 'kaboom', we're being shelled! Big
mothers, must've been firing 200's, maybe even
bigger. Then I thought 'hang on a minute, I'm not
exactly standing still here.' Scanners lit up like a
Third Eye switchboard for GoreZone, the whole
desert for about nine clicks in every direction was
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being shelled! Speed I was at, I was gone before they
knew I was there. Still, no warnings, no nothing, just
'whhompp', whole chunks of desert gone. I later
heard they had moved the prototype into action on
Cross, named it Hellstorm. Must be some really
pissed off  Thresher dudes on Cross!"

Luke 'the nuke' Ginsey, SCL 8A Human pilot,
training on Kn'nth, 898 SD.

The grasslands of Southern Kn'nth are wide and
slightly undulating, spreading like a huge blanket for
over 3,000km. The grasslands are known by various
names, including the Steppes, the Plains and the
Greensea (Gr'js'h). There are many cities situated on
the Plains, most are self sufficient, using the
surrounding lands to farm and graze animals.
Industrial production is usually kept to a minimum
due to the fragile ecology of the area. It is here that
the huge herds of Hqn roam their ancestral lands.
The Hqn have been herded on the Greensea for as
long as their have been Shaktar on Kn'nth. Once
upon a time the Hqn were only hunted, but with
farming came herding, and the taming of the Hqn.
Shaktar legends tell of herds of Hqn so large that
they took three days to pass a village, herds so large
they could be felt through the ground many
kilometres away. But those days are gone. Nowadays
the Hqn are herded  and farmed on a much smaller
scale, though it is still considered a major operation.
A family may 'own' a herd with hundreds of
thousands of Hqn, these would be moved around the
Plains to avoid over use of the grazing. Many
families have no permanent home, moving around
with their herds, ranging from one end of the
Greensea to the other. The J'hu family have a herd
eight hundred thousand strong, they range from the
Qy'jkn Lake to the borders of the Fk'ahja city state.
They live in huge mobile homes and ride range
bikes, they also possess three copters. Although they
are a wealthy family, they are thought of as lower
class citizens due to their nomadic lifestyle. Their
worship of Cunder does not help their cause. Most
Hqn herders are thought of as rogues, or at best, a
little eccentric.
Some areas of the Plains break down into massive
swamps, the largest, the D'sqwc, stretches for 90km
and covers an area the size of a city. Within the
swamps are a few ancient Shaktar settlements and
many temples. Priests use the swamps to hide from
other Shaktar and to practice their skills of
meditation and Moon Stone reading. Most of the
swamps are untouched by progress, though some do
have housing complexes 'floated' on them, as well as
a few that produce chemicals, using the huge water

supply to produce power for their plants. Travel
through the swamps is by copter or hoverboat.
Some of the Ebon visitors to Kn'nth have pointed out
that the swamps seem to be a strong source of Ebb,
though the Shaktar claim to know nothing about this.
Agencies trying to investigate the Ebb sources in the
swamps are drowned in bureaucratic processes or
discouraged by more direct displays of violence. The
Shaktar councils have a joint agreement to halt all
development in the swamps. SLA Industries has
launched an inquiry, which is reporting directly to
Head Office.

"I went into the swamps east of Cjw'q Hk, on a fact
finding expedition for the guild. We were looking for
traces of Arcol, initial surveys showed the swamps
were situated over huge fields of Arcol, and we were
there to see how hard it would be to remove it. I used
much Flux while in the swamp, both for detecting
and protection from some of the beasts we found
there. And each night it was like being 'plugged in' to
the flow of the Ebb. My Deathsuit actually glowed at
one point. I do not know what happened, I
understand Intruder has reports being compiled on
the swamps. I shall never have dreams such as those
again, I have never before felt so close, almost like
the calling from the White."

Megan, SCL 6B Ebon Operative, interviewed for
Dark Lament catalogue review of Deathsuit.
Interview was never used.

Some of the larger wheat belts of the Southern Plains
can be seen from space. They are planted and
harvested using the latest gathering machines, some
of which dwarf shuttle craft. Whole Shaktar families
spend their entire lives within the larger wheat belts,
continually planting or harvesting wheat or some
other root crop such as the Cncht.
During the great drought of 342 SD, it was only the
wheat belts that kept much of the Shaktar population
going, their planting programmes had predicted the
shortness of rainfall and the Cncht had been planted
heavily. Since 360 SD, there has never been a
drought in the central continent, though there are
years when the rains do not arrive in the equatorial
region when they are supposed to, sometimes they
are as much as three months late.
The Northern equivalent of the grasslands are the
'flats'. These stretch for up to 3000km from the
equatorial forest to the foothills of the Northern
mountains. Their main feature is the large amount of
diverse terrain they contain. Bands of red sandstone
are found within regions of rich, fertile soil. Mixed
woods and forest is to be found along side craggy
precipices containing thundering rivers.
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It is in these areas that the largest and most
prosperous Shaktar cities are to be found. All off
world products are moved through the Northern
cities, causing some resentment from the citizens of
the South. As a consequence of the way off world
goods are moved, there is a slight difference in tech.
levels of the two sides of the central continent. The
terrorist group, Chapter Seven, use the difference in
quality of life between the North and the South as
evidence of the 'great deception', which they say is
being perpetrated by the Shaktar elders and priests.
There has been a good argument put forward by the
Foldship navigators, who claim they detect a field
which may well legitimately stop shuttle craft from
navigating in the Southern hemisphere. The elders of
the Northern based tribes have produced numerous
documents and studies proving their case, but they
are still thought of as greedy and scheming by the
Southern tribes.
Many of the larger families within tribes such as the
Shahantian, who rule over the Northern realms, set
up territories which are ruled and controlled by them
as small 'states'. They tend to have their own laws
their own customs, and their own defence forces.
One of the largest families is he N'chk Qwy, whose
lands stretch from the Knife Ridge Canyon in the
south to the Red River in the North, encompassing
some 900 square kilometres. The city of N'qwk lies
at the centre of the N'chk Qwy region, with a
population of some 600,000 Shaktar. The N'chk Qwy
region is known as the Grdjkn and is renowned all
over Kn'nth for it's production of personal transports.
The large industrial complexes of N'qwk turn out
most of the cars, APC's, luxury copters, boats and
hovercraft to be found on Kn'nth. The Grdjkn
Corporation (GC) have secured off world contracts,
both directly with SLA Industries, and with some of
the more 'independent' companies within SLA. Their
vehicles are to be found all over the
universe of Progress. All of the vehicles produced by
GC are specifically designed for Shaktar use, though
their custom division can make anything to fit
anyone, for a price. The nature of GC's business
ensures that the N'chk Qwy region has the finest
road, rail and canal network on Kn'nth, there are six
landing strips for shuttles and aircraft. The GC
security staff are privately funded, most are trained
at the JhknQ clan's training quarters in the Northern
mountain ranges, all are well equipped and loyal to
GC. The highway patrols of N'chk Qwy are
legendary.

"The roads are our lifeline. They must be
maintained. It is that simple. All routes for the
transport of GC vehicles must be protected from
abuse, be they roads, rail links, shuttle bays or

canals. We patrol N'chk Qwy protecting the rights of
GC. We are empowered to take whatever steps we
see as necessary to prevent the destruction of GC
property or personnel."

Kh'rnk, Shaktar Patrolman, N'chk Qwy Highway
Patrol (rivers authority).

"Miles and miles of smooth black asphalt, with one
thick white line moving right down the middle. It's
just too much of a temptation. I have never been
caught by the Highway Patrol, though I'm sure I
have tracked them monitoring me, and once I was
buzzed by a copter, though nothing came of it. I
don't know why they didn't stop me, maybe there are
some Patrolmen who appreciate a good looking
piece of machinery, I don't know."

Forn Williams, SCL 9C Human Operative,
'joyriding' the N'chk Qwy highways on vacation, 891
SD.

The executives of GC do not live in the city, they
have large country estates set well away from the
hustle and pollution of the production plants. Each
estate has its own temple, some have a school, all
have their own security, either provided by GC or the
family of the executive. The children of the GC
executives are separated in to two groups from a
very early age, those that will join SLA Industries as
Operatives, and those that will continue to run the
GC corporation on Kn'nth. Recently the GC
corporation has been looking at setting up a
production facility on R'hl, the nearest Shaktar
Homeworld to Mort.
The central continent of Kn'nth sits like a giant belt
around the equatorial region of the planet. This is the
primary continent, and it is usually referred to as 'the
continent', or sometimes as K'n'th. At the centre of
the continent, spanning its whole length and
straddling the equator is the forested region known
as the F'qhrn. It ranges in width from 1000
kilometres to 200, it is a dense tropical forest, which
supports 90% of the non Shaktar life on Kn'nth.

"Huge trees, thick undergrowth where the canopy
has collapsed, strangling vines and poisonous fungi.
An abundance of small things that want to suck your
blood. And the humidity is unbearable. And did I
mention the rain, bucket loads falling all the time.
And the birds? I must have seen so many species I
lost count, I stopped being amazed at their plumage
and song after the first day, there are simply too
many. Oh yes, and the animals, all shapes and sizes,
from stupid little critters that just hang around
looking cute to big beasts the size of a car that want
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to rip your head off. Flowers? Everywhere, and
every shape and size you could imagine, and some
you couldn't unless you were wired. And the fruit
and root vegetables, I must have mentioned them?
And the....."

Siggy Hahmer, SCL 6A Human Operative, vacation,
Kn'nth, 900 SD.

"The F'qhrn supplied us with everything; food,
clothing, weapons and medicine. I often think that
we could quite easily return to the womb of Kn'nth
and no one would be any worse off."

Rqw'll, Priestess of Rodash, speaking on 'Mind over
Matter', Kn'nth, 901 SD.

"The steamy heat of the F'qhrn clings to everything,
making you wet underneath your clothes. It would
kill a Wraith Raider within about an hour. We
walked for nine hours and must have travelled about
five kilometres, our guide said we had done well!
When the canopy was low, the trees made it dark and
the water dripped from the huge leaves with a loud
drumming sound, the undergrowth was sparse but
seemed to consist entirely of thorns. If we did break
into an area where the canopy was higher, the
undergrowth exploded into smaller trees and vines,
twisted over layers of rotting vegetation that stank
like a Carriens nest. All around us were fruits and
flowers, though we dared not touch any for fear of
poison. The most incredible thing was the noise, all
around us all the time, night and day, sounds of
birds, primates, hunting beasts and falling water. The
ground seemed to rise and fall with every step,
following the river seemed the best course, until it
disappeared over a cliff. The climb down drained
more energy than a trek through the sewers of
Downtown. We camped under the branches of a
Tash'Nk, a huge straight trunk speared the canopy,
rising to a height of well over a hundred metres. In
the night I was troubled by the cries of a Qwc,
though my guide assured me the reptilian birds only
hunted during the day. After two hours of travelling
the next day, we broke through on to the highway,
out of nowhere we were on it, eight lanes of smooth
black road, forty metres wide, we had not seen it
until we stood next to it, the F'qhrn hedged it like a
wall. Within minutes we were picked up by a
transport. Thundering along, with the green wall of
the F'qhrn just a few feet away felt so unreal. I would
never have believed what was passing by the
windows if I had not been in it myself. The Shaktar
are the most adaptable of peoples. I look at them
with new respect. I wonder how they see us?"

Mary Cline, SCL 8B Human I&I Operative,
exploratory expedition for Department of
Environment, Kn'nth, 900 SD.

The F'qhrn provided a natural place for the first
Shaktar to settle after the God Wars, with it's
abundant supply of both foods and materials. As the
Shaktar race grew and developed, taking on the
Three P's contract and coming in to contact with off
world technologies, they began to build ever larger
cities in the F'qhrn, clearing ever more land to build
houses and factories. In 420 SD, SLA Industries
negotiated to save the F'qhrn as a natural resource,
effectively they paid the Shaktar not to cut it down,
in return they were allowed to send in teams of
scientists to observe the life forms and experiment
with the numerous natural chemicals found there.
Many of the drugs in the World of Progress owe
their being to the F'qhrn. Today, no industrial
development may take place in the region without
the express permission of Head Office. The four
largest cities in the F'qhrn are also the meeting place
of four of the seven tribal High Councils, and each
city is dominated by one of the four tribes.
Sh'yn, the home of the Shahantian clan, is effectively
the capitol of Kn'nth. It sits in the Northern
hemisphere and is surrounded by the F'qhrn, it has a
population of just over two million. Sh'yn boasts a
surface to orbit port the size of any that might be
found on Mort, it is a hectic, chaotic place, with
shuttles coming and going at an alarming rate. Sh'yn
port serves many of the other cities on Kn'nth as well
as off world craft. Sh'yn is ruled over by the
Shahanti, the High Lord of the Shahantian clan, he
also presides over council meetings with other tribes.
Many of the buildings of Sh'yn are connected with
the councils business and the Thorn district is
dedicated to the chambers and temples of the priests
of Shahantian. Sh'yn is also home to the Shaktar
Homeworld Channel, Channel Seven. Channel
Seven beams a planet wide broadcast twenty four
hours a day, if you want to reach Shaktar on Kn'nth,
you have to go through Channel Seven. The
Shahantian clan are the major stockholders in
Channel Seven, and nothing gets on air without them
approving it first. The standard of living in Sh'yn is
relatively high, with little or no poverty, vagrancy is
not permitted, nor is entering the city without a
visitors pass. SLA Industries has a base in Sh'yn, in
the southern sector of Ghan'l, their huge arcology
can be seen from all over Sh'yn. All Operatives
visiting Sh'yn must do so through the immigration
channels at Sh'yn, after they are cleared, both by
SLA Industries and the clan, they may be escorted to
other areas of Kn'nth.
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"Sh'yn makes me feel small. I do not like it, all those
Shaktar living so close together. There is a tension
you can feel in the air. Tempers seem to flare easily
in Sh'yn, at night it is worse. The Blood Pits of Sh'yn
are overworked, the priests have a hard time keeping
up with the demand. Everything seems to move so
fast in Sh'yn, it all happens so quickly, everyone is
trying to do so much, all at once."

Prime, SCL 10C Ebon Operative, 'Kiss and Tell'
series, Kn'nth, 897 SD, © Channel Seven.

"That place is huge. It's like they crammed the best
of Uptown in with the best of Downtown, and then
filled it with short fused Shaktar! Yeah, you can have
a wild old time in Sh'yn."

Billy 'the skid' Sernickech, SCL 9 Frother, Krimson
squad, Kn'nth, 899 SD.

"Sh'yn is a beautiful place. The perfect marriage of
technology and tradition, grace and power, utility
and beauty. It is a thriving, functioning city, at ease
in the World of Progress, and at the same time, it is
an ancient site of Shahantian tradition. Everywhere
you look you see the strength they place in their
religion, their belief. Towering skyscrapers,
delicately sculpted, with balconies and jetties. Huge,
multi levelled malls, each with it's own gardens filled
with fountains. Yawning boulevards planted with
trees run along side mono rail tracks, each lit to
subdue the ugly, to highlight the beauty. Even the
run down Chkq district retains some grace, the old
buildings seeming to defy the gothic modern
architecture of the invading business sector. At night
Sh'yn really breathes, the streets become the place to
walk and take it all in, the triumph, the despair, the
deep rooted confidence of the place, along with it's
fragile relationship with the dark shapes of the
future."

Llauran Jade, SCL 8B Human Operative, Kn'nth,
900 SD.

Dajah lies some six hundred kilometres east of
Sh'yn, it is the home of the Griedaja tribe. The
Griedaja tribe are one of the most traditional, they
have resisted the total invasion of technology, taking
only what they need, some households in Dajah do
not even have a TV set! The city is characterised bi
it's low buildings and triangular shaped roofs, which
cap even the tallest skyscrapers. Dajah is not heavily
industrialised, with most of the factory complexes
being consigned to the outer section of the Northern
sector. The central region oh Dajah is built around
the temple of Griedaja, which is founded upon the

site of an ancient battle from the God Wars, entry in
to the central sector is by permit only. Nearly a
million Shaktar live and work in Dajah, it is a
thriving, living city with new buildings appearing
every day, it's borders are expanding all the time.
Little of the surrounding forest is destroyed, as much
of the material needed is brought from the outer
regions of the F'qhrn, the Griedaja tribe take their
conservation seriously and are prepared to pay to
ensure they do not damage the F'qhrn more than they
have to. Dajah is a favourite of tourists to Kn'nth, as
they get a feel for Shaktar tradition while still having
most of the comforts of home. Dajah has a very low
crime rate, with most law breakers coming from off
world. The High Council of the Griedaja sit in
permanent session in the central sector, holding
council meetings each day. Most meetings are used
as civil courts, to settle disputes and hear claims and
petitions. The most famous feature of Dajah are the
Blood Pits, each of which is in constant use and well
attended by Channel Seven and tourists. Shaktar
from all over Kn'nth come to the Blood Pits of Dajah
to witness some of the finest Pit Warriors ply their
trade.

"I am from the Griedaja tribe, I was born and trained
in Dajah before I signed on with SLA Industries and
was sent to Meny. I worked hard and passed as an
Operative. Now I am on Mort I see the many
differences between my Homeworld and Mort,
between Dajah and Uptown. Here there is no sense
of belonging, everyone is only interested in
themselves, there is no loyalty in the community.
People will stand and watch while a serial killer
takes down their neighbour. Not so in Dajah. There
you can be sure you are part of the family of the
tribe, everyone in the city realises they are a part of
the whole. Despite what SLA tell us about Mort, I
can never really belong here, I will always be an
alien to the people of Mort. I hope to return to Dajah
when I have enough money, to chose a mate and to
begin a family. I do not want my children to leave
Dajah, I have seen enough to know they could better
serve SLA Industries by staying at home. I feel ill at
ease in Mort, I would not wish this madness upon
my kin."

Th'npf, SCL 7A Shaktar Operative, Undine squad,
Mort, 900 SD.

Within the lush forest surroundings of the central
equatorial region, there are many well kept roads and
many half forgotten dirt tracks, there are places
where the trackers and guides will not go and there
are places where they are drawn to. The city of
H'ntarn, the largest of the Gart clan cities, is the kind
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of place that draws both Shaktar and visitor alike. It
is a truly modern city in every sense of the word,
rivalled only by Mort in it's complex balance of
technology and tradition. The Gart clan are the great
traders of the Shaktar, and their home cities tend to
reflect this. H'ntarn has a population of one and a
half million, and is split into nine sectors. Each
sector is laid out along similar lines, having an
identical grid pattern for it's roads and rail links.
Buildings tower above the many levelled walkways,
with corporate headquarters rising above the rest.
Personal transports are banned from each of the
sectors centres, which are devoted to trade and
shopping. The malls of H'ntarn are built around huge
hyper-marts, each selling everything from guns to
tickets to the theatre. In every mall is a chaotic
jumble of stalls and 'street vending' sectors, where
anyone can set up a pitch for the day to sell their
wares. The council of H'ntarn are headed by the
High Lord of the Gart, Jhantsh. The priests of Gart
sit along side their High Lord in council and watch
all goings on in all Griedaja cities, but especially in
H'ntarn. As most of what the Gart produce is
invisible, i.e. trade, they are the most mobile of the
Shaktar clans. They also spend the highest
proportion of their income on consumer goods, the
Gart clan are obvious targets for off world traders.
They love technological 'toys' and will always try to
buy the latest gadgets, the few factories in the Gart
clan's lands are given over to the production of high
tech electrical or mechanical goods, such as
transmitters, copters, defense systems, computer
components and the like. 3rd Eye carried a report
from a Shaktar Enforcer from H'ntarn as part of their
'In Their Own Worlds' series, an extract is presented
here in the form of a monitored broadcast from the
Shaktar;

"Control, I have a rogue trader in sector 9, I am on
foot and in pursuit. Entering the Red Wind mall,
level 5, east gate. Run a check on trader license
341998 / A, I think I saw target dealing with vendor.
He's dumped a bag over the balcony in the
Commerce Square sector, falling into the bazaar. Get
someone on it if you can, looked like he didn't want
to lose it. Possible contact. Resuming chase, entering
F'jahk's Emporium, ground floor, heading up. Note
response time to next transmission. Control, back on
line. Rogue trader has left F'jahks through fire door,
following down into Market, monitor tracer. Control,
moving into Market central, and.... mark. Use
remotes at station 337, target has flak vest. Nice
shooting Control, target is immobilised.
Administering aid. Control, no rush for the medivac,
scanning passes and ident papers, see you back at the
station. Out."

It is in H'ntarn that the Shaktar code is most loosely
interpreted, with much 'bending' of the Code to allow
the more shady deals and transactions to go through.
The Gart clan are notorious for their lack of respect
towards off worlders, seeing the Shaktar reputation
as only applying among their own kind. The city of
H'ntarn plays host to the annual Trades Fair, where
the latest technology from all of the Shaktar
Homeworlds is on display, at the moment, the only
non Shaktar company invited to attend are SLA
Industries.

The city of Kh'rnsh rises from the forest like a jewel
from a lush velvet gown, the whole city is under a
huge dome, some nineteen kilometres across.
Kh'rnsh has a population of around one hundred
thousand. The city is surrounded by a deep swamp,
criss-crossed with waterways and suspension
bridges, there is only one rail link to and from
Kh'rnsh.
Kh'rnsh is renowned for it's strong contingent from
the Frytish tribe, over ten thousand live in the city.
The city houses many of the top industrial and
intellectual minds of the Shaktar race and has many
universities and training academies. SLA Industries
is strongly represented in Kh'rnsh, having an office
from the Department of the Environment based in
the city. Many Shaktar visit Kh'rnsh during their
training or as part of their wandering before joining
SLA Industries, the city has a lot to offer the
inquisitive mind.
The Southern most sector of Kh'rnsh is controlled by
the Thn'Ysk family, the most powerful Frytish
family in the city. Access to this sector is restricted,
and is controlled by sector crossing guards. Within
the sector are many laboratories and factories used
by both the frytish and SLA Industries, Karma have
an experimental lab here, as do Warhead and Vivid
Recollection, the famous fashion house of Mort.
Many of these companies are experimenting with
products found exclusively on Kn'nth, and their work
is extremely secretive. They are given protection by
the Frytish tribe, in exchange for trading rights and
deals on products developed while on Kn'nth.

Kh'rnsh was also the site of the largest massacre of
Shaktar during the Seventh Wave. A huge memorial
on the West side of the Dome rises some eight
hundred metres into the air, almost touching the edge
of the Dome. Along side the monument is a temple
devoted to all seven of the Shaktar Gods, it is the
largest such temple on Kn'nth, and in the mosaics on
the Weeping Wall mentions Doktetcomast, and is, in
this respect, totally unique among all Shaktar
temples.
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Apart from the cities, both great and small, that are
to be found in the F'qhrn, there are thousands of
Shaktar villages and small towns. Many of these
settlements are tied by family or tribal connections
and may band together for purposes of trade and
defense.
As Kn'nth has a duty to supply 0.03% of it's
population to SLA Industries for training as
Operatives, all of the peoples of the F'qhrn contribute
to the census. The annual census is carried out by
SLA Industry Operatives, in teams at squad level,
each team is accompanied by a Shaktar guide
regardless of whether or not the squad has any
Shaktar in it. The census takes seven weeks to
complete and is used to adjust the intake figures
from Kn'nth.
SLA Industries is currently involved in negotiations
with several of the Shaktar tribes over the quotas of
Operatives drawn from their Homeworld. SLA
would like an increase to 0.1%. Intruder has made
three visits to Kn'nth in the last year. It seems
inevitable that SLA Industries will get it's wish.

Kn’nth : Exploration Chronicles

During the latter part of 901 SD, Third Eye screened
a series of six programs entitled Exploration
Chronicles, each of the programs dealt with an
individual explorer who had recorded their journey
into the unknown. The third episode featured Lorien
Roskell, who explored the Shaktar Homeworld of
Kn'nth. She has been one of only six people to be
allowed to film wherever they wanted on Kn'nth, in
any region, on any tribes land. Her reports make up
the bulk of what the people of Mort know about the
Shaktar Homeworld. It is widely believed that Lorien
first visited the planet, in secret, as part of a SLA
Industries survey team in 896 SD, where she made
both friends and useful contacts. The entries below
are broken into two sections; the Exploration
Chronicles and SLA Files. The SLA Files may only
be accessed by authorised SLA Industries personnel.
The Exploration Chronicles are common knowledge,
and may be discovered by anyone using the net, or
visiting any library or 3rd Eye reference point.
We have broken down the Exploration Chronicles
into two sections, Animals and Plants, and the
extracts shown here are available in Lorien Roskell’s
TV series "Kn'nth Explored", from Third Eye at a
cost of 30c.

Animals

After the Shaktar were given the Three P's contract,
SLA Industries conducted the usual surveys and
examinations of their planet. Certain species were

introduced which, it was felt, would benefit the
Shaktar, and so raise their level of usefulness to SLA
Industries. Along with cows, sheep and chickens, all
of which were easier to farm than the indigenous
species, came some birds, fish and even insects. SLA
was careful not to disrupt the ecosystem of Kn'nth
too much, especially as it had been granted resource
World status, but they did want to 'stabilise' the
ecology of the planet.
Before SLA Industries changed the ecological
balance on Kn'nth, no off world animals had been
brought back to the Homeworld. The Shaktar were
fanatical about their 'purity', and considered any
aliens as a contamination. Since their joining of SLA
Industries, the Shaktar have adapted remarkably
well, both to the new technologies and to the new
additions to their environment. We have not bothered
to list animals brought in by SLA Industries, but
have concentrated on the indigenous life forms, and
then we have only highlighted those of interest.
Those left out can be found in the Exploration
Chronicles supplement, Indigenous Life Forms of
Kn'nth, available from 3rd Eye for 10c.

Gryqa : 'Long reach'. Mammalian plains dweller,
biped, vegetarian.
Exploration Chronicles: "The Gryqa stand up to two
meters tall, and I do mean stand. They have short,
squat legs, broad backs and very long, thick arms.
Their faces are flat and almost featureless, they seem
to have no nose and only the tiniest of eyes. The
mouth of the Gryqa is almost invisible when shut.
Their bodies are covered with short, dense hair,
usually brown or black in colour, though I have
heard reports of Gryqa with red fur, these I have not
seen for myself, and some Shaktar consider them
sacred. Most Gryqa seem reclusive, shy and
relatively harmless. This is true most of the time,
except when they 'turn'. Gryqa who 'turn' become
savage beasts capable of great acts of needless
violence. The 'turn' seems to be chemically induced,
something they eat perhaps?"
SLA Files: The Gryqa are semi intelligent, we have
observations of them using crude tools. They are
hunted by Shaktar in the wild, both for their skins
and their meat. The hunt itself, is of course a form of
training, and some Shaktar are sent on hunts as part
of their basic training for SLA Industries. Gryqa
become extremely violent upon ingesting quantities
of calcium, this sends them insane, their bodies
become self destructive, the pain seems to make
them seek death. Blood Pit priest attendants have
been known to capture Gryqa and to cultivate them
for basic combat, this shows the animal has potential,
and should be observed carefully for signs of further
intellectual development. The Department of
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Agriculture are currently offering a Green BPN,
involving the capture of a Gryqa family group.
Characteristics : STR 6-12, DEX 5-8, DIA 1-3,
CONC 1-2, COOL 5-15, HITS 11-18.
Height; 1m to 2.5m. Weight; 50kg to 300kg.
Movement; Walk 1, Run 3, Sprint 5.
Skills; Detect 5, Unarmed 3 (may be trained up to 7),
Dodge 3, Swim 3, Climb 3. Advantage; Good
Hearing 8.
Weapons; Teeth; PEN 0, DMG 2, AD 0. Fist; PEN -
1, DMG 4, AD 0.

Fyych Tsh : 'Silent fate', also 'Stalker'. Feline
mammal, six legged sabre tooth, with a reptilian tail
Exploration Chronicles: "The Fyych Tsh is a
terrifying beast. It hunts incessantly, and will eat
anything it can fit into it's mouth. The favourite
(most common) food of the Fyych is the Hqn. Where
the giant herds roam, or are farmed, you will find
families of Fyych. The animals six legs allow it to
reach incredible speeds, the tail is always moving,
used as a counterbalance and occasionally to strike
out in defense. The almost luminescent fur of the
Fyych make them easy to spot, it is a wonder how
they can 'stalk' anything. A lone Fyych is to be
feared, a hunting pair are capable of bringing down
the most capable warrior. The front sabre teeth are
worn as trophies, second only to those from the
Shahantian Bull."
SLA Files: Fyych Tsh are unable to adapt to new
environments, they are particularly susceptible to
breathing disorders, their respiratory system breaks
down in heavily polluted atmospheres. These beasts
are unsuitable for transplantation to other
Homeworlds. The department of Pharmacology
currently have two BPN's running for retrieval of
escaped Fyych before they die of exposure (to the
polluted atmosphere) on Mort.
Characteristics : STR 4-10, DEX 6-12, DIA 0-1,
CONC 0-2, COOL 4-10, HITS 10-20.
Height; 1m to 1.8m (to shoulder). Weight; 100kg to
550kg. Length; 1.5m to 2.5m (toe to tail)
Movement; Walk 2, Run 4, Sprint 8. (Sprint for very
short bursts only)
Skills; Tracking 6, Detect 5, Unarmed 8, Dodge 5,
Swim 5, Climb 3. Advantage; Good Hearing 5, Good
Eyesight 5.
Weapons; Teeth; PEN 2, DMG 4, AD 1. Claws;
PEN 1, DMG 3, AD 0. Tail; PEN -1, DMG 2, AD 0.

Qwc : 'Soar'. Reptilian flyer, with some natural Ebb
use.
Exploration Chronicles: "Huge, Bat like things,
black as night, with hideous grinning, fang filled
mouths. Alligator snouts sprout from a horses head,
leathery wings like dark sails, a thick, snake like tail,

ending in a vicious sting. These scavenging 'birds'
tear with claws and teeth, feeding from the nearly
dead, or taking the weak and the sick. Great flocks
can be seen wheeling in the skies over the sight of a
kill. Recently there have been reports of Qwc
colonies springing up in some of the cities, where
they nest high in the masts of skyscrapers. Qwc are
beasts of foul habit and evil temperament, I have not
met their like on Kn'nth for sheer bloody
mindedness. They seem to 'will' their chosen victim
to sleep or inactivity, and even a strong willed
Shaktar will feel the force of their mind, making
them become lethargic and vulnerable."
SLA Files: Qwc are scavenging, predatory,
prehistoric 'birds'. They have the natural Ebb ability
of Thought Plant 5. Individually they seem weak, but
a flock seems to be able to concentrate this ability,
with each Qwc adding 0.1 to the rank of the 'attack',
the range is about 500m, and must be line of sight.
The Thought Plant suggests sleep, the attack requires
a save, failure induces lethargy (-8 all actions) and
eventually sleep. The Department of Ebb are
investigating the Qwc, Operatives are advised to kill
Qwc on sight or to avoid them altogether. Shaktar
appear to have a higher resistance to Qwc than
humans, Ebons seem particularly at risk.
Amendment: The reports of the urbanisation of the
Qwc must be followed up, if they are capable of
adapting to heavily populated environments, the
implications are obvious.
Characteristics : STR 3-6, DEX 5-10, DIA 1-3,
CONC 1-2, COOL 3-8, HITS 8-16.
Height; 0.5m to 1.5m (claw to crown). Wingspan 1m
to 3m. Weight; 20kg to 100kg.
Movement; Walk 1, Run 1.5, Fly 10.
Skills; Detect 8, Unarmed 3, Dodge 4 (in flight).
Flux at 5-13 per day. Advantage; Good Eyesight 10.
Weapons; Teeth; PEN 0, DMG 3, AD 1. Claws;
PEN 0, DMG 2, AD 0. Tail; PEN -1, DMG 1, AD 0,
Sting counts as Poison, resist using D20 vs PHYS,
failure means suffer -1 PHYS, -1 DEX, -2 STR for 2
hours, success means immunity from that particular
Qwc's sting..
Ebb attack as for Thought  Plant 7 in description,
although range is 100m, must be line of sight. Cost
per use is 5 Flux. A flock of Qwc can raise the
ability, starting from Thought Plant 5, to a maximum
of Thought Plant 8 (Rank 18), where the Qwc will
get the target to slay a beast for them to eat, this may
be their comrades. Each rank above 10 costs the Qwc
30 Flux, which may be 'spent' by the flock. So, a
flock of 20 Qwc, with a total of 185 Flux, could raise
the attack to Rank 16, so would still use Thought
Plant 7 as their attack, the flock would need a total of
240 Flux to enable them to attack with the Rank 18
Thought Plant 8.
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Arryd Wch : 'Tide' commonly 'recurring event'.
Swarming small rodent creature.
Exploration Chronicles: "We were south of Gwj'kn,
just north of Lake Dhaurn, when we thought we saw
the lake move towards us. R'gn snorted in disgust,
"We must wait. We cannot approach the lake." The
lake seemed to e overflowing, through my scope I
saw the Arryd Wch. Hundreds of thousands of small,
rat like creatures, their shimmering blue / grey fur
blown lightly, rippling with the breeze. They were
moving to and from the lake, as if in a communal
effort to break free, a droplet sliding from a pool.
R'gn looked at me, "if they come this way, we must
remain still. Do not move and do not panic." I sensed
an underlying concern in his voice. The Arryd Wch
did not move towards us. In the morning they were
gone, there was no trace of them ever having been
there. My Shaktar guide would only say that the
Arryd Wch had 'joined with the lake'."
SLA Files: Arryd Wch are a migratory species of
rodent which breed faster than fleas. They feed on
shrubbery and grasses, root and fruit, anything green
or 'vegetable'. Once their numbers reach epidemic
proportions, they migrate towards their breeding
grounds, these are always adjacent to fresh water
lakes. Arryd Wch are a 'transmorph', they begin their
lives as amphibian, but end it as mammal. They lay
'eggs' which are akin to larvae, the larval young sink
to the lake bed where they feed on algae. Once
hatched, Arryd Wch swim to the surface, abandon
their 'gills' and become rodent. They wander from
feeding ground to feeding ground, until their
numbers reach a stage where their environment
cannot support them. They then seek their breeding
grounds to spawn and die. At the moment, we can
find no use for the Arryd Wch, however we are
aware of the 'plague' like danger they may represent
if allowed to breed uncontrollably.
Characteristics : STR 1-2, DEX 3-5, DIA 0-1,
CONC 0, COOL 3-7, HITS 4-8.
Height; 15cm to 45cm. Weight; 3kg to 15kg.
Movement; Walk 1, Run 2, Sprint 3.
Skills; Detect 7, Unarmed 1, Dodge 7, Climb 4.
Advantage; Good Hearing 10.
Weapons; Teeth; PEN -1, DMG 1, AD 0.

Yrr Mrrn : 'Deep fury', 'worm'. Underground
dwelling giant beetle, very fast, strikes from lair
Exploration Chronicles: "Yrr Mrrn feed on small
animals, and the larger ones will sometimes strike at
a full grown Shaktar, though they seldom live to
regret their mistake. A large Yrr Mrrn could maul me
with little effort. Yrr Mrrn have jet black shells,
spindly orange legs and yellow mandibles. They can
move with incredible speed, running for hundreds of

meters, though their 'K'tn'Qw', or 'lightning strike',
may only be sustained for a few meters at a time.
They have two shells, one circular, covering their
head and multi faceted eyes, and one oval, covering
the backs and much of their legs. A Shaktar will try
to strike the eyes or belly, killing the Yrr Mrrn with
one blow. I have heard Shaktar speak of giant Yrr
Mrrn growing to the size of a large dog."
SLA Files: Yrr Mrrn are highly territorial, they may
be 'baited' by teasing them with movement on the
edge of their territory. They sense through their feet
and antennae, both of which are highly tuned to pick
up the slightest vibration. Yrr Mrrn, despite their
huge eyes, are almost blind. This appears to be an
evolutionary joke, as their eyes are somewhat
vulnerable. The shells of the Yrr Mrrn make
fashionable decoration, but there is, at present, no
use for these insects beyond crude 'guard dogs'.
Characteristics : STR 4-18, DEX 7-12, DIA 0-2,
CONC 1, COOL 6-10, HITS 11-30.
Height; 0.5m to 1m (toe to top of head). Weight;
15kg to 40kg. Length; 0.8m to 1.5m.
Movement; Walk 2, Run 5, Sprint 9 (may sprint for
only one out of five phases).
Skills; Detect 9, Unarmed 4, Climb 6. Advantage;
Good Sense of Smell 7.
Weapons; Mandibles; PEN 2, DMG 4, AD 1.
Digestive Acid; PEN -2, DMG 2, AD 1. Acid
damage is per turn until wiped off, and lasts a
maximum of 10+1-100 turns before it dissolves.

Ygn Qjch : 'One horn'. Large, thick skinned
mammal, develops skin plates and single horn.
Vegetarian, though will eat anything if starving.
Exploration Chronicles: "The Ygn Qjch is thought of
as almost sacred, it is invoking the wrath of Cunder
to needlessly slay a Ygn Qjch. They are free to
wander where they will, usually across open, grassy
plains or dense forest, feeding on grasses, leaves,
roots and berries, though if one does wander in to a
city or town, it is allowed to go where it will, usually
causing much disruption with traffic. The Ygn Qjch
has thick skin that grows in slabs, much like armour
plating, it is midnight blue in colour. The stocky,
muscle clad body is supported on four stubby legs,
looking almost comical. The head is very triangular,
with two small ears and two very large eyes, both of
which may be covered with a bony filament in
combat. The Ygn Qjch is famous for it's one great
horn which grows from the centre of its head. Horns
of up to 1m have been observed. Ygn Qjch are
extremely curious, and would appear to be quite
stupid. They charge at the slightest provocation."
SLA Files: Ygn Qjch appear to serve no particular
function and their place in the food chain is
uncertain, as they have no natural enemies. We do
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not have enough information at this point to come to
any useful conclusions. We do, however, have a
recorded incident from Sh'yn where a Ygn Qjch
stopped six 17mm rounds and still gored the firer to
death. We would also remind all Operatives of the
sacred status of the Ygn Qjch, and of the fact that
possession of the horn is illegal, as is possession of
any part of the animal.
Characteristics : STR 6-15, DEX 5-10, DIA 0-1,
CONC 1-2, COOL 10-14, HITS 12-25.
Height; 1.5m to 2.5m (to shoulder). Weight; 2000kg
to 4000kg. Length; 2.5m to 3.5m (nose to tail)
Movement; Walk 2, Run 3, Sprint 6. (Sprint for very
short bursts only)
Skills; Detect 7, Unarmed 8, Swim 8, Throw (Toss)
6. Advantage; Good Sense of Smell 6.
Weapons; Horn; PEN 4, DMG 5, AD 3. Hooves /
Trample; PEN 2, DMG 6, AD 4. A successful hit
with the horn allows the Ygn Qjch to toss the victim
2-5 meters, taking 1 point of DMG per meter thrown.

Dkcht Fyz : No known translation. Massive scaly
bear like mammal, has a head much like a Carrien
(without the horns).
Exploration Chronicles: "Dkcht Fyz live only in the
tropical forests of the equatorial region, though their
cousin, the Darn Fkz, that lives in the icy wastes of
the south, is much the same in appearance and
temperament. The thick brown fur of the Dkcht Fyz
makes it look shaggy and shambling, this belies it's
great speed and agility. The skull like head, gaping
eyes and rows of razor teeth make the Dkcht Fyz
quite the most terrifying sight I have seen on Kn'nth.
They have huge paws, each with a set of claws, three
small and one huge and hooked. One of the more
disturbing aspects of the Dkcht Fyz are the feet, they
are almost human in their appearance, each having
five toes and being totally hairless. Their screams
can be heard throughout the forest, they are highly
territorial and seldom leave their stomping ground.
Dkcht Fyz need to eat only once a month, though
when they do they gorge themselves. The more
hungry a Dkcht Fyz, the brighter it's eyes glow."
SLA Files: Karma introduced the Dkcht Fyz into the
Shaktar Homeworlds in 480 SD, they replaced the
native 'bear' (the Ghqwac) in the food chain. The
major failing of the Dkcht Fyz, as far as Karma were
concerned, was it's degrading intelligence. As the
beast gets older, it's gets more stupid. Fortunately for
the beast, it has regenerative powers, instilled in it's
genes by Karma, which allow it to make basic
mistakes and survive. Recently there has been an
illegal export trade in Dkcht Fyz, most of which are
imported to Mort. Karma hope to be able to "redress
the balance" concerning Dkcht Fyz on Shaktar
Homeworlds, by introducing a strain of the original

Ghqwac capable of mating with the Dkcht Fyz, but
with different dominant gene factors. Operatives are
strongly advised to avoid Dkcht Fyz at all times.
Characteristics : STR 6-12, DEX 5-10, DIA 1-3,
CONC 0-3, COOL 6-13, HITS 12-22.
Height; 2m to 3.5m (to shoulder). Weight; 350kg to
1000kg.
Movement; Walk 2, Run 4, Sprint 6. (Will tend to
vary running from bipedal to quad)
Skills; Detect 6, Unarmed 7, Dodge 3, Swim 6,
Climb 5. Advantage; Good Hearing 5, Good Sense
of Smell 5.
Weapons; Teeth; PEN 2, DMG 3, AD 1. Claws;
PEN 2, DMG 4, AD 1.
Dkcht Fyz regenerate one point of damage in each
location every three turns, they ignore wounds for
penalties until they take a number equal to their STR
divided by two.

Kn kar : 'Twisted lie'. Large, very venomous snake,
strikes and constricts, lives in holes in the ground.
Exploration Chronicles: "I was first introduced to the
Kn kar when one bit me. I was in the northern desert
regions, trying to get an interview with Kr'rwq, a
renowned Shahi Jcnt'nth Shahntk. I had just tracked
the priest to a small watering hole beneath the Great
Cliffs and was about to ask permission to approach,
when the Kn kar struck. It came from out of nowhere
and had hit me in the shoulder before I knew what
was going on. The next thing I remember is being
awoken by Kr'rwq, he explained what had happened
and that I had been unconscious for three days.
Kr'rwq would not reveal to me how he saved my life,
and I was not inclined to push him on the subject, all
he would say is that it was "the will of Shintash that I
lived.” Kr'rwq had killed the Kn kar, he showed me
the skin and the skull (the meat he had cooked and
eaten). The skin was dark orange, with flecks of
black, the scales tiny and smooth. The skull showed
the small eye sockets and huge fangs which so
effectively inject the poison. After showing me the
Kn kar's remains, Kr'rwq burnt them and I got my
interview."
SLA Files: The Kn kar grows to lengths in excess of
four meters, and can be as thick as 0.5m at the
middle. Their ability to coil and spring has long been
studied by Karma, as the energy they release is quite
out of proportion to their size and energy input.
There is some speculation that the Kn kar has some
form of muscle stimulant, akin to adrenaline, that
boosts it's performance for short periods. The venom
of the Kn kar has no known antidote, though Flush
(and for some reason Drum) retard the effects of the
poison to the paralysis, rather than the death stage.
Characteristics : STR 6-12, DEX 4-8, DIA 0-1,
CONC 1-2, COOL 5-10, HITS 10-0.
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Length; 2m to 6m. Girth; 0.3m to 0.8m. Weight;
60kg to 200kg.
Movement; Walk 1, Run 2, Spring 8. (release of coil,
one round only)
Skills; Detect 8, Unarmed 3, Swim 3, Wrestle 5.
Advantage; Good Sense of Smell 8.
Weapons; Fangs; PEN 0, DMG 2, AD 0, plus
poison.. Constriction; PEN -1, DMG 1, AD 1. The
poison of the Kn kar induces paralysis, then death.
The victim must make a successful PHYS roll
against the poison, which is rank 4-8 (victim rolls
2D10, + PHYS vs Poison roll of 2D10 +4-8). If the
victim fails, they suffer an immediate -2 to STR,
DEX and PHYS. After their (original) PHYS rating
in minutes, they will start to lose -2 PHYS per turn
until they are dead. Constriction damage occurs once
a successful 'constrict' hit is made, it occurs each turn
after the first hit was scored, and is automatic until
the victim escapes (or dies), the DMG is the Kn kar's
STR bonus.

Doktast : 'Streak'. Salt water 'fish'. Shark like, with
two trailing tentacles from it's bottom jaw, eats
anything.
Exploration Chronicles: "Taking ship from Jqrad to
K'nn we crossed the Sea of Rest, we were travelling
with a fishing fleet chasing the huge shoals of R'nwy
South. While we were passing through the Q'tat
archipelago we spotted a Doktash feeding in a shoal
of R'nwy. The Doktast cruised the surface, devouring
anything that fell into it's mouth. On several
occasions it broke the surface, seemingly in play, this
allowed us to see the two trailers below it's bottom
jaw, each of which held a stunned R'nwy. The
trawlers fired their nets and began reeling in the
R'nwy, I saw the Doktast leap clear of one net and
swim away, still feeding on R'nwy to the last minute.
R'gn shook his head and made a small gesture to
ward off the Doktast, "we are in his world now. In
the water is death, you cannot fight Doktast." The
power and grace of the creature distracted me,
momentarily, from appreciating what a perfect
killing machine it is. R'gn assures me you have to hit
it in the eye to kill eat, preferably with 12.7mm or
larger, anything smaller, he said, just seemed to
annoy it. I will return one day to Kn'nth to film the
Doktast, but only when I have done everything else I
want in life, for it will probably be the last thing I
do."
SLA Files: The Doktast is a machine like creature,
there is no evidence for any real intelligence. It
seems to just eat and reproduce. There has been a
suggestion that releasing Doktast into the polluted
lakes of the Cannibal sectors may help to reduce the
foul creatures that spawn there. Contact the
Department of Environment for BPN details.

Characteristics : STR 8-15, DEX 7-10, DIA 0,
CONC 0-1, HITS 16-28.
Length; 3m to 8m. Weight; 1000kg to 4000kg.
Movement; Cruise 3, Attack 9.
Skills; Detect 10, Unarmed 10, Swim 12. Advantage;
Good Sense of Smell 9.
Weapons; Teeth; PEN 6, DMG 8, AD 4. Tentacles;
PEN -1, DMG 3, AD 0. The tentacles grasp as well
as club.

Wdsh'Ar : 'Tiny one'. Very small fish, occurs in all
waters, salt and fresh, abundant.
Exploration Chronicles: "The Wdsh'Ar are
everywhere, every lake, every river, all seas. I have
even seen Wdsh'Ar appear in rain traps on dwellings,
how they got there is a mystery, but where there is
water, you will find Wdsh'Ar. They are the staple
diet of many other animals, and the Shaktar eat them
cooked lightly with herbs. They range in colour from
red to yellow, going through a multitude of hues;
gold, fire, copper, the list is endless. It would take a
lifetime to study their genetic origins and the
numerous variations. They seem to eat next to
nothing and they breed like ants. Their breeding
cycle is known as 'Adj'n', a period of time roughly
equal to nine days, within which time up to fifty eggs
will be laid and hatched. It takes five days for a
Wdsh'Ar to reach maturity, they appear to live for
six to eight weeks. There are periods when the
Wdsh'Ar are nowhere to be found, these periods, of
three to seven days, remain a mystery in the cycle of
the Wdsh'Ar."
SLA Files: The Wdsh'Ar were native to Kn'nth, but
have been successfully introduced into many
Homeworlds and resource Worlds, where they can
form the main ingredient in any diet. The
Department of Agriculture has set up three farms on
Mort, all of which report great successes. The
Wdsh'Ar seem to be able to withstand high levels of
pollution (especially radiation) before suffering any
ill effect.

Hqn : 'Roam'. Large bovine mammals, migratory
grazers, extremely large herds.
Exploration Chronicles: "The Hqn have been on
Kn'nth as long as the Shaktar, some of the more
skeptical, blasphemous among us, might suggest that
the Hqn are distantly related to the Shahantian Bull.
Hqn have thick, hairy hides which are used to make
clothes, their thick horns are carved for
ornamentation, their meat is the most common on
Kn'nth (after the Sh'Hysh). The larger of the herds
wander the mountain plains, travelling as far north as
Djan and as far south as Qkw'rt, a journey of some
two thousand miles made in a year. The Hqn are
hunted using traditional methods, though in the vast
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city of Dajah I have seen at least one Hqn 'farm'. The
Hqn are very mild tempered, only becoming a
danger when the herd stampedes. This they tend to
do with alarming ease and regularity. There are
many tales of the 'old days', before SLA Industries
took a hand in the development of the Shaktar, of
whole tribes migrating with the Hqn, some even
worshipped them as a form of Shahantian. Nowadays
they are a constant food source, nothing more."
SLA Files: The Hqn are the main meat product of
most of the Shaktar tribes. They are easily hunted,
though their domestication has proved difficult. Hqn
ranches suffer disproportionately high death rates
amongst workers, mostly due to trampling and
goring. They have proved suitable for transport to all
major Resource and Industrial worlds.
Characteristics : STR 6-11, DEX 5-10, DIA 1,
CONC 0, COOL 4-7, HITS 12-22.
Height; 1.8m to 3m (to shoulder). Weight; 1500kg to
5000kg. Length; 2m to 3.5m.
Movement; Walk 2, Run 3, Sprint 5. (May stampede
at Sprint for 10 turns)
Skills; Detect 4, Unarmed 3, Swim 4. Advantage;
Good Hearing 6.
Weapons; Hooves / Trample; PEN 1, DMG 4, AD 3.
Although the Hqn have horns, they will not use them
to attack unless they have no choice, they will seek
to trample any threat.

Sh'Hysh : No translation. Small grazing herd animal.
Exploration Chronicles: "The Sh'Hysh are the most
commonly farmed animal on Kn'nth, they are easy to
keep and their meat is sweet. They have useful hides,
and their wool is used to weave cloth. I mention
them only because they are everywhere, and you
cannot help but be aware of their presence, even in
the larger cities, there will be herds driven through
the streets, regardless of disruption to traffic."
SLA Files: The Sh'Hysh are basically a cross
between a sheep and a goat. What more do you need
to know?

Plants

SLA Industries had less to do with introducing plant
species than most people think, although there have
been recorded cases of accidental cross pollination.
In general, Kn'nth has retained it's natural flora and
fauna, the lush tropical regions especially,  are a
fragile ecological system that could not stand large
alterations
The Plants section of the Exploration Chronicles has
been cleared by the Department of Agriculture, there
are no SLA Files available to non departmental
personnel.

N'dq : 'Spike' also commonly 'sharp'. Cactus, 'leaves'
may be used to form material for clothing and some
furniture.
"The N'dq grows in every corner of Kn'nth, in all
climates where there is little rainfall. I have seen
them in the wind blasted northern ice wastes and the
dry, barren desert slopes of the southern Gwnt'k
Mountains. Their bulbous, squat bodies are inky
green, the seven or eight spikes that stand vertical
from the centre are their 'leaves'. The leaves grow to
lengths of three meters, they are stained with muddy
yellow, their tips are always white. The surface of
the leaves is covered with thousands of tiny needles,
each one the size of a small needle, they are the
plants only defense. The leaves can be stripped of
their needles, then soaked overnight. The fibrous
material may then be pulled apart, to be 'spun' into
cloth that feels much like coarse silk. The body of
the plant tastes foul though it is not poisonous. A
N'dqk must have at least two leaves remaining in
order for it to survive and sprout again next year."

Tash' Nk : 'Skybound'. Tree, coniferous, nests for
Qwc.
"Tash'Nk are found on mountain slopes and deep in
coniferous rain forests. They have been recorded as
reaching heights of 200m, with girths of up to 25m.
The Tash'Nk is a favourite nesting site for the Qwc,
which can use the trees great height to begin it's
attack glide. The Tash'Nk bears fruit once every
three years, dropping huge orange fruits onto the
forest floor, where they may lye dormant for many
years before germinating. Tash'Nk are harvested for
their timber, this is very well 'managed', with no
unnecessary stripping of forests being allowed. The
oldest Tash'Nk on Kn'nth are over six hundred years
old, they grow to full maturity in one hundred years.
It is an offence to take trees over five hundred years
old, the older tree's fruit is often gathered and dried
and made into ornaments for the home. Qwcs take a
dim view of Shaktar clambering about in their trees."

Sy'n Tka : Fungus, underground, trailers on surface,
hundreds of tendrils below ground.
"The Sy'n Tka is found in moist climates, where
there is at least 10cm of rainfall per month. As is
common knowledge, fungi are neither plants or
animals, they belong to a group all their own, though
they exhibit characteristics from both the animal and
the plant kingdom. The Sy'n Tka is a prime example
of this. The only evidence of the fungus on the
surface is the 'net', a fine gossamer like sheen, made
up of millions of tiny trailers woven together. The
net is always woven over some natural pit or
crevasse, blending in with the surrounding fauna to
make the pit invisible. The fungus has been known to
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sprout trailers that look and smell the same as the
surrounding grass land, a specimen in Northern
Khn'n was found that could actually weave it's
trailers into the form of a Arryd Wch, to attract the
creatures that fed around the shores of the lake where
it had made its home. Once a creature is enticed onto
the trailers, they fall apart, allowing the victim to fall
into the pit. The falling creature brushed past hairy
'trigger' which cause the 'body' of the fungus to
release a cloud of poisonous spores, these are
intended to render the victim unconscious. The
fungus then allows it's underground tendrils to do
their work. They can be as thick as tree roots, though
usually it is their sheer number rather than their size
that bind and hold their prey. Once secured, the
victims injected with digestive acids which will
break it's body down ready for consumption. The
Sy'n Tka can digest prey as large as a Sh'Hysh in as
little as sixty days. While the Sy'n Tka has a meal
within it's pit, it will not re-grow it's trailers on the
surface. I understand that Karma are looking at the
possibilities of incorporating Sy'n Tka DNA into
their Stormer strain, though to what ends I could not
(of course) speculate."
SLA Files: The fall into the pit usually injures the
Operative, this is the real cause of fatality, as it
allows the Sy'n Tka to get a hold. The tendrils have
STR 3 for the first round then the STR increases as
they get a hold and more tendrils latch on, the STR
increases one per round up to a maximum of 18. The
Poison injected by the Sy'n Tka is a digestive acid
that attacks all living tissue. We have recently found
Sy'n Tka whose acids are capable of breaking down
metals and plastics. The Department of Mineralogy
are currently seeking Operatives to undertake a
Yellow BPN in connection with Sy'n Tka.

Gwysh : Flat bladed fern grows anywhere, can be
eaten
"The Gwysh fern grows anywhere and can be found
in all climates, in some form or another. The most
common is the Giant Gwysh, found in all forests and
woods. The delicate looking leaves can grow up to
one meter long, being 0.5m wide, they grow one per
stalk, and can sprout up to 2m from the base of the
plant. Each plant consists of fifty to one hundred
leaves. Gwysh has a slightly acrid aroma in the wild,
and is the favourite food of many browsing animals.
When picked and dried, the herb Gwysh adds a
sweet taste to meals, though if ingested in quantity
(or too frequently) it causes upset stomachs and may
lead to diarrhoea. Shaktar consider it lucky to find a
naturally occurring three bladed Gwysh."

Wry'nqc : Fruit bearing bush, tough and thorny with
sweet fruits.

"Wry'nqc grow in all soil types and need little
moisture. They cannot survive in over wet climates.
Bushes grow in a 'bubble' fashion, always striving to
reach the shape of half a sphere, size ranges from
one meter to seven meters in diameter. The dense
branches of the bush are covered with very tough
thorns, some of which grow to 40mm in length.
Falling into a Wry'nqc causes very nasty injuries,
picking the berries always results in many scratches
and small cuts, no matter how careful you are.
Shaktar seem to see the danger of picking the berries
as something to be savoured, they will never wear
gloves or cut the bushes for their fruit. I have heard
tales of some of the Cunder worshipping tribes using
the Wry'nqc as a form of punishment, throwing the
guilty Shaktar into large specimens. The fruits of the
Wry'nqc come in the form of brilliant red berries the
size of a mans fist. They are packed with tiny black
seeds which are eaten along with the flesh of the
fruit. The fruit is very, very sweet, being used to
dress dishes and as a dish on its own, or covered with
chopped nuts. Eating unripened Wry'nqc berries
induces immediate (and violent) vomiting.

Th'k : Deciduous tree, small, almost bush like, seeds
produced as nuts.
"I have seen many of these small trees on my travels,
mostly in gardens or temple grounds, and I must
confess I have yet to come across a specimen in the
wild. Their origins are tied up with the Shaktar
legends of their God Wars, where the tree's creation
is attributed to the God Shintash. Most Th'k grow to
a height of no more than three meters, and some are
grown for their 'stunted' nature, these twisted gnarled
species never reach heights in excess of one meter.
The seeds of the Th'k are very small, pear shaped
nuts. The nuts have a bitter kernel that may be
ground to form a paste used for cooking. The seeds
germinate over a period of four years, and no shoot
or growth is seen during this time. It has been
estimated that Th'k grow at a rate of about 3cm per
year, their growth is constant during all stages of
their development. Once they stop growing, their
branches thicken and twist, the tree loses the lower
branches as the higher canopy reforms itself. A
particularly old Th'k often forms the centre piece of a
ceremonial garden. All attempts (that I know of) to
transplant these trees to other, non Shaktar worlds,
has failed, and even other Shaktar Homeworlds have
difficulty transplanting them from Kn'nth."

Cncht : Root vegetable, farmed and harvested, no
longer naturally occurring.
"All Shaktar farms have many acres dedicated to the
Cncht, it is easy to grow and easy to harvest. It is
almost indestructible while in the ground, and has
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proved resistant to most of the bugs that eat other
crops. The vegetable has a flat, plate shaped root
which colours purple, and long, slender, bright green
leaves. The number of ways Shaktar have found to
prepare this vegetable is an inspiration. Ingesting it
raw causes severe constipation, and may lead to
ulcerous complaints if taken over a long enough
period."
SLA Files: The resistance of this root vegetable to
parasitic attack has been the study of the Department
of Pharmacology for some time now. It would
appear that the Cncht produces 'blockers' in the form
of proteins, these shut down the parasites need to
feed, effectively causing the parasite to starve to
death after it has ingested only a tiny amount of the
Cncht. Applications in the health and fitness world
are being investigated, especially in the growing
slimming product industry."

N'dqwj : Flowering bush, produces poisonous
blooms.
"The flowers of the N'dqwj are highly poisonous,
eating only two blooms causes the (human) victims
heart to stop. The growing of N'dqwj in populated
areas is forbidden, as is their sale to off world
visitors. The N'dqwj grow wild on the mountain
slopes of the Southern range, where there is plenty of
moisture, and the climate is moderate. Extreme heat
or cold kills the plant completely. The blooms of the
N'dqwj are the most wonderful blue, with all shades
being found within the plants species. The flowers
are sometimes picked, dried and pressed, to be
presented as gifts of great value. It is widely
acknowledged that the N'dqwj is a highly
endangered species, they are being reported in fewer
places on Kn'nth, and cultivation is proving harder to
achieve as the plants seem to degenerate after
breeding. N'dqwj are pollinated in the usual way,
mainly by the small R'zt insect, which is also
becoming rare."
SLA Files: The toxin 'Digitalis' is found in massive
quantities within the N'dqwj bloom. Operatives are
advised to avoid ingestion of the plant at all times,
ignoring their rumoured medical properties. The
N'dqwj has been under investigation for some time
now, a full report is available from the Department
of Psychology and Psychosis.

Kh'y : Small flowering grass. Medicinal properties
attributed to the plant stem.
"The long grass known as Kh'y can be found in all
moderately moist climates, it grows along side the
other native grasses of Kn'nth and is almost
impossible to spot by the layperson. When the plant
is gathered and the stems crushed, the resulting paste
is said to be a form of antiseptic, preventing infection

and aiding healing. I have seen many Shaktar apply
dressings smothered with Kh'y to quite horrendous
wounds, which then do seem to heal without any
complication. It is a favourite of the priests, who
advocate as many natural remedies as possible. The
University of Dajah is looking to develop a drug
very similar to Kick Start from the Kh'y."
SLA Files: The university of Dajah is currently
under investigation by Karma, whose Department of
Publicity should be contacted for a full briefing.

Vn'Rk : Shrub, classed as a Sacred flower.
"Vn'Rk only grow in dry, cold climates. They grow
close to the ground, their wiry stems interlocking to
form an impenetrable bush. The root system of the
Vn'Rk will latch onto any other roots within a one
hundred meter radius of the plant, draining nutrients
from them, as well as gathering moisture from their
tendrils.. The Vn'Rk flower grows within the tangled
mass of stems, completely hidden from view. It is
usually a brilliant violet, though black blooms have
been seen. When the plant is ready to release it's
seeds, the stems wither and die, crumbling within
three days, the flower is then opened and the seeds
shot out, in the form of millions of tiny spores. The
Vn'Rk is very, very rare and is regarded by Shaktar
as sacred. They believe the plant was created when
Rodash shed tears of blood during the God Wars.
Where her tears fell, a Vn'Rk grew. Vn'Rk are
perennial, the plant can live for many hundreds of
years, the oldest have never been accurately dated.

G'nsh : Sea 'grass', wandering plant.
"I have seen the sea covered with a carpet of G'nsh
so dense that a fully grown Shaktar could walk upon
it. The sea grass is a dull orange / brown, and grows
in the shape of an entangled net, with smooth stems
interlocked to form a 'mattress'. The grass floats free
on the sea surface, it can reach depths of two meters.
G'nsh is a form of seaweed. It can be boiled and
eaten. It tastes disgusting, but a Shaktar can live on it
for a few weeks. Stories of patches of G'nsh so dense
as to stop the passage of a ship can be picked up for
the price of a drink in any port, and tales of creatures
living within the G'nsh are commonplace."
SLA Files: This weed can be adapted to grow on dry
land, with obvious implications for natural defenses.
A variant of the species has also been found in the
more Southern waters of Kn'nth that can put down
roots. Fresh water species have yet to be found or
cultivated, though a plant similar to G'nsh, the pond
weed Qkwey, is common in the High Lakes.

Shaktar Holy Warriors
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The Shaktar race is ancient, they have been in their
present form for many aeons. Shaktar do not
remember, or acknowledge any other form of
existence, they did not evolve, they were created.
Shaktar were drawn into the Universe by their Gods,
before they ascended into the heavens to watch over
the Shaktar race.
In these times of Shaktar strife and growing, many
Shaktar tribes sought to hold sway over the world.
The Gods themselves were in conflict. Shahantian,
Griedaja, Frytish and Cunder, these and the other
Gods lived among the Shaktar, they encouraged their
followers to fight for domination of Kn'nth, knowing
these wars would make the Shaktar stronger.
Many Kadecla passed until the time came for the
great struggle between Shahantian and Griedaja. The
two Gods battled across Kn'nth, fighting until
exhaustion overtook them both. Shahantian had one
of his horns shattered into many pieces, these shards
he scattered to the wind. Where they fell, a great
Shahantian bull grew from the dirt, these beasts were
to feed and clothe Shahantians people.
Some of the shards did not land in dirt, seven of the
shards struck Shaktar. These became the Shahi
Jcnt'nth (Holy Warriors), guardians of the
Shahantian faith, great warriors and wise priests. The
Holy Warriors were to watch over Shahantians
people once He and Griedaja had embraced and
taken their place in the skies as the two great moons.
Down through the ages, the bloodlines of the Shahi
Jcnt'nth have created two very distinct breeds of
Shaktar. The priests, who show great wisdom,
patience and learning. They are born with the
capacity to understand their God and to speak his
will. They have the ability to 'read the moons'.
The warriors have great strength and resilience,
being quick to learn the arts of war. They are closely
linked to the priests, whom they hold above all other
Shaktar. The priests and warriors are both Shahi
Jcnt'nth and Shaktar make no distinction between
them in their social hierachy. Priests are also known
as Shahntk, warriors as Kn'tkt.
Priests and warriors from the Shahi Jcnt'nth
bloodline are treated as far superior to 'normal'
priests and warriors, who are usually recruited from
Shaktar tribes, hand picked by the elders.
The term Holy Warrior is usually reserved for the
Kn'tkt.
Only rarely will a Holy Warrior leave his
Homeworld to venture into the World of Progress.
They are usually sent by Shahntk to perform some
specific task, this may be the slaying of an
individual, the cleansing of a place, the retrieval of
some object thought sacred to the Shaktar code or
the carrying of a great message. All Shaktar take

note when a Holy Warrior enters their world and
they are duty bound not to hinder him in his quest.
Shahi Jcnt'nth distinguish themselves from other
Shaktar in many ways. The most obvious difference
is their eyes, which are completely black. When a
Kn'tkt enters into a battle rage, his eyes turn red and
burn with Righteous Fire, Kn'tkt in this state may not
be reasoned with, they see only rage, they feel only
fury, they seek only to destroy their enemies.
All Shahi Jcnt'nth also have thicker, more 'reptilian'
tails, some have spines or spikes, many grow as thick
as a Shaktar leg, some reach lengths of 1.5m. No
attempt is made to hide the tail, often it is decorated
with cloth or chains, it may be painted in elaborate
'ceremonial' patterns, sacred to the Shahantian
religion.
Shahi Jcnt'nth are born to the Shahantian religion,
though some hear the call of other Gods and will,
with the permission of the elders, follow this calling
in joining the tribe of the God. Once they are sworn
to their new tribe, their allegiance and loyalty are
absolute and beyond question.
Each tribe has its own unique dress code, choosing
the colours and garments most befitting the
personality of the God they follow. So it is with the
Shahi Jcnt'nth, they will follow the code of the tribe.
All Holy Warriors are entitled to wear the Shnth Kh,
a robe unique to them made from the Shahantian
Bull hide and studded with gems of the colour of
their God. The Shnth Kh replaces the Braid of Oaths
for the Shahi Jcnt'nth, it is worn as a sign of ultimate
dedication and may not be removed until the task it
was donned for has been completed. It usually takes
the form of a cape or hood.
Shahi Jcnt'nth honour the debt all Shaktar owe to
SLA Industries and to Intruder in particular, they
will be loyal operatives and employees of SLA.
All Holy Warriors, both the Shahntk and the Kn'tkt,
hold their God above all other loyalties, they will
always honour their religion first, before any other
commitments. This sometimes leads them into
conflict with SLA Industries, especially with Internal
Affairs, who distrust them and will always seek to
follow their activities if they leave their Homeworld.

Game System Stuff

Shahi Jcnt'nth should rarely enter into the game as
player characters, and when they do the player must
be made fully aware of their responsibilities in
playing the Holy Warrior. Only the Kn'tkt, the
warriors, may be played as PC's.
Shahi Jcnt'nth are generated exactly the same as
other Shaktar characters with the following
exceptions:
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Characteristics Range

STR 6-14
DEX 6-14
DIA 4-8
CONC 4-8
CHAR 3-7
COOL 6-15

Base Skills

Unarmed Combat (STR)  Rank 2, Evaluate
Opponent (Know) Rank 2, Detect (CONC) Rank 1,
Survival (KNOW) Rank 2, Climb (PHYS) Rank 1,
Intimidation (DIA) Rank 1.
Kn'tkt are unable to speak Killan, though they may
learn to read and write it (if taken as a Special
Interest or Hobby skill)
Shahi Jcnt'nth will invariably take either the Death
Squad Package or the Strike Squad Package (they are
free to choose whatever training they wish).

Chronicles of K’nth

K'nth, or Shn-Tf Q'K'nth as he is more properly
known to his Shaktar brethren, is an Operative
whose past perfectly illustrates the triumphs and
pitfalls that any Shaktar can expect to face working
for SLA Industries in the World of Progress. K'nths
exploits have been highlighted in the media for some
time now, and it is only since his disappearance on
Dante that the coverage has died down.
K'nth, born Shn-Tf Q'K'nth, was the third son of a
Shahntk, his father being one of the chosen Shahi
Jcnt'nth was well placed to ensure all his sons
received the highest standard of training, both in the
arts of war and the Shaktar 'traditions'.
K'nths very early life is shrouded in a great deal of
mystery and has stirred up much debate, both among
Shaktar and humans. His father, Hs'thy used his
position within the priesthood to move K'nth to a
different tribe, saying that he had read the moons and
that K'nths destiny lay with the tribe of Jhyk-A who
worshipped Cunder, rather than with his own tribe,
the Tchkar, who followed Rodash. Hs'thy had
already placed two of his sons with the tribe elders
for training, and he knew they were being prepared
to take priestly vows. He hoped that by placing his
youngest son with the Jhyk-A, he would ensure that
one of his sons followed the warrior tradition. His
decision was soon seen to be a wise one.
K'nth seemed unnaturally gifted, his first lessons
with the Tk'Cys saw him soon learning to defeat
pupils many years his senior, it was his proficiency
with the Fist Scythe that got him his 'called name'
(known only by Shaktar) of Syg, a derivative of

Sygn ('killing blow). K'nth did not let his success
swell his head, he seems to have remained a level
headed and slightly introverted boy, shunning
frivolous activities outside his classes and making no
real friends. In his twentieth year he went missing for
three months, a group of trainees were sent into the
Swl-Zn Mountains on a survival exercise and none
were ever seen again, save for K'nth. He was found
naked and almost dead, close to the peak of Undjcn,
the Holy Mountain. He remained unconscious for
many days and when he finally returned to the
waking world, he could remember nothing of his
three month ordeal. Priests of Gart were called and
K'nth was put through the ordeal of the K'nl (known
to us as the 'kill box'), the priests could find nothing,
K'nth was telling the truth, it was as if his memory
had been wiped clean. K'nth soon regained his
strength and was back in training, seemingly non the
worse for wear. One year later K'nth took the
sacrificial dagger from the tribe Lord and went off to
face the Shahantian Bull in the ritual of the Exalted
Challenge. Stories are still told of the combat that
followed, K'nth seemed to have forgotten all of his
training, his attacks were head on, brutal in their
simplicity. He struck many times at the Bulls head,
just above the crown in front of the primary horns.
The Bull trampled and mauled K'nth to the point
where the priests were ready to step in to recover his
body, K'nth had struck seven times, and seven times
the Bull had gored him. As the Bull closed for the
eighth, and what everyone assumed would be the
final time, K'nth's persistence paid off. His blow
penetrated the Shahantian Bull's skull, killing it
instantly. K'nth took three weeks to recover from the
challenge, after which he was immediately
approached by SLA Industries.
K'nth's career within SLA has been well
documented, but it is worth going over some of the
high points again, just to remind ourselves of his
achievements.
First came Meny, where K'nth was quickly spotted
as a rare talent. He chose the Death Squad Package,
which came as a surprise to no one. All of his
instructors found it difficult to fault his performance,
though each commented on his "unnatural" devotion
to study and training, he developed no social life and
shunned the company of his fellow trainees.
After Meny came his assignment to his first squad,
Firestorm. They completed many BPN files on Mort,
and two on Artery, throughout which they lost none
of their squad. They were soon picked up by 3rd
Eye, who helped each of them with sponsorship and
finding an agent. In Firestorm, K'nth seems to have
made friends with non Shaktar for the first time, he
grew particularly friendly with an Ebon, Purge, and a
Stormer, Stig.
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During a Black BPN, partly sponsored by 3rd Eye,
three of Firestorm were killed, K'nth sustained
horrific injuries rescuing Purge, Stig barely scraped
through, losing an arm and a leg. After a short
recovery period, during which the three survivors
made a few personal appearances and Stig was
attended to by Karma, they formed the now
legendary Dark Blade squad. Dark Blade took on
Cyst, a human Kick Murder Operative to complete
their line up. They took Mort by storm, completing
two Black, three Green, one Jade and one Silver
BPN in the space of a year.
K'nth was now SCL 5B, he had bonded strongly with
all of Dark Blade, and they to him. The decision to
quit the squad was greeted with disbelief from the
media, though the other members seemed to have
sensed it was coming. K'nth looked ever more to
Dante and Inferno, he felt he needed to face more
'honest' opposition, he wanted to escape Mort with
it's politics and etiquette. The rage within him was
growing, as it does in all Shaktar, and K'nth knew it
was time to leave for the War Worlds.
The average life expectancy for an Operative on
Dante is twenty eight hours. In his first twenty eight
hours on Dante, K'nth had 'removed' sixteen enemy
operatives in close combat, shut down a gun
emplacement and killed one of his own men who
insulted his honour be implying he was "out of his
fucking mind" if he thought he could clear a route
through an encampment on his own. K'nth took two
minor wounds and had his suit of PP 10 Hard
Armour ripped to shreds while clearing a pathway
for his comrades.
K'nth remained on Dante for seven months, before
returning to his Homeworld to take a mate. Once the
ceremony was over, and the rituals observed, he
disappeared into the Swl-Zn Mountains with Kw'n
Qrj, his mate. They were not seen for seven days,
and when they finally emerged neither would answer
questions on where they had been, and the elders
deemed it unnecessary to ask more than once.
During the two years on his Homeworld K'nth
visited the Blood Pit of Awrc'Kjf eighteen times,
defeating all that stood against him, including Sh'tk,
a Kn'tkt from his fathers tribe, the Tchkar.
K'nth left Kw'n Qrj once she was with child, heading
for Inferno, where the Thresher had increased their
activity. Once on Inferno K'nth quickly distinguished
himself, eventually joining the Razorbacks squad. It
was on Inferno that K'nth received his second medal
of honour.
A brief spell back on Mort followed Inferno, where
he rejoined with Purge and Stig, who now operated
on their own as Darkblade. They were immediately
offered a Platinum BPN deep in the Cannibal

Sectors, they completed the BPN in three weeks,
bringing out a live Manchine for Internal Affairs.
K'nth was now SCL 4, he left Mort for the last time
in 898 SD, heading back for a brief visit to his
Homeworld, before returning to Dante. He was listed
as missing in action on 11;356 898 SD and has not
been seen or heard from since.
K'nth exhibited all of the characteristics of his race,
including his seeming reluctance to deal with
humans on a social level. His courage and
dedication, both to SLA Industries and to his
Homeworld, make him an ideal 'role model' for
young Shaktar joining SLA.
K'nths first son has all the makings of a fine warrior
and Kw'n Qrj can still be seen on the slopes of the
Swl-Zn mountains, watching the skies above Undjcn
for K'nths return.

Interview With a Shaktar

This interview was conducted by Frank Weiss for
Inter-Com, a licensed Third Eye station. All material
is © 901 Eye 4 Inter-Com. Inter-Com recognises the
sponsorship status of FENTM ,Blue MeanieTM and
MetalHedTM , all of whom have given their
permission for this interview to be broadcast.
Earlier this year, after the collapse of the Gore Zone
'Towering Inferno' slot, there was a large hole left in
the early morning viewing schedule. This hole was
filled (brilliantly) by 'Takedown', which featured
new Operative squads in 'fly on the wall' footage of
both work and play. During one edition of
Takedown, the Jellyfly squad was featured running a
routine Blue BPN, which was rudely interrupted by a
DarkNight ambush. The resulting melee brought to
the publics attention one Rk'tsh, a Shaktar Operative
with the squad who favoured the use of a Fist Scythe
(as well as his FEN AR).
Frank Weiss caught up with him after the massacre,
while escorting two of his squad in the Shiver Medi-
vac back to the Jackson Memorial Hospital.

FW : Thank you for giving us your time, I'm sure our
viewers will appreciate that you do not give many
interviews.
Rk'tsh : My agent says I must give a minimum of
one interview per month, it is in my contract.
FW : You mean if you weren't contractually obliged
you wouldn't be talking to us now?
Rk'tsh : Do not misunderstand me, I have nothing
against you or your profession, it is just that I think I
have very little to say, especially at a time like this.
FW : Meaning?
Rk'tsh : This is a time for reflection, for
contemplation, for understanding. Besides, you have
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most of our encounter on tape, what more could I tell
you?
FW : Well you can start by telling us what really
happened out there.
Rk'tsh : We were foolish. We forgot that DarkNight
never sleeps. We got sloppy and we paid for it.
FW : A little harsh perhaps, you did clean up all
twelve DarkNight operatives.
Rk'tsh : Conscripts and gangers, nothing more. If
they did not ambush us, we probably would have left
them alone, Shivers deal with their sort. If they had
been accompanied by Agents or Props, we would
certainly have fared much worse
FW : Is that why you kept your AR slung? Because
you didn't think you would need it.
Rk'tsh : The FEN AR would not have been
appropriate. We were in too close too soon. It is not
always a matter of 'need', sometimes there is more.
There is personal honour and pride. Gunning them
down just would not have been right to me.
FW : Yeah, from what we caught it did get messy.
Nice work with your Tk'Cys though.
Rk'tsh : Combat is not 'nice'. I am not 'nice'. I do not
trust that word.
FW : My apologies, I did not mean to imply
anything frivolous, I was just impressed by your
handling of the Fist Scythes.
Rk'tsh : Can you use Tk'Cys?
FW : No.
Rk'tsh : Then I accept your apology.
FW : Thank you. Do you think the DarkNight
ambush was in any way connected to your BPN, or
just coincidence?
Rk'tsh : You will have to speak to the Crib for details
of any active BPN, but I do not believe in
coincidence. Or Luck.
(Pugsly, a Stormer Operative from Jellyfly, groans
and appears to contort his face in agony. Rk'tsh
levels a dangerous look at one of the medics, who
quickly shoots more Karma Kick Start into the semi
conscious Stormer.)
FW : Two of Jellyfly down. And out?
Rk'tsh : I think Neon will definitely die, she will be
sorely missed, I honour her and her memory. Brain
Wasters are strange, but she was always honest with
me. But Pugsly will live. He has the spirit of a
Shaktar in that body, he will never surrender. Karma
can help him.
FW : What now for your squad, have we seen a new
beginning for Jellyfly?
Rk'tsh : Definitely. We will go on. We are obliged
to. It would be dishonourable to do anything else.
DarkNight will pay for what they did today, I will
see to it.
FW : Is that a promise?

Rk'tsh : (caresses his Braid of Oaths) No, not a
promise. It is just the way things will be.
FW : I will leave you to your thoughts. Thank you
once again for your time.
Rk'tsh : Thank you for being so brief.

Three days after this interview was recorded, Neon
was indeed dead. Pugsly was screened and cleared
by Karma, he emerged from the clinic with enhanced
claws and teeth. Jellyfly recruited an Ebon called
Ripple and were back on the streets eight days after
the DarkNight ambush.
Some weeks later, a small club in Downtown was
completely destroyed when an incendiary device
exploded. The club, the Three Rivers, was said to be
a hide out for DarkNight conscripts, the incendiary
was thought to be one of their own, detonated
accidentally.
Rk'tsh was interviewed by Internal Affairs in
connection with the incident, but was released after
two days.
Jellyfly are currently working off world in the Stone
Rim colonies.

The Shaktar and Technology

"Many uneducated individuals believe them (the
Shaktar) to be barbaric and savage. These people are
foolishly deceived. The Shaktar are a noble,
dignified honourable people. They shame many
'human' societies with their manners and their social
structure. The view of them as some how barbaric
stems from their warrior nature, confusion exists
between the terms 'warrior' and 'barbarian'. The
Shaktar are the finest warriors I have ever
encountered, with perhaps, the exception of the
Kilneck. As for savagery, I have witnessed the most
savage, brutal acts deep within the most 'civilised'
societies, perpetrated by the most 'advanced' of races,
mankind. The clouded vision humans have of the
Shaktar comes from the humans inability to
understand how a race so driven by honour can be
both 'civilised' and 'modern', as humans have long
ago abandoned the concept of an honour based
society. The ignorance over the Shaktar social
structure also leads many people to foolishly believe
that the Shaktar are not interested in technology,
humans continually assign the Shaktar to a long
forgotten age when 'technophobia' reigned supreme.
The truth is that Shaktar embrace technology, they
understand it's advances and the inevitable nature of
it's perpetual progress. The fact that they do not bow
to it as a God, does not make them savage or
barbaric, if anything it highlights their advanced
social stability and the unshakeable nature of their
honour code."
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Commander Brice 'Hed' Riddle, Training Officer
Meny, 901 SD.

"R'ksr, that's the Shaktar in our squad, what, oh of
course, we're called DeepEnd. R'ksr was to my left,
on point, it was dark, real dark, all I could see was
the occasional glint from his Fist Scythe and his 071.
Dorathy, he's our Stormer, and Purge, an Ebon, were
well behind carrying Marcus, he was ripped to fu...,
what, oh yeah sorry, he was hurt real bad. Anyway,
R'ksr stops and whistles me over, we had no headset
comm. due to the white noise from their security
systems. I move over and find R'ksr stood in front of
a blank terminal, the screen is deep blue, sort of
glowing. R'ksr holsters his 071 and Fist Scythe and
starts tapping away at the keyboard, his huge hands
danced like flames on water, I just stood there, I
must have looked kind of stupid because R'ksr
laughed. When he finished, about thirty seconds
later, our headsets came back on line and the lights
went back to emergency. I swear R'ksr winked at me,
and his grin was positively illegal. I know how
spooky it sounds, but I swear, I never seen anyone
faster on a keyboard than him. It wasn't until you
called me in here that I realised how good R'ksr
must've been. He wont get into any trouble will he? I
mean, he hasn't hacked anything from us has he? I
don't believe it!"

Shaun Tusker, SCL 7B Human Operative, DeepEnd
squad, Mort 900 SD.

"Don't talk to me about the scuzzy Shaktar! They
steal our technology, take it away and improve it,
make it smaller, cheaper, then sell it back to us at
twice the frikkin' price. So don't tell me they aint
'technologically minded', cos I have to deal with their
goddamn corporations, and I say they're about as
backward as a DarkFinder."

Ralph Huresley, Technician, Application, Mort 900
SD.

"Tribes and Clans are more than gangs, more than
families, they are more akin to nations. Their sense
of pride, of identity, is more powerful than anything
I have ever encountered among our own kind. Their
corporations are an extension of the tribe, the loyalty
of the employees is unbelievable, it seems unnatural
to us."

Julian Shies, Business Lecturer, Orange Crush, Mort
900 SD.

Closed file, SCL 4 Clearance, Department of
Contract Sector, approved by Mr. N. Warhaul, head
of department. Text consists of interview with last
surviving Operative from Iron Hand squad, BPN
assigned White; Investigation and report of Sh'nt'k
Corporation monopoly on Karma imports on Kn'nth.

"We confirmed the Sh'nt'k connection with the
Kyn'Ay tribe, the directors and all CEO's are from
the Kyn'Ay. The corporate head is Shk'ha, Overlord
of the Kyn'Ay. The corporate logo carries a stylised
yellow skull on a red and black background,
acknowledging the ties to the Cunder Blood. All
employees are screened using the Kill Box, their
loyalty to the Kyn'Ay is not questioned after this.
Many we spoke with worshipped other gods, though
all were loosely tied to the Kyn'Ay. This would seem
to suggest that the recruitment program (especially in
the regions) is becoming less targeted. The Sh'nt'k
corporation have three main ports on the central
continent, all of which serve off world shuttles. The
largest of these, in K'nn, takes in up to six vessels a
day. The monorail and road links to and from K'nn
were largely financed by Sh'nt'k and whole stretches
are reserved for their transports. All entrances, both
above and below ground, are covered by corporate
security, known as the Black Hands. They are well
trained, and equipped with latest tech. weaponry,
many being trained to Operative standard, and a few
coming direct from Warworlds. Smart passes are
issued through the civilian authorities of K'nn, who
are ruled by the Jhyk-A tribe. The Jhyk-A seem to
reluctantly accept the corporate 'influence' of the
Kyn'Ay and there is no love lost between them
(exploit; N.W.). The compounds containing the
Karma holding pens are fully automated, with
selection, packing and dispatch of goods all handled
by robot. There has been no small amount of
opposition to this from the people of K'nn, who
(quite rightly) point out that the robots are taking
jobs from them. There have been several attempts to
sabotage the K'nn facilities, and there is a 'soft
company' known locally as the Shz'n, dedicated to
the closure of the site on religious grounds. In the
pound, we spotted several Tek Trex F2 Buzzard
Drones, as well as at least 200 Vitos. The Black
Hand also constantly patrol the compound and check
all outlying buildings. Security is at level 4, dropping
to level 7 around the outer offices.
It was only after much deliberation and discussion
that we decided to break in to the Sh'nt'k Head
Office, we felt we had no choice due to the lack of
progress in our investigations. Our subsequent
miserable failure is well documented, as you have
read my chip. I would like to add that Nt'ss
distinguished himself on several occasions, and that
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if it were not for his sacrifice I would not have
escaped with the files I did. I would also like to go
on record as personally testifying to the tech. level of
the office building. There has been some doubt cast
as to the authenticity of my account. I did encounter
several static site posts, all of which were 'smart'
armed. The laser sensing devices seemed to act as
triggers for many of the antipersonnel devices we
came across. The Black Hand unit that finished us,
were armed with a mixture of firepower, I saw at
least two Choppers and one Reaper, they made no
attempt to capture us or to close for hand to hand
combat, they were utterly ruthless and efficient. I
owe my life and my ability to continue to serve SLA
Industries solely to the bravery of Nt'ss, whose
memory I will honour."

Amendment: Classified SCL 3. The Sh'nt'k
Corporation has added Stormer Contract Killers to
it's list of employees. Sh'nt'k has been found to own
major share holdings in each of the other six import
companies, though their direct involvement is never
certain. Most tribes do not realise the full extent of
Sh'nt'k growth and interest. We suggest an
immediate counter offensive through the media to
highlight the roll Sh'nt'k are playing in the cornering
of the Karma market on Kn'nth. Immediate action is
required to 'rectify' the Stormer involvement with the
corporation. Withdrawal of the Sh'nt'k Corporation's
Karma license is not recommended at this time.
Additional, Amendment 2: Recent study of the Iron
Hand files would suggest the secret involvement of
the Frytish Tribe, through the Sh'tshn family, in the
Sh'nt'k Corporation. The corporation has also been
positively dated as being founded in 635 SD.

"Ever since Head Office granted Kn'nth Favoured
Trade Status, it has been almost impossible to break
in to their markets. As a preferential trader with SLA
Industries, they set the market price for their goods,
then install trade restrictions in imports. Shaktar tax
codes are even stricter than their honour code, my
stuff will cost you five times the local rate, and then
they will throw it in to 'quarantine' for months before
it even reaches the shops. They have the jump on
planet side technology because they have a massive
bureaucracy in place, does that sound just a little bit
familiar?"

Arty Shculz, Independent Trader, TalkTime, Mort
900 SD.

"I have been on Kn'nth, I have visited the city of
K'tn-Zn, I will gladly tell you. You must first put
aside visions of mud huts and stone temples, of fields
full of toiling Shaktar women, of wooden palisades

filled with Shaktar in training. Kn'nth is part of the
World of Progress, they have the Three P's contract,
do not forget that. The Resource World status of
Kn'nth does not forbid the use of technology on the
planet, especially as the 'resource' is the Shaktar
themselves and they have been granted a great
degree of self rule. Would you use an open fire if a
microwave was available?
K'tn-Zn is huge by any standards, measuring 200km
from its northern to southern perimeter. The city is
cut in half horizontally by the great river Qw'tch,
which is 5km wide at the centre of the city.
Buildings over ten stories are rare, but not so much
through some quaint custom, more from the fact that
K'tn-Zn lies on an active quake line. I flew in on a
copter transport from the shuttle port, no shuttles are
permitted to land within the city limits, again for the
practical reasons of security and quarantine.
Although Shaktar use all modern materials and
designs in their buildings, they still retain a stylistic
simplicity reminiscent of their more 'nomadic' days.
The roads that dissects the city are usually filled with
transports, ranging from Motorcycles to APC's, it
reminds me very much of Mort's Uptown. K'tn-Zn
has a small pollution problem, the air has a slightly
bitter taste, though this may be my sensitive tongue
talking. There are not as many billboards or vid-
advertising screens as there are on Mort, though
there is no shortage of TV screens, both in municipal
areas and in private zones. The centre of K'tn-Zn is
somewhat devoid of the shopping malls,
entertainment complexes and offices (and factories)
that fill the rest of the city. Most of the buildings are
tribe council offices or training centres. Many streets
have static watchdogs in the form of cameras and
droids, traffic is signal controlled and there is no
private transport allowed within the Sacred Temple
site, which is roughly 3km.sq. in area. It is here that
the tribal elders, priests and corporate chiefs make
the decisions that affect the ordinary citizens of K'tn-
Zn. My BPN took me to the northern most district,
where the real spirit of K'tn-Zn is to be found. Small,
squat factory buildings mix with ramshackle
tenement blocks, these are interspersed with offices
and shopping areas, parks and gardens, as well as a
few grazing sites. The streets teem with life, the
roads are a maze of half finished fly overs and
traditional 'tracks', it is not uncommon to see a
herder driving his Hqn from his transport to the
slaughterhouse, with not a thought for the traffic
chaos he is causing. The shopping malls are a cross
between an arcade and a bazaar, you will find spice
stalls next to electronics repair shops, fresh fish
shops in-between gun shops and tailors, multiplex
cinemas built on top of temples, partly covered malls
with roads running right through them. The 'other'
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side of the Shaktar race can only be witnessed in
such places, here they show great humour and a joy
in living not revealed to us in their more 'serious',
usual dealings with us as SLA employees. If you
seek knowledge of the Shaktar, you must visit them
on their Homeworld, for only here are they
themselves. Only here can you dispel your
prejudices, forget your preconceptions, understand
their tradition. Only on a Shaktar Homeworld can
you begin to understand that honour has a place in
progress."

Knott, SCL 7B Ebon Operative, DiamondHead
Squad, 901 SD.

"Corporations are corporations, they're all part of
SLA Industries or they are soft companies. If your
are part of SLA, you use whatever you need to keep
up, to keep ahead in the World of Progress. This
applies whether you are a Shaktar, a Wraith Raider
or a blue-nose from the Ghault system."

Professor Tyler-Moore, University of Triesn,
speaking on 3rd Eye, 900 SD. © 3rd Eye.

"Traditional beliefs bind us to our tribes, our people,
our families. Our honour is our life blood, without it
we could not serve SLA Industries, we could not
hold our race above those that drowned in the
Conflict Wars. I am honourable, I live by the Honour
Code, but I am not stupid. I will not use a knife if a
gun is needed. I will not walk if I can take a cab. I
will not see my children go ignorant if I can supply
them with a TV. If I need a computer to help me, I
use one. You can use a computer with honour, in the
same way you can use a gun with dishonour.
Technology is a tool, it is not a belief, it is not a God.
I will not betray my people or myself by abandoning
my beliefs, but neither will I forgo the ability to use
whatever tools I have at my disposal. There is no
conflict here, and, to tell you the truth, I am getting
sick and tired of being thought of as a 'barbarian', as
some kind of 'noble savage'. Does that answer your
question?"

Np'sh, SCL 10A Shaktar Operative, speaking on
TalkTime, Mort, 901 SD.

"You humans make me laugh! You come here
expecting to see us in loin cloths, carrying spears and
chanting as we dance round camp fires. I have seen
Captain Contract, I know how you see us, how you
are forced to see us by the media. I would kill
Captain Contract, and then the dumb ass executives
that thought him up, without breaking a single code.
What gives you the right to look down on us? What

have you got that's so special? You think you own
the copyright on technology? On civilisation? Think
again monkey man. Your gods are dead, you worship
machines, you live without honour, without purpose.
I spit in the face of your World of Progress!"

Unbroadcast interview with Black Hand Guardian
(deceased), Kn'nth, 901 SD.

"Study the Code of Honour, it is your life. You must
live the Code. The Code of Honour binds us, lifts us
above our enemies. It will outlast every civilisation,
every technocracy, every false religion. Why?
Because it works."

Shnq'wk, Shahantian priest, speaking on Kn'nth, 901
SD.

Shaktarian Skills

Most of the following skills are available to any of
the races but they are considered to be most fitting
for the Shaktarian people. Any skill that is restricted
to Shaktar only will be noted as such.

Strength

Dth’Jkn

This is a skill that allows the Shaktar to test his
strength and courage against that of another Shaktar
without the risk of serious injury. The two opponents
will join both hands, palm to palm, interlock fingers
and attempt to force the other one's hands backwards
until they admit defeat. Any race can use this skill
but if they have no claws they are at a -4
disadvantage. To try this test without being skilled in
the technique will put you at a -3 disadvantage.

Dexterity

Bow Use

This skill is required to use the great D'k'yll bow or
any other weapon constructed in the same fashion as
a bow and arrow.

Massage

A character with this skill can relax and sooth the
bodies of other people by rubbing and pressing
against various parts of their body. This is usually
done with powders and oils so as to prevent friction
burns and to ease the muscles of the recipient.
Massage can be used to ease tension, to help the
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recipient sleep and to remove the aches and pain of
everyday life.

Shnth Gklmn

"Shnuth Gukelmun? Yeah well, I dunno what you
call it, all I know is what I seen. We were in
Downtown, near the wall, Cannibal Sector, you
know? Yeah well, we were in close with some
conscripts, shit flying everywhere. I emptied my 603
then hit dirt behind serious cover. K'jn stands up and
lets loose with his AR, bang bang bang, empties the
whole friggin' lot, pops the clip, drops the gun and
suddenly there's a Fist Scythe in his hand. Now, we
was a good thirty meters from the DarkNight dudes
yeah, so K'jn must've lost it right? Then the crazy
mother Shaktar starts dancing! I mean, waving his
hands, loops, the whole thing. Yeah well, by now I
was ready with me 603, bang bang. Only the
conscripts are concentrating on K'jn, letting him
have it all you know? Only they are all missing! Shit
lucky or what! The last ten meters K'jn covers in a
heads down sprint, takes two rounds but don't even
slow down. He was in there with 'em before they had
time to shit their pants. Yeah well, it was all over
pretty quick after that. Me and Brut rounded up the
survivors and buzzed the Shivers. K'jn shot some
Kickstart and just bled a lot, said he was going to be
all right so we left him to it. Shaktar. Wierd. But you
wouldn't want to piss 'em off, right?"

Bunny Cartright, SCL 9 Operative, GunSpeed squad,
Mort 900 SD.

Shnth Gklmn is a skill and can be bought the same as
any other skill during character generation, the
governing statistic is Dexterity.
Shnth Gklmn is a way of moving and co-ordinating
the body unique to Shaktar, it cannot be used by
humans as it requires the use of the tail. Shaktar with
clipped tails do not have access to Shnth Gklmn.
Pronounced by humans as ShnUth Garken, this
ancient Shaktar martial art is linked to early
traditions of dance and shamanistic totem worship,
dating from the times of the early Conflict Wars.
The Shnth Gklmn movements and stances are aimed
at distracting opponents to such an extent that their
aim is affected.

Game System Stuff

Shaktar using Shnth Gklmn move at half their
normal rate, their movements are sharp and quirky,
no patterns are evident. While using Shnth Gklmn
the Shaktar may not employ guns or missile

weapons, that is not to say they may not have them
drawn ready for use.
Successful use of this skill means that any opponent
aiming at the using Shaktar must make a
Concentration roll, success means they only suffer a
-3 modifier to their shot, failure means they suffer a
minus modifier equal to the Shaktar skill in Shnth
Gklmn.
Shnth Gklmn may not be used in close combat.

Physique

D’Gl’ss Staff

This skills allows the character to use the double
bladed D'gl'ss staff to its full extent. This weapon
can be used with the pole arm skill but it puts the
user at a -2 disadvantage.

Charisma

M’nm’mr

The art of "Imitating Reality" is a Shaktarian style of
acting that is not available to any for the other races
as yet. The Shaktar with this skill can imitate a
person or type of person to such a degree that they
start to see themselves as the person they are
imitating. It is a very advanced form of method
acting that marks the Shaktar out as perhaps the most
accomplished actors in the World Of Progress. The
higher that this skill is taken at, the better the
imitation will be.

Diagnose

Chess

The board game of chess is a relatively new addition
to the games of war that the Shaktar play but it is one
that they have taken to with great enthusiasm. When
the Shaktarian people joined with SLA Industries,
they discovered the game of chess and it is now one
of the most popular forms of entertainment for them.
The higher the level of the skill, the better the
character is at the game.

Fjkn zn

"The priests taught me Fjkn zn. I did not want to
learn it. I was young and foolish, thinking combat
was all blades and bullets. Now I have learned more.
I would not be alive today if it was not for my
lessons in Fjkn zn."
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Unknown Shaktar Operative, interviewed on Nemus
prior to the Blue Fire assault, 901 SD.

Fjkn zn is a skill and must be bought during
character development, the same as any other skill.
The controlling stat for Fjkn zn is Diagnose.
Shaktar are taught from a very early age to settle
their minds, to centre themselves, to realise their own
point in the universe and to apply their thoughts
through the flow of the universe rather than against
it.
Fjkn zn (pronounced by humans as FAshon Zen)
allows the Shaktar to temporarily boost their power
of Diagnoses or Concentration.
Fjkn zn resembles a sort of trance meditation, the
practising Shaktar may undertake no physical
activity for the duration of Fjkn zn, sometimes called
the 'gathering' by simple minded humans.

Game System Stuff

The actual process of Fjkn zn lasts for the Shaktar
Concentration plus Diagnose divided by two in
minutes (round up). The effects of Fjkn zn last for
twice as long as the experience of Fjkn zn.
Immediately after Fjkn zn the Shaktar receives a
bonus to any Diagnose or Concentration (one only)
skills they perform. The bonus is equal to the
controlling stat divided by three (round down).
Example; Rkt Jnll decides he will focus his powers
of Concentration for the next few minutes. He
invokes a state of Fjkn zn.
His Concentration is 7, his Diagnose is 6. He enters
Fjkn zn for 7 minutes, during which time he is
completely still and silent. After this he gains +2 to
any Concentration rolls he makes in the next 14
minutes (game time).

Concentration

Calligraphy

This skill allows the character to write in a pleasing
and elaborate fashion. This is normally used in
connection with the art of Haiku or any other form of
poetry.

Meditation

This skill allows the character to close down all
external senses and concentrate solely on what is
happening within the body. At levels 5 and above it
can be used to block out most forms of pain and at
level 10 it can be used to defend the characters mind
from Ebon insinuation into their brain. At rank 10 it
will give a bonus of +5 to the character's saving

throw against any kind mind attack. Each rank of
meditation will take 1 minute of complete
concentration to obtain.

Knkt Jcnt

"Honour is based on discipline, control and respect.
My abilities are well known to me, my enemies too.
A Shaktar must learn to respect his enemies, to
accept their capabilities. A Shaktar must not hesitate
to acknowledge fear. Only by realising it is there can
we begin to absorb it, to transform the fear in to
something we can use. I accept fear, drown myself in
it's sickening bile. Once immersed I can understand
the thing I fear. The realisation that we have nothing
to fear but fear itself is not new, but it must be
relearned every time you face the unknown. All this
said, there are times when instinct takes over, when
you lose control, when the rage becomes too much to
hold. The release is through Knkt Jcnt. There is no
pride in Knkt Jcnt, no honour. There is nothing but
rage. I fear Knkt Jcnt more than I fear my most hated
enemy. I have yet to learn to conquer Knkt Jcnt."

K'llr Qwjk, SCL 7 Operative with Fire & Steel,
currently on Mort, 900 SD.

Knkt Jcnt is an ability, every Shaktar has it, though
not all choose to use it.
Shaktar are able to work themselves up in to almost
uncontrollable rages, which send them into a
psychopathic frenzy. This frenzied state is known as
'Knkt Jcnt', which roughly translates into 'honourless
rage'. A Shaktar will only enter into Knkt Jcnt
(pronounced by humans as KAn-ekT JA-cOOnt)
when they feel there is a real chance they are about
to die without completing an Oath of Braids.
Many Shaktar deny the existence of Knkt Jcnt as it
seems to go against their very controlled nature. A
Shaktar in this state of frenzy is capable of many
things a sober minded Shaktar is not. Deeds
committed under Knkt Jcnt are not remembered by
the Shaktar, and he will refuse to be reminded of
them, be they outstanding or shameful.

Game System Stuff

The duration of Knkt Jcnt is determined by the
Shaktar Concentration, the Concentration is
subtracted from 20, the resulting number is the
number of minutes the Shaktar remains in a frenzy.
+2 to Strength for duration of Knkt Jcnt (the effect is
not cumulative, the Shaktar may not have his racial
maximum raised by more than +2).
No Physique or Cool rolls for duration of Knkt Jcnt.
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Immediately after the Shaktar breaks free from Knkt
Jcnt, he suffers a -2 Strength penalty, duration one
hour. The Shaktar also receives a -2 Concentration
penalty for an hour after Knkt Jcnt.
While under the effects of Knkt Jcnt the Shaktar will
think of no defensive actions, they will seek to strike
out and destroy as many non Shaktar as possible,
they will only be vaguely aware of their friends,
though the thought of their enemies will burn strong
in their mind.

Ynt Chr

"Don't fight the world around you. If you can't see,
use your ears. If you can't hear, use your skin, feel
the air. Learn to accept the information you have
access to and to stop trying to gather information
from sources denied to you."

R'rll, Priest on Kn'nth, teaching students from Meny,
901 SD.

Ynt Chr is an ability, all Shaktar possess it and may
use it at their discretion, it is taught to them while
they are very young and some choose to forget it.
The world of the Shaktar is a harsh, dangerous place.
They are taught to use their surroundings, not to try
and fight them. The Shaktar own body can
sometimes let him down, it can feel as if the Shaktar
has to 'fight' his own body to get it to do what he
wants. Ynt Chr is taught as an aid to gaining the
most from the Shaktar body.
The Shaktar using Ynt Chr is involved in a
complicated process of trade offs. He is sacrificing
sensory input from one or more senses in order to
heighten the perception of one particular sense.
The Shaktar is effectively by-passing what he
considers to be unhelpful or unnecessary feelings, in
order to better make sense of the information from
senses that are actually telling him something of use.
Ynt Chr is also used by Shaktar as a method of pain
control during interrogation.

Game System Stuff

Shaktar may trade in the use of one or more senses to
gain extra information from one other sense.
Obvious examples are in complete darkness, where
hearing is far more useful, in high background noise
environments where sight is more useful. More
subtle uses, such as concentrating on identifying a
smell or taste, or a slight change in the temperature,
should not be forgotten. The use of Ynt Chr requires
a successful Concentration or Diagnose roll.

Concentration is used to heighten the awareness of
sight or hearing, Diagnose to heighten smell, taste
and touch.
The period of time Ynt Chr operates is equal to the
governing statistic in minutes. Once a Shaktar enters
into Ynt Chr, he is committed to it for the full
duration.
The Gamesmaster must be careful to feed the
Shaktar only information he would be able to
receive, he must also remember to adjust the flow of
information to counter the sacrificed senses. Also,
the more the Shaktar sacrifices, the more he should
be given in his chosen area. Remember, Ynt Chr
operates for the full duration, it may not be 'switched
off', so Shaktar  in complete darkness, that are
suddenly thrown into bright light, may not be able to
see (if that was the sense they 'switched off') for
some time.

Knowledge

Haiku

There are two version of this skill, the Shaktarian
and the general one but both are very similar. The
character skilled in Haiku can create poems with a
certain number of syllables and these poems will be
pleasing to the listener. In general Haiku, it requires
the use of 17 syllable but in Shaktarian it requires 21
syllables. A character skilled in one version of Haiku
will have a skill of two thirds their rank in the other
form.

Theology

This skill is open to Shaktar only and it gives them a
basic knowledge of the history of their gods and their
religions. Every Shaktar will know the basics about
the god of their own Clan but this skill will give
them knowledge about the other gods. The higher the
rank, the more that will be known and at ranks 6 and
above the character knows of the existence and the
background of the Eighth Moon Pirates.

Heritage Tattoos -  Br'vr'th T'tkh

Br’yr’th T’tkh are scarce among Shaktar, seen as
traditional and a tie to the ‘old ways’, the application
of heritage tattoos is a fast dying art. Shaktar heritage
tattoos are used largely to symbolise the worship and
honour of their God. Heritage tattoos should not be
mistaken for DNA hallmarks. The ever  popular
DNA hallmarks are painless, quick and attached
directly to your DNA, just like it says on the tin.
Shaktar heritage tattoos are painful to apply, being
drilled into the Shaktars skin and scales and time
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consuming to maintain. Shaktar consider the pain a
small price to pay for the honour the tattoo brings
them through the worship of their God.

Shaktarian heritage tattoos, or ‘Honour Runes’ as
they have become known to the rest of the World Of
Progress, are not worn through an urge to be
fashionable, but through a desire to enhance
personal, spiritual experiences and worship, and a
need to express this through a meaningful display.
The tattoos tie in with the seven Shaktar ceremonies,
or with the Shaktar interpretation of the Honour
Code and their God’s worship. Tattoos which are
tied into the Shaktar ceremonies are purely
decorative and are usually inscribed by the
Craftsmen caste.
Some tattoos however do serve a higher purpose, a
focus for worship, dedication and meditation, these
are called T'tkh Dh Pl'ttck (direct translation: ‘scar of
faith’.)

Scars of Faith - T'tkh Dh Pl'ttck.

Scars of faith are only available to the Warrior caste
and can only be placed upon a Shaktar by a Priest of
the Shaktar’s tribe, only on the Shaktar home world
Kn'nth in a temple of the Shaktar’s God. Due to the
nature of the ritual of tattoos of faith, no more than
one tattoo can be placed on a Shaktar at any one
time, nor any sooner than seven months after
completion of the last tattoo, to a maximum of three
tattoos of faith.
The ritual inscribing of the tattoo can take up to three
days to complete, during which time only the Priest
and the Shaktar receiving the tattoo are allowed to be
present. It is mentally draining for a Priest to inscribe
a tattoo of faith as the spirit of their God needs to be
invoked, captured and placed within the tattoo.
Whilst the priest is inscribing the tattoo, the Shaktar
receiving it must not show any sign of pain or
fatigue.
The Priest prepares for the ritual by talking to the
Shaktar in order to establish why he wants it done,
explains what happens during the ritual and what is
expected of the Shaktar, before, during and after the
ritual.

The Ritual of T'tkh Dh Pl'ttck

There are three stages to the preparation of the ritual.
The Shaktar must first pick the ripe fruit of the
Wry'nqc bush. An average tattoo requires ten of the
fruit. However it is not unknown for the Shaktar to
acquire fifteen to thirty of them. The Shaktar must
then present these to the Priest who will remove as
many of the seeds as he requires, no more, no less.

Then the Shaktar must collect ten Gwysh leaves,
these are used to cover the tattoo after it is finished.
Using methods known only to the Priest caste, the
Priest will transform the seeds into a rich paste that
will be used as the tattoo ink. Finally the priest will
use one of the hollowed out fruit as a vessel to carry
the ink. This is the first stage. Next the Shaktar has
to present the priest with the horn of the Shahantian
bull that he killed during Mrnd Vtt'd. The priest will
cut a section of the horn away and fashion several
needles that are used to drill in the tattoo. This
completes the second stage. The final stage requires
the Shaktar to hunt and capture a Qwc, the reptilian
flyer and a truly menacing creature. Once caught, the
Qwc has to be presented to the priest where he will
then sacrifice the Qwc and fashion a hammer like
tool out of the skull of the Qwc. This completes the
preparation for the tattoo.

The Priest will then sit with the Shaktar and ask why
and where on his body he wants a tattoo of faith.
Upon receiving satisfactory answers the priest will
ask what aspect of their life the Shaktar wishes to
enhance with the tattoo, be it a calmer soul, faster
reflexes, improved control of the mind etc.. After the
Shaktar has chosen the path he wishes the tattoo to
take him, the priest explains to the Shaktar what is
required of him. The Shaktar must show no signs of
pain or fatigue during the ritual, may not eat, may
only drink from the one chalice of water given to the
Shaktar at the start of the ritual and is not in any way
allowed to meditate in order to channel the pain. The
Shaktar must experience the pain in all its searing
glory, only then will he understand the power of the
ritual. The Priest then tells the Shaktar what is
required of him after the Ritual is complete. The
Shaktar must offer prayer to their God without fail at
least once a day and meditate for a reasonable period
of time. If this is not adhered to the tattoo will lose
its power. Once a tattoo has been made dormant, the
Shaktar will not be able to have any more tattoos of
faith. Only after the Shaktar has understood what is
required of him will the priest start the tattooing.

The bull horn needle is dipped into the Wry'nqc ink
and, using the Qwc skull hammer, the other end of
the needle is tapped, pushing ink deep into the skin,
beneath the surface of the scales. This is repeated
until the outline of the tattoo is complete and is
usually the most time consuming part of the ritual. A
larger grouped set of bull needles are used for the
filling in of the tattoo. The priest uses no template or
stencil but creates the tattoo as he goes, being guided
by the Gods. After many hours the tattoo is
complete. The tattoo is covered with the leaves of the
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Gwysh plant to help it heal. The tattoo heals in 7
days, leaving no scar but the heritage tattoo.
The tattoo will forever be a testament to the way the
Shaktar lives his life, how he sees the honour code,
and what aspects he focuses on. To most other races
the tattoos are nothing more than decoration, painful
pointless decoration. Those that know the truth,
know their true meaning, never ridicule them, blood
feud’s have been fought for less.

Game System Stuff

To utilise a heritage tattoo the Shaktar must have
first fulfilled the ritual demands made by the Priest
then, at the time of the required effect, the Shaktar
must recite a small prayer of meditation to their God
requesting their help. The prayer takes the form on a
CONC roll, with relative modifiers for distractions.
If in combat the prayer will be ‘answered’ in the next
phase (if successful), whether or not the Shaktar can
act in that phase.

There are basically seven types of Br'vr'th T'tkh that
a Shaktar may have placed on their body. These are:

1) T'tkh Dh K'kkh - Scar of Strength.
Enhances the Shaktar’s focus in combat, adding +1
to their STR bonus.

2) T'tkh Dh Dt'tryh - Scar of Agility.
Enhances the Shaktar’s combat movement, giving
them one free action per combat round.

3) T'tkh Dh Kr'tk - Scar of Foresight.
Enhances the Shaktar’s DIA, giving +1 to any DIA
based skill rolls.

4) T'tkh Dh K'pla - Scar of Concentration.
Enhances the Shaktar’s CONC, giving +1 to any
CONC based skill rolls.

5) T'tkh Dh Fr'td - Scar of Endurance.
Enhances the Shaktar’s PHYS, giving the Shaktar +1
to PHYS based rolls.

6) T'tkh Dh P'jh - Scar of Knowledge.
Enhances the Shaktar’s KNOW, giving +1 to
KNOW based skill rolls.

7) T'tkh Dh H'jll - Scar of Standing.
Enhances the Shaktar’s COOL, allowing the Shaktar
to ignore COOL rolls.

All the heritage tattoo triggered effects have a
duration of the governing stat. in minutes. A Shaktar
may have no more than three Br'vr'th T'tkh, and each

can only be used once in any 7 hour period. If the
Shaktar forgets to meditate and pray to his God, each
day focusing his mind on his Br'vr'th T'tkh, the tattoo
becomes dormant. The tattoo will remain but only as
decoration.

Fighting Forms

“Take your inspiration from the Gods. Your fighting
form is your whole body fused with your spirit.
When you fight, you challenge your own fears, your
own doubts, you place your trust in your God and
yourself. Choose your Form carefully, it will reflect
your spirit.”

S’st’Tn, SCL 5C Shaktar Instructor, Meny, 903 SD.

The Shaktar place great importance on the ceremony
of fighting, on it’s style and feel. Each Shaktar wants
to be faithful to their God, wants to reflect their clan
and their heritage. Shaktar, more than other races,
choose to stylise their combat to be a mirror of their
beliefs and faith.
Each clan will train their warriors in a distinctive
way, utilising specific combat moves and styles,
these are the basis of the ‘Fighting Forms’.

Shahantian

The Shahantian clan believe that they worship
through the use of martial arts. The practice of
fighting can be a form of prayer. Their Fighting
Form is perhaps the most intricate, if not the most
brutal. The Shahantian believe that the only true
form of combat is hand to hand, that firearms do not
allow you the honour of the kill. They favour the use
of the Tk'Cys (Fist Scythe), and will often resort to
the Martial Art of Fdr'ppn, which is their clan’s
unique speciality in unarmed combat.

Frytish

The Frytish clan believe that the twists and turn of
fate should be accepted, the chaos embraced rather
than fought against. Their Fighting Form can be seen
as a reflection of this, they are open to attack, and
actually welcome it, as a way to turn the combat to
their advantage. Their Form is one of counter and
turning, rarely will they launch aggressive first
strikes, but rather will tempt their opponent in to
launching a strike that can be used to open up their
defence to a counter blow.

Cunder
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The Cunder favour a Fighting Form that is sweeping,
moving, utilising whatever space is around them to
weave their way towards an opponent. A complex
series of moves are taught to the Cunder warriors, to
test their opponents strength, to evaluate their
weaknesses, before deciding where and how strong
to strike. This Form works well with the Cunder
weapon of choice, the D’Gl’ss Staff.

Shintash

The Shintash clan do not look for a fight, they prefer
to show strength, to watch over, to protect through
their presence. In combat they fight to the death with
a ferocity that can shock opponents. All Shintash
warriors favour the Nr’ttn, a one handed, sword-like
weapon with a blade of 1.4 metres. Their use of the
Nr’ttn drives their Fighting Form. They specialise in
close combat, scorning the use of ranged weapons.
The slashing motion of the blade, forms the core of
the Form. Their seeming reluctance to join combat is
reflected in their movement and blocking of an
opponent before they commit and strike. Once
combat is joined they can easily lose themselves in
the intensity of the battle, striking with a blind
savagery, driven only by the vision of their
opponents death.

Griedja

Griedja is for honour in it’s purest form. Combat
must be honourable, using the M'n'rt, the clan’s
traditional blade, against other honourable
opponents, and lesser weapons (including guns)
against less honourable foes. The Griedja Form is
direct, looking for openings in the brief appraisal
before combat, they attack and fight with a
relentless, brutally simple style. The Griedja Shaktar
will accept the surrender of their opponent with
honour, but if betrayed will always fight to the death.
The Form will seek to prove worth during the
combat with worthy opponents, with displays of
prowess, but will seek to dispatch unworthy
opponents as quickly as possible.

Rodash

The Rodash clan have a savage Fighting Form,
which would seem to fly in the face of their
nurturing nature. The Form teaches a savage form of
fighting, that can and does utilise anything from guns
to blades, the emphasis is on killing your opponent
as quickly as possible, using whatever you need to,
to get the task done. The Rodash seem to have a long
fuse, using their Form to avoid the fight until they
feel there is no alternative. In one sense the Rodash

Fighting Form is the least like a discipline, it is the
most free form and unpredictable Shaktar Fighting
Form.

Gart

The Gart clan are open and honest, getting to the
point quickly, turning from deception as a waste of
energy and a betrayal of spirit. So it is with their
Form. Their Fighting Form is direct, aggressive, and
built around the first strike and the ferocity of the
charge. The openness of the Gart clan and their
teachings, means that they do not bear a grudge, the
reflection of this in their Form is their willingness to
break off from combat, no matter how ferocious and
how much damage they have taken, if their opponent
either offers surrender or is incapacitated.

Doktetcomast

The Doktetcomast clan are an evil, twisted,
bloodthirsty, treacherous clan, who’s Form can be
best likened to that of the cowardly thief or bully that
strikes where they know there is little danger of them
being fought against. We will not speak of them
here.

Shaktar Martial Arts

“Do not speak to me of punches and kicks. This
obsession with the violence diverts you away from
the whole point of the Martial Arts.”

Jh’k Kn’qwpt, SCL 4 Shaktar Martial Arts
Instructor, Meny, 903 SD.

The Martial Arts skill gives the user access to one of
the five methods of training, known as ‘schools’.
Each school utilises a characteristic way of fighting,
it’s own unique style. Styles can share common
moves, and may be based on the same physical
principals of blocks, blows and throws, but each will
work in a fundamentally different way, using it’s
unique approach to the Martial Art.

Shaktar may teach these disciplines to non-Shaktars.
Though most are loath to.

“By their very nature, the Martial Arts are complex.
Their study requires discipline, application and many
hours of practice. Do not expect this to be easy. Do
not expect to learn all there is to no in a few weeks.
There is more to the arts than learning how to kick,
punch and fall. Expect this to be hard. There are no
short cuts. This is a long and narrow path. But
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ultimately it can lead to great understanding and
inner serenity.”

Jorgan Hyne, SCL 5 Human Martial Arts Instructor,
Orange Crush, 900 SD.

There are five different schools of Shaktar Martial
Arts. It is important to note that the five schools form
a cycle, or wheel, drawing parallels with the Great
Wheel, the central belief system of the Shaktar
religions. One school can lead to another, each has
its strengths and specialities, some moves are
common to all, and some are unique. Progression in
one school may help with learning in others, but
hinder in some. All Martial Arts share the common
bond of requiring dedication, mental application and
physical training; in this respect they may
compliment each other.

“Use these arts to define who you are. Choose your
school with your heart. Do not get caught up in the
media image of the arts, of tales of fantastic deeds
and killing blows. Practice the arts for the right
reasons: to express your soul.”

Jh’k Kn’qwpt, SCL 4 Shaktar Martial Arts
Instructor, Meny, 903 SD.

Advanced Manoeuvres

The manoeuvres presented in the Contract Directory
represent a broad range of basic and expert moves
that can be chosen to represent almost any fighting
style. Advanced manoeuvres are different. They
represent the key moves of specific fighting styles
and require a higher level of skill and a certain level
of devotion to the style that teaches them. This is
represented in several ways. Firstly all advanced
manoeuvres require 2 ranks of the appropriate skill
to master. Secondly advanced manoeuvres require
the character to have learned other manoeuvres
before he may learn them. Thirdly a character who
wishes to learn an advanced manoeuvre must have at
least level 8 in the appropriate skill and finally a
character can only learn one advanced manoeuvre
per combat skill. The selected manoeuvre denotes
the combat form he practices for that skill. Players
are encouraged to replace the name of their skill with
the name of the combat form they are practicing.

All the advanced manoeuvres presented here are
combinations; meaning that two separate actions
must be performed in a single phase. To simulate this
the character must split his skill in the same way as if
he chose to use the passive defence rules from the
MRB. Both skill rolls must be successful. The effects

of the component manoeuvres are detailed in the
Contract Directory, p. 132-135.

Kn’pt Grn’q

Kn’pt Grn’q is largely an ‘internal discipline’,
requiring inner focus and full use of the body’s
energy flow. The use of Kn’pt Grn’q matures with
age, and the practitioners do not suffer lack of
effectiveness with the onset of physical age. The
fundamental core of Kn’pt Grn’q is the turning of the
power of an incoming attack back on the attacker:
The harder the attack, the harder the effective
counter will strike an assailant. Kn’pt Grn’q is rarely
used in an outright aggressive posture, and when it
is, the attacks are very subtle, gentle almost, belying
the power behind them. Kn’pt Grn’q focuses on
slow, fluid body movements, holding position before
the move is completed. Commonly, the attack form
is deflection then strike.

Advanced Manoeuvre: Counterstrike (Evade / Jab)

A successful use of Kn’pt Grn’q can be used to
counter an attack. If a counter is declared, one of
three things can happen with the successful use of
the Martial Arts skill:

If the incoming attack is made with a roll of 21+ the
attack is made too skilfully to be countered. The
defending character can switch his action to use the
Evade manoeuvre or allow the blow to land and
attack with the Jab manoeuvre.
If the incoming attack was a success, i.e. the attacker
made their ‘to hit’ roll, the incoming attack is evaded
by the user of Kn’pt Grn’q and has been turned to
become an attack on the attacker. In this case, the
attackers STR bonus is added to the users STR bonus
for the damage caused by the turned blow.
If the incoming attack was a miss, the user of Kn’pt
Grn’q rolls to hit using only their own STR bonus to
determine damage.

In order to select Counterstrike as a manoeuvre a
character must have already learned the Evade and
Jab manoeuvres. Counterstrike is a manoeuvre under
the Martial Arts skill.

“Kn’pt Grn’q flows. It springs from the well of
honour placed by the Gods inside every Shaktar.
Kn’pt Grn’q absorbs, quells, drowns, then rolls over
an opponent like a wave. Attaining perfection in
Kn’pt Grn’q is a quest for more than one life time.”

From the ‘'Thy’f Swlqjcn N’Tkq' (Book of
Attainment).
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Kn’qt Gr’Nk

Kn’qt Gr’Nk is another internal, focused discipline,
though somewhat more physical in it’s application
than Kn’pt Grn’q. Kn’qt Gr’Nk utilises the flow of
the body’s physical movement, focusing on either
turning an incoming blow, or aiming to lock the
blow to enable a counter blow or throw. Kn’qt
Gr’Nk utilises the users physical power as well as
their movement flow to direct the counter attack in
the same direction as the attack, often attacking the
outstretched limb of their attacker, as the starting
point for a counter. Kn’qt Gr’Nk can also lock the
attacker, allowing a surprise attack utilising some of
the power of the incoming blow to direct the
opponent to a prone position. Kn’qt Gr’Nk, when
used properly, is easily mistaken for an elaborate
dance.

Advanced Manoeuvre: Pain Throw (MA)

The character takes his opponent’s outstretched limb
and applies a Lock Hold as leverage for a Throw. If
their Wrestling skill roll for the throw was 21+ then
the Kn’qt Gr’Nk user may maintain the lock while
throwing his opponent. Otherwise the lock is broken.

If a character wishes to select the Pain Throw
manoeuvre he must already have learned the Lock
and Throw manoeuvres.

“Kn’qt Gr’Nk comes from within, but is not blind to
the strength from the body. The wind and the rain are
its inspiration, driving home the feelings of
flexibility and movement. And as the wind and rain,
it can sweep those before it.”

From the ‘'Thy’f Swlqjcn N’Tkq' (Book of
Attainment).

Kng’thk

Kng’thk is perhaps the most brutal of the Shaktar
Martial Arts. Kng’thk is a very ‘impatient’, physical,
external school, where the user works to manipulate
the situation, rather than waiting for their opponent.
It is also one of the most physically demanding
Martial Arts, utilising the users ability to fall as well
as throw. In Kng’thk the aim is to disable or kill an
opponent by any means necessary. Although it can
be flowing and fluid, usually it appears to non-
practitioners as nothing but an explosion of violence.
Kng’thk demands a high level of physical fitness and
places a lot of high impact strain on the user. Users
of Kng’thk often choose to use their skill in getting

inside an opponent’s guard to strike at specific areas
such as the face.

Advanced Manoeuvre: Chains of Misery (W)

The user of Kng’thk closes within his opponent’s
reach and applies a Lock Hold, rendering his victim
vulnerable to a Smash attack. If the his Wrestling
skill roll for the Lock Hold is 21+ he may choose to
maintain the Lock Hold after the Smash.

A Character who wishes to learn the Pain Throw
manoeuvre must have already learned the Lock Hold
and Smash manoeuvres.

“The fury of the volcano erupts in Kng’thk. You can
become lost in the torrent of fiery strength, focused
only on the need to obliterate that which stands
before you. Be mindful of your self, and your
honour.”

From the ‘'Thy’f Swlqjcn N’Tkq' (Book of
Attainment).

Gh’tk

Gh’tk releases aggression through power and speed,
it is intensely physical, relying on timing to
maximise the combination of strength and speed
behind a strike. User of Gh’tk are not shy of using
the first strike. Strikes and blocks are aimed at
incapacitation, aimed to cause the most direct
damage. Extended blows and kicks feature in the use
of Gh’tk, long reaching, utilising the body’s
movement behind the strike. Training for Gh’tk is
repetitious and regimented, teaching disciplined,
accurate placing of blows and blocks. Gh’tk places
high demands on the users endurance and physique.
Thought of as the ‘power house’ of the Martial Arts,
it can be brutal in it’s effective simplicity, and the
first strike capability appeals to many Warrior
Castes.

Advanced Manoeuvre: Power Block (MA)

The power block uses more than the necessary force
on the block in order to knock the opponent off
balance and open him to a knuckle strike or spear
hand (Jab) follow-up. This follow-up is usually
aimed at a vulnerable area such as the temples, throat
or groin.

A character who wishes to learn the Power Block
manoeuvre must have already learned the Block and
Jab manoeuvres.
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“The power of the brooding storm is unleashed in
Gh’tk. Lightning strikes. Power is unleashed. But the
storm has a limit, it can not go on forever, all storms
eventually run their course.”

From the ‘'Thy’f Swlqjcn N’Tkq' (Book of
Attainment).

Gn’tkp

Gn’tkp utilises speed and agility, aiming to deliver
many short, sharp blows in quick succession. Users
of Gn’tkp train hard to enhance their physique and
agility, focusing on delivering a quick succession of
blows to a small target area. In this respect, it is
thought of as a mixture of internal and external
forces, the focus required needs inner vision, but
relies on the physical prowess of the user for the
delivery of the blows. Gn’tkp also utilises the
concept of the Death Blow, which is actually a
misnomer, as the Death Blow is actually a series of
blows delivered in quick succession, targeting nerve
centres on the targets body. Gn’tkp has been likened
to a more aggressive form of Kn’pt Grn’q, where the
user focuses on sharper blocks, using whatever part
of their body is appropriate, in an effort to open their
opponent up to a flurry of lethal blows.

Advanced Manoeuvre: Lightning Hammer (MA)

The Lightning Hammer best illustrates Gn’tkp’s
devastating focus on attack. Usually planted on an
opponent’s head the two swift and brutal hooking
kicks have been known to deliver whiplash injuries
through even Crackshot armour. It should be noted
that though the Lightning Hammer manoeuvre is the
same basic manoeuvre performed twice both attacks
occur in the same phase so the basic rules for
combinations (skill must be split, both rolls must
succeed) are still followed.

A character who wishes to learn Lightning Hammer
must have already learned the Snap Kick manoeuvre.

“Do not stand in the way of a stampede. Even the
‘rryd Wch can bring an unwary Shaktar to his knees.
Gn’tkp works with many blows, many opportunities,
each building, seeking the Death Blow.”

From the ‘'Thy’f Swlqjcn N’Tkq' (Book of
Attainment).

7 Levels Of Attainment

There are Seven Levels of Attainment in the Martial
Arts, as there are seven elements of the Shaktar code.

The first rank of attainment, St’Kr, is reached when
the character’s skill (Martial Arts or Wrestling,
depending on the particular art he is following)
reaches level three. St’kr is associated with the
colour black and the end of childhood. The second
rank, St’rq is associated with the colour green and
the end of adolescence. It is attained when the
character’s skill reaches level 6. St’q, the third rank
is attained once the character’s skill reaches level 8.
Associated with the colour yellow and the onset of
maturity St’q is the highest level of attainment ever
reached by most Shaktar. The forth rank, called
St’kq is attained once the character’s skill reaches
level 10. Associated with the colour blue St’kq is the
last level of attainment where the character is
considered a student of the art he is practicing. Once
the character’s skill reaches 11 the fifth level of
attainment is known as St’rpt and is associated with
the colour orange. The character is now considered a
master of his art. The final two ranks, St’qkr’n
(associated with the colour purple) and Sh’kt’r
(associated with the colour red) are reached at skill
levels 12 and 13 respectively and are considered
simply as refinements of the character’s mastery of
his art.

“The Seven Levels of Attainment are spiritual as
well as physical. They are a responsibility as well as
a power. You will be making a pact with your self to
use them wisely, to apply them honourably. To learn
from them to better your spirit, to better serve the
Gods and the Great Wheel.”

Jh’k Kn’qwpt, SCL 4 Shaktar Martial Arts
Instructor, Meny, 903 SD.

The colour association with each level can be
reflected in Braids, clothing or weaponry. Shaktars
will often wear ceremonial clothing in important
combats, displaying their colours as a mark of
respect for their opponent. Ritual combats, where
there is no intention to kill, are always fought by
combatants wearing their Colours of Attainment.

While the levels of attainment are for the most part
simply symbolic mastery of a combat form, they do
provide certain benefits. When a character’s level of
attainment in a skill reaches St’rpt (rank 11) he gains
one of the following bonuses based on the form he is
practicing.

Kn’pt Grn’q: -1 to Opponent’s hit rolls
Kn’qt Gr’Nk: +1 PEN
Kng’thk: +1 DAM
Gh’tk: +1 to hit
Gn’tkp: +1 Phase per round
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Spiritual Aspects of the Seven Levels of Attainment

The main focus for the Seven Levels of Attainment
are spiritual. Martial Arts is used both as a combat
medium and as a way for the Shaktar to meditate on
their life, it’s meaning in the service of their Gods
and the way in which they will ultimately affect the
Great Wheel. This inner peace and serenity reflects
itself mainly in the Shaktars sense of calm and well
being, controlling all aspects of fear and
temperament.

“Life is a gift. We celebrate our spirituality as
unique. We define ourselves in the service of our
Gods. We lift our spirits with our Honour and our
dedication. When I have attained true enlightenment
I shall be on with the Great Wheel. I seek the Seven
Levels of Attainment so that I may reach this state of
enlightenment.”

K’nr Qw’pt, SCL 3A Shaktar Operative with
SlowHand, Mort 903 SD.

“Yeah, like I’m stupid enough to argue with K’nr.
All I know is while he seeks, he destroys. And that’s
gotta be good news for us and bad news for the bad
guys right?”

Ralph Curt, SCL 4 human I&I Operative with
SlowHand, Mort 903 SD.

Game System Stuff

A character reduces his stress by one point (loose 1
stress) per level of attainment for every hour he
spends practicing.

The Shahantian Clan is the largest and most
powerful of all the Clans of the Shaktar and the High
Lord Shahanti is the ruler of all Shaktars. High Lord
Shahanti is the leader of the Shahantian Clan but
more importantly he is the leader of the Council of
Lords and he is, without a doubt the most influential
and powerful Shaktar alive.

Away from the Homeworld of Kn'nth, the
Shahantian domination of the Shaktars lessens
slightly although it is still obvious, even on Mort,
that the Shahantian Clan are at the top of the pecking
order. By tradition, members of the other Clans have
to give way to a Shahantian on the road and must
allow them first choice in everything. This sort of
attitude has been dropping away greatly in the last
hundred years or so and now the Shahantian
dominance is only truly evident on Kn'nth

The members of the Shahantian Clan often follow
the old combat styles and their favoured weapon is
the Tk'Cys, the Fist Scythe. Many members of this
Clan disdain the use of guns or missile weapons of
any kind because killing an opponent from a distance
is not the mark of a true warrior.

Fdr'ppn, Subtle Strength, is a form of Martial Arts
that is practised exclusively within the Shahantian
Clan and teaching it to an outsider is punishable by
expulsion. Fdr'ppn involves closing with your
opponent and then using bare hands to strike at vital
nerve points and gradually wear your enemy down
until they are helpless.

Many of the greatest warriors of the Shahantian Clan
have left Kn'nth for Mort and are now operatives on
the Capital planet of the World Of Progress. A
member of the Shahantian Clan will always strive to
be the perfect example of whatever it is that they do.
They will never be happy being second best to
anyone and generally do not take orders very well
unless the order comes from someone that the
Shaktar respects as a better.

During the Exalted Challenge, the test that all
members of the Warrior Caste must sit there will
always be a member of the Shahantian Clan present
to ensure that fair play takes place. Many of the other
Clans see this as a none too subtle insult but, since
the keepers of the Shahanti bull are always members
of the Shahantian Clan, there is very little that
Warriors from the other Clans can do about it. If they
wish access to the bull, they must allow the
Shahantians to witness the Exalted Challenge.

Games System Stuff

Fdr’ppn

The combat form of the Shahantian clan, Fdr’ppn
has it’s own unique and advanced manoeuvres (see
p. XX for details of advanced manoeuvres) and
bonuses for reaching the fifth level of attainment (see
p. XX)

Unique manoeuvre: Sh’h’nt’n’s Blessing* (MA,
Rank 6+ only)

Every successful strike with this skill means that the
opponent takes a -1 penalty to all actions for the next
two minutes (40 rounds). The attacking Shaktar is
striking at nerves and joints and slowing their
opponent down.
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DAM PEN AD
0 0 0

This manoeuvre does not work on an opponent who
has armour with a PV value of 6 or higher.

Advanced Manoeuvre: Unleashing the Snake’s Coil
(MA)

Using a combination of speed of movement and the
extra balance provided by his tail the a character who
knows this manoeuvre can strike at distances where
an opponent may otherwise consider himself safe,
lashing out with vicious jabs. The character can
attack any opponent up to five meters away with a
penalty on his skill roll equal to the distance between
them.

A character who wishes to learn Unleashing the
Snake’s Coil must already know the Jab manoeuvre.
Unlike the manoeuvres presented later in this book
Unleashing the Snake’s Coil is not a combination so
the character need not split his skill to perform it.

Fifth Level of Attainment Bonus:

All opponents within 5m of the Fdr’ppn master count
as being in close combat with him when determining
their modifiers for any attack.

Shaktar Narcotics

The K’tn Sh’k Corporation (KSC) was founded on
Kn’nth in 800 SD. The company consists of
representatives from all of the Clans, though the
Shahantian Clan have a controlling interest. K’tn
Sh’k was formed to explore the possibility of
drawing off some resource from the F'qhrn, the
largest rain forest on Kn’nth. The KSC focuses
mainly on pharmaceuticals made from elements
unique to the F’qhrn vegetation, with special
attention on trying to synthesise more natural
variants of some of the existing World of Progress
narcotics.
The core of their 903 SD release catalogue is listed,
to give a feel for the kind of narcotics the KSC
develop. The key to all KSC products is their use by
Shaktar. All drugs synthesised are designed
exclusively for Shaktar use. Non-Shaktar suffer a
range of side effects from their use, mostly non-fatal,
but usually unpleasant.

“Drugs are tools. I use them as appropriate, to get a
job done. I do not let them use me or compromise
my honour. KSC drugs are made from the very
essence of Kn’nth. They are purer than other

narcotics produced by corporations concerned with
nothing but profit. I use what I need, and that’s it.
Talk to me about addiction again and we will need to
take this conversation outside.”

Tr’dn K’n, SCL 7B Operative with Red Fire, Mort
903 SD.

“The KSC stuff is cool. Pure. Good shit. Does it
work on me? (laughs) Well, some of it can be used to
get some weird feelings…. but that’s about it. But
Tr’dn loves it, and why wouldn’t he? Like I said, it’s
good shit.”

Lucy McClintoch, SCL 7A Frother Operative with
Red Fire, Mort 903 SD.

Narcotic: Gr’tn Kar
Type: Medical
Effects / History: Gr’tn Kar is in effect, and anti-
interrogation drug, that prevents the Shaktar from
being effected by drugs like Honesty. Gr’tn Kar was
developed by the Priests of the Gart clan, the God of
the Seventh Moon, the TruthSpeaker. Gart clan
Priests knew there would be times when a Shaktar
would need to keep the truth of what they knew
buried inside themselves, so they created Gr’tn Kar.
Gr’tn Kar is made from the concentrated essence of
the Fdyth tree root, mixed with strains of Haloquin,
the core ingredient in Honesty. Shaktar will only
take Gr’tn Kar under extreme circumstances when
they fear capture or interrogation.

“We just couldn’t get him to talk. Actually, that’s
just not fucking true. The crazy lizard wouldn’t shut
up! Talked about shit for about half an hour, non
stop, just total fucking drivel. Just would not shut the
fuck up. We tried torture, beating, other drugs, but
we got nothing even remotely useful, just endless,
relentless, total non-stop unrelated, rambling, crazy
as a dog, waste of time bollox. Shit, in the end we
even just asked nicely! Killing him was a necessity,
it was him or our fucking sanity.”

‘Razor’ Radjek, DarkNight Cell leader, intercepted
report, Downtown Sector 380, Internal Affairs, Mort
900 SD. (Subject of interrogation was J’qr, Shaktar
with JuJu, found shot to death after being captured
during a DN ambush.)

Game System Stuff

The Shaktar user of Gr’tn Kar becomes immune to
truth drugs such as Honesty for the duration of the
Gr’tn Kar. In effect, they are unable to concentrate
on questions and answers, they have no discernible
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train of thought, babbling from one unrelated subject
to the next for the duration of the drugs use.
Game Effects: 60 minutes duration. Negates effects
of Honesty / truth drugs. –6 to CONC for duration.
Addiction: -1 PHYS per dose.
Detox. Effects: -2 CONC, -2 DIA permanent.
Addiction Dose: 4 per day.
Cost: 10c per dose.
Non-Shaktar Use: Non-Shaktar users of Gr’tn Kar
suffer terrible headaches lasting for up to five hours,
reducing their ability to concentrate, and causing
them considerable physical pain. Effectively, they
are at –3 CONC and –2 COOL for the drugs
duration, which in non-Shaktar is 1-5 hours.

Narcotic: Sy’rrn
Type: Combat
Effects / History: Sy’rrn is an incredibly effective
Shaktar adrenaline booster and muscle stimulant. It
is made from the refined essence of the Sy'n Tka
fungus, with the paralysing properties switched by
the adding of the chemical R’zr’rn, found occurring
naturally on Kn’nth in the bark of the H’wq tree.
Sy’rrn is the most successful of the KSC
pharmaceuticals, being universally recognised by
Shaktar as worth the high price it’s use demands.
The adrenaline boost is massive and immediate,
stimulating the muscles in to overdrive with
alarming speed, and forcing the Shaktar to
continually act to burn the drug off.

“Kn’rpt just went crazy. I’ve seen him pissed off and
angry, looking to get in their and rip peoples heads
off, but I’ve never seen him like this. Even Prrean,
the Wraith with our squad just stood transfixed by
the Shaktar whirlwind of actions. Those poor DN
suckers never knew what hit ‘em, they didn’t know if
they was caught in a blizzard or a blender. Kn’rpt
was kind of apologetic afterwards, said he didn’t
normally use drugs, but he was ‘enraged’ by the DN
use of grenades. Whatever. Shaktar eh?”

Marcie Meir, SCL 9B Human I&I Operative with
Lowded, Mort 903 SD.

Game System Stuff

The use of Sy’rrn by a Shaktar drives their
adrenaline output through the roof, boosting it by
700% for the duration of the drugs use. This forces
the muscle bundles to over perform in an effort to
burn off the adrenaline.
Game Effects: 10 minutes duration. 4 free phases a
round.
Addiction: -1 PHYS per 10 doses.

Detox. Effects: -3 DEX (an immediate effect after
coming down off Sy’rrn), this lasts for an hour.
Addiction Dose: 3 per day.
Cost: 5c per dose.
*Note: Sy’rrn kicks in the same phase it is used.
Non-Shaktar Use: Non-Shaktar users of Sy’rrn
become slowly paralysed, reaching a state of
complete physical lethargy within an hour. –1 DEX /
-1 PHYS every 10 minutes, cumulative, up to a
maximum of 1 hour. Then the user recovers at a rate
of 2 DEX / 2 PHYS every five minutes until fully
recovered.

Narcotic: Kr’n Khar
Type: Combat
Effects / History: Kr’n Khar was discovered almost
by accident by KSC, during experiments to find a
cure for schizophrenia in Shaktar. A complex
cocktail of six drugs, bound by the drug H’nak,
found in the Th'k tree. A complex drug, Kr’n Khar
must be taken in two doses, one immediately
following the other. The second dose, loaded with
the essence of the Fdyth tree bark, is essential to
prevent the K’rn Khar from permanently damaging
the using Shaktar. Kr’n Khar causes the Shaktar skin
to harden, forming a kind of natural armour that
thickens to the point of restricting the Shaktar
movement and being able to turn large blades. The
onset of the skin hardening is rapid, and causes a
stark transformation in the look of the Shaktar. Kr’n
Khar is a very controversial narcotic, being banned
by some Clans and seen by some Shaktar as highly
dishonourable.

“It is not right. Kr’n Khar is a blasphemy. We were
made by the Gods, we were made to reflect their
vision and spirit. To change ourselves in this way
spits in the face of every thing we hold sacred.”

J’Qwn Hr, SCL 4A Operative with HellBound, Mort
903 SD.

Game System Stuff

Kr’n Khar causes the Shaktar skin to harden,
forming plates of skin that act as natural armour. It
also causes the Shaktar movement restriction. some
Shaktar users of Kr’n Khar also report having mystic
visions during the drugs use.
Game Effects: 30 minutes duration. Skin counts as
PV 3 armour, ID is hit points in location. –2 DEX for
duration of drug.
Addiction: -1 PHYS per 20 doses.
Detox. Effects: -2 DEX / -2 STR.
Addiction Dose: 1 per day.
Cost: 10c per dose.
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Non-Shaktar Use: Kr’n Khar causes non-Shaktar
users to suffer immediate stomach cramps, and
induces violent vomiting. This can be violent enough
to debilitate the user within minutes. Non-Shaktar
users suffer a –3 PHYS penalty for the duration of
the cramps / vomiting, which lasts for (30 – their
(unmodified) PHYS) in minutes.

Narcotic: H’grr
Type: Medical / Soft
Effects / History: H’grr is causing the KSC some
problems. It’s development is the source of a law suit
from the Department of Psychology & Psychoses,
who allege that H’grr is simply refined Streak. H’grr
is made in three ‘flavours’, each designed to enhance
one aspect of the Shaktar perception: sight, hearing,
smell. The heightening of the sense is very acute,
caused by a mixture of physiological and
psychological changes. The user tends to become
focused on the sense, to the detriment of the other
senses. KSC have tackled this problem by making
the flavours ‘stackable’, i.e. the cumulative effects
can be enjoyed by multiple use of the drug in
different flavours. This makes H’grr one of the most
addictive drugs in the World of Progress.

“My eyes were opened. I could see further, in greater
detail, with less light. The Cannibal Sectors
immediately invaded my mind. I could hear
everything, from the smallest rat to the largest,
festering Carrien, the smells over powered me,
assaulted my spirit, nearly drove me insane. I know
now. Don’t use them all at once. But we learn from
experience eh? You should learn from mine. Use
H’grr with great care, sparingly and only one flavour
at a time!”

Jh Tk’c, SCL 9C Shaktar Scout, seconded to
Department of Environment survey team, Mort 900
SD.

Game System Stuff

H’grr causes the Shaktar to act as if they had the
Physical Advantage of ‘Good’ relevant senses, i.e.
Sight, Hearing, Smell, at Rank 6, for the duration of
the H’grr use.
Game Effects: 20 minutes duration. The relevant
sense at ‘Good’ Rank 6. +2 to KNOW roll relating to
relevant sense, -2 to KNOW rolls relating to other
(unaffected) senses.
Addiction: -1 PHYS per 10 doses.
Detox. Effects: -1 CONC / -1 DIA permanent.
(Apply to each flavour)
Addiction Dose: 3 per day.
Cost: 5c per dose.

Non-Shaktar Use: H’grr has absolutely no affect on
non-Shaktar, except the ‘smell flavour’, which
causes Humans and Frothers to experience a very
pleasurable tingling in the top of their nose, which
can be very distracting (+1 COOL, -1 CONC), the
sensation lasts for about an hour.

New Weapons and Equipment

Name DMG PEN AD
D'gl'ss Staff 4 2 2

Cost Weight Skill Used
300 C 3kg's Staff

This is the traditional weapon of the Warrior caste of
the Cunder Clan. The D'gl'ss staff was originally a
wooden shafted spear with a blade at either end of
the shaft. The blades are approximately 30cm in
length and the staff itself is normally just over 2
metres long. The use of this weapon requires a skill
all of it's own since the weapon needs both strength
and agility to use well. D'gl'ss staff skill is based on
Physique.
The modern equivalent of this weapon has a shaft of
steel, often carved with intricate runes or symbols.
Images or patterns of the owner's choice can be put
onto the shaft for a price of an additional 100 credits.
The blades at either end of the staff are similar in
construction to MAC knives and can be retracted
into the staff with a twist of the central control panel.
The D'gl'ss staff is a two handed weapon but it can
be used to thrust in a single handed fashion at a -4
penalty.

Name DMG PEN AD
Nr'ttn  5 3 2

Cost Weight Skill Used
120C 2.2kg's Blade 1-H

The Nr'ttn is the traditional weapon of Warriors of
the Shintash Clan although it can be used equally
well by any Shaktar. The modern version of this
weapon has a 1.4 metre blade that has a straight,
blunt back to it and a slightly curved cutting edge.
The handle of the weapon is 35 centimetres long and
has been designed only for Shaktarian use.
The power pack of this weapon had a full 5,000 hour
life span and the weapon is currently under license to
Dynamic Precision Blades.

Name DMG PEN AD
M'n'rt  3 5 2

Cost Weight Skill Used
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120C 1.7kg's Blade 1-H

This is the chosen weapon of many of the Warriors
of the Griedaja Clan and it is being manufactured by
DPB although MAC are trying to get the contract to
work on them. The blade is 1.1 metres long and
straight edged although both sides have full cutting
capability. The handle is 35 centimetres long and has
been designed for use only by Shaktar. Other races
can use it but it will not feel comfortable.
The blade is constructed of a carbon fibre and silicon
alloy and the power pack that drives it has a life
expectancy of 5,000 hours.

Name DMG PEN AD
N'd'ch  6 5 3

Cost Weight Skill Used
140C 3.2kg's Blade 2-H

This weapon is a two handed, slightly curved sword
that is easily the match of the fabled Power
Claymore of the Frothers. The blade is a full 1.6
metres long and the handle adds a further 60
centimetres to this length. The blade is constructed
of the highest quality carbon filament and it
oscillates at a frequency that is guaranteed to cut
through armour as easily as it does through flesh and
bone. The power pack lasts for over 5,000 hours.
Multi-Job Lacerates have the license to create these
deadly weapons and they are trying to make a
slightly smaller version that humans and the smaller
races will find comfortable to use but this is proving
to be a very difficult task. The sheer size of the
weapon requires that the Shaktar use their tails to
balance against the weight and momentum of the
swing and the humans are just not equipped to deal
with this.

Name ROF RCL RNG
D'k'yll  0.5 0 5m

Cost Weight Skill Used
50C 2kg's Bow Use

Name DMG PEN AD
Wn'f  4 3 2

Cost Weight Skill Used
10C 0.3kg's Bow Use

The D'k'yll and Wn'f are very similar to the ancient
weapons of bow and arrow but they have been
greatly updated and modernised.
The D'k'yll is a large, 2m bow made of moulded
carbon fibre and it requires a strength of at least 6 to

draw this weapon. The Rate of Fire includes the
drawing and setting of a new D'k'yll and range of the
weapon does not extend beyond Long Range. The
string of the bow is comprised of coiled steel wire
and the compound pulley system is the only thing
that allows the weapon to be used at all. Without the
pulley system it would require a strength of 10 or
greater to pull the D'k'yll.
The Wn'f, or arrows in the Killan language, are very
similar to the arrows of legend other than they have a
small explosive charge built into the head of them.
Upon reaching the target, the arrow head will destroy
itself and the shaft in a small, compact explosion.
Each Wn'f is 1.2 metres long and is constructed of
the same material as the D'k'yll.
FEN are the only manufacturers of the D'k'yll and
Wn'f at the moment and they are currently working
on producing other types of arrow heads. They are
trying to make HEAP and HESH arrows but the
process is being slowed down by the unbalancing
factor of using larger heads.

ID Locations
PV Head Torso Arms Legs
Grl'trt 7 12 25 18 20

Cost Black Market
900 C 20,000 U

Grl'trt is a form of armour that, as yet, is only
available to Shaktarian operatives. It is made up of
thin, interlocking plates of a highly compressed
ceramic material and it is light and flexible. The
armour does not hinder the movements of the wearer
in any way but it is still strong enough to provide
good protection to the wearer.
The armour comes complete with a helmet that has
an anti-dazzle flash suppressor built into the visor
but it has no air system of its own although it does
have a filter built in that will protect against the
majority of hazardous chemicals.
This armour is being manufactured by Power
Projects.

The development of equipment specifically for
Shaktar, is undertaken by many companies, each of
which recognises the size of the potential market, as
well as the advantages of tapping in to the Shaktar
renowned 'brand loyalty' psychology. Once Shaktar
get to like, and trust, a companies product, it is soon
taken up by other Shaktar. Word of mouth is the
greatest advertising among Shaktar.
Multi-Job Lacerates (MJL) have a special
relationship with the Shaktar, and they have a whole
division dedicated to the research and development
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of weapons suited to them. MJL are the largest
sponsor of Shaktar contract killers, after FEN.
All of the Shaktar equipment eventually hits the
Black Market, and this is when it may be altered to
allow humans to use it. All Shaktar will recognise
equipment modified and worn by a human, they will
be obliged to confiscate the equipment and to report
the individual for buying Soft Company goods.

The Tk’Cys

"My Tk'Cys? It is a traditional weapon of my race,
though it is of course manufactured by MJL. In close
combat it allows me to feel my enemy, it brings
dignity to my confrontation. You cannot hide behind
Tk'Cys, you must follow it, allow it to use your body
even as you use it's cut. I understand many consider
it just another 'blade'. It is not. I will pit my Tk'Cys
against any blade, and pity my enemy, for they will
die."

Rk'tsh, SCL 9C Jellyfly Operative, interviewed after
his appearance on Duel Time, Mort 901 SD.

More commonly known as the Fist Scythe, the
Tk'Cys is manufactured and distributed exclusively
by Multi-Job Lacerates.
The use of the Tk'Cys is governed by the Martial
Arts (DEX) skill, though the wielder gets a +1 bonus
to hit for every two levels of Blade, 1H (STR) skill
they have.
The users Strength Bonus is applied to the use of
Tk'Cys.
The blade is built onto a glove which holds a power
pack as well as the trigger to allow the Tk'Cys to
swing free. The two blades on the back of the glove
can be fixed in one of two positions; erect, like fins
running from first knuckle to wrist or flat, like
wings, running along each side of the fist.
The release mechanism is sprung by a trigger in the
palm of the glove, this allows the blades to swing
freely on two small chains, the chains allow the
blades to be whipped in a circular slashing motion,
powered for extra penetration by the mini motor in
the glove.
The glove is woven from laminates, the blades made
from carbon fibres, sometimes ceramics. The Tk'Cys
has a full 3000 hour power pack.
Tk'Cys cost 150c and weigh 1.5kg, though larger
(heavier) custom (more expensive) models have been
produced, especially for sponsorship deals.
Black Market prices for modified Tk'Cys range from
3,000 to 6,000u.
The Tk'Cys is a complex weapon which takes years
to master, it may be used in each position only when
the user reaches the appropriate skill level;

Position 1, Qlak, which means 'water cut' (fins); Skill
Ranks 2 - 4
Position 2, Dja'Kch, which means 'wind fall' (wings);
Skill Ranks 5 - 7
Position 3, Tk'Cys, which means 'dead hand' (power
scythes); Skill Ranks 8+
Each position allows the Fist Scythe to perform
differently in combat;
Qlak; Damage 2, Penetration 1, Armour Damage 1
Dja'Kch; Damage 3, Penetration 3, Armour Damage
2
Tk'Cys; Damage 5, Penetration 3, Armour Damage 3

Shaktar Switchblade

"Kr'gn came out of the cover of the shop doorway,
he dived behind the car, bullets flying all around
him. The driver had not seen him and was continuing
to cover the street, his comrades in the bank had, and
were laying down serious amounts of suppresion
fire. Kr'gn stood and punched the side window, his
Switchblade fully extended. The drivers face was
torn clean off, blood sprayed everywhere, Kr'gn took
three rounds, one in each leg, one in the back. He
dived in to the car and came out through the
passenger side door, charging for the rest of the gang
on the other side of the street. He hit the road, rolled
down under a battle taxi and shot up with Kick Start.
We cleared the gang out using gas, they agreed to
surrender as long as we kept Kr'gn away from them.
They wasn't as stupid as they looked after all."

Timothy 'toon' Rouel, SCL 8A Human Operative,
Blind Fear, Mort 899 SD.

The Switch Blade is a variant of the Dynamic
Precision Blade (DPB) Gash Fist. The use of the
Switch Blade is governed by the Blade, 1H (STR)
skill.  It is designed to be used by Shaktar, with their
greater strength and speed, users with a Strength of
less than 7 suffer a -3 modifier to their to hit roll for
each point below seven they possess. It's design was
carried forward with little thought for weight saving
or fancy looks, this is a brutal, savage weapon that
looks as deadly as it is.
The DPB Switch Blade is known by Shaktar as
DwtKc, which, in rough translation means 'ripped'.
The Switchblade is designed to be worn on one hand
only, usually it is fitted to a power glove. DPB
appear to have 'borrowed' technology from the MAC
Knife, as the Switchblade has a multi-angular razor
lacerator, made from a silicon / carbon fibre
compound. Although the blade does not oscillate like
DPB's Vibro Sabre or Gash Fist, it does appear to
have two parallel cutting edges on each blade which
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'shuffle' at irregular intervals of between ten and
thirty cycles per second. This 'moving blade' gives
the Switchblade a high PEN and AD factor. Every
Switchblade comes with a full 4000 hour power
supply.

DMG PEN AD Cost Weight
5 5 3 300 C 3kg

Sh’ntyn

"As I place my Sh'ntyn on, I invoke the memory of
the God Wars, and I ask that Shahantian bless me in
the combat to come. I remember my family and my
people, as I fasten the straps I focus my mind on the
task ahead. I gather my honour, using the ancient
rituals taught to me by the priests. The Sh'ntyn feels
right, it is a weapon of deep honour, fashioned after
the blade used by Shahantian in his confrontation
with Griedaja. SLA Industries have made the blade
the perfect tool for my job, I thank them as I do the
priests, for now I am ready to face my enemy, and I
am content."

Anonymous interview, conducted on Dante, before
the ‘Storm Company’ Operation, 900 SD.

The Sh'ntyn is manufactured solely by Multi Angular
Cutters (MAC), and are distributed to Shaktar
Operatives on a recommendation basis, MAC do not
advertise the Sh'ntyn. The Sh'ntyn is a shoulder piece
and sleeve, incorporating a glove, that is made to be
strapped to the chest and shoulder of a Shaktar. Only
one Sh'ntyn may be worn at once. The bulk of the
Sh'ntyn is made from woven polymers, covered with
ceramic and laminated plates, the glove is always
made from Shahantian Bull leather, treated with
kevlar mesh. Once strapped on, across the shoulder,
over the shoulder blade, and around the chest, the
Sh'ntyn is ready for operation. Along the forearm are
numerous hydraulic shocks and liquid filled crumple
zones, the liquid escapes through tubes to travel
around the webbing that secures the Sh'ntyn. Inside
two compartments, one on the forearm, one on the
inside of the arm, are two sliding blades, the outer
blade may be replaced with a Chainaxe. Motors
assist with the deploying and retraction of the blades,
which are both up to 0.5m long. The Sh'ntyn also
acts as Recoil Baffling, and if both blades are
removed may be taken a far as level 5 (with both
blades it is level 2, one blade level 3). It is seen as a
sign of extreme weakness to use a Sh'ntyn solely for
the purpose of recoil baffling.

The characteristics of the Sh'ntyn blades are:

DMG PEN AD
Forearm Blade 5 4 2
Underarm Blade 3 3 1
Forearm Chainaxe 4 5 3

Sh'ntyn cost 300 c, and may be bought on the Black
Market for 7,000 u (human fit). Sh'ntyn weigh 2.5kg.

Honour Weapons

Every member of the Warrior Caste of every Clan
will have received an Honour Weapon. This is given
to them when their tutors judge them ready and it is
one of the greatest moments in a young Warrior's
life.
The Honour Weapon signifies that the Warrior has
been judged to be a true member of the Caste and an
asset to their Clan and the Shaktar are extremely
proud of this weapon.
Normally, the Honour Weapon is a small dagger
with a blade of about 30cm length. It will be forged
from the finest steel and carved with many symbols
and runes of their Clan. The edge will be as sharp as
a razor and every Warrior will ensure that the edge
never dulls. This weapon is not for use and should
never draw blood but it is a symbol, a badge of their
status.
On rare occasions, a Honour Weapon will be given
out that is not a dagger. Shortswords and sometimes
full sized weapons are given out to Warriors who
show tremendous potential. This is rare but when it
does happen, the Warrior is normally chosen for
some major task or job by his Clan.
Any Shaktarian Warrior that loses their Honour
Weapon has disgraced themselves and cannot be
considered true warriors until they have either
retrieved the weapon or returned to their place of
birth and been forgiven by a Priest of their Clan. It is
known that Dark Night offer large rewards for any
one that can bring them a Shaktarian Honour
Weapon.
Deth, the doorman of The Pit and a member of the
Warrior Caste of the Cunder Clan was given a full
sized war hammer as his Honour Weapon. There is
something very fitting abut this and anyone who has
ever been on the receiving end of Deth's anger will
know that the hammer is the perfect symbol for him.

Pirates of the Eighth Moon

"Outcast, me? No, the Shaktar did not cast my
people out, we left them, we abandoned them.
Doktetcomast came to my ancestors and he told them
to leave our cousins behind, to leave the false piety
and cowardice of the mindless sheep of Kn'nth. I,
and my brothers, stand separate from the others of
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our race, we stand above them. They did not cast us
out, we grew beyond them!"

Wr'tk, Captain of the Ion Drive Ship Kn'nnr Yp
(‘Mortal's Tears’)

In the distant past of the Shaktarian People, before
the Clans chose their gods, there were a group of
people who left the civilised areas of the planet, left
their homes and families and fled into the deepest
jungles of Kn'nth. The Eighth God, Doktetcomast
came to these people in dreams and told them that
they were the true chosen ones and that they would
have a great task to perform but the time for this task
was far in the future.
Over the centuries, these people were forgotten about
by the rest of the Shaktar and eventually they were
lost in the mists of time. The majority of the
Shaktarian people developed in a very traditional and
ritual bound fashion, mainly because they were so
warlike that if they did not find a way to control this
aggression the entire race would have been destroyed
in petty feuds and civil wars. The Clan of
Doktetcomast developed in a very different way,
they believed in survival of the fittest and they took
this to extremes. Weakness in any form was not
tolerated and if any of the Clan were unable to care
for themselves they were left to die.
Unlike the other Clans, the Eighth Clan have no
respect for their elders and no bond to the race as a
whole. They care only for themselves and their God
and treachery and deviousness is a way of life within
the Clan.
Time passed and the Eighth Moon Clan survived and
grew in the dangerous jungles. In the Year 3509 by
the Shaktarian reckoning, more than 3,000 years ago
in the standard time, the Shaktarian people
rediscovered the Doktetcomast Clan and invited
them to rejoin the society of Kn'nth. The Priests of
the Clan pondered the situation for a long time and
spent many days in meditation where they attempted
to commune with their god. Finally Doktetcomast
spoke to the High Priest of the Clan and told him that
the time was not yet right. The High Priest went to
the Lord Shahanti and told him that the Eighth Moon
Clan had no desire to join the Shaktar but the time
would come when the Clan of Doktetcomast would
take their rightful place. The High Lord Shahanti left
the Clan and ordered that all history of them be once
again removed from the records.
Almost 500 standard years after that time, the
scientists of the Shaktarian people created the Ion
Drive ships that first allowed them access to the stars
and the Eighth Moon of Doktetcomast was
discovered. This upset virtually every aspect of
Shaktarian religion and threw the entire people into

chaos. There were riots in the streets and the race
came very close to destroying itself. To make
matters even worse, the Clan of the Eighth Moon
chose this time to leave their jungles and rejoin the
rest of the world. They approached the High Lord
Shahanti and demanded that they be allowed the use
of the Ion Drive ships so that they could leave Kn'nth
and travel to the home of their god. After much
discussions amongst the leaders of the Clans, it was
decided that it would be best for everyone in the
Eighth Clan were given what they wanted.
So, the followers of Doktetcomast took hundred of
the newly created space ships and the entire Clan
moved to the eighth moon of Kn'nth. This moon is
the only one that is capable of sustaining life and,
after a settling in and readjusting period where large
numbers of the Clan died through starvation and
misadventure, the Clan grew used to their new home.
Yet again, the High Lord Shahanti ordered that all
mention of the Eighth Moon Clan be removed from
the records and slowly, the Shaktarian people
managed to convince themselves that the Clan of
Doktetcomast never existed.
On the Eighth Moon, the Priest Caste of the Clan
were spreading the word of Doktetcomast amongst
the people. They said that Doktetcomast had given
the Ion Drive ships into their hands for a reason and
that reason was to further the glory of the Clan. The
ships were a tool that should be used, a tool that gave
the Clan access to a thousand new worlds. It was the
Eighth Moon Clan that first moved out into space,
searching for new worlds and new people and it was
the Eighth Moon Clan that first made war on alien
nations.
The Clan divided into two factions, the Priests who
stayed on the moon of Doktetcomast and the
Warriors who boarded the Ion Drive ships and
travelled through the Universe. The ships would
return to the moon at irregular intervals so that they
could tell the Priests what they found and it soon
became clear that the people on the moon could not
survive without the help of the ships. The moon held
only the bare minimum of plants and animals and as
the Eighth Clan grew, the resources of the moon
proved to be inadequate to support them. The
Warriors who had taken the ships had to return to the
moon with supplies for the rest of their Clan if the
people were to survive but where would they get
these supplies?
At first they tried to trade with the people of Kn'nth
but they received no welcome from the Shaktar and
soon the Eighth Moon took to raiding the planet to
get what they wanted. They would land their ships in
remote towns, steal what food and supplies they
could and then flee back to their moon. It was at this
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time that the Clan of the Eighth Moon were first
given the name of Eighth Moon Pirates.
The people of Kn'nth soon came to expect these
attacks and they were prepared for them. What had
once been easy raids for the Pirates turned into
desperate battles every time they tried to land and the
Pirates were forced to rethink their plans. While this
had been going on, the Shaktarian people had been
creating other ships and they were exploring the
Universe for themselves. They colonised other
planets and finally contacted the Jendor, an alien
race that were only slightly less advanced than the
Shaktar were themselves.
The Pirates of the Eighth Moon soon realised that
they would have to find easier targets than Kn'nth,
and they took to following the Shaktarian ships that
were leaving Kn'nth to travel to the colonised
planets. At first, the Pirates would wait until they
reached the planets and then raid the bases on the
ground, stealing what they could and revelling in the
blood that was spilled in the name of their god. It
was a small step from this to raiding the supply ships
as they travelled to and from the planets and this was
where the Eighth Moon Clan found their true calling.
They would attack and board the Ion Drive ships,
killing everyone that stood against them and either
taking everything they could from the ship or taking
the entire ship itself. With this new source of
income, the Clan that was left on the moon itself
flourished and grew. Cities sprang up and the
Scientist Caste started work on the weaponry that
they needed to protect themselves from retaliatory
attacks from Kn'nth.
War satellites were launched into orbit around the
moon, gigantic cannons and gauss guns were located
on the highest of the moon's mountains and over the
years, the moon became more and more like one
gigantic fortress. A few times, the High Lord
Shahanti of Kn'nth sent war ships to attack the moon
and end the threat of the Pirates, but each time these
ships were either driven off or destroyed and it
became obvious that it was simply not possible to
dislodge the Pirates in this fashion.
Centuries passed and more and more races were
discovered as the Shaktar and their allies spread out
across the Universe. Every where that Shaktarian
explorers went, the Eighth Moon Pirates were not far
behind. The Ion Drive ships of the Clan of
Doktetcomast became feared throughout the known
Universe and the strength of the Eighth Moon Pirates
grew and grew. Other races discovered space travel
and, rather than being a threat to the Pirates, they
were just so much more fodder for the heavily armed
and armoured ships. It seemed that the Pirates were
the greatest threat to space travel and then came the
Conflict Wars.

As race fought race, all the space travellers were
forced to develop more and more powerful weaponry
and the Pirates found that they were no longer the
supreme rulers of the space lanes. Virtually every
ship that they came across was at least as well armed
as they were and the battles for possession of the
ships were no longer simple massacres.
Technology advanced at a frightening pace and the
Pirates were hard pressed to keep up with it. They
simply did not have the resources to develop their
own inventions and could only hijack the ships of
other races. No sooner had they stolen and adapted a
ship or weapon then one of the other races would
develop something that rendered it obsolete. The
Pirates of the Eighth Moon took to skulking at the
edges of battles and taking whatever they could from
what was left behind. In this slow fashion they
advanced and progressed, always a step or two
behind the other races.
For centuries the followers of Doktetcomast
continued in this way and then came the arrival of
Mr Slayer and his new type of technology. The
Pirates saw this change and they knew that they
could not stand against SLA Industries. Instead of
joining him, as the Shaktar did, or standing against
him as the now extinct Conflict Aliens did, they fled
from him. Whenever the Pirates found themselves in
the same area as the ships of SLA industries, they
fled and hid, not willing to stand against a foe of that
magnitude. This was not seen as a sign of cowardice,
but rather as knowing your own limitations.
The Conflict Wars ended with SLA Industries ruling
the known Universe and the Eighth Moon Pirates
slowly came out into the World of Progress again.
They continued to act in the way that they had
always done, raiding planetary settlements and
attacking any Ion Drive ships that crossed their
paths. The Fold Ships of the Ebon Race made it very
difficult for the Pirates to obtain as much supplies
and technology as they once had and since the end of
the Conflict Wars, the Pirates have been dwindling
in numbers and dropping further and further behind
in the technology race.
This is how it stands now, the Eighth Moon Pirates
roam through the edge if the World of Progress, only
rarely returning to the Eighth Moon of Kn'nth. They
take what they can from the Ion Drive ships that still
travel through the galaxy and they seldom try to go
against SLA Industries. The Eighth Moon itself is as
heavily fortified as ever but would stand no chance
of surviving an assault from the might of SLA
industries. Up to now Mr Slayer has done nothing
about the Pirates but it is believed that if they prove
to be too bothersome he will bend his will to the
eradication of the threat. The Shaktarian people do
not admit to the existence of the Pirates and most of
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them truly do not know that they exist. There has
been a ban on any media mention of them on Kn'nth
for centuries and the Pirates are not deemed
important enough to be mentioned very often
anywhere else in the World of Progress. This,
unfortunately, is changing and the Pirates are getting
themselves known to more and more people.
The few Shaktar that do know of their existence
view them with a loathing and hatred that shows
itself most often in violence. This hatred goes both
ways and on the rare occasions when Pirates and
Shaktar meet, there is always bloodshed.
The Priests of Doktetcomast who remain on the
moon say that the time of the Eighth Clan has not yet
arrived. They say that their god is still waiting for the
time when their Great Task will begin. What this
task is is not public knowledge but the current High
Priest of the Clan, Tr'vk Ytdd, has stated on many
occasions that the time is close and that the Eighth
Moon Clan will soon take their place as the
dominant race in the World Of Progress.

"It is said that in the time of ages past we were more
powerful than we are now. Our time will come
again! SLA cannot last forever and when it fails we
will be ready, we will be waiting to dominate the
chaos. We owe nothing to SLA Industries and their
fall will not hurt as in the slightest.
"You do not believe that SLA will fall? I have been
to places that you have not even heard of, I have
travelled the length and breadth of the Universe
many times over and I know what is out there. In the
cold depths beyond White Earth lies an enemy that
SLA cannot defeat and they are readying themselves.
One day soon the battle will begin and I will be
waiting to emerge after the dust settles.
"After the battle the Pirates will again be strong and
then let the travellers beware!"

Wr'tk, Captain of the Ion Drive Ship Kn'nnr Yp
(‘Mortal's Tears’)

Ion Drive Ships

Before the coming of SLA Industries and the
development of the Ebon Races, the only way to
travel through the Universe was with the Ion Drive
ships that were created by the Shaktarian Scientists.
The early ships were slow, clumsy and dangerous,
but as with everything that the Shaktar do, these
ships were developed and improved to a state as
close to perfection as it is possible to get.
The first of the Ion Drive Ships had a maximum
speed that was equal to that of light and it could take
months, years or even decades for them to reach
even the nearest of the star systems but the ships

have now advanced to a stage where their speed is
measured in multiples of light speed. Even the most
basic of the Ion Drive ships now has a rating of at
least 5LS, five times Light Speed and the largest and
most advanced ships can have up to 450LS, four
hundred and fifty times the speed of light.
Despite these phenomenal speeds, transport by Ion
Drive is still far slower than moving by Foldship and
whenever possible, space travel is done by the Ebon
ships. Not every planet has the finance necessary to
hire these ships though and many of the less
prosperous planets still have to use the Ion Drive
ships. Even those planets or subsidiary companies
who can afford the Foldships sometimes have
problems hiring them. Dark Lament only produce a
few of these magnificent creations every years and
they are often tied up with SLA Industries business.
The majority of transport through the World of
Progress is done by the Ion Drive ships and it is
likely to stay that way for a considerable time to
come.
Ion Drive ships come in all shapes and sizes but they
all have a few factors in common. Each ship will
have at least some cargo capacity and this can vary
from only a few tonnes in the warships of SLA
Industries to hundreds of thousands of tonnes in the
vast freighters that the merchant companies use to
transport goods from one planet to another. The Ion
Drive ships also all have the means to defend
themselves from attackers. This weaponry normally
takes the form of gauss cannon projectiles and laser
defences. At one point, virtually every ship had
powerful lasers to attack any foe with but, during the
Conflict Wars, the Shaktarian Scientist Caste
developed the Shadow Shields. This complex energy
field blankets and dulls any and all laser emissions
and makes the laser weaponry worthless. The laser
defences are just to eliminate any missiles that might
be targeted on the ship and all Ion Drive ships and
Foldships come fitted with Shadow Shields as part of
their standard equipment.
The modern Ion Drive ships are sleek, fast vehicles
that seem to slip easily through the cold darkness of
space. Most of them have little in the way of exterior
decoration or lights and they have often been
compared to sharks swimming through an ocean.
Radar systems are constantly forced to develop and
improve as radar confusing and cloaking devices are
advanced. As always, as soon as one defensive
system is developed, an offensive one is created to
counter it.
The most common of the Ion Drive ships are the
gigantic freighters that the merchant companies use.
These ships are not very manoeuvrable although they
are normally quite fast, 250LS is quite common. It is
standard practise for the merchant companies to send
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convoys of ships from planet to planet with one or
sometimes more of the freighters being protected by
fleets of smaller, more manoeuvrable warships. The
freighters make perfect targets for the Eighth Moon
Pirates as well as Thresher, Dark Night and other
Soft Companies and losses from attacks are reaching
very high levels.
Spaceways Traders, A&A Transport and WhiteLight
Haulage, three of the largest merchant companies of
the World of Progress have all approached SLA
industries for aid in defending their convoys. Squads
of operatives are now being placed onto the large
freighters to defend them when they are boarded by
the attackers and this is a profitable, if dangerous
BPN. The freighters hold little in the way of home
comforts and the journey is usually long and boring.
When an attack does come the first that anyone
inside the Freighter will know about is when the air
locks are forced open and they are boarded by the
raiders.
The freighters are never destroyed or even breached
in space because this will nearly always destroy the
cargo that they are carrying. In the manner of Pirates
of ancient times, the raiders will have to board the
ship and then battle against anyone that stands in
their way. These conflicts are deadly affairs, being
made even more dangerous by the risk of holing the
hull of the ship if any of the more powerful,
projectile weapons are used. By common consent,
nothing other than standard rounds are allowed in
guns carried aboard the Ion Drive ships and even this
is considered to be risky. Most often, ballistic
weapons will be abandoned in favour of melee
weapons so that the ships are at less risk.
Third Eye news and some of the other media
companies have started sending camera teams along
with the operatives that are hired to act as protectors
for the freighters. The footage that these teams can
bring back is extremely popular among the
population of the World Of Progress and especially
the citizens of Mort. Unfortunately, this media
coverage has brought the Eighth Moon Pirates to the
fore and they are now becoming more and more
common sights on the vid screens. As can be
expected, this is enraging the Shaktar that see them
and the fact that the existence of the Pirates is
becoming public knowledge is a great
embarrassment to the Shaktarian race as a whole.

"Yeah, I took a BPN to act as a guard on a freighter
for A&A Transport and to be honest I thought that it
would be a bit of a holiday for me. Boy, was I ever
wrong! We had been out for about three weeks when
the captain announced over the speakers that Eighth
Moon Pirates were attacking the ship and all crew
had to get to the air lock.

"Well, almost as soon as I got to the air lock there
was a muffled explosion and this solid steel door
flew towards us. I managed to get out of the way in
time but a lot of the others weren't that lucky. I
figured out afterwards that four people were killed
by the door and three others were injured.
"Straight after that, the Pirates burst in. They were
the weirdest bunch of freaks that I have ever seen but
they fought like demons. Most of them had a mix-
mash of armour on and they all used powered blades.
I started squaring off with this huge Shaktar, she
towered over me and I thought that I was a goner.
Her left arm was completely cybernetic and ended in
a sort of drill thing that she kept swinging at my face
and she carried this big, curved sword with beads
and feathers hanging off the grip of it.
"She was wearing a bright red jumpsuit that showed
off a figure that any Stormer would have been proud
of and her horns had metal covers on them that
looked seriously sharp. Not a pretty picture, let me
tell you!
"We fought for a few seconds and then she got cut
down by Roth, a buddy of mine. I have never been
so happy to see his drooling face as when he
appeared from behind the Shaktar as she dropped.
Sure, we eventually managed to drive off the Pirates
but they fought like madmen and if we hadn't been
there, there was no way that the crew of the freighter
could have stood up to them on their own.
"My advice to any of you Slops out there is that if
you get offered a BPN on a freighter, take it! But
don't expect it to be an easy ride. Those Pirates are
mean.”

Neil Jackson, SCL 9C Human Operative.

As well as the freighters, Ion Drive ships come in
many other forms. Tiny craft, designed for the
transport of only one or two passengers and available
to only the richest of travellers; slim, fast and
manoeuvrable craft that have been designed as
scouts and fast response units for the military arm of
SLA industries; heavily armed and armoured ships
that make up the majority of the navy of SLA
Industries; even pleasure cruisers that pander to the
desires of the rich.
On the other side of the coin there are the black
warships of Thresher, fast and deadly; the tiny ships
that Dark Night use to get people to and from
planets; and the ships of the Eighth Moon Pirates.
The Pirate's vessels come in all shapes and sizes and
many of them are centuries old. They are constantly
being updated with new weaponry and new
technology but they are still the same ships that have
been used for generations.
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Many of the Pirates have no home apart from their
ships and they would never give them up, no matter
what. They raid the equipment and fittings of the
ships that they hijack and then transfer their new
possessions to the old ship. This can give a very
strange appearance to the ships as ancient hull
designs mingle with the most modern and up to date
weapons and tracking systems.
The Pirates often decorate the outside of their ships
as well, trying to make them appear fierce and
unusual. Some of the most popular designs are those
of birds of prey or sharks and the Pirates put great
value on the quality of the design. The constantly try
to outdo one another in these designs and this rivalry
has often exploded into violence if two Pirate ships
meet. The few times that these conflicts have been
captured on video show the ships spinning and
wheeling in space, guns firing and shields flashing as
a silver eagle will attempt to get the better of a blue
hawk or a grey shark will try to destroy a swift
falcon.

"The Broken Heart is the finest ship this side of
White Earth, no matter what anyone says. She's been
in my family for three generations and I wouldn't
trade her for anything. She's cared for me and my
family, protected us and provided for us and she's the
only home I've ever known. What more could I ask
for out of a ship?
"The Shadow Shield was taken from a Thresher ship
that stumbled across my path. Gods, that was a fight
to remember! For two hours we stalked each other
around this asteroid field and I knew that the bitch I
was fighting had the fire power to blow us apart but
she was a clumsy cow and we danced around her.
Finally we got close enough to board her and my
boys swarmed onto it.
"Thresher's not so hard when they can't use those big
guns of theirs. It was over in minutes but I still lost 5
good crew men. I got my technicians to strip the
Shadow Shield out of the ship and we fitted into the
Broken Heart as easy as spitting. We would have
stripped the guns and gauss cannon out of the ship as
well but another couple of Thresher craft were
coming up on us fast and we had to run. Still, it was
worth the risk for the shields alone.
"Maybe I could have kept that ship but why should
I? The Broken Heart is ship enough for anything that
I want to do. You don't believe me, well just go and
ask WhileLight Haulage, I've been dogging their
steps for the last six years and they have lost more
than a dozen Freighters to me. No ship could have
done better than the Broken Heart and no crew could
have fought better than my bunch of cut-throats,

"Some day my daughter will take over the Broken
Heart and I'm sure that it will look after her as well
as it has cared for me!"

Pt'llk, Captain of the Broken Heart.

The craft of the Eighth Moon Pirates vary greatly in
design and capabilities and no two are ever quite the
same. Most of the ships will hold a crew of between
40 and 100 Pirates although some have been known
to hold upwards of 400 armed warriors. Every ship
used by the followers of Doktetcomast will have a
top speed of above 300LS and most of them are very
manoeuvrable. The majority of the craft will have
cargo space in the region of 15 to 20 thousand cubic
metres.
The average Pirate ship would be about 200 metres
long, 25 metres wide and 15 to 20 metres high
although ships have been known to be far larger or
much smaller. The ships often have one or two small
shuttles aboard them that they use for planetary
landings although some of the ships are configured
for atmospheric flight and landing. Most Ion Drive
ships spend their entire career in the cold darkness of
space and very few ever actually land on a planet or
even enter it's atmosphere.
Although the Pirate ships seem extremely large, they
are tiny compared to the likes of the giant freighters
that are used by the merchant companies. These
freighters can be more than two kilometres long and
almost 400 metres wide and often carry dozens of
shuttles, each one as large as a Pirate ship.
The ships used by the military faction of SLA
industries are normally about the same size as the
Pirate ships but they have less cargo space and more
of their bulk is taken up by weaponry and shields.
The military ships are normally faster and more
manoeuvrable than the Pirate ships but the Pirates
are slowly catching up with the more advanced
technology of SLA Industries.
The life support systems and air and water recycling
units of the Ion Drive ships mean that air and water
will never be a problem, even on the longest of
journeys. But, food is always at a premium, even
with the use of concentrates and despite the fact that
the air and water are useable, they are normally stale
and flat. The Pirates will never miss out on a chance
to freshen the onboard air or stock up on fresh water.

"I have 110 crew aboard the Broken Heart, most of
them members of my family to some degree or other.
I like to keep things in the family, you can trust them
more. The Broken Heart is 195 metres long, 18
metres across and has three decks, along with the
cargo space of course.
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"Much of the area is taken up with crews quarters
and the engine rooms of course. The bridge is my
domain, no-one is allowed up there without my say
so and no-one, but no-one questions my decision
anywhere aboard my ship. The law of the ship is
'The Captain's Word is all of the Law', and I am the
Captain.
"My ship isn't equipped to land on planets but I have
a couple of shuttles in the loading bay that I use if
need be. I prefer to avoid planet fall whenever I can
but it has to be done every so often. The last time
that I set foot on anything that wasn't my ship was
when I was last back at the Moon and that was at
least 15 years ago.
"I went home, did a bit of trading with the Priests
and merchants that don't have the guts to leave the
Moon and got back on board the Broken Heart just
as soon as I could. There is something Damn
unnatural about trusting yourself to a hunk of rock
that is floating through space. At least when you're in
a ship you can control it and tell it where to go.
When you're stuck on a planet you have no control
over it, it goes where it damn well pleases and you
are just along for the ride.
"No, I'll stick to my ship and leave the planets for
those who are stupid enough to like them. Maybe I'll
go home and retire one day but I really don't think
so. The Broken Heart is my home and this is where
I'm going to stay.

Pt'llk, Captain of the Broken Heart.

The Moon of Doktetcomast

The Eighth Moon Pirates of the Shaktarian race are
starting to feature heavily on the vid screens of the
World of Progress, but many people forget that the
Pirates are a small faction of the Eighth Clan and that
the majority of the Clan still live on the Moon of
Doktetcomast.
While the rest of the Shaktarian Clans developed in a
very strict and ritual bound fashion the Eighth Clan
did not do so. In fact, they have only one strict rule
and that is - "Dr’Mn Tkl Gp’Ngh " - "Might Makes
Right ". The strongest rule the Clan of Doktetcomast
and this can make the political ladder and extremely
dangerous and unstable one.
The head of the Clan of Doktetcomast is the High
Priest Tr'vk Ytdd, an ancient Shaktar of immense
physical strength and an extremely dominating
personality. The High Priest has the final say in
everything that happens on the moon although he
leaves the majority of the day to day running of it to
the lower members of the church. With the other
seven Clans, the Priesthood has a very powerful
position but they have had to always take second

place to the Warrior Caste.  Virtually the entire
Warrior Caste of the Eighth Moon Clan left the
planet and took to life amongst the stars on their Ion
Drive ships and this left the Priest Caste in a position
of power.
The Eighth Moon itself is a hostile place that does
not take kindly to the Shaktar that live upon it. The
air is thin and unhealthy, and although the Eighth
Clan have long ago adapted to it any outsider who
somehow manages to set foot upon the moon will
immediately notice how hard it is to breath. There is
very little in the way of plant or animal life with the
only native crop being Nc'rnn, a low growing, grass-
like plant that the Shaktar use to make bread with.
The fibres of the plant can also be used to weave a
coarse cloth but it has been many centuries since this
has had to be done.
Apart from the Shaktar, there are only three types of
creature that still survive on the surface of the moon.
The Rjk Trm are a bat-like species that glide through
the thin atmosphere of the planet. Their wingspan is
normally in the region of .5 of a metre and they feed
on the rotting flesh of any dead creature they come
across. These creature are no threat to the Shaktar
but many of the Eighth Clan have taken to hunting
the Rjk Trm as a sport. The creatures may be
completely inoffensive but they have a fair turn of
speed and are surprisingly manoeuvrable.
The Kn'tt'prm are a small, bovine like creature that
roams the surface of the moon feeding on the Nc'rnn.
It stands about 1 metre high at the shoulder and is
about 1.5 metres long and has twin sets of small but
sharp horns that jut from its skull. It is believed that
this creature is a distant relative of the noble
Shahantian Bulls that dwell on Kn'nth and it is he
made food animal fo the Eighth Moon Clan. The
Farmer Caste of the Clan of Doktetcomast keep huge
herds of these creatures and they are by far the most
common animal on the moon.
The third and most dangerous of the surface
creatures of the Eighth Moon are the Wrt'ng, fierce
predators that attack anything they come across.
These animals look similar to a large dog but they a
third pair of legs that sprout from their rib cage and
they have much shorter legs than most dogs. Their
tail is long and prehensile and ends in a hard, bone
casing that can be used to club any victim not fast
enough to get out of their way. The Wrt'ng used to
prey on the Kn'tt'prm and because of this they have
been hunted almost to extinction by the Eighth Moon
Clan. The few Wrt'ng that remain in the wild are
wily creatures that will not approach any Shaktar
unless they are forced to.
The zoos of Doktetcomast still hold quite large
numbers of these creatures and they are used in the
arena games that are held on holidays on festivals.
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Warriors or criminals are put into an arena and
forced to fight numbers of the Wrt'ng. This is an
extremely popular sport with the citizens of the
moon and large bets can be placed on the outcome of
the battles.
Although the Eighth Moon has been almost
completely tamed by the Clan of Doktetcomast now,
it still has an unfriendly and harsh attitude to it and
few Shaktar venture far from the cities. The capital
city of the moon is Dns'sn and it is here that High
Priest Tr'vk Ytdd and the majority of the Priest Caste
stay.
The Priesthood rule from the Tower, a huge fortress
like complex that sits in the middle of the city. The
high turrets and reinforced walls of the Tower can be
seen from any part of the city and it is a visible
reminder of the presence of the Priesthood.
The city itself is a crowded and dangerous place with
little in the way of law and order. The narrow streets
are crowded with traffic trying to edge their way
though the pedestrians and stalls that jostle for
position. Garbage bins and refuse will lie for days in
the streets before it is eventually collected and it is
not unusual to see corpses rotting in the gutters.
The only law enforcers in Dns'sn are the Priests and
they employ Shaktar that are basically hired thugs to
enforce their will. These "Policemen" strut through
the streets, throwing their weight around and acting
like nothing more than school yard bullies. They are
unfair, cruel and mostly quite stupid but the
population has no choice but to go along with them.
Crime rates are extremely high in Dns'sn, as they are
in all the cities of Doktetcomast, and the Priests seem
to be unable to do anything about it.
The Priests have total control of all goods that come
onto the moon. The Pirates that supply the goods sell
them first to the Priesthood and the Priests then sell
them on to the population. This system ensures that
the dominance of the Priests can never be broken and
that the majority of money on the moon is in the
hands of Tr'vk Ytdd. There are a few smuggler
amongst the Pirates who will attempt to sell directly
to the merchants or general population of the moon
and there is a small, but growing, black market to be
found in the back streets of the cities. The Priests are
frantically trying to stamp out this trade but are
having little effect on it as yet.
The defences of the Eighth Moon are in the hands of
the Priesthood, much as everything else is. Specially
chosen Priests will constantly man the planetary
defences that are designed to protect the moon
against an attack from space and further Priests will
monitor the read-outs from the completely automated
war satellites that orbit the moon. The planetary
defences are made up of vast Gauss cannons and
missile launchers, along with laser defence webs and

dozens of shuttles that can be launched at a moments
notice.
The last time that any attack was launched on the
Moon of Doktetcomast was in the Shaktarian Year
5267. The High Lord Shahanti attacked the moon
with every Ion Drive ship that Kn'nth could muster
but without the backing of SLA Industries. The
attackers were driven off with minimal looses on the
side of the Followers of Doktetcomast and the High
Lord Shahanti approached Mr Slayer and asked for
the aid of SLA Industries in wiping out the evil of
the Pirates. For reasons of his own, Mr Slayer
refused this request and advised the High Lord
Shahanti that it would not be advisable for him to
attack the Eighth Moon again. There have been no
open attacks since that time but there have been
small raids and many minor act of sabotage that have
plagued the Priests of the Eighth Moon. Whether
these attacks have anything to do with the Shaktar of
Kn'nth is not known but the High Lord Shahanti has
made no comment concerning them.

Quotes from the Pirates

"Join SLA Industries. Gods, man, you're crazy! Why
should I join them when I've got everything that I
want right here aboard the Silver Star? What could
SLA give me that I don't have right now? No. You
keep your SLA bloody Industries for those who don't
know any better and I'll keep to the life that I have"

Cvl Nk'nk Captain of the Ion Drive Ship "Silver
Star".

"I've watched suns go nova and I've ben through a
black hole and back. I've seen energy fields and
asteroid belts and planets so huge that they filled the
sky. I've sen my sons and daughters all die in space
and I've listened to the songs of creatures that could
never have existed. I've been everywhere there is to
go in this Universe and I've found nothing but pain
and sorrow. All my life I've been awash with blood
and death and you ask me why I'm a Pirate. I don't
know how to be anything else!"

Fdr'ppd Captain of the Ion Drive Ship "Vale of
Tears".

"Every time I go into battle I'm scared. But as soon
as we board the ship that all changes. All I can here
is the music of the screams and the blood in my
veins and I forget my fear. You don't know that
you're alive until you've risked you're life. It's an
addiction that I've got, an addiction to fear and I love
every second of it."
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Yrq Bn'drss Captain of the Ion Drive Ship "Jester's
Laugh".

"Aye, it's a hard life and I wish to Doktetcomast that
I could do something else. But a Pirate I am and a
Pirate I'll stay. I know that some day I'll meet my
maker in the cold of space but everyone dies
sometime. I'd rather die doing something that my
god approves of, at least that way I know that my
next turn on the Wheel will be a good one. Who
knows, maybe I'll be a captain next time!"

Fdtg Jk'll Crewman aboard the Ion Drive Ship
"Knife's Edge".

"I didn't use to be a Pirate. I was born a farmer on the
Moon but I ran away to space when I was a
youngster. I stowed away aboard a shuttle of this
ship and by the time they found me it was too late to
turn back. I can still remember the beating the
captain gave me when she found me. But it was
worth it. I've seen the galaxy and more and I would
never have done that as a farmer. Sure, I've lost my
hand a goodly lot of blood over the years but
everything has a price and I think that it was a fair
one."

Wyl Typ Crewman aboard the Ion Drive Ship
"Poisoned Nail".

"It's my job to keep this rust bucket moving and
precious little thanks I get for it, I can tell you. The
captain doesn't care that the engine's a century out of
date, he doesn't care that the whole ship should have
been scrapped years ago. No, all he cares about is
whether we're fast enough to catch the bloody
freighters. One day the whole engine's going to blow
and knowing my luck I'll be down here when it
does!"

Kfd'drs Engineer aboard the Ion Drive Ship
"Landslide".

Deep Space

Astrogation

“There are millions of stars, millions of planets and
moons. Getting lost is easy. Bumping in to things is
easy. Getting everyone killed is easy. Learning to
find your way around the vastness of space, without
hitting things can also be easy. Now listen up and
switch to the Stone Rim Colony Nava-map for a
simulation.”

Carlton Dreyfus, Astrogation Instructor, Meny, 901
SD.

Travelling through space in ships other than
Foldships requires the Navigator to have the
Astrogation skill. Space Navigation is a skill learned
by Ebons to allow them to guide their Foldships
through the emptiness of space, Astrogation is the
skill learned by Navigators of Ion Drive (and other)
ships, to allow them to guide their ships through the
crowded vacuum of space.
Space is actually filled with millions of things to
crash in to. Stars, planets, moons, asteroids, black
holes, other ships, satellites, research stations and
even the occasional alien being. As space is so mind
numbingly large, and these millions of objects are
relatively small, only a basic knowledge in
Astrogation is required to avoid crashing in to them.
Effectively navigating your way through space,
getting to where you want to be in the least time,
using Star Maps, requires a more in depth knowledge
and application of the skill.

“Punched in the Star Map. Cross referenced it with
stolen Nava-maps from the last pirates that we iced.
Using visuals from short range scans, and readings
from the re-tuned radio sensor array, I knew we were
the wrong side of Leto. The Gas Giant would make a
good beacon point, so we adjusted course, fired the
boosters and just cruised for a couple of days. Did
some research on the way, updated our core Star
Map with two new asteroid belts, and a patch of
Hard Void, got there just in time to see the
DarkWorld Softies taking a pounding from a
Ministry of War cruiser. Good trip.”

Yaarow Pr’n, SCL 8B Wraith Raider Navigator,
aboard the Jack Tarr MoW transport, 902 SD.

Game System Stuff

Astrogation (KNOW)

This skill represents the knowledge of navigation in
space, using stars and Star Maps as guides. The skill
includes training in the use of Nava-maps,
computers, charts and a brief over view of the
different working systems on both military and
civilian vehicles. At higher levels it also allows the
user to ‘wing it’ through regions of Hard Void and
Ebbdark, where the skill is used in conjunction with
the users COOL, to ‘gut feel’ their way out of
trouble.

Hard Void
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“We are talking about things we Shaktar have known
about for thousands of years. Shahantian slept during
his travels. Before he chose Kn’nth he was a
wanderer, restless. In his troubled sleep he dreamed.
Where he slept he left his mark with his dreams. His
dreams were not yet of the Shaktar, of the
honourable birth of our people. His dreams were
troubled, his sleep fitful. What you call ‘Hard Void’
are the remnants of these turbulent times. Areas
where his dreams were let loose to destroy the space
around them as they struggled to realise their
unformed vision. We know it as the K’pk. You can
not travel the K’pk as there is nothing there but the
aimless dreams of Shahantian.”

Krg’n Jn, Shaktar Priest from the Cunder Clan,
Kn’nth 900 SD.

“I have heard tell of the Shaktar beliefs of the Hard
Void. If you want the truth, about the Hard Void, the
real, core truth…. it’s that we just don’t know.
Shahantian dreams are as likely as any explanation
I’ve ever heard. The closest thing to a scientific
explanation was the theory proposed by Stephan
Hurkin, something about space being flat, not
curved, the physics behind it were, apparently,
brilliant. But the results are the same. Areas of space
where there are no explanations. And Shahantian
provides a much more elegant solution.”

Dr. Karen Penddleton, Department of Expedition,
Research Dept. Head, Mort 902 SD.

The Hard Void is areas of space where there are no
apparent visual references, where the rest of the
universe seems to be inaccessible, and where some
of the temporal and quantum laws take a holiday.
Each area of Hard Void varies greatly in it’s effect
on things that enter it, but the few that have returned
from venturing in to Hard Void all testify to the same
general effect. It is utterly black. No light enters the
area or can escape.
Getting in to Hard Void is relatively easy, either by
accident, as is most common, or for exploration,
which is generally thought of as insane. Getting out
is an entirely different matter. As there is no light,
there are no visual reference points. Sensors are
useless. All signals return as if they had never left.
As well as this various effects have been reported
that add to the chaos, ranging from complete
electrical failure, to light changing colours within
ships, to time dilation, to matter conversion in to
energy in spontaneous bursts.
Professor Stephan Hurkin’s theory that space in Hard
Void is flat, rather than curved, goes some way to
putting some physics to the phenomenon. But this

does not help those who wander in to Hard Void,
most of whom are doomed never to leave.
It’s almost as if Hard Void represents space-time
scraped down to a thin veneer, barely ably to support
the physics of the rest of the Universe. Quantum
rules apply in fits and bursts, breaking down to
nothing for long periods of time, robbing the Hard
Void of the dependability of the heavily weighted
probabilities that govern the rest of the Universe.
SLA Industries research in to Hard Void is non-
existent. This is due to Hard Void links with the
Black Stump. Only the inner circle of Operatives
within Head Office and Stygmartyr know of these
connections and the dreadful consequences for the
World of Progress. What is known is that Bitterness
is creating ever more chaotic realms within the Black
Stump, and that some of these may be ‘bleeding’
over in to the WoP, appearing as areas of Hard Void.
Knowledge of the Black Stump, Bitterness, or of
suspected connections to Hard Void will get you
killed.
Most people’s encounters with Hard Void are lethal,
and those that return are usually confused and
disoriented beyond any capacity to understand what
they have seen. All that is known for sure is that
Hard Void warps known physics to the point where,
to a degree, chaos rules.
The most disturbing reports to come from survivors
of encounters with Hard Void, some of which have
leaked in to general gossip, rumour and myth, are
that there are beings who live in the Hard Void.

“Navigation is impossible. Forget what you know.
The only hope you have is that you can feel your
way out, and that you have enough luck on your side
to make it. Do not apply reason in Hard Void. It’s
like walking through a twisted dream, expect
anything to happen, anything except what you
expect. Regions of Hard Void are rare, they are easy
to see and easy to map. Just stay away from them.”

Jantor Hoon, SCL 9C Human pilot, seconded to
Ministry of War, Kn’nth, 900 SD.

Ebbdark

“There is no Ebb. No Flux. No sense of the
Universe. Just blackness, void, nothingness,
emptiness the likes of which is impossible. It is, in a
way, the complete opposite of the White.”

Link, SCL 3A Necanthrope with Sliver Union, Mort
902 SD. In conversation with Ebon Navigator of the
Roam Foldship.

Ebbdark is the antithesis of the White.
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There is no flow of the Ebb, no Flux, no connection
to the White and it’s intrusion in to the Ebon psyche.
Ebbdark is the death of the Ebb.
No Fold navigation is possible through Ebbdark,
there are no beacons, no reference points, and no
way that an Ebon can guide a Foldship through.
Foldships entering Ebbdark are lost forever. Doomed
to wander an empty void until life itself just withers
away.
Ebbdark regions of space appear completely normal
as far as non-Ebb users and equipment are
concerned, there is no discernible effect on any non-
Ebb based material that enters Ebbdark space.
Foldships will automatically route around Ebbdark,
as they can not fold in to it, by definition of total lack
of Ebb within Ebbdark. For a Foldship to enter
Ebbdark space, it must be manually navigated in.
Ebbdark space flows, creeps in growth and retreats,
pulsing to shrink and expand, seemingly at random
over long years. The Frilan System for instance, was,
for the first 400 years of the WoP engulfed in
Ebbdark, now it is centred around the system’s sun,
leaving the six planets in the system outside the dead
Ebb area.
The mystery of Ebbdark is irresistible to many Ebon
Navigators. Once encountered on scans or sensed
through Folding to nearby regions, the Ebbdark
seems to hold an Ebon in it’s grip, gradually eating
in to the Ebons thoughts, until the Navigator is torn
by their curiosity about the nature of Ebbdark, and
the secrets it hides from the Ebon race.

“It’s the fascination of death. The question of ‘what
comes next’ that an Ebon is robbed of from the
White. Curiosity can be a powerful motivation for
self destruction.”

Mongoose, SCL 2F Stormer, Solo Operative, Mort
902 SD.

Any Ebon or Ebb artefact / equipment automatically
suffers an immediate and painful complete discharge
of Flux upon entering Ebbdark, the flux is simply
torn from them. There is no visible sign, no physical
warning to the Flux loss, it just happens. No Ebb
abilities may be formulated or used, and no Ebb
equipment can function within Ebbdark.
Necanthropes are prone to the onset of insanity once
they become lost within the mysterious realm of the
Ebbdark, usually losing their mind within a week.
The mapping of Ebbdark, and finding planets
capable of supporting Resource Worlds within it, is a
high priority for both DarkNight and the Thresher.
SLA can only respond to activity on Ebbdark
engulfed worlds with non-Ebb user Operatives and
troops.

Ebbdark does have it’s own denizens. These shadow
creatures are known as Realm Walkers. They seem
to exist in a hazy realm somehow attached yet
separate from the ‘real’ universe. They are extremely
rare, very violent, and seem to crave only murderous
interaction with beings from the ‘real’ universe. The
Realm Walkers shape and form appear to be wildly
varied, driven as much by the nightmares, fears and
psychoses of those that encounter them, as by hard
physical shape.
The deeper truths and secrets behind Ebbdark are
known only to My Slayer, Senti and Intruder.
Actively investigating Ebbdark, or trying to gather
knowledge about it’s existence is liable to get you
killed. The time is not yet come for the place of
Ebbdark to be revealed to the citizens of the WoP.

“There is no Ebbdark. How can there be? The Ebb
flows through all. It is universal and complete. To
suggest otherwise is madness. An insanity that can
drive the life out of you.”

Seal, SCL 4C Brain Waster, de-briefing a trainee
Ebon Navigator, Static, 900 SD.

“I don’t know what you’re talking about. Nowhere is
closed to us. We take the will of the Gods where they
wish, nowhere is closed to us. I suspect that this
‘Ebbdark’ you speak of is born from the dreams of
insane Ebb users. If it exists at all.”

Kr’n Jhtn, Shaktar Priest from the Shahantian Clan,
Kn’nth 899 SD.

Deep Space

It is largely recognised by scholars through out the
World of Progress that the Shaktar were among the
very first races to take to the stars. Their massive ion
drive ships were the first to tentatively explore the
neighbouring regions of space, mapping and making
contact as they went.
As the Conflict Wars unfolded, hundreds of
civilisations took their savage battles in to space.
Space became just another battleground for the
ongoing slaughter and chaos. The Conflict Wars
raged on, fleets were launched, destroyed or were
victorious in the destruction of others and their
planet side populations.
Then came My Slayer and SLA Industries. The
Conflict Wars were brought to a swift and bloody
end. The World of Progress was born.
At the close of the Conflict Wars, there were fleets
and ships from every civilisation flung out across the
Galaxy, battered and weary, each fleet and lone
strike ship tried to make it’s way home.
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The ending of the Conflict Wars left hundreds of
planets with their space faring fleets with nothing to
fight. These fleets soon fractured and became partly
a home defense for the planet, working with the
government to secure the planets trade routes, or
policing the region around the planet and any moons.
The remnants became roaming freelancers, pirates of
the trade routes and the basis for a hundred Soft
Companies specialising in hi-jacking goods carried
on shuttles and transports through the space lanes.

“Space may be big, and yeah I know, it’s really big,
but it’s getting hard to move without bumping in to
someone. Pirates, traders, Softies, Homeworld fleets,
Foldships, ministry of War escorts, shuttles, scout
vessels, and some I don’t even know what they are
or where they’re from. It’s chaos. The space lanes
and flight paths are becoming like ambush alleys.”

Michael Perry, SCL 6C Navigator for TotalHaul,
Mort 903 SD.

Conflict within the WoP between space faring
vessels is largely between SLA Industries
Department vessels and Soft Company ships, or
between Ministry of War ships and the vessels of
Homeworlds where the governments have not
signed, or have rescinded the Three P’s agreement.
There are of course encounters between Soft
Company’s, but most Softies will not risk losing
such a valuable asset as a space ship in needless
conflict. DarkNight do have ‘hunter fleets’ which
actively seek out rival company vessels, but these are
rare.
The conflict in the pace lanes is one of hit and run,
piracy, bringing an opponent to the point of
surrender rather than destruction. Attacks are really
raids, designed to steal raw materials, spare parts or
cargo.
Such Homeworlds that still support the use of their
fleet as pirates are usually well away from Mort and
have been infected with DarkNight subversion. It is
from these renegade worlds that DarkNight has it’s
greatest chance of securing ships.
It is rare, though not unknown, that a War World will
also force off world conflict with ships. Most War
Worlds simply do not have the resources available to
build space faring craft.
The Thresher are known to have access to ship
building technology and resources, though their
ships seem to mainly be for transporting other
Thresher resources, such as Power Suits, around the
WoP. Reports of Thresher vessels are few and far
between, usually suppressed by Head Office.

“There are Homeworlds that have signed the Three
P’s contract that still fight the Conflict Wars. They
support their fleets in acts of piracy and war. SLA
Industries can not always act against these
dishonourable scum as fast as we can. Our fleet has
been known to strike out at these pirates. And no one
seems to complain.”

J’Qrp Sh’ntr, Shaktar Ship Captain, Homeworld
Defence Fleet, Kn’nth 899 SD.

Within the SLA Industries World of Progress there
are very few companies large enough to finance the
building of Space Ships from scratch, and there is
only really one customer: SLA Industries. Most
space faring vessels end up as a mis-matched,
amalgam of many ships, looted and scraped together
from whatever spare parts can be salvaged from
fights and the numerous floating junk yards hidden
behind every other moons in the WoP.
Some of the SLA Departments have their own ships,
bought from their enormous budgets, these will
always be in ‘fleet colours’ and carry distinctive
arrays of weapons and communications equipment.
Soft Companies have had to steal any ships they
have, and they have been remarkably effective in this
since the close of the Conflict Wars, with some of
the larger Softies amassing small fleets.
DarkNight manage to manufacturer a few ships, and
from there they steal what they can.
Each ‘Homeworld’ has it’s own ship manufacturing
facility, though the ships are often built to sell as
well as to maintain a fleet.

The space between the stars is buzzing with ships
and craft of all shapes and design. The vast distances
involved in space mean that, despite rumour and
myth to the contrary, ships seldom meet. It is only
usually within the confines of a star system that ships
meet and fight, as most combat is directed at
dominating a Homeworld for control of it’s
resources, or for actually stealing the other ships
encountered, or stripping them for parts and salvage.

“I’d say it’s about one in five trips that we scope
another vessel, and about one in four of these is
hostile. With our roster of duty for transport, that’s
about one fight a month. And that’s one fight too
many. SLA is going to have to do something about
it. It’s OK taking on board Slops as guards, but that
don’t help when you run in to a DarkNight scavenger
cruiser, they’re happy to blow away the outer hull
and strip what they can for salvage.”

Susanne ‘poppy’ Elms, Ministry of War Pilot,
interviewed on Cross, 899 SD.
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Within the SLA Industries World of Progress, the
three main ship building companies are:

FEN – ‘Star Vista’ (SV). The FEN Division for
space vessel construction is almost independent from
the main FEN Corporation.
Shahantian Corporation – Known as ‘S-Corps’,
based on Kn’nth, Shaktar owned, manned and run.
Ministry of War – SLA Industries Department,
maintains the only real ‘SLA Fleet’, which it builds
and maintains itself.

The smaller ships can be built on the planet, while
the larger ones are built in orbit.
Each of the main three space ship manufacturers has
shipyards though out the galaxy.
Various SLA Departments and sub-companies
purchase ships from these three dealers, adding their
own colours, peripherals and any additional
equipment they may need for their specific task.

There are many designs for space vessels in the
WoP, each a remnant of it’s Homeworld’s
technology and culture. Some are unique to the
beings that created them, having interiors fit only for
their species, others are more generic, having a
standardised ‘humanoid’ layout.
No matter where the vessel was made, it can be
grouped in to one of the ‘classes’ used by SLA to
categorise ships, both for threat potential and use.

Classes of Space Vessels

There are seven Classes of vessels: Shuttle.
Transport. Fighter. Frigate. Cruiser. Destroyer.
Dreadnought.

Shuttle

Shuttles come in all shapes and sizes, largely
dictated by the individual requirements of the
ordering company or department. They are primarily
designed to carry either passengers or freight, though
some may mix and match, depending upon the local
trade. Shuttles are designed to travel from a planets
surface to it’s near orbit, to service the larger space
vessels not capable of atmospheric travel. Shuttles
are the most common form of vessel seen leaving
and arriving at Spaceports. They are also the most
widely used by Soft Companies for smuggling, and
sometimes for sneak attacks for Piracy on waiting
transport vessels.

“Moving around Mort is a nightmare. The moons
and Meny are the busiest. You can’t rely on the

space lanes and the anti-collision sensors, you need
to be wide awake and ready to shift at any time. I’ve
seen shuttles crash and burn five minutes out from
the Mort spaceport. And they’re not built for heavy
contact. It’s just getting busier, more off-world
traffic. And it’s not going to get any better. Buckle
up.”

Prr’n Gr’nra, Wraith Raider Pilot with Department of
Environment, Mort, 903 SD.

FEN Shuttle – The FEN 747

The FEN 747 was inspired largely by the success of
the Stingray Dropship (FEN 5009). Similar in
design, it simply scales up the Stingray and replaces
the interior cargo fixings with modular passenger
bays. Built as a utility vessel, it has minor comforts
and does not compete well in the passenger market
due to it’s sparse creature comforts.

S-Corps Shuttle – The Kh’an 721

The Kh’an 721 is affectionately known as the
‘Slingshot’ by pilots and navigators. It is designed to
be multi-functional, easily adaptable to carry
passengers in a modicum of comfort, or a large
payload within modular ‘pod’ cargo bays. It handles
like a bus with a flat tyre and accelerates like a
SCAF bike, cutting journey times to orbit to a
minimum but scaring most sane passengers in the
process. It’s reputation is not helped by the fact that
it accelerates back in out of orbit, attaining truly
frightening entry speeds that push the shields to the
limit.

Ministry of War Drop Shuttle – The B-DX2

The B-DX2 is probably the most universally detested
shuttle in the known WoP. It has such a low handling
capability, that pilots tend to just ‘drop’ it where it is
needed, cushioning the drop at the last minute with
thrusters, making for a bone wrenching ride. The
Ministry of War has opted for greater arms and
armour and cares little for such niceties as handling
characteristics.

Transport

Transports, much like shuttles, come in a variety of
shape and sizes, depending upon the cargo they were
designed to carry. They can be exclusively for the
use of passengers or a specific type of freight.
Transports are also known as cargo ships or
freighters. They are the workhorses of the interstellar
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fleets, and on occasion have been designed with
intergalactic travel in mind.

“Trade man. Like that’s what it’s all about, it’s all
about the business, you think it’s about war? Don’t
be a sucker. It’s about trade. Business is the blood of
space. The only reason to go somewhere? Do the
business. Transports aint pretty, they aint glamorous
like the war birds, but they are the key to the whole
fucking world of business. It’s true man. Piloting
these babies puts me at the heart of the universe.
Yeah, they crash occasionally, and sure they aint best
in a fight, open to raids and pirates, but it’s about the
numbers. There are more transports than anything
else, and they can’t hit ‘em all. Sure I’m loaded, you
think you could fly these buckets for a living
straight?”

Alan Perry, SCL 7A Pilot for TotalHaul, Mort 903
SD.

FEN Freighter – The FEN 401 ARC

The FEN 401 is an all purpose freighter designed to
carry ten sealed cargo pods, each with a massive
interior payload. It has a classic ‘long spine’ design,
where the belly of the ship, being made up of the
detachable cargo pods, can be left behind or filled
with any arrangement of pods. The 401 is a well
tried and trusted design, as popular with mining
companies as it is with Homeworld tourist boards.
Thanks to it’s speed and manoeuvrability, the FEN
401 is the ship of choice for smugglers throughout
the WoP.

S-Corps Cargo Vessel – The N’Qwy 497

The N’Qwy 497 is generic cargo vessel with a fixed
payload area, designed along the lines of the early
Shaktar space vehicles, looking more like a huge
aeroplane than a space ship. It has a relatively small
cargo area compared to say the FEN 401, but it is
more secure, and capable of a degree of lockdown.
N’Qwy 497’s have in the past been converted to
prison ships for transport to colonies. Favoured by
Shaktar, but not that widely used outside of mining
colonies, the N’Qwy 497 is marketed as mainly a
‘between moons’ Transport, as it’s fixed cargo bay
adds to the weight and cost of getting it off world.

Ministry of War Transport – H-KX 900

The H-KX 900 is the standard Ministry of War
Transport vehicle, used throughout the WoP, it is
possibly the most common space ship in existence. It
utilises a ‘long spine’ hollow shell approach, having

detachable, modular cargo holds that can be used to
carry liquids, solids, or passengers. The payload of
the H-KX 900 dwarfs that of other Transports. The
H-KX 900 is fitted with drop thrusters, to allow very
quick planet side entry, as well as Ion Drive for
longer inter stellar journeys.

Fighter

Fighters are small and fast, designed to carry a
minimum of crew, they can be either planet bound,
capable of space flight, or designed specifically with
space flight in mind with no capability of
atmospheric travel. Fighters act as escorts or fast
response defences, having the ability to launch
quickly and reach and engage the enemy within the
shortest flight time. Fighters are not designed for
prolonged contact with the enemy, their light
armament and shields means they do not fair well in
drawn out firefights. The design of the Fighter varies
greatly from fleet to fleet and from race to race, each
company or department has it’s own style and
preferences, from the ‘X’ wing designs of the
Shaktar Homeworld fleet of Kn’nth, to the spherical
Ministry of War ‘pod fighters’ carried by some of
it’s Dreadnoughts. The main governing factor is the
capability for atmospheric flight, which demands
some attention to detail in the streamlining of the
vessel.

“We don’t salvage, we don’t board, we don’t get in
to other ships and raid cargo. We seek and destroy.
Or escort and intercept. It’s a beautiful job, and I am
privileged to do it, and I will do it well. My Steel
Shadow is my honour weapon.”

Kh’tn Ng’thk, Shaktar Pilot with Kn’nth defence
Fleet, Kn’nth 900 SD.

Fen Fighter – The FEN 3001 MK III, ‘FireFly’

The FEN 3001 is a light, fast, single operative
Fighter, capable of either planet side launch or use in
zero-g. It’s simple ‘flying wedge’ design is a no
frills, reliability first approach that has guaranteed
it’s place as the best selling Fighter unit produced by
any of the big three. The FEN 3001 is very low
maintenance and utilises a lot of standard FEN parts
from their range of planet bound vehicles such as the
Stingray, this makes them cheap and fast to produce,
easy to maintain and, if necessary, easy to botch
using ‘tape and string’ (an old world expression
believed to mean ‘easy to keep working using the
most unlikely of components’.)

S-Corp Fighter – The Q’qc 287 ‘Steel Shadow’
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The Q’qc 287 Steel Shadow uses the classic Shaktar
‘X’ wing design, capable of folding for atmospheric
travel, or deploying the ‘X’ formation to allow
greater use of the solid fuel back up boosters in zero-
g. The Steel Shadow is popular with most
Homeworld defence fleets as well as nearly all
Spaceport security.

Ministry of War Fighter – CK 669 ‘Seeker’

The CK 669 is the ‘pod fighter’ used by many of the
Ministry of War’s larger space vessels, designed to
be carried and dropped from within larger ships. It’s
spherical design means that it is not capable of travel
within an atmosphere. The CK 669 can easily be
adapted to be used as a drone, being controlled by a
pilot from the mother ship or used as an extension of
the mother ships computerised defence.

Frigate

Frigates are designed as escort vehicles with more
staying power than normal Fighters, they are able to
hang in there for longer, with some chance of taking
on the bigger space ships. Frigate design varies
according to the need for travel within a planets
atmosphere, if they do then they need to be very
sleek, if they don’t they can take on more exotic,
functional shapes. Most Frigates are capable of
limited intergalactic travel, though most are purely
designed for in system use.

“It’s a matter of surprise. Pirates close in on a group
of Freighters and they find a Frigate hiding in the
signature shadow of a huge turtle, a lurking Fyych
Tsh. Last month we took out three DarkWorld
fighters and three of their salvage pods. Beautiful.
They saw us way too late, couldn’t get any support
from DarkNight as the call went out too late. Short,
sharp fight, they couldn’t run, as we had the H’kt’p
squadron from Kn’nth hiding behind the second
moon. Beautiful.”

Silas Jarrow, SCL 9C Human Operative Pilot,
seconded to Kn’nth Homeworld Defence Fleet for
‘Operation Cloud’, Kn’nth 901 SD.

Fen Frigate – The FEN 2011, ‘Shark’

The FEN 2011 Shark is designed as an all round
vessel, not the fastest or most manoeuvrable, but
with enough armour and firepower to keep it in the
fight long enough to make a difference. It is capable
of planet side launch, though this uses 80% of it’s
solid fuel payload. It is very slow and cumbersome

in atmosphere. The Shark is large and powerful
enough to be able to give a piggy-back to a FireFly if
needed, and it can carry five Stingrays in it’s belly in
an emergency (though this reduces solid fuel payload
by 20%).

S-Corps Frigate – The K’zn T’k 147 ‘Blade’

The K’zn T’k 147 Blade is specifically designed to
get in quick and stay there. It relies very much on the
tactical awareness of the crew to keep it out of
trouble, there is a definite art in being able to utilise
it’s speed. The Blade’s low armour and shielding
means that it does not sell well outside of Shaktar
companies, where there are different views about
dying in combat. The Blade’s payload is given over
entirely to ammunition, spares and fuel, the crew
quarters are spartan. The Blade is designed to allow
planet side flight and use, though it performs best in
space, the huge ‘lob-sided flying wing’ shape has
been attributed to the Shaktar reverence of the
number 7.

Ministry of War Frigate – TF-J9 ‘Tornado’

The TF-J9 Tornado is a slow, almost ponderous
craft, designed to deal out and take large amounts of
damage. The name is thought to originate from it’s
ability to bring all of it’s weapons to bear in a narrow
target vector with great speed. The ship carries
replacements for all major parts, and vast amounts of
ammunition and stores for the crew. It is capable of
prolonged periods in space without the need to visit
planet side. It is capable of planet side travel, though
seldom does, usually being re-supplied in space by
Transports.

Cruiser

Cruisers are made to escort fleets and to be able to
take on all classes of ships, while still retaining a
good speed and response time. They are very rarely
designed for use within an atmosphere, they are
generally simply too big. Cruisers may carry a cross
section of weaponry, or they can be adapted to ‘hunt’
a specific prey with the relevant weapons. All
cruisers are capable of fending off large flights of
Fighters as well as holding their own in slugging
matches with ships of equal or bigger class.

“How DN got hold of a FEN Havoc I’ll never know!
All I know is they’d kited it out to hunt the bulky
MoW transports, found and ‘killed’ nine of them in
as many days flying between Dante and the supply
moon. Big mother of a ship, and the cheeky fuckers
even had the DN logo on the side forty foot high.
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They scarpered to somewhere in the local Ebbdark
region, seven fighters in hot pursuit. Wouldn’t want
to catch them if I was the fighter squadron though….
be a short fight.”

Arnold ‘fats’ Bocklin, Third Eye technician, filming
aboard Ministry of War ‘Bear’, Dante, 900 SD.

Fen Cruiser – The FEN 9071, ‘Havoc’

The FEN 29071 Havoc is another FEN ‘all rounder’,
designed to be able to hit and kill most ships smaller
than it with little fuss. It is not particularly fast or
manoeuvrable, and is not capable of travel within a
planet’s atmosphere. It works best when escorted by
some Fighter cover. The Havoc is the best selling
Cruiser and finds it’s way in to all corners of the
WoP. The 9071 is a simple ship that utilises the FEN
philosophy of not reinventing the wheel, it is
standardised where possible, and makes good use of
other tried and tested parts and designs, all the way
up from the Stingray to the Shark. Designed to be
self servicing and repairing, it remains in space for
long tours of duty, with the crew being kept in fairly
luxurious quarters. It’s payload area includes
recreational facilities, massive banks of spares,
ammunition and fuel tanks.

S-Corps Cruiser – Sh’han 987 ‘Bull’

The Sh’han 987 Bull focuses on it’s ability to blast
things out of existence with it’s huge main
armament, sacrificing some other aspects of handling
to achieve it’s firepower. The Bull takes a lot of
getting used to pilot, and is sluggish and open to
being out manoeuvred if not used by an expert. The
Sh’han 987 works well in pairs, and in Shaktar Fleets
is always paired with a sister ship.

Ministry of War Cruiser – CV-32 ‘Bear’

The CV-32 Bear is built for staying power. It is
capable of hanging in the toughest of firefights,
while dealing out a sizeable amount of damage. It
has a very bulky, squat shape, looking like a series of
oval bodies surrounding a cigar shaped core. It is not
capable of planet side travel. The CV-32 may be
customised in emergency, to attach ‘cargo pods’
where it’s Primary Weapons Arrays are situated,
dropping the weapons in the process. This has been
used to great effect in at least two rushed evacuations
of either space stations or mining moons.

Destroyer

Destroyers are also known as ‘Battleships’. They are
made to carry the largest of weapons, and are
specifically designed for all types of space flight, in
system and inter-galactic. Destroyers are huge ships
bristling with weapons, fortified by the toughest of
shields and the thickest hulls, their ability to
withstand damage in a fight is legendary. A single
Destroyer is capable of taking out a small fleet.
Destroyers are not designed for use within a planets
atmosphere, they are simply too big. Rumours are
rife of a Ministry of War Destroyer on the drawing
board capable of attacking the actual planet
surface….

“It’s classified. And that means I can’t talk about it.
All I can do is confirm that the P’Ri system is
classed as a security no go area as of 21:00 today.
Any ships without clearance will be treated as
hostile. The P’Ri system is being patrolled by the
Ministry of War Destroyer, the ‘Liberty 37’. Any
more and you’re going to have to talk to Head
Office.”

Francis Guiarm, Press Officer for the Ministry of
War, Sector 56, Stone Rim Colonies, 900 SD.

FEN Destroyer – The FEN T3800, ‘Beast’

The FEN T3800 Beast is FEN’s market leader
Destroyer. It embodies all of the FEN corporate
qualities, building on experience gained from all
other ship designs and improving upon nearly every
aspect of them. The Beast is huge, yet somehow
manages to look sleek and stealthy. The T3800
forms the basis for FEN’s experiments with
atmosphere capable Destroyers.

S-Corps Destroyer – Gredja 707 ‘Storm’

The Gredja 707 Storm is a work up from the ‘Bull’,
and many would say not a very imaginative one at
that. To the Shaktar though, the Storm represents the
ability to pick targets and blow them out of the fight.
The 707 is not a big seller (as big as any Destroyer
with their price tag can be) and some see it as
Shaktar loyalty that keeps the Storm in production.
The Storm is big, bulky and designed for zero-g, it is
not capable of atmospheric travel.

Ministry of War Destroyer – DKL-S60 ‘Cutter’

The DKL-S60 Cutter, like the CV-32 is built for
staying power. It rarely pulls from a fight, and
usually manages to finish all but the most armoured
and shielded opponents with relative ease. It’s slow
speed has given it the fleet nickname of ‘the stutter’,
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it is largely disliked but grudgingly respected as once
it closes for combat it’s firepower is awesome. The
DKL-S60 has the appearance of a massive ‘assault
rifle’, thin across the bows, looking like a gargantuan
weapon formed in to a ship. It is not designed for
planet side travel, but has been known to be refitted
with a Glyph Pillar for emergency fold capability.
Many have commented on the Dark Lament ‘look’
of the ship.

Dreadnought

Dreadnoughts are not just the largest ships ever built,
they are some of the largest things ever built in the
WoP. They are quite simply gargantuan in size.
Designed as massive weapons platforms, they carry
their own compliment of Fighters within their hull.
Dreadnoughts dwarf other star ships and out-gun
them by so much that they are rarely encountered by
anything less than a fleet. A single Dreadnought is
enough to shut down a systems inter planetary
traffic. No Dreadnought is capable of in atmosphere
travel. All Dreadnoughts are capable of very long
flight missions in deep space, and can be found in all
corners of the WoP. Dreadnoughts are always named
after SLA luminaries.

“Seeing one of these in action is almost a religious
experience. The smaller Softie fighters buzzing
around it were like flies to a Carrien. Even the DN
Frigates looked like ants. It was a bad day to be a
bad guy.”

Toni Sall, Third Eye Reporter covering the ‘Murder
Initiative’, Mort 903 SD. During the Murder
Initiative, the Ministry of War Dreadnought, the
Malice, is reported to have confirmed killed over
eighty DarkNight ships in what has become one of
the most costly battles the Soft Company has ever
stood and fought.

FEN Dreadnought – The FEN S42, ‘Jester’

The FEN S42 Jester is the smallest and sleekest of all
the Dreadnoughts on offer in the WoP. It’s huge size
is partially masked by it’s long, lean hull and it’s
retractable weapons arrays. It is the FEN flagship,
incorporating the very latest technology and design
features, pushing the envelope of FEN design
practice well beyond the established ‘FEN
conventions’. The highly flattened, yet angular
design, hints at the mind bending possibility that
FEN may be looking for a way to incorporate planet
side travel as a future development.

S-Corps Dreadnought - Shahi Jcnt'nth ‘Wind
Walker’

The Shahi Jcnt'nth Wind Walker is the pinnacle of
Shaktar space ship design. It incorporates all of the
traditional Shaktar design elements and features, and
looks like it belongs at the heart of a temple complex
rather than as the framework for one of the deadliest
arsenals in the WoP.

Ministry of War Dreadnought – WX-772 ‘Angel’

The WX-772 Angel is built upon a very simple
principle: what it hits, it kills. The Ministry of War
has sacrificed some speed and even accuracy to this
end. The Angel is rightly feared by all that encounter
it. A single Angel can quite successfully co-ordinate
the shutting down of all off world activity with the
aid of only a few Fighters and Frigates. The WX-772
looks like an impossibly huge shark, being the
sleekest of all the Ministry of War space ships, a
parody of it’s speed and handling.

New Worlds

The Shaktar place a great deal of importance upon
the names that are given to locations, with planets
being no different. Within the expanse of space that
they still consider their territory, seven planets were
given names that correspond with the seven tenants
of their culture. Each embodies the essence of a code
in some way and fulfils an important purpose within
the World of Progress. Like most things in SLA,
attractive appearances hide corruption and
misdirection is forever present under the façade. The
Shaktar, bound by both tradition and honor, continue
to tenaciously defend the names despite growing
dissension.

“Swords into plowshares? You belittle my duty,
young one? Not all of a Warrior’s duties are
glorious, but each is sacred and I guard “Friendship”
so that your kind can live! Pray that you do not have
to do the same!”

M’tlllds’t K’rth, Shaktar Warrior on M’tdr

M’tdr

M’tdr translates to “rock” in the Shaktar tongue and
is an adequate description of the lifeless planet when
they discovered it early in their spaceward
expansions. Deemed unsuitable for anything beyond
weapon testing, it was ignored until Karma took
possession. That was three hundred years ago and
today it is known as one of the most productive
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agricultural worlds in the World of Progress.
Standing as one of the most ambitious terraforming
experiments to date, it is a jewel in Karma’s crown
and a sore subject for the Shaktar people.

When SLA’s survey teams arrived, they found a
world with a thin toxic atmosphere, a deteriorating
orbit, and no significant life. Since it had mineral
rich soil, it was deemed suitable for manipulation -in
other words, the ideal canvas to play with. Naming
the ambitious project “Progeny”, they thickened and
purified the atmosphere, enriched the soil, and
seeded the world with life using techniques that
remain classified at SCL 3 or higher. They even went
so far as to subtly alter the planet’s orbit and axis tilt,
providing the optimum climate for what is
essentially a giant lab for the development and
testing of engineered crops.

From space, M’tdr is lush and green, with six
primary continents marked by steep mountain ranges
that split the visage like scars. Nearly every portion
of the planet’s surface is used for some purpose with
nothing going to waste. Massive farm plots and their
support and storage facilities occupy nearly every
amount of farmable space, exploiting and pushing
the rich soil to its limits. Inhospitable areas such as
the mountain ranges are the sites of extensive mining
operations. An entire ecosystem was been created for
the purpose of commerce, turning an eyesore into a
profit. Unfortunately, this tampering has come with a
heavy price that SLA is only beginning to realize.

Decades ago, M’tdr enjoyed gentle, temperate
weather year round with two seasons that resembled
an extended spring and a nourishing wet season.
Within the past ten years, the transition between the
seasons became harsh and abrupt, often signaled by
the onset of massive storms, many of which are of
hurricane force. Sudden weather and tectonic shifts
have also occurred during the primary planting
season, wreaking havoc with the farm plots and
bringing the planet’s first profit loss during the last
fiscal year. Skeptics have commented that Karma’s
work was rushed and impermanent, but SLA’s
Department of Agriculture has taken a “wait and
see” position on M’tdr’s future.

The reputation of M’tdr as a primary agriculture
world has also drawn the unwanted attention of
SLA’s opponents, including Dark Night, Thresher,
and the 8th Moon Pirates. So far this has only taken
the form of covert raids for supplies, but the potential
of tampering with the engineered crops has not been
ignored. DN propaganda claims that the crops are
dangerous, although Cloak Division confirms that

this has no validity and is investigating any such
slanderous claims by company employees.

As for the Shaktar, their view on the world
sometimes called “Friendship” is dour for they are
tasked with its eternal protection, a less than
glamorous duty. Warriors sometimes comment that
no one of worth would choose this path, but it is a
necessity. The World of Progress has to eat and
someone has to protect its gardens.

Loyalty

A SLA run colony, that prepares Shaktar for life on
Mort, training with weapons and full technology,
whilst watching for signs of subversion

“You have earned the privilege to enter the Loyalty
Proving Facility, but let it be known. As with the
streets of Mort, all will suffer but the weakest among
you will not survive.

S’ttlddr M’tklls, Guidance Officer at Loyalty
Facility, 895 SD.

SLA’s culture is so alien to young Shaktar heading
for Meny that SLA and the High Lords created the
Loyalty Proving Ground to allow for a preliminary
introduction. Built on a planet within Shaktar space,
this SLA colony is a complete and utterly realistic
mock up of a section of Mort, replete with all of the
genuine sensations and challenges facing new
operatives. Everything from the smells and constant
drizzle to claustrophobic streets and floods are
present. A variety of SLA employees are also here,
living in “Little Mort” as the downtown citizens,
Shivers, and operatives that the potential operatives
will meet. It is in all ways, a completely realistic
environment and often provides a rude shock to
those who might wish to serve.

Beyond its obvious use in training, Loyalty also
allows authorised observers to weed out applicants
that have undesirable traits. As the training
progresses and intensifies, students are subjected to
both physical and moral tests, some of which have
dire consequences. Those that can be tempted into
subversion are either expelled in dishonour or
eliminated in training accidents. This ensures that
anyone leaving Loyalty lives up to its name, and so
far it has worked without fail.

Loyalty is not without its problems and rumours are
circulating that the training staff did not authorise
some of the recent accidents. This includes a string
of serial murders and several lethal attacks against
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graduating students. Cloak Division is considering
the possibility that Dark Night agents may have
infiltrated and is currently inserting undercover
operatives to excise the threat.

S’tlk  “Bounty”

“How dark is your dark side? How deep is your
blackness? Come to Bounty where your darkest
fantasies will take form -Dark as You Like It!” 

Tourism Advert for Bounty

S’tlk or “bounty” as it translates in Killian is the
playground of the powerful and decadent. Want to
taste the thrill of murder without risk or have an
appetite that is so dark that you can’t fill it without
risking a termination warrant? Bounty is the place
for you, or so goes the advertising.

Once envisioned as a vacation world for the families
of high ranking SLA corporates S’tlk offered mineral
spas, opulent cruises, and scores of health and
recreational activities that boggle one’s mind. The
playground took on a distinctly darker cast when the
previous manager died under suspicious
circumstances and was replaced by Marise Sada, a
high-ranking Necanthrope from the infamous House
Sada. Like most of her kind, she had her own ideas
of what a playground should be and was determined
to apply them.

The world was completely reworked to her personal
vision, becoming a twisted parody of the executive
wonderland it had been created as. Any sort of
imaginable debauchery ranging from sexual
deviance, spree murder, and recreational torture were
immediately accessible. This drew the patronage of
other Necanthrope houses, which added their
flavours and further twists to meet their tastes. This
continued until early in April of 722 SD when SLA’s
Department of Recreation/Tourism gained
jurisdiction over the world and stepped in to resolve
what they claimed was a limited appeal and slipping
profits. Despite strong protests by the Department of
Ebb, the world’s image was reinvented with a new
ad campaign that toned down the darker aspects and
targeted more than Necanthropes. Under the new
slogan of “Dark as You Like It”, high-ranking SLA
officials and operatives bought into the new
advertising and flocked to Bounty, no longer
intimidated by the Necanthrope influence. Given that
House Sada and Marise Sada are still in control, the
image is gentler but very little has actually changed.
S’tlk is a beacon that draws the worst elements of

society, eclipsing even the perversity and cruelty of
Mort through carefully plotted orchestration.

Any appetite can be satisfied in Bounty’s streets,
provided one has the credit balance, SCL rating, and
stomach for it. For the price of an “indulgence
license” that acts as a permit to engage in specified
activities, anything within one’s desires listed on the
permit can be experienced to the fullest. This
includes too many activities to list, many of which
are rightfully banned on more civilised worlds or that
carry the penalty of death. New visitors are
extensively queried upon arrival as to what they want
and provided with a waiver and license for their
interests. They are also carefully herded towards the
correct avenues to avoid unpleasant “accidents”, but
such precautions aren’t foolproof. Sometimes a
tourist happens across the path of someone with a
darker interest and as such, many never return from
these vacations. When questioned about the subject,
Administrator Sada flatly stated that “This world’s
offerings are a cold, dark pool that can drown the
ambitious, the weak, and the ill prepared.” The best
piece of advice for visitors is to exercise caution at
all times and remember that the predators have
indulgence licenses too. Also, the ever-present
overseers of House Sada, which serve as managers
and patrons, are not to be taken lightly either. They
are known to sometimes take it upon themselves to
ensure that visitors get what they truly desire, even if
the visitor’s mind can’t handle it.

Pleasure Worlds

Residents in the World of Progress are less than
starved for entertainment opportunities, but the
offerings of Mort had become mundane and stale for
some. To address this, SLA created a new market
through the promotion of recreational visits and
vacations to a variety of off-world locations. Sites
were initially limited to resource worlds prior to
exploitation, but growing profits spurred the market
to expand. Now, interested parties with the SCL and
credits can visit any number of exotic off-Mort
locales classified as Pleasure Worlds including
inactive War Worlds, Contract Circuit sites, and
environments previously unreachable without a
Green BPN.

Depot

“You’re an operative, so what? If you aren’t here to
trade, then you’re wasting my time. Oooooo! A
Cloak Division badge! That might impress me if I
didn’t have five of them already. Now, you said you
were looking for the little girl from Mort in the
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picture, so do you wanna deal or not? Thought so,
but it’s going to cost you extra because you’re new
here.

No kid, I don’t give operative discounts.”

Interaction between unidentified street trader and
undercover operatives, courtesy of Station-Analysis
899 SD

P’tlsdk or “Depot” represents one of the most
despised and profitable worlds within Shaktar space.
Settled in 772 SD, it has become a renown trade
world where anything can be sold or purchased. It is
also the haven to all sorts of criminals and
degenerates and is viewed as a cancer by the Shaktar
that should be cut out. Originally a depot for
interdiction fleets beyond the Shaktar homeworld, it
fell into disuse as SLA incorporated the ships into its
fleet and the need for policing space decreased. The
former base soon folded, taking its main population
and economy with it and leaving a dependent society
without a means of support. Instead of dying, the
industry and trade infrastructure that had developed
over the past few centuries formed an independent
colony marketplace and thrived without any strong
SLA control. It has since become one of the most
lucrative black markets within the World of
Progress.

As the world developed towards its current state,
SLA saw a profit potential and tried to nudge P’tlsdk
towards an acceptable form. In typical fashion, they
imported a standard control scheme to the world – a
brutal police force similar to Artery’s Shivers, layers
of bureaucracy, and a suitably ruthless governor with
elite guards. Unfortunately, the control infrastructure
wasn’t strong enough to resist temptation and soon
became as corrupt as the rest of the colony. Now, the
real control rests in the street cartels of dealers, skin
traders, and smugglers who have little concern or
fear of SLA’s arm. They know that only law is that
of commerce and if an action turns a profit, doesn’t
disrupt the marketplace, and gives a cut to the
governor’s or cartel forces, it’s considered legal. If it
doesn’t, then the transgressor can expect a painful
warning. Most often, this comes in the form of a
team of cartel enforcers or legbreakers. Official
intervention, although rare, still occurs in the form of
Gator variant Stormers who are better known for
their claws and Blitzers than their negotiating skills.
Dark Finders are also seen occasionally, although so
rarely that everyone notices.

P’tlsdk is sometimes referred to as a miniature Mort
since the two worlds have a very similar

infrastructure comprised of sandwiched layers of
metal and concrete and cramped quarters. Its streets
stab some thirty levels down into the planet, but
unlike Mort, its residents live and operate from solid
structures such as the reinforced warehouses,
bunkers, and spaceports that were left over from its
days as a depot. As such, P’tlsdk is both
claustrophobic and dark, but far more defensible in
the case of the siege the residents keep expecting
from SLA forces.

The planet is thoroughly despised by the Shaktar
race for several reasons. First is that this was
originally their outpost. The second is that it lies well
within their space, but they are prevented by SLA
from purging it of life. The final and more serious
reason is that the first set of elite guards assigned
here to protect the administrator were Shaktar who
were corrupted and dishonored.

Family

“Welcome to Serenity, SLA’s Family world of Love
and Peace!”

Standard advert, 901 SD.

Serenity is a placid ocean world within SLA space
that offers vacationers a chance to enjoy the wonders
of an unpolluted resource world. With over eighty-
nine percent of the world covered in water,
honeymooners and families can rent any of its
numerous islands or even a private sea-going vessel
to adventure on their own in complete safety.

Although Serenity doesn’t possess any known
hostile life forms, operative teams have  been
dispatched to investigate an increasing number of
missing persons. Someone or something is killing
Serenity’s patrons.

Conflict Era Species

G’tth (“Of Shadows”)

The G’tth were a despicable reptilian species of a
species of stock similar to the Shaktar that was
wiped out approximately eight hundred years ago
with the assistance of SLA forces. Known for their
stealth, dishonorable fighting techniques, and love of
assassination, they were given the name “Of
Shadows” as a title of dishonor. The G’tth plagued
the Shaktar expansion until their own homeworld
was decimated by natural disasters sometime around
42 SD. Even though they are considered extinct,
assassinations of prominent Shaktar and genocidal
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raids on remote settlements still occur that bear their
distinct mark. So far, their continued existence is
unproven but a solid confirmation would certainly
provoke an immediate military response from the
Shaktar.

M’s’tlld (“Union”)

An intelligent and unusual species that always
referred to itself as a single organism, the “M’s’tlld
or “Union” was known to have very little individual
personality and was believed to share a group
consciousness similar in nature to a Necanthrope
union. This peaceful species functioned primarily as
translators, diplomats and negotiators and was wiped
out early in the Conflict Wars even though they were
non-combatants.

P’hrl (“Worms”)

A vicious slaver race that regularly pillaged the
Shaktar perimeter worlds approximately seven
hundred years ago, this group was believed to be
both migratory and cowardly in nature. The quickly
became scarce once the Shaktar race became capable
space worthy and decimated their fleet in retaliatory
strikes. Even though there have been no confirmed
sightings for many decades, the Shaktar High Lords
still have a bounty for the return of the head of any
specimen.

S’ttl’gtth (“Blight”)

The S’ttl’gtth were a hive minded group of insect-
like creatures, known for the aggressive defense of
their territories and pursuit of profits. Existing in
groups numbering in the hundreds, they would infest
resource worlds and quickly strip them to their roots
for resale, regardless of what other species were
currently resident. Viewing them as an aggressive
economic opponent, SLA forces fought a number of
costly engagements against them early in the
Conflict Wars, finally resorting to the use of War
World weapons of mass destruction to prevail. There
have been no encounters with these beings since, but
they are believed to be extinct.

Ruins & Legacies

Given the nature of progress, it is inevitable that
things should be destroyed in the name of it.  There
is nothing that escapes the juggernaut of time as it
moves forwards, but sometimes, just sometimes,
things are left behind in its wake, waiting for
someone to come along and find them.  It is the
Shaktar race, with its many travellers and

adventurers, that is at the forefront of locating and
bringing back these technologies as they are
discovered.

The different types of technology that are found
come in many forms, the first of these is technology
that is found in the ruins of other civilisations,
examples of this include the ruins found on Cl’sm, a
world on the outskirts of the Shaktarian home
system.  This world had been firebombed and
scorched beyond recognition in one of the final
stages of the conflict wars, but the great underground
bunkers far beneath the surface of the planet were
untouched by the final bombardments.  Centuries
later, as SLA came to look upon the world with a
view to terraforming it, they found these bunkers
untouched. These bunkers contained the factories
that processed all the equipment that the dead race
used, and with it, the plans and details for
constructing those items.  SLA immediately halted
plans for terraforming the world until all the
technology and information had been harvested from
it.  This process is still ongoing today, as the sheer
amount of information that the dead race had left
behind was almost beyond comprehension.  Most of
the ruins that are out there contain little, if anything,
in the way of actually viable technology that can be
taken and utilised, but in many cases, merely the
possibility of a new idea will be enough to warrant
the attention of SLA industries.

Another type of technology that is utilised by SLA is
that which has been cannibalised from other races
that have fallen beneath its boot.  In these cases, the
technology is usually captured and brought back
from the battlefield and then reverse-engineered until
SLA can find a way of duplicating it.  This process is
no longer used as widely as it once was, but this is
more due to the fact that SLA have conquered almost
all the races that currently reside in the world of
progress.  In the event of new technology being
found, this approach is still the most favoured of all
the processes as it does not require a readily
available catalogue of the aforementioned races
technology.  If the technology cannot be worked out
by the scientists that work in the R&D divisions,
SLA is not above mounting crusades to take the
knowledge directly from the race that spawned it.

The most rare of all the ways that SLA finds new
technology is that of legacy systems.  Even before
the conflict wars had finished, some of the
combatants knew that their race wasn’t going to
make it out in anything even vaguely resembling one
piece.  Many of those races took the vengeful option
and sold their lives as expensively as they could,
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mounting suicide attacks and burning their worlds
behind them, giving their conquerors a phyrric
victory at best.

Some of the other races, particularly the more
advanced ones, were not determined to leave nothing
behind.  They constructed huge buildings that acted
as a repository for all the culture, history, and most
importantly, technology that they had used before
they were destroyed.  Their faint hope was that one
day, some other race might come along and make
use of all the things that they had seen and done in
the time that they had had.

Inevitably, some of these worlds were still destroyed,
and all the things that they had left behind were
destroyed with them, but some, such as the colony
on Tanae IV, survived.  The inhabitants of this
world, a people known as the Refalis, left their world
in a variety of colony ships, all of which destroyed in
the years that followed.  But before they departed,
they left a bunker that contained computer templates
for all the things that they had ever created, complete
with a repository of their mining, forging and
construction techniques.

In many cases, the information stores that these races
leave behind could have bought them amnesty in the
wars if they had handed over all of the information
that they possessed, but instead of bargaining with
SLA, they merely left it behind for anyone to find.
The problem with this sort of resource is that all too
often, the information is from before the conflict
wars, and as there have been 900 years of progress
since then, all too often the information stored within
has already been superseded by the scientists of
today.  One of the other problems with these stores
of information is due to the sheer amount of time that
has passed between when they were created and
when they were found.  Some of the computer
systems have failed or had a malfunction of some
sort over the years, often corrupting the data held
inside them or deleting entire volumes of
information, making the task of piecing together the
remnants all that much more difficult.

The final type of information that is found rather
than researched is that which is engineered from the
study of the other creatures that once lived in the
worlds of progress.  One such example of this is the
Thumper Beacon, a piece of equipment in general
circulation to many operatives.  This was created
after an incursion to the world of Nemik, where it
was found that the indigenous inhabitants of the
world used a primitive type of ground pounding
device to signal their people if there was a problem.

Using this device, help could quickly be summoned
to most locations within a very shot time.  Having
observed this, the explorer teams that witnessed this
reported their findings back to the labs on mort and
the idea was implemented into something that
operative teams could take with them into the dark
places on mort.

This method differs from the reverse engineering
method in that the equipment itself need not be
already in existence, merely the concept.

There is always a cautionary note in all things to do
with taking technology from dead races, particularly
those where there is no parallel to the devices that
are being studied. Some of the races that were
destroyed left behind legacy systems that contained
information that produced unstable equipment that
was more of a danger to the people using it than to
the people that it can be used against.  One such
example of this sort of thing was the bunker left
behind by the Vorn upon their destruction, it left
details for construction of a weapon that could have
the destructive power to destroy a city with a weapon
the size of a normal backpack.  In its haste to create
this weapon, the scientists working on the project did
not adequately study the nature of the power being
used, not realising that the device would detonate as
soon as it came on line.  The initial activation of this
weapon destroyed not only the facility that was
researching it, but over a thousand dedicated
researchers.

But as with all things in the name of progress, there
is a price and SLA Industries is more than willing to
meet it.

Alien Technologies

“There is no in-situe evidence to show who
originally created this projector, but these markings
on the controls are certainly of Shaktar origin.”

Dr Lhrl Gs’rn, Office for Salvage.

Since before the Conflict Wars the Shaktar have
been known throughout space as innovators and
technical masters, always travelling between worlds
with new technologies that they were willing to trade
with any who would offer their own advancements in
return. Much of this reputation is deserved, The
Shaktar are indeed skilled in the creation and
improvement of all sorts of technology, sometimes to
the point that the original inventors do not recognise
their own handiwork.
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The Shaktar would of course never claim to have
created something they did not. That would be
dishonest, an affront to the honour of a their race.
They have however traded with so many civilisations
that many of the technologies they have acquired are
so integrated with their own technologies that the
line between has disappeared. With the destruction
of so many races in the Conflict Wars this situation
is only exacerbated as few care about the origins of
the few surviving archives, and it suits SLA
Industries to allow the citizens of the World of
Progress to believe that even the most antiquated
marvel is a product of Shaktar brilliance. This state
of affairs led to the founding of a sub-department
within the Department of Archaeology, the little
known Office for Salvage.

The Office for Salvage is an exclusive club. Like
most departments it is staffed primarily by Humans,
but there is a much higher proportion of Shaktar than
would normally be expected. In fact more than an
third of the department’s active staff are Shaktar,
generally of the Priest, Tutor or Craftsman cast, and
all are both the top experts in their field and people
of proven loyalty to SLA Industries. There is good
reason for this, as the department is charged with
locating and recovering lost technologies within and
around the World of Progress. This does lead to a
certain amount of arrogance in the staff of the Office,
a large minority of whom believe that the entire
Department of Archaeology is simply a cover for
their activities. This belief is certainly not
discouraged by the fact that the Office for Salvage
has the highest fieldwork budget of any Office
within the Department. It also has the highest
maintenance budget, and for a good reason:
Quarantine.

Quarantine is a process through which all
technologies acquired by the Office must go. It
functions as a safety valve to ensure that the
technologies released into the World of Progress
through the efforts of the Office are both safe and
thoroughly laundered. The Office does not simply
release its finds to the public. Once the requisite tests
have been completed and final approval has been
given the technology will have a patent filed in the
name of Head Office in the Department of Forms.
Head Office then auctions this patent to the highest
bidder, or in the case of certain types of technologies
(most notably Biotechnology) simply hands it to the
sub-division that is best equipped to exploit it. Not
all technologies complete this process. Some are
deemed too dangerous for exploitation, but far more
are simply waiting for a time when Mr Slayer

decides their release is necessary to maintain
Progress.

The Office for Salvage has many means by which it
acquires its technologies. The most common is
through the work of their parent Department as every
dig is required to include representatives from the
Office. A sizable minority comes from trading and
exploration missions around the fringes of the World
of Progress though. The role played by the Shaktar in
both cases should not be underestimated though, as
in both cases the crews of the ships that transport
these technologies will always be Shaktar in the
employ of the Office. This has lead to some concern
in the Traditionalist side of Shaktar society. Seeing
plum exploration assignments handed out almost
exclusively to Integrationist captains some fear a
bias in SLA Industries, and the most paranoid
suspect it to be a matter of policy by SLA Industries.
To them the sub-text is clear, prove your
Integrationist credentials or be relegated to a second
class citizen.

The technologies discovered by the Office for
Salvage are many and varied. A few are listed here
to provide some idea of the range of innovations that
have seen recent release, or are waiting in the vaults
of Quarantine.

The VKx Bacterium

When the VKx bacterium was discovered in a nearly
intact medical facility on a world ruined by the
Conflict Wars the prevailing opinion was that it must
be some form of biological warfare agent. Patient
testing and not a few risky and somewhat unethical
experiments revealed VKx is a type of necrotising
bacteria that can be programmed to target specific
structures within the body such as fatty deposits. The
scientists responsible for testing were delighted by
their discovery, as were Karma when it was released
to them on completion of testing.

Karma markets a version of the VKx bacterium as a
lifestyle product under the brand name TrimLine. It
is heavily pushed towards the figure conscious as a
wonder drug. TrimLine sells extremely well to
Wraith Raiders of both sexes, especially those with a
taste for indulgence. The modification Karma made
was to the lifespan of the bacterium, ensuring that a
repeat treatment is required every two months.

Dphl’s Energy Projection System

Found among the ruins of a high status Jendor
research establishment, the Dphl’s EPS is believed
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not to have been a technology native to that race. It
consists of two slightly flattened spheres mounted in
a complex grid, an unprepossessing appearance that
belies its potentially revolutionary function. The
Dphl’s has the ability to magnify and project energy.
The ultimate limits of the system are unknown, but
tests have proved it capable of transferring energy
from Mort City to Orientia with no measurable loss,
and of increasing the output of a standard fusion
battery by several orders of magnitude. The Dphl’s is
currently under quarantine. Officially this is due to
concerns about the effects on unshielded computers
and similar equipment that remain unresolved at this
time.

Third Eye’s RealVision

The very latest in entertainment technology, the
RealVision, a holodynamic projection unit, is simply
the must have item for wealthy status freaks. The
providence of the technology is somewhat dubious
however; as it was originally discovered aboard a
derelict spacecraft found drifting in the outer reaches
of the World of Progress. Its original use was not
entertainment either, but as a quickly configurable
system for making any control console usable by any
member of the ship’s crew. When the patents came
up for auction though Third Eye’s bid was almost
treble that of their nearest competitor.

The RealVision units currently on sale to Mort’s elite
project ‘solid holograms’ between 8 inches and
nearly two feet in height, or if the program is not
enhanced for RealVision, a screen of virtually any
desired dimensions can be projected instead. Work
continues on a larger scale unit for projecting
Contract Circuit fights at sports bars and similar
locations.

Data Archaeology

“Be careful what you dig for. You may just find it.”

Araad Hine, SCL 4 Ebon Investigator, Data
Archaeology Specialist, seconded to Head Office,
Mort 890 SD.

When the Shaktar lifted themselves above the
surface of Kn’nth, taking to the stars, they soon
became the first contact for many ‘alien’ races.
The early days of exploration were fuelled by a
religious zeal, a desire to explore on the behalf of the
Gods that had birthed the Shaktar race. This sense of
exploration, lead to many friendly, open exchanges
as the Shaktar gathered information and shared

knowledge based upon their Honour culture and their
Gods.
The quest for knowledge was soon followed by the
quest of colonisation, with Shaktar looking to
establish colonies on many of the contacted worlds.
New worlds were discovered, new colonies set up,
the expansion of the Shaktar race continued at a
pace.
Wherever they encountered new races, and whenever
they set up a new colony, they brought their
teachings and rituals, their beliefs and customs. Part
of this process involved the setting up of libraries
and data banks, storing the new knowledge and
recording the old, for use by Priests and elders in
keeping the Shaktar faith alive wherever they went.
The Conflict Wars have been chronicled in great
detail, by all races that took part. Ninety percent of
the known Galaxy was thrown in to the chaotic,
destructive turmoil of total war. The Shaktar fought
for survival and conquest as did all the other races.
As the Conflict Wars progressed, it became clear that
many of those fighting were losing the battle for
survival, their civilisations were crumbling under the
strain of continuous war, their society could not
support the drain on people and resources forced by
the ongoing slaughter.
It became common practice to safeguard aspects of
society through data storage. Many societies felt the
real fear that their very race was close to extinction,
many that their way of life, their social customs,
religious beliefs and political systems, were
disappearing. Technology levels dropped as societies
were bled dry by the Wars.

“The Gods were kind to our ancestors. We took to
the stars, spreading the words of the Gods and taking
Honour to the darkness. With the spread of Honour
came the spread of knowledge, we gathered as we
sowed. Our shared knowledge was stored in many
places, locked away for the duration of the dread
Conflict Wars. Now we have been lax, our teachings
have faltered, we have forgotten much. Including the
whereabouts of most of our heritage libraries. It is an
honourable way of life, seeking knowledge, but we
should be looking closer to home rather than in the
heart of Mort.”

J’rn Kpt’Qk, Rodsash Priest, Kn’nth 900 SD.

Data storage was seen as a last resort for survival,
and a way to ensure that technology was not driven
backwards. Vast networks were set up, many
destroyed or bombed in to isolation. The core data
banks were often designed to withstand power loss
and isolation from other networks, being capable of
‘cold storage’ until power could be restored, and the
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data accessed. Data banks were set up all over the
civilised worlds of each warring society.
These data banks became the depository for vast
amounts of knowledge, not just from the founding
species, but from any species they had encountered
and exchanged knowledge with, either through
diplomatic means or through force. The data banks
of the Shaktar became particularly rich in alien
knowledge, as they had been in contact with more
races for longer periods of time than almost anyone
else.

Data Stores

Data Stores can take three basic forms:

Survival Debris
Social Centres
Data Banks

Survival Debris

“We were towing in the ‘Blue Boar’, an old Ministry
of War Transport long since abandoned, for salvage.
Rounding the dark side of Jurn, we spotted the small
pod, looked like a survival pod or something. As we
got close, it backed away. Nothing living inside,
couldn’t figure. Then Kr’n figures it’s a simple
magnetic defense shield. According to Kr’n it’s an
old network pod from the pre-war days. Yeah, well,
I’ve heard about this shit floating around out here, so
I says let’s get the Blue Boar in and let Slops worry
about the pod. Kr’n agreed, but I could tell he wasn’t
happy about it. I didn’t know he’d told anyone
though. And the Cunder Clan grabbed it three days
later. Is that all? Can I go now?”

Kelly Jones, SCL 11 Employee Engineer,
‘TotalHaul’, interviewed on Kn’nth by Data
Archaeology squad, 901 SD.

This represents the remnants of a warring
civilisation, the wreckage from the Conflict wars, in
the form of anything that has onboard data that can
be retrieved. It can be anything from a Tank’s
onboard computer, to a Space Ships controlling
network. Essentially anything that has survived in
isolation and can be salvaged through powering up
and downloading. The information retrieved will be
of a very limited nature, usually to do with the
immediate system, i.e. the data store’s construct,
such as the vehicle or building. Occasionally, there
may be library data used for reference, covering a
wider subject, but this is extremely rare. Usually,
Survival Debris is most useful for analysis of things

like targeting systems, weapons control, defence
systems, power source management and the like.

Social Centres

These are the collected data stores from a number of
systems, linked through a network, that may be
accessed and downloaded using appropriate power
matrices and protocols. Social Centres represent
large stores of data, from a wide variety of
backgrounds, that would have been used to allow the
functioning of a multi-faceted social structure. They
can be represented by networks of business data,
educational webs, social and entertainment grids,
religious or political libraries, or any mixture and
combination of these. Social Centres usually have a
very limited amount of military data, and are not
usually linked to military networks, as the security of
the Social networks was not always as stringent as
those of the military. Social Centres can be found in
clusters of buildings, either in cities, colonies or
outposts, including links to satellites and sensor
arrays.

“The drop on to Laar IV went OK. Found the target
zone, got the sensors set up, started to load the cargo
on to the ship, when Harris disappears. Just fell
through the floor. She is fine, only now she’s
standing in some kind of natural cave network, says
it looks like it stretches for miles, with tunnels
leading out under the forest. She throws a line up and
we haul her out of there, but not before we see some
kind of little drone robot, like a Tek-Trex only
smaller, buzzing around like an angry dog. That’s
when we called you guys. What else do I know?
Hey, see this Dante Tour badge, it's for real. I aint
stupid. I’ll ‘know’ whatever you tell me to.”

Charles ‘trigger’ Knott, SCL 7C human Operative
with MusicMen, interviewed by Data Archaeology
squad on Laar IV, 900 SD.

Data Banks

“The central data banks at Charnarc on the second
moon of Wynac are vast. Massive stone pillars, over
a hundred meters high, from temple floor to roof,
covered with pictographs, runes and terminal
sockets. The whole site is over a mile square.
Awesome. The computers inside the stone columns
hum slightly when you boot them, but other than that
it’s totally silent. We got some weird shit
downloaded before the Archaeology boys turned up.
Yeah, they confiscated everything. We left butt
naked. That frikkin Wraith Raider, curiosity will kill
him one day.”
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Billy ‘slice’ Cullen, SCL 7B Frother Operative with
Hunter Thriller, over heard in Pit, Mort 902 SD.
(Referring to the encounter on Charnarc, where the
Wraith from HT tried to download some data while
the squad were on a Green for the Department of the
Environment.)

These were the purpose built data stores, designed to
hold massive amounts of information and knowledge
on a vast range of subjects. Seen as the central
repositories for knowledge that could later be used to
rebuild sections of communities and civilisations.
Data Banks often contained large amounts of hard
copy data in whatever medium was common to the
founding civilisation. The amount of information
retrieved and the subject matter covered, can be truly
awesome, covering every aspect of social,
technological, religious and political development of
the founding race. Data Banks were built with
physical security in mind as well as safeguards on
the retrieval of data, often built in to sealed bunkers,
self contained pods or inaccessible locations or
hidden orbits.

Encountering Data Stores

Data stores, in all of their various forms, are
scattered throughout the known regions of space.
Sitting deserted and forgotten on hundreds of
Homeworlds, in thousands of abandoned space
vessels, left drifting powerless and frozen in the
vastness of space. Data stores can be encountered as
they drift through the orbits of space lanes and other
satellites, or as they sit on deserted battlefields, in the
hearts of destroyed cities and settlements, or buried
deep in the sides of mountains or below caves in
forests, scattered around the founding civilisations
territory like last chance beacons, waiting for
retrieval, for new birth.
Over the 900 years since the close of the Conflict
Wars, most data stores have been long forgotten,
their location and contents lost to the mists of time.
SLA Industries has classified all data stores SCL 4+.
There are numerous teams, set up and monitored by
Head Office that specialise in the retrieval of data
stores. The best thing you can do if you discover a
data store, is report it to SLA Industries and let the
experts take care of it.

Game System Stuff

Data Archaeology

Data Archaeology is a KNOW based skill.

The skill confers upon the user the ability to
download data from data stores. This ability is a
broad based skill, encompassing many areas of
expertise at relatively low levels, who’s combined
knowledge allows the user to apply the Data
Archaeology skill. The skill covers some knowledge
of Computer Use, Electronics Repair, Computer
Subterfuge, Language and Literacy. Once the
character has the skill, they can progress in general
terms, or they can specialise. If they choose to
specialise, either in a particular races Data
Archaeology, of a particular form of data, they gain
bonuses relating to their speciality, while progress in
‘general’ application of the skill slows.

“Kn’nk just blew me away. Up until now, he’s been
all blades, bullets and fist scythes. Then we get lost
on Cross, take shelter in a cave system on the
southern slopes of the Hilden Range, looking to sit
out the mother of all plasma storms. Kn’nk
disappears to the back of the caves, we get worried
and go look for him. Found him in some kind of well
cavern, the hole in the centre of the floor was about
nine metres wide, we figured it was a well. Kn’nk is
kneeling at the edge, trying to attach some climbing
gear! We figure he’s lost it. He disappears in to the
darkness, we cover him from the lip of the hole,
shedding what light we can. Gr’aa, the Wraith with
the squad, says he’d better go down to cover, we
agree. Two hours later, no communication other than
white noise, and we’re damn twitchy. Then they
reappear, as if they’d been gone ten minutes. Neither
one would talk. They seemed OK, other than they
just wouldn’t talk about where they’d been or what
they’d been doing. Kn’nk looks close to tears, and
Gr’aa is wired on something, Beat I think. Talking to
Kn’nk on the shuttle back to Marville, he starts
crying, telling me about the ‘beauty’ and the shame
of having to leave it behind. Just rambled for the full
three hours to Marville. We were back on Mort two
days then he disappeared. We all thought he’d
bugged out back to Kn’nth. Then you show up and
that’s all I know. I never even heard of ‘Data
Archaeology’, and I had no idea Kn’nk knew about
that shit either. Gr’aa? Nah, no idea where he is,
when we’re on R&R, we all go our separate
ways….”

Haydon Willis, SCL 8B Human Scout with Pearl,
interviewed on Mort by Data Archaeology squad,
903 SD.

Shaktar on Mort

I am a Shaktar and a citizen of the World of
Progress. I have the honour to serve Mr Slayer as an
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Operative on Mort just as many Humans, Stormers
and so forth do. Would you ask them if their loyalty
is defined in terms of their race?

K’tn Hn’r (Apokolypse), Damage Inc, 904SD

The Shaktar of Mort are as diverse as the Shaktar
anywhere, and as misunderstood. Mort is a
microcosm of the entire Shaktar race, running the
full gamut of their hopes, fears, rivalries and
passions. Integrationist vies with traditionalist,
moderates and fanatics fear and misunderstand each
other and old clan rivalries are pursued in the heart
of Mr Slayer’s realm. Despite the views of the other
races, the Shaktar can be as viciously internecine as
any human and just as vindictive. Despite this there
are some common factors that encompass the vast
majority of Shaktar on Mort.

Beyond Clan and family ties all Shaktar on Mort can
be broadly thought of as belonging to one of two
groups, the Traditionalists and the Integrationists.
Most Shaktar are pretty moderate in their support of
their faction, many not even seeing themselves as
having an affiliation at all. This does not mean that
they are right, as affiliation is more a matter of
attitude than anything and so can be held without
ever being acknowledged.

As you would expect, Traditionalists support the old
ways. They tend to hold stronger religious
convictions though this is by no means a
requirement. Traditionalists scorn the use of
biotechnology such as Karma implants and as
combat operatives tend to favour close combat. The
most radical will only use drugs produced by Shaktar
companies and refuse the use of powered weapons
but they are few and far between.

Integrationists on the other hand see the future of the
Shaktar race as being inextricably bound with that of
SLA Industries. This is not to say that they scorn
religion. Most Integrationists believe that they do the
will of the gods by promoting ever-closer union
between SLA and the Shaktar people. Integrationists
are currently very much in the majority on Mort and
it is widely believed that their cause has the tacit
backing of the High Lord Shahanti.

The rift between Traditionalist and Integrationist is
for the most part purely philosophical, and is the
source of much debate in the temples of Mort. Many
a sermon has been preached eloquently from both
sides, and the vast majority of Shaktar are entirely
willing to consider both sides of the debate
regardless of their affiliations. There are however a

number of radicals on both sides. These are mostly
young Shaktar of the Warrior cast whose lack of
maturity is reflected in the fervour of their beliefs.
These hotheads often fight clandestine duels. These
duels are often to the death, and the fact that young
Shaktar are willing to act like Human gang members
is a matter of great disgrace to their families.
Moderate priests on both sides of the divide have
declared such duels an anathema, but in a culture that
places such emphasis on honour they can never be
entirely stamped out.

The Time of Your Life

Visit the apartment of your Shaktar squad-mate and
you will find he leads a comparatively spartan
existence. He is unlikely to have a games console for
example, or even more than the basic entertainment
package that is provided by SLA Industries to all
Operatives. If he is of a low SCL he probably lives in
an accommodation block, sharing his facilities with
others of his race. This is especially likely if the
Shaktar in question has come to Mort from a Shaktar
world. SLA Industries likes to help such immigrants
adjust by placing them with others of their kind.
Integrationists decry this practice as detrimental to
the eventual acceptance of the Shaktar into Mort
society while Traditionalists support it as protecting
the integrity of the Shaktar people.

This is not to say that the Shaktar are not consumers.
Most Shaktar spend a higher proportion of their
income than their Human counterparts, they just
spend it differently. Even the most radical
Integrationist values quality over all else and in the
World of Progress quality costs.  This desire for
quality is most evident in the tools a Shaktar requires
to do his job, which will almost always be kept in a
specific area of the individual’s living quarters rather
than strewn about. Most Shaktar spend at least some
time every day ensuring that the tools of their trade
are properly maintained. Unlike Humans who are
most likely to take a piece of equipment to a
specialist in order to have it maintained most Shaktar
take pride in doing as much maintenance as possible
themselves. From the warrior checking his guns to
the Labourer ensuring his wrench has perfect
gripping surfaces these small rituals are as much a
constant of Shaktar life as visiting a temple.

Blowing off Steam

Many people fail to realise just how important
recreation is to the Shaktar. As previously mentioned
nearly all Shaktar on Mort are regular visitors to
galleries and live performances by famous touring
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companies but this is far from the limit of their
private lives. Integrationists especially are always
keen to experience human art forms, with Jazz Clubs
being a current favourite.

The Shaktar also enjoy physical activity. On Mort
this can be a hard desire to satisfy unless the Shaktar
can afford membership of a gym or sports club.  Of
course few such venues provide a true replication of
the conditions a Shaktar would excesses under on
Kn’nth, so many Traditionalists find the experience
somewhat lacking. This has led a number of
enterprising Merchant Cast to purchase properties in
order to create something more akin to the Shaktar’s
native environment. These establishments are often
expensive, but are as close to Kn’nth as many Mort
born Shaktar will ever come. For this reason most
have a long waiting list for membership.

Most Shaktar rarely watch entertainment programs,
though news and current affairs are considered
worthwhile on the whole. The Shaktar are very
sensitive of their portrayal in the media, regardless of
Traditionalist or Integrationist standpoint. This is one
of the few areas in which both camps work
energetically together, although their final goals are
somewhat different. Shaktar are generally most
suspicious of animation series due to their bad
experience with Captain Contract. It is rare indeed
for a Shaktar to watch a cartoon for entertainment.

Shaktar Teachings

The path of the righteous man is beset on all sides, or
so the saying goes.  Shaktars living on Mort have
several things going against them.  They’re isolated
in a world that in equal parts hates and fears them,
and they have to put up with the constant jibes and
puns from those who do not understand them and
would belittle the codes that they live by.

Many Shaktar do not concern themselves with the
day to day interaction with humans and other races,
considering them not capable of understanding how
they must live, but there are those who will try and
bring understanding of the Shaktar codes to those
who could benefit from them.  This is done in many
ways, the first of which is covered by the first tenet
of Shaktarian faith, that of Honour.

Honour demands that all Shaktars uphold the honour
of their race, if this means that you smile while the
human insect in front of you calls you a wimpy red
gecko wannabe, then you smile, that’s the first rule.
You have to take care of business in a manner that
befits a Shaktarian warrior, but you must temper this

with not allowing liberties to be taken.  Most races
do not understand this, most races take it as their god
given gift to be obnoxious to all the people they
meet, let them think that they have the right to tread
on other peoples traditions, they will come to grief
sooner or later.  The first share of all honour goes to
those who have proven themselves as warriors, and
all Shaktar look up to those proud elite.

The second tenet is that of Family, another concept
that most other races, especially the Wraith, do not
understand.  The family is at the core of Shaktarian
virtue, all Shaktar are taught the code by their
parents, as they will teach to their children. This
tenet is best exemplified by those Shaktar who retire
to the homeworld when they have finished their
operative lives, giving up the easy money and fame
for a life of servitude to their family, that their line
might continue.  That said, the concept of family
extends to all those that the Shaktar is responsible
for, whether they be their own direct family, or those
that the Shaktar has taken for their own, all are
treated equally.

This brings into line the concept of friendship, when
a Shaktar names you as a friend, it means more than
any other race could mean it.  When another race
calls you friend, they mean that they know you and
might want to borrow money off you.  When a
Shaktar calls you friend, it means that they will be
there, no matter the cost, to make sure that you live,
even if it costs them their own life in the process.
This is not a minor matter, nor should it be viewed as
such, for a Shaktar calling you friend in the first
place takes time, they will not use the word lightly
and will never make it as a passing reference.

One of the most unused concepts in the world of
progress is that of truth.  This does not hold true for
the Shaktar, truth is one of the reasons that Shaktar
will always be at the forefront when it comes to
positions of trust.  A Shaktar who is true to the codes
will always speak the truth unless their superior
directly orders them to.  This has led some less
scrupulous people to avoid the hiring of Shaktar,
knowing that if the forces of SLA come to them and
ask the truth, the Shaktar will deliver it.  This is one
of the things that is most wrong with the world of
progress to the Shaktar, but it is the thing that is least
within their power to change.

To tie all the other codes together is the tenet of
faith, A Shaktar has to have faith, whether they are a
new rookie out on the street for the first time or Lord
Shahanti himself, faith is absolute.  A Shaktar
demonstrates this by completing the tasks that are set
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for them, other races can try, the Shaktar does.
Should the task prove impossible for them to
accomplish, they will still give it their all, for it is
only by giving all that they have that they can look
their superior in the eye with a clear conscience and
a pure heart.  The Donning of the ceremonial scarf is
a ritual not understood by most of the world of
progress, to many of them, all they’ve seen is
Captain Contract, where the Shaktar wears the scarf
to keep warm, they cannot understand what it is to
use the scarf.  There’s a subsection in the operatives
manual that few people bother to read, it says that if
you come up against a Shaktar who is wearing his
scarf, get out of the way.  Why is this?  Because even
if you can kill him, he’ll happily kill you with his
dying breath just to honour his vow.  A Shaktar
wears the scarf not because he expects to die, but
that people can understand that he will happily die to
fulfil his service.

They say that loyalty is another concept not used
very much, and in that, they’re right.  Once again,
the Shaktarian race is an example of all the good and
right things that the rest of the world do not take
notice of.  Loyalty does not mean to the Shaktar
what it does to other people.  To other people,
loyalty may mean loyalty to a person, to a code, to
any of these smaller things, to a Shaktar, it is loyalty
absolute.  By this code, a Shaktar shows what is
expected of every operative, but which very few
operatives actually deliver.  Shaktars will be loyal to
anything that they consider superior to themselves,
this is not merely a higher SCL, but someone who
has proven their superiority in a given field.  The
other aspect of loyalty is to their race, a Shaktar must
demonstrate correct behaviour at all times, for each
one of them is a representative of their race, and to
bring disrepute to themselves brings their race into
disrepute, a thing which no true Shaktar could
countenance.

The Last of all the Shaktarian codes is that of purity.
Seen by some radicals to be a form of xenophobia, it
is nothing of the sort. A Shaktarian warrior, and
indeed, any member of the Shaktar race must remain
pure: corruption is not an option, neither is any
debasement of the codes.  Some Shaktar take this to
the limit and will not associate with members of any
other race, in the understanding that other races may
pollute their own purity.  Most Shaktar do not have
that option, and will instead demonstrate their purity
by being exemplars to the code, showing other races
where they are going 'wrong'.

How do these things make a difference to the world
of progress?

Shaktar in general do not have the choice to avoid
situations where their codes are called into question,
but even with this in mind, they must still obey the
tenet of Loyalty, and act as a spokesperson for their
race.  A Shaktar will gently remind squad members
if they are acting out of line as per the code; they
view this as part of their duty, that other people
might learn from their example.  In many cases,
where their efforts are met with rebuttal, they will
hold their tongue in the face of such wrongdoing, in
the knowledge that as much as they do not approve,
their codes are sometimes out of place in the world
they work in.

Nonetheless, a Shaktar will always be, to the best of
their ability, a paragon of the Honour Code, where
their elders and superiors can see them and know
that they are doing their best to make the difference.


